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ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960, and which came into force o n
30th September 1961, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shall promote policies designed :

- to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of living in Membe r
countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to the development of the world economy ;

- to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member countries in the process of economi c
development; an d

- to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in accordance wit h
international obligations .

The original Member countries of the OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece ,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdo m
and the United States. The following countries became Members subsequently through accession at the dates indicated hereafter :
Japan (28th April 1964), Finland (28th January 1969), Australia (7th June 1971), New Zealand (29th May 1973), Mexico (18t h
May 1994), the Czech Republic (21st December 1995), Hungary (7th May 1996), Poland (22nd November 1996), Korea (12t h
December 1996) and the Slovak Republic (14 December 2000) . The Commission of the European Communities takes part in the
work of the OECD (Article 13 of the OECD Convention) .

NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENC Y

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 1st February 1958 under the name of the OEE C
European Nuclear Energy Agency. It received its present designation on 20th April 1972, when Japan became its firs t
non-European full Member. NEA membership today consists of 28 OECD Member countries : Australia, Austria, Belgium ,
Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg ,
Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the Unite d
Kingdom and the United States . The Commission of the European Communities also takes part in the work of the Agency .

The mission of the NEA is:

- to assist its Member countries in maintaining and further developing, through international co-operation, th e
scientific, technological and legal bases required for a safe, environmentally friendly and economical use of nuclea r
energy for peaceful purposes, as well as

- to provide authoritative assessments and to forge common understandings on key issues, as input to governmen t
decisions on nuclear energy policy and to broader OECD policy analyses in areas such as energy and sustainabl e
development .

Specific areas of competence of the NEA include safety and regulation of nuclear activities, radioactive waste
management, radiological protection, nuclear science, economic and technical analyses of the nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear law an d
liability, and public information . The NEA Data Bank provides nuclear data and computer program services for participating
countries.

In these and related tasks, the NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic Energy Agency in
Vienna, with which it has a Co-operation Agreement, as well as with other international organisations in the nuclear field .

© OECD 2007

Permission to reproduce a portion of this work for non-commercial purposes or classroom use should be obtained through the Centre françai s
d’exploitation du droit de copie (CCF), 20, rue des Grands-Augustins, 75006 Paris, France, Tel . (33-1) 44 07 47 70, Fax (33-1) 46 34 67 19, for
every country except the United States . In the United States permission should be obtained through the Copyright Clearance Center, Customer
Service, (508)750-8400, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923, USA, or CCC Online: http ://www .copyright.com/. All other applications for
permission to reproduce or translate all or part of this book should be made to OECD Publications, 2, rue André-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16 ,
France.
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COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an international committe e
made up of senior scientists and engineers, with broad responsibilities for safety technology and researc h
programmes, and representatives from regulatory authorities . It was set up in 1973 to develop and
co-ordinate the activities of the NEA concerning the technical aspects of the design, construction an d
operation of nuclear installations insofar as they affect the safety of such installations .

The committee’s purpose is to foster international co-operation in nuclear safety amongst th e
OECD member countries . The CSNI’s main tasks are to exchange technical information and to promote
collaboration between research, development, engineering and regulatory organisations ; to review
operating experience and the state of knowledge on selected topics of nuclear safety technology and safet y
assessment ; to initiate and conduct programmes to overcome discrepancies, develop improvements an d
research consensus on technical issues ; to promote the coordination of work that serve maintainin g
competence in the nuclear safety matters, including the establishment of joint undertakings .

The committee shall focus primarily on existing power reactors and other nuclear installations ; it
shall also consider the safety implications of scientific and technical developments of new reactor designs .

In implementing its programme, the CSNI establishes co-operative mechanisms with NEA’ s
Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) responsible for the program of the Agency
concerning the regulation, licensing and inspection of nuclear installations with regard to safety . It also
co-operates with NEA’s Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health (CRPPH), NEA’ s
Radioactive Waste Management Committee (RWMC) and NEA’s Nuclear Science Committee (NSC) o n
matters of common interest.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A significant proportion of nuclear plant events is attributable to failures that take place durin g
maintenance and periodic testing. Human and organisational factors are frequently identified as making a
major contribution to these events . Despite this recognition, licensee and regulatory oversight in the
human and organisational area has tended to focus more on operational matters than maintenance .

Owing to the importance of human and organisational performance on nuclear plant maintenance, th e
CSNI Special Experts’ Group on Human and Organisational Factors (SEGHOF) hosted a worksho p
entitled “Better nuclear plant maintenance : improving human and organisational performance”. The
workshop took place in Ottawa, Canada in October 2005 and provided an international forum for staff
from nuclear plants, research bodies, and regulators to discuss human and organisational challenges t o
maintenance, and initiatives to support effective performance . Over 60 participants from about
20 countries participated.

The workshop was divided into five sessions : 1) International guidance to improve maintenance
performance; 2) Lessons learned through maintenance operating experience ; 3) Licensee initiatives t o
support reliable maintenance ; 4) Regulatory approaches to assuring effective licensee maintenance ; and
5) Recent trends and their impact on maintenance. Sessions commenced with oral presentations of paper s
followed by break-out and plenary discussions . Session 4 on regulatory approaches included short
presentations from ten regulatory bodies and was followed by discussion comparing these approaches . The
main findings of the workshop are summarised below .

Nuclear licensees and regulators world-wide are facing retirements of experienced staf. Along with
technical knowledge, these workers have years of tacit knowledge gained through experience. The need
for transfer of tacit knowledge from experienced workers to a younger generation was recognised during
the workshop. Training, procedures and mentoring programs are the primary knowledge transfe r
mechanisms. Succession planning processes are required to ensure an adequate supply of trained an d
qualified staff in a situation where nuclear programmes in some countries may start to expand again after a
period of contraction .

Contractors are increasingly used to perform maintenance activities. This may involve the use of
small, locally-based companies or the use of roving maintenance teams which provide outage servicing to
many different NPPs, and which may work across different countries . However, the nuclear licensee
always remains ultimately responsible for safety and must therefore ensure that its contractors work within
the licensee’s work processes and rules . When work is contracted out, the licensee must ensure adequat e
oversight of contractors by maintaining a suitable level of control and supervision and by maintaining a n
intelligent customer capability . Some recent events have shown that this has not always been achieved, s o
increased oversight may be required .

Many nuclear installations are using skill-broadening in maintenance. Skill-broadening involves
providing maintenance staff with additional competencies so that they can perform a wider range of
activities which would otherwise require the use of more staff. A common example is the move to provid e
maintenance staff with the competencies to carry out limited self-monitoring and thus reduce the need fo r
health physics personnel . Although this can reduce staff costs and may provide maintainers wit h
developmental opportunities, there is a risk of diluting competence standards with skill-broadening . The
frequency and content of refresher training for broadened skills must be justified . For example, there may
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be a need for more frequent training for skills which are used less frequently. Increased supervision may
also be required.

The role of supervisors at the plant level becomes more important with the loss of experienced
workers . In addition to technical skills, supervisors must be competent in dealing with people . There are
sometimes practical barriers to attracting the strongest candidates to leadership positions, such a s
requirements to leave the labour union and concern over taking on additional administrative duties .
Nuclear plant management must ensure there are appropriate incentives for attracting the best candidates t o
leadership positions . In addition, training programs are required to assist supervisors in developing thei r
leadership and management skills .

Contracting out and moving to skill-broadening are examples of organisational changes that are used
to optimise the use of plant staff resources . Nevertheless, if inadequately conceived or implemented, the y
also have the potential to negatively impact on station performance . Organisational change processes ar e
necessary to ensure that the safety significance of organisational changes are recognised and addressed .
Further information about processes to manage and regulate organisational change is available in CSN I
Technical Opinion Paper No 5 (NEA Publication 5348, 2004) .

Efective planning of maintenance tasks is critical for error prevention. A utility level maintenanc e
strategy is required to define and justify the maintenance programme . A clear and justified maintenanc e
strategy allows for elimination of tasks that are not required, thereby reducing the risk of human errors .
Based on the experience of workshop participants, error prevention strategies differ between preventive
and corrective maintenance since preventive maintenance is prone to slips and lapses while corrective
maintenance is prone to knowledge-based errors and production-related pressures .

The time alowed to complete maintenance tasks must be realistic in order to reduce the risk o f
workers perceiving time pressures . Outages are recognised as times of high workload with greater risks o f
time pressure influencing task performance . This often has to do with a perceived need to get the plant
ready for start-up as soon as possible . It was suggested that there could be a disconnect between the formal
management communication on the need for tasks to be carried out safely and properly, and the
perceptions of the workforce. The workshop concluded that valuable maintenance planning tools may b e
included in the work management systems to assist with work scheduling, including : critical task analysis ;
pre-meetings to avoid conflicting jobs and priorities ; and walk-downs of complex or infrequently
performed tasks . Successful planning and execution of plant maintenance requires strong communicatio n
between workers and supervisors, between maintainers and operators, and between contractors and plant
staff. Post-job debriefings are a useful mechanism for identifying deficiencies and strengths in the wor k
planning process and for supporting organisational learnin g

It was suggested that maintenance and operations teams can develop different organisational
cultures, and that differences may also exist between plant staff and contractors . Views were also
expressed that maintenance is somehow perceived as being of lower “status” than operations, and there is a
need for licensees and regulators to promote awareness of the importance of maintenance and it s
contribution to plant safety .

Procedures and work instructions are required to guide work not only in operations but also in
maintenance, and a culture of procedural compliance must be developed and nurtured in maintenanc e
departments . Procedures must be technically accurate and written using human performance engineerin g
principles and guidelines . The usability of procedures should be tested through human factors verification
and validation activities, including walk-downs of the procedures in the plant. However, an appropriate
balance must be maintained between procedural compliance and preserving a questioning attitude amon g
plant staff.

Plant life extensions and new reactor designs are being considered in many countries . The plant
design determines the actions and work processes that people must carry out to operate and maintain th e
station . Licensees and regulatory bodies must place greater emphasis on maintainability issues when new
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installations are designed or when existing ones are modified . The latter is especially problematic becaus e
new maintenance requirements need to be integrated into the existing maintenance regime, and dealin g
with a combination of older and more modern technologies may present challenges . The introduction of
changes to maintenance support technologies (e .g., planning systems, equipment etc) also raises issues o f
competence development . The workshop noted that operating experience with existing equipment an d
plant design data is a useful source of information for improving future designs ,

There are multiple sources of information for organisational learning to improve maintenance
performance. Maintenance workers must be encouraged to report near misses and minor events, since the y
provide valuable learning opportunities . Root cause investigators must probe human and organisationa l
contributors to maintenance events .

The workshop concluded that prioritisation of corrective actions can be guided by the integration o f
performance information from a variety of sources, including audits, self-assessments, maintenance logs ,
and root cause analyses . Another tool for monitoring performance is performance indicators . Actions are
underway in various countries to develop performance indicators that are more valid, reliable, and sensitiv e
to changes in human and organisational aspects of maintenance performance . Care has to be taken,
however, in order not to be guided by indicators only but rather to combine them with other information, a s
a recent report CNRA R(2005)1 indicates. Nuclear licensees and regulators should ensure that
mechanisms are in place for learning from positive as well as negative outcomes . Several installations now
train maintenance staff about human performance and factors influencing it . However, as indicated earlier,
initiatives to change the behaviour of maintenance workers may need to be tailored to the various wor k
group cultures .

The workshop discussed the role of regulatory activities in the field of human performance during
maintenance . Historically, the regulatory focus has been on operations rather than maintenance . However,
owing to the growing recognition of the importance of reliable human and organisational performanc e
during maintenance, regulatory bodies are increasing scrutiny in this area . For example, some countrie s
require a formal treatment of human factors in the safety case for the plant (and modifications) to
demonstrate that maintenance tasks are properly understood and supported . Regulatory bodies also need to
develop suitable regulatory frameworks for overseeing the challenges facing the industry, such a s
management of ageing plants and workforce, plant life extensions, deregulation, institutional changes ,
design of new plants and decommissioning . Common concerns identified by regulatory bodies include
outsourcing, contractor management, maintenance of competency, communication, and work planning .

Regulators are also able to promote good practices and document regulatory expectations on topic s
that may be new to the industry, such as the trend towards increasing use of contractors which ha s
increased the focus on maintenance of “intelligent customer capability” (CSNI, 2004) . Many regulator s
are working to ensure that their activities are planned using a risk-informed approach. Most regulator s
view the licensee’s safety management system as the foundation of reliable maintenance and all aspects o f
the safety management system are open to regulatory review . However, it was notable that there were
differences between countries in their views on the extent to which the regulator should engage with the
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licensee to influence its safety management system. In all cases, the regulator needs to be aware of th e
potential impact that its activities can have on licensee safety culture, and take care not to have
counterproductive effects .

The feedback from participants indicated that the workshop provided a valuable opportunity fo r
licensees, regulators, and research bodies to exchange information and to develop a greater understandin g
and appreciation of each other’s roles and responsibilities and of initiatives that have been taken t o
improve human performance during maintenance .
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Government Conference Centre, 2 Rideau Street, Sussex Room, October 3 – 5, 200 5

Agenda

Monday, October 3

Registration (at Colonel By Drive entrance)

Welcome workshop participants

	

Sussex Room

L. Keen, President, Canadian Nuclear Safety Commissio n
C. Reiersen, Nuclear Installations Inspectorate

Chair of Nuclear Energy Agency’s (NEA) Special Experts Group on Human an d
Organisational Factors (SEGHOF)

C. Reiersen, Explain objectives of workshop and structure

9:30 to 10:30

	

1 .0 Presentations (Chair: A. Nicic)

	

Sussex Room

Perspective of International Nuclear Organisations about Improving Maintenance Program s

- P. Pyy, Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)
- T. Muschara, Work Execution Assistance Visits, Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO )
- K. Dahlgren, International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

Lessons learned from maintenance-related events

1. Preischl, W ., Maintenance Errors Leading to Safety Relevant Notifiable Events in German NPPs -
Causal Factor Trends, Possibility of Precaution Improvement

2. R. Périnet & J .-M. Rousseau, Periodic tests : a HF analysis of the documentary aspects, Institut de
Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire

3. M. Makino, Dominant causal factors for human error during maintenance observed in incident reports ,
JNES

4. K. Laakso, Systematic analysis and prevention of human errors and common cause failures in relatio n
to maintenance, VTT Industrial System s

Lessons learned from maintenance-related events

Lessons learned from maintenance-related events

Licensee arrangements for planning, implementing and managing maintenanc e
1. I . Lake, Use of the Human Performance Field Simulator “Practising Event Prevention – Driving Cultur e

Change”, Pickering A, Ontario Power Generation
2. J . MW Lozano & C. A. Rodicio, Guidelines for improving maintenance programs in Almaraz NP P

Sussex Room Lounge

Sussex Room

8:00 to 9:00

9:00 to 9:30
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Tuesday, October 4

9:00 to 9:40

	

3 .0 Paper Presentations (Cont’d) (Chair: C. Reiersen)

	

Sussex Room

Licensee arrangements for planning, implementing and managing maintenanc e
3. P. Oedewald, & T . Reiman, Enhancing maintenance personnel’s job motivation and organisationa l

effectiveness, FIN– 02044 VTT
4. A. Piirto, P . Paajanen, J . Kantola, H . Vanharanta, A Self-Evaluation Tool for Development of

Maintenance Personnels’ Competences, TVO Nuclear Services Ltd . & Tampere University of
Technology

9:45 to 10:30

	

3 .1 Discussion Group

Licensee arrangements for planning, implementing and managing maintenanc e

10:30 to 10:50

	

Break

	

Sussex Room Lounge

10:50 to 11 :40

	

3 .1 Discussion Group (Cont’d)

Licensee arrangements for planning, implementing and managing maintenanc e

11 :45 to 12:30

	

3 .2 Plenary Session (Chair: C. Reiersen) Sussex Room

Licensee arrangements for planning, implementing and managing maintenanc e

12 :30 to 1:45

	

Lunch

1 :45 to 3:30

	

4 .0 Paper Presentations (Chair: P. Pyy)

	

Sussex Room

Regulatory requirements, concerns and approaches

1. B. Hallbert, Developing Human Performance Measures, Idaho National Laboratory
2. P.-O. Sandén, A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenance –Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorat e

3. B. Moberger, A Swedish regulatory routine for maintenance inspection –Swedish Nuclear Powe r
Inspectorate

4. Chockie, Safety-Related Maintenance Contractor Activities at Nuclear Power Plants- New Challenges fo r
Regulatory Oversight, Chockie Group International, Inc . USA

5. Y. Fiset & H . McRobbie, Using Checklists to Assess Compliance with Maintenance Procedures, CNS C

3:30 to 3:50

	

Break

	

Sussex Room Lounge

3:50 to 5:00

	

4 .1 Short Presentations (Chair: P. Pyy)

	

Sussex Room

Regulatory requirements, concerns and approaches – Short presentations by regulatory bodie s

1. C. Reiersen – Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) – United Kingdom

2. M. Barrientos Montero – Consejjo de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN) – Spai n

3. Y. Van Den Berghe – Association Vinçotte Nuclear (AVN) – Belgiu m
4. D. Tasset – DGSNR - Franc e
5. A. Nicic – Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission – Canada

5:00 to 5:30

	

4 .1 Discussion Group

Regulatory requirements, concerns and approaches

Tuesday Evening - 7 :30 pm
Dinner at the Métropolitain Brasserie, 700 Sussex Drive
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Wednesday, October 5

9:00 to 10 :00

	

4 .2 Discussion Group (Cont’d)

Regulatory requirements, concerns and approaches

10:05 to 10:30

	

4 .3 Plenary Session (Chair: P. Pyy)

	

Sussex Room

Regulatory requirements, concerns and approaches

Regulatory requirements, concerns and approaches

ecent trends and their impact on management of maintenanc e

1. T. Kuronen & N. Rintala, The prerequisites for successful knowledge sharing in nuclear power plants an d
What is Tacit Knowledge in NPP Maintenance?, Helsinki University of Technolog y

2. T. Reiman, & P . Oedewald, Exploring the effect of organisational changes on the reliability o f
maintenance, FIN– 02044 VTT

3. E . Nystad, Improved human performance in maintenance by using virtual reality tools : experimental
results and future applications, OECD Halden Reactor Project, Institute for Energy Technolog y

Summary of workshop

- Key message s
- Path forward

12:30 to 1 :45

	

Lunch

1:45 to 3:20

	

5 .1 Discussion Group

Recent trends and their impact on management of maintenanc e

3:20 to 3:40

	

Break

3:40 to 4:30

	

5 .2 Plenary Session (Chair: J . Persensky)

Recent trends and their impact on management of maintenanc e

4:30 to 5:00

	

6 .0 Conclusions (Chairs : C . Reiersen and H. McRobbie)

Sussex Room Lounge

Sussex Room
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AEN

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

The CSNI Special Experts' Group on Human &
Organisational Factors (SEGHOF )

Craig Reierse n

Chairman, SEGHO F

October 2005

	

2

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors
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CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors
IIWNZMIINNWIF

What do we do ?
Broad Mandate
â . "to improve the current understanding, to advance the utilisation o f

methodologies for human and organisational factor assessment and t o
address emerging safety issues, in order to maintain and improve th e
safety of nuclear installations in Member countries" .

â Respond to requests from CSNI, CNRA & other working groups fro m
these bodie s

Who are we ?
â Human & organisational factors specialists

â Nuclear regulators, licensees, researchers

October 2005

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

Key Activities to deliver mandate :-

• forum for exchange of information and experience abou t
safety relevant human and organisational issues in membe r
countries

â discuss, compare and where possible benchmark
programmes & methodologies for assessing safety-relevan t
human and organisational issues .

â compare international practice in human and organisationa l
factor assessmen t

â sponsor specialist meetings and workshop s

October 2005

	

4
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NEA
CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

SEGHOF Activities 2000-2005

Workshop on the management of change 200 1
âproceedings developed into a Technical Opinion Pape r

Workshop on control room upgradin g
> report published 200 2

Workshop on safety management 200 2
âstate of the Art Report (SOAR) in production

Workshop on human factors issues in plant modifications 200 3
> proceedings published

Input to CNRA Discussion on human performanc e
> formalised in CNRA "Green Booklet "

Session at NEA decommissioning workshop 200 4

Contribution to CNRA workshop on safety management 200 5

October 2005

AE N
NEA

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

Current & Future Tasks

"Better nuclear plant maintenance : improving human an d
organisational performance "
âenough said . . .

Workshop on future control room design and human
performance issues & work practices
âproposal to CSNI approved in December 200 4
âworkshop jointly with Halden Reactor Project in May 200 6

Task on regulatory approaches to monitoring safety culture
under developmen t
> proposal to be finalised this week for CSNI approval . Task to go

forward in late 2006/early 2007

October 2005
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AE N
NEA

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factdr s

SEGHOF Continuing Activities

Principal benefit : SEGHOF as a forum and a network o f
specialists : -

âeffective forum to discuss relevant issues in the HOF are a

âexchange of experience and practice s

> access to a wide knowledge base provided by the permanen t
members of the grou p

> creation of valuable products for members and other user s

âconsultants to CSNI/CNRA and other NEA Working Groups

The only permanent international forum dealing with HOF issue s
in the Nuclear Area

October 200 5

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

Why hold this workshop ?

"Maintenance actions are a source of man y
errors that are possibly disregarded, but tha t
may impact severely on the safety of the plan t
as they degrade system availability" .

(IAEA 1987)
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CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factor s
4naimunnanawmasignamosai

Litany of events across sectors Nightmare at 23,000ft as crew cling to captai n

maintenance conducted on th e
night shift
bolts fitted by a shift maintenanc e
manager who could sign off hi s
own work ; no duplicate inspection

3 working practices of shift
managers not monitored
84 incorrect bolts fitted relying o n
touch and eye
cues that they were the wrong
bolts were ignore d
no requirement to test th e
installation .

PILOT SUCKE D
FROM JETLINER

NÉÂ
CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

NISIMIMBESOMEW

• All implicated maintenance erro r
• All led to major loss of life or near miss

Itr0l::',1,~

	

' . . .'r

	

V"ate
October 200 5

- Oil : Piper Alph a
- Chemical : Bhopal
- Nuclear: TM I
- Rail : Clapham Junctio n
- etc
- etc

1 8
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CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factor s
	 i Itatissmusuntarmssmagamum

The contribution of Maintenance-related events

3 0

25

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 200 3

From: IRS Topical Study (Stimpson, 2005, in draft )

Key point : % Not declining!

October 2005

2 0

% of al l

IRS reports

15
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"I N ÉÂ
CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

Aims of the Workshop

To exchange and disseminate information abou t
management of nuclear plant maintenance programme s
and measures to prevent or mitigate the effects o f
maintenance errors .

- Papers to stimulate thought, discussion, debate
- Discussion groups

t:x ~. '~~~w~ t ~,
,,tet

~ ~°

	

~.,

	

~~• . a

October 2005
1 2
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CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

Structure of Workshop (1/4 )

Session 1 : Documents and guidance to improve
maintenance performance

- What is the international community doing ?

Session 2: Maintenance-related events
- What does analysis of events tell us about the nature and influenc e

of maintenance error?

- Discussion Grou p
• some pre-defined Topics
• issues arising from paper presentations

1 3

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

Structure of Workshop (2/4 )

Session 3 : Licensee initiatives to support reliable
maintenance

- Examples of approaches to improve maintenance organisation an d
delivery

- Discussion Grou p
• some pre-defined Topics
• issues arising from paper presentation s

- Plenary session

October 2005

	

1 4
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AEN

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors

Structure of Workshop (4/4 )

Session 5 : Recent trends and their impact on maintenanc e
- The impact of organisational chang e
- Accessing and sharing knowledge to support maintenance
- Developments in technology to support maintenanc e

- Discussion Grou p
• some pre-defined Topics
• issues arising from paper presentation s

- Plenary session

Conclusions

	

October 2005

	

1 6

Structure of Workshop (3/4 )

• Session 4: Regulatory approaches to assuring effective
licensee maintenanc e

- Examples of regulatory issues, approaches and requirements

- "five minute" presentation s

- Discussion Group

• some pre-defined Topics

• issues arising from paper presentation s

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factors
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CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisationaf Factor s

Finally . . . .

Thanks for coming . . .
)> aim to identify practical issues, tools, approaches

)> success depends on active participation !

Outputs of workshop
». we will present way forward at conclusion of worksho p

NEA

CSNI SEGHOF, Special Experts Group on Human & Organisational Factor s
NIMMIDTOMP-

..." .." ."	 ".

	

.iman Foehtrs

	

ecial i
!fl the n -, c . -ne

October 2005
1 8

Hopefully; a pragmatic 3 days . . .
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PAPERS AND PRESENTATION S
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1 . PERSPECTIVE OF INTERNATIONA L

NUCLEAR ORGANISATIONS ABOUT

IMPROVING MAINTENANCE

PROGRAMS
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NEA NEA Opening, CSNI Workshop on Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance : Ottawa, 3-5 October 200 5

NEA work to improve NPP maintenance safet y

Pekka Pyy OECD/NEA

pekka.pyy@oecd.org

AEN
NEA NEA Opening, CSNI Workshop on Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance : Ottawa; 3-5 October 200 5

COMMIRGE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR SOIL LA T.AIS (CS N
CHAIRMAN: A. TRAOANI- SELLSET'AR Y J PEAU

BUREAU: G. LOWENHIELM, L. HAWK. AOE, K. VAL rONEN .P .JAME S
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NEA Opening, CSNI Workshop on Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance: Ottawa, 3-5 October 200 5

momwentsmandnmomm

COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR REGULATORY ACTIVITIES (CNRA )
CHAIRMAN J LAAK ONEN SECRETARY J. RollL

	

CNRA BUREAU: J. DYER. C. VIKTORSSO M. WEI :UTM N, A . SCHMI TT K. ARE. 3.3 VAN BIN JEBEEK

WORKIN~6 GROUPS

	

TASK GROUPS'

	

t

	

JOIN] 'ACTIVITIES

CHAlRMANr A JONCE
URE rAHY: J. RES;

u C5Nl,CNftA
Tsrc Pr <,N' S

F _Hm.m
H

arvc5 l,volGATO
R

CAi<,R5

v : !.. Cavcs10 5
S,ALA,v: R. Rr.-

CSN!

AEN
NEA NEA Opening, CSNI Workshop on Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance: Ottawa, 3-5 October 2005

Previous NEA work in the area of maintenanc e

Both the NEA Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installation s
(CSNI) and the Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activitie s
(CNRA) and their various working groups have had severa l
activities dealing with maintenance in the past .

These activities approach the topic from different point of vie w
than this workshop . However, the reports available about thes e
activities form a good background material to the topic .

The focus of the work has enlarged a great deal and also
deepened through the years -(see slides 5-7) !

N

	

1W111111111NIF :'
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AE N
NEA NEA Opening, CSNI Workshop on BetterNuclear Plant Maintenance: Ottawa, 3-5 October 200 5

CSNI related activities and reports
*NEA/CSNI-68 (1981)- A Guide to writing maintenance test and calibration

procedures by a CSNI Group of Experts on Human Error Assessment
vvww.nea.fr/html/nsd/docs/1981/csni81-68 .pdf

*NEA/CSNI/R(1991)6 - International practices for analyzing, regulating an d
improving human performance of maintenance activities at nuclear powe r
plants, 1991 . Contact the NEA Secretariat for a copy .

*NEA/CSNI/R(1994)17 - Management of maintenance outages and shutdowns:
summary of reports, 1994 . Contact the NEA Secretariat for a copy.

*NEA/CSNI/R(1995)27 - Joint OECD/NEA-IAEA Symposium on Human Factor s
and Organisation in NPP maintenance outages : impact on safety . Stockholm ,
Sweden , 1995. www.nea.fr/html/nsd/docs/1995/csni-r95-27 .pdf

*NEA/CSNI/R(1995)13 - Proceedings of the International Workshop o n
Reliability Data Collection in Support of PSA, Maintenance and Life -
Assurance Programmes (1995 : Toronto , Canada ), 1996 . Also referenced

as: OCDE/GD(96)62. www.nea.fr/html/nsd/docs/1995/csni-r1995-13 .pdf

z .AE N
NEA NEA Opening, CSNI Workshop on Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance: Ottawa, 3-5 October 2005

CNRA related activities and report s

*NEA/CNRA/R(1997)1 - Regulatory Inspection Practices related to Inspection
Planning, Plant Maintenance and the Assessment of Safety- Proceedings of
an International Workshop, (1996 : Chester, UK), 1997 . Also referenced as :
OCDE/GD(97)62. www.nea.fr/html/nsd/docs/1997/cnra-r97-1 .pdf

*NEA/CNRA/R(2001)6 - Inspection of Maintenance on safety Systems Durin g
NPP Operation www.nea.fr/html/nsd/docs/2001/cnra-r2001-6 .pdf

*NEA/CNRA/R(2003)4 - CNRA - Nuclear Regulatory Inspection of Contracted
Work Survey Results - Working Group on Inspection Practice s
www.nea .frlhtml/nsd/docs/2003/cnra-r2003-4 .pdf
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caA
NEA

NEA Opening, CSNI Workshop on Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance : Ottawa, 3-5 October 2005

GOING DEEPER : ICDE PROJECT RESULTS
• ICDE is an international NEA common cause failure (CCF) dat a

exchange project with 11 member countries - final reports are publi c

• Human actions are a dominant cause of CCFs (app . 67 %) and many o f
them deal with maintenance

• The relative share of human action as causes increases with the number
of redundant trains/components

• Deficiency and incompleteness of procedures together with insufficient
work control seem to be the most frequent cause for complete CCFs (? )

• During re-qualification : human actions and organisational problems lik e
deficient documentation and communication are important causes fo r
complete CCF (e .g. lead to misalignments) . Valves and electrical
equipment were identified as particularly vulnerable to re-qualification
errors .

CAEN
NEA

NEA Opening, CSN/ Workshop on Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance: Ottawa, 3-5 October 200 5

WHAT KIND OF RESULTS DO WE NEED FROM THIS
WORKSHO P

• Understanding of where we are now with maintenance error an d
(safety) challenges related to it - the big picture

• Practical thoughts about what could easily be done

• Generic ideas for required international activities in future (and by
which organisation)

• Detailed recommendations so that each participant would hav e
something to bring back hom e

• I wish you (us) a very interesting and fruitful workshop on behal f
of the NEA
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Work Execution Assistance
Visits (WEAV )

Tony Muschara
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

CSNI Workshop
"Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance :

Improving Human and Organizational Performance "

Purpose of WEAVs

Reduce the frequency of events
by providing feedback to station
managers on how well work
preparation, work performance, an d
work feedback activities promote
error-free performance during the
conduct of maintenance .

29
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What Do You Manage (HU)?

• Assets : people, plant, and property

• Hazard : human error

• Exposure : "People touching equipment"

• Risk: probability and consequences

• Event : ♦ frequency and ♦ severity

• Controls :
- Error rate (frequency)
- Defence-in-depth (severity)

Strategic Perspective

Re + Md ~ 0E

Reducing
and

Managing leads

	

Zero
error

	

defences

	

to

	

Events
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Strategy 1 :

Rigorous use of
error-prevention tool s
during work execution

• Work Preparatio n
• Work Performance
• Work Feedback

Strategy: Two-pronged Approac h

Reduce Frequency
of Events

Rigorous Use of
Error-Prevention Tools

• Work Preparation
• Work Performance
• Work Feedback

Reduce Severity
of Events

Aggressive Control of
Defence-in-Dept h

1St Line: Engineered Control s
2nd Line: Administrative Control s
3 rd Line : Cultural Control s
4th Line: Oversight Control s

Event Free

31
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Strategy 2 :

Aggressive control of
defence-in-depth
• Engineered Controls (equipment )

• Administrative Controls
(procedures)

• Cultural Controls (leadership)

• Oversight Controls (accountability )

Systemic Dimension s
of Performance

• Organisational factors
• Job-site condition s
• Individual behaviors

32
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Scope of Assistance
~.A /,, _I

Work
Preparation

Work
Performance

Wor k
Feedbac k

• Planning & Scheduling • Expectations • Post fob review
Procedures / work pkg. • Pnorities & values • CAP

Organisationa l
Factors

• Resources & staffing • Interfaces • Self-assessment
• Training & qualification • Communication • Change mgmt
• Interfaces • Leadership practices

• Walkdowns • Equipment condition • Supervision
• Task assignment • Habitability • Post-fob review

Job-Site
Conditions

• Tagouts / permits • Work documents • CAP
• Pre-job bnefing • Accessibility

• Fitness for Duty (FFD)

• Physical readiness • Error-prevention • Reporting / CA P
• Task • Situation awareness • SupervisionIndividual preview
• Risk perception • Teamwork • Post-job reviewBehaviours
• Pre-fob briefing • Conservatism

WEAV Process

1. Develop station-specific objective s
2. Assemble team (including peers )
3. Schedule one-week on-site visi t
4. Conduct document review s
5. Conduct observations and interviews *
6. Identify significant gaps/opportunities
7. Develop action plan
8. Agree on effectiveness measures
9. Develop and mail trip report
10. Assess effectivenes s

* on-site activities

3 3
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Team Compositio n

• Team manager (INPO )
• Human performance (INPO )
• Work management / Maintenanc e

(INPO )
• Industry peers (SMEs )

- Work management
- Human performance

• Station host peer (SME )

Common HU Issues
Six WEAVs in 2004 and 2005

• Work package quality and walkdown s
• Reinforcement of error-prevention tool s
• Critical steps
• Use of error-prevention tool s
• Pre-job briefings
• Operating experience
• Feedback and work week critique s

34
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WEAVs (closing )

Reduce the frequency of events
by providing feedback to station
managers on how well work
preparation, work performance, and
work feedback activities promote
error-free performance during the
conduct of maintenance .
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Safety Culture in Maintenance

Kerstin Dahlgren Persson

Email : k .e .dahlgren@iaea .org

Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance: Improving
Human and Organizational Performance

	

t./

Workshop in Ottawa 3-5 October 2005~

IAEA
International Atomic Energy Agency

IAEA publications related to maintenance, example s

• Improvement of in-service inspection in nuclear power plants IAEA-TECDOC-1400 Jul 2004

• Management of life cycle and ageing at nuclear power plants : Improved I and C maintenance .
IAEA-TECDOC-1402 Aug 2004

Guidance for optimizing nuclear power plant maintenance programmes .IAEA-TECDOC-l 383
Dec 2003

• Configuration management In nuclear power plantsIAEA-TECDOC-1335 Jan 200 3
• Nuclear power plant outage optimization strategyIAEA-TECDOC-1315 Oct 2002

• A systematic approach to human performance improvement in nuclear power plants : Training
solutionsIAEA-TECDOC-1204 Mar 200 1

° Risk management : A tool for improving nuclear power plant performance IAEA-TECDOC-120 9
Apr 200 1

Nuclear power plant organization and staffing for improved performance : Lessons learnedIAEA-
TECDOC-1052 Nov 199 8

Good practices for cost effective maintenance of nuclear power plants
IAEA-TECDOC-928 Feb 199 7

• Designing nuclear power plants for improved operation and maintenance . TECDOC-906 Sep 1996

IAEA
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NEAIIAEA Conference : Management of Maintenance Outage s
Stockholm, Sweden 199 5

Common areas for improvements based on events
= Control of the work process
• Training
• Planning process
• Integration and coordinatio n
• Awareness of overall plant stat e
• Work load
• Management of contractor s
• Assessment and feedbac k

4 ') IAEA

Safety Culture
in the Maintenance

of Nuclear Power Plant s

IAEA Safety Reports Series No . 42

International Atomic Energy Agency
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Contributors to the Safety Repor t

Scientific secretary : Bertil Hansso n
Two consultancy meetings with experts from :

France, Switzerland, UK, Czech Republic ,
Canada, Spain, Finland, China, India ,
Hungary and Swede n

11 experts with industry experience o f
Maintenance

3 Human and Organizational Factors experts

(14) IAEA

Objective

• To present experience and good practices in order t o
strengthen safety culture in the maintenance area an d
contribute towards the improvement of safety cultur e
in organizations operating nuclear power plants

• Discusses the challenges to safety culture in th e
maintenance area

• Areas of concern : maintenance mission, organization ,
personnel, communication, contractors, ageing, cos t
effectiveness, regulatory oversight, change i n
ownership, unions, political decisions and competitiv e
markets

(1'1) IAEA
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The Maintenance Challenges are divided int o
four areas

• Maintenance managemen t
- Mission and Work managemen t

• Human resources management
- Organizational issues, Communication, Personnel expertise an d
learning, Contractor issues and Trade unions

• Changes in plant condition and technolog y
- Ageing of the plant and Use of new technolog y

• Business environment
- Cost effective strategies, Regulatory strategies, Change in ownershi p
and Political decision s

(74) IAEA

For each area

• General overview of key issues an d
challenges

• Examples of good practice s

• Examples of signs of weaknesses

U IAEA
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Maintenance Managemen t

• MISSION
To ensure that plant equipment and systems operat e

when needed and that equipment breakdowns o r
defects are rectified in a timely manner and seldo m
reappear

Challenges :
An effective and efficient balance between th e

application of types of corrective, preventive and ,
where appropriate, predictive maintenanc e

(two extreme strategies :"run to failure" and
extensive preventive maintenance)

IAEA

Maintenance Management

Examples of good practices :

• Systematic approach with diagnostic measuremen t
of equipment performance carried out before
planned maintenance and after completion of work

• Programmes to encourage participation of staff i n
upgrading plant operatio n

• Involving operations and maintenance staff i n
improving processes and procedures for readines s
for operation

..4
IAEA
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Maintenance Managemen t

Examples of weaknesses:
• Constant exposure to many types of repair with th e

inability of the plant to provide a standardized leve l
for all repair activities, and instead promoting an d
rewarding a fire-fighter mentality

• Unclear responsibilities between engineering an d
maintenance departments

• Antagonism between operations and maintenance
• Lack of documented long-term planning an d

unclear goals for maintenanc e

(''It' IAEA

Maintenance Managemen t
WORK MANAGEMEN T
The administrative process used by the plant t o

organize various departments into ari effective team
to identify, prioritize, plan, coordinate, execute, tes t
and properly close out work activities . Incorporates
both operating and outage unit work .

Challenges :
Normal work control- potential to negatively affec t

safety culture through complacency in performing
routine work activities

Project management -potential for negative affect o n
SC due to its greater emphasis on production

~~ IAEA

	

milestones
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Maintenance Managemen t

Examples of good practices:

• Maintenance modules as tools for correctiv e
maintenance - a library of standard work
instructions which allows work to be planne d
and executed more efficientl y

• FEMA (failure mode event analysis) an d
preventive MTO analysis . Also, creates
`ownership' in the work methods use d

4 ' IAEA

Human Resources Managemen t
ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES - Key factors :
• One designated individual (e .g . the field supervisor ,

foreman, or lead worker) should be accountable at al l
times for the work being performe d

• Field supervision involving periodic observation of th e
work activity

• Precursors of negative trends are monitored
• Education of contractors in a plant's safety standards -

long term partnerships
• Post job briefings to support lessons learned i n

enhancing safety culture
• ,,e• ducting work activities using a matrix o f
(,v:w. IAEA

	

specialization s
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Human Resources Managemen t
Examples of good practices
• Optimization and upgrade programs that foster

cooperation between departments
• Multidisciplinary teams that work towards a common

goal - "fix it now" teams to adress emerging defect s
in the plan t

Examples of weaknesse s
• Lack of teamwork and poor interfaces between

departments
• Failure to clarify responsibilities followin g

organizational changes
IAEA

The Maintenance Challenges are divided into
four areas

• Maintenance managemen t
- Mission and Work managemen t

• Human resources managemen t
- Organizational issues, Communication, Personnel expertise an d
learning, Contractor issues and Trade unions

• Changes in plant condition and technology
- Ageing of the plant and Use of new technolog y

Business environment
- Cost effective strategies, Regulatory strategies, Change in ownershi p
and Political decision s

IAEA
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Also included

• Assessment of safety culture
• Measures for improvement
- presents a practical tool for troubleshootin g
based on the areas presented in th e
document (symptoms-relevance for SC -
possible actions )

- presents various enhancement program s
that have been applied

• Indicators

IAEA

ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY CULTUR E

Based on
IAEA SAFETY STANDARD S

with
Requirements and Guides

fo r
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

IAEA
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Safety is a clearly recognized value

•

	

High priority to safety : shown in documentation ,
communications and _decision- makin g

• Safety is a primary consideration in the allocation o f
resources

• The strategic business importance of safety is reflecte d
in business plan

• Individuals are convinced that safety and production g o
'hand in hand '

• A proactive and long-term approach to safety issues i s
shown in decision-makin g

o Safety conscious behaviour is socially accepted and
supported (both formally and informally )

IAEA
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Leadership for safety is clear
Senior management is clearly committed to safet y

• Commitment to safety is evident at all management level s
• Visible leadership showing involvement of management in safet y

related activitie s
• Leadership skills are systematically developed
• Management assures that there is sufficient and competent staf f
• Management seeks the active involvement of staff in improving

safety
• Safety implications are considered in the change managemen t

proces s
Management shows a continuous effort to strive for openess and
good communications throughout the organization

• Management has the ability to resolve conflicts as necessary
• Relationships between management and staff are built on trus t(I) IAEA

Accountability for safety is clear

• Appropriate relationship with the regulatory body
exists, which ensûres that the accountability fo r
safety remains with the licensee
Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined an d
understood
There is a high level of compliance with regulation s
and procedures

Management delegates responsibilities wit h
appropriate authority to enable accountabilitie s
Ownership for safety is evident at all organizationa l
levels and by all individual s

IAEA
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Safety is integrated into all activitie s

• Trust permeates the organizatio n
• Consideration for all types of safety, including industrial and

environmental safety and security, is evident
• Quality of documentation and procedures is goo d
• Quality of processes, from planning to implementation an d

review, is good
• Individuals have the necessary knowledge and understanding of

the work processes
• Factors affecting work motivation and job satisfaction ar e

considered
Good working conditions exist with regards to time pressures ,
work load and stress

• Cross-functional and interdisciplinary cooperation and teamwork
are presen t

• Housekeeping and material condition reflect commitment t o
excellence

"el) IAEA

Safety is learning-drive n

• A questioning attitude prevails at all organizational level s
• An open reporting of deviations and errors is encourage d
• Internal and external assessments, including self-assessment s

are used

• Organizational and operating experience (both internal an d
external to the facility) is used

• Learning is enabled through the ability to recognize an d
diagnose deviations, formulate and implement solutions and
monitor the effects of corrective actions

• Safety performance indicators are tracked, trended, evaluated
and acted upon
There is a systematic development of staff competencie s

IAEA
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Thank you !
for your Attentio n

For further information :
k .dahlgren@iaea .org

IAEA

Examples of Improvement efforts

* Behavioural safety program s
• Development and promotion of the STAR K

concept
• Self-diagnosis and quality project i n

maintenance department
Evaluation of the plant maintenance
programme

("il) IAEA
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2 . LESSONS LEARNED FRO M

MAINTENANCE-RELATED EVENTS
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Contents

• Investigation Background

• Results

• Possibility of Precaution Improvemen t

NEA/CSNI- Workshop
"Setter Plant Maintenance : Improving Human and Organisational Performance

Ottawa/ Canada, October 3 - 5, 200 5

Maintenance Errors Leading to Safety Relevant Notifiable
Events in German NPPs

- Causal Factor Trends, Possibility of Precaution Improvement -

W. Preischl, GRS, Forschungsgelânde, 85748 Garching, Germany
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Background (1 )

• Tokaimura accident

Did "Human Factors"- problems comparable to those contribu -
ting to the Tokaimura event appear in the German operationa l
experience ?

Specific investigation on behalf of the German Reactor Safet y
Commission fundet by BMU (permanent GRS task "in dept h
investigation of notifiable events" )

• Phase 1 : Identification of safety relevant notifiable events
in the last few years in German NPPs significantly influ-
enced by human errors

Background (2 )

• Event classified "safety relevant", i f

one or more barriers of the German "Defence in Depth "
conception are substantially degrade d

a limited degradation of barrier 2 or 3 appears and the observe d
"Human Factors"- problems can endanger a big part of th e
available countermeasures
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Background (3)

• "Defence in Depth"- conception of German NPPs

measures to prevent disturbances during normal plant operatio n
(barrier 1 )

measures to cope with disturbances during abnormal plan t
operation (barrier 2 )

measures to control "within design"- incidents (barrier 3 )

measures to control or to limit the damages of "out of design" -
incidents (barrier 4 )

Background (4)

• Phase 2: Detailed investigation of the identified events ;
the following questions should be answered

Are there correlations between type of task and safety relevan t
errors ? .

Are causal factor patterns and trends observable ?

Why were error detection measures not effective ?

What was the contribution of degraded administrative contro l
and further safety management measures ?
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Results Phase 1

• Investigated operational experience sample
643 notifiable events from 1/95 to 11/99 investigate d

303 events with human error contributio n

• Results
Safety features of the plants discovered errors in time or limite d
their influence in all cases

25 safety relevant notifiable events identified

All 25 events occurred during maintenance activities ; detailed
investigation improves knowledge about safety relevan t
maintenance errors

Results Phase 2 "Task Characteristics "

20 of 25 events with errors during inspection, test ,
service or repair activities, significant

Work on sensible parts of the safety system (70% )

Work in situations with reduced availability of parts of the safet y
systems ( 30%)

• 5 of 25 events with errors during change activities ,
significan t

- Quality assurance (e .g . not all impacts of new component s
recognized ; documentation errors )

Unsuitable functional test (doesn't reveal all possible errors )
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Results Phase 2 "Ergonomic Performance Shaping
Factors (E) "

• 12 of 25 events with unfavourable ergonomic PSFs a t
work places outside of the control room, significant

Layout of control cabinets and test facilities

Identification of work places and components

Results Phase 2 "Error Detection (D) "

19 of 25 events with degraded error detection measures ,
significan t

Functional- or periodic test not performed or couldn't indicat e
the made error (60% of the cases )

Loss of attention getting characteristics of indicators (in abou t
28% of the cases, e .g . too many or unfavourable combine d
signals and alarms)
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Results Phase 2 "Organisation/Administration (O)"

11 of 25 events with degraded organisational an d
administrative precaution s

Regulations about checks, preconditions for maintenanc e
activities, use of written instructions and delegation of tasks
violated (70% of the cases )

Acceptance of poor ergonomic layout (about 27% of the cases )

Results Phase 2 "Multiple Effects "

16 of 25 events with multiple deficiencies in the areas E ,
D, O

• 9 events with deficiencies in only one area (in most
cases D or O ; activities on sensible parts of the safety
system or during reduced availability of the safet y
system)
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Possibilities to Improve the Precaution s

• Expansion of the precautions for preselected task s
Work on sensible parts or in situations with reduced availabilit y
of the safety system

Change activities, especially within the safety syste m

Development of criteria and guidelines to preselect thos e
tasks, e.g .

Safety relevance of the systems be influence d

Impact in case of error (direct effects of active failures ,
possibilities to discover passive failures)

Possibilities to Improve the Precautions (2)

Expanded hazard analysis for safety relevan t
maintenance tasks including "Task Analysis", a broadl y
accepted and well described metho d

• Task specific countermeasures, if error likely situations
are identified
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Main Steps of "Task Analysis" Methodolog y

Development of task models to describe the expecte d
task flow

• Task breakdown and evaluation proces s
Dismantling tasks into actions and parts of actions

Evaluating the consequences of possible errors

- influence of performance shaping factors (e .g . ergonomic desig n
of man/machine interfaces and organisational factors )

Evaluating the possibility to recover, detect, compensate mad e
errors
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Periodic tests: a human factors analysis of documentary aspect s

Romuald Périnet Ft Jean-Marie Roussea u

romuald.perinet@irsn .fr ft jean-marie .rousseau@irsn .fr

Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire
Reactor Safety Division - Human Factors Study Sectio n

BP 17 - 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex France

1 INTRODUCTION

Periodic tests are technical inspections aimed at verifying the availability of the safety-related systems

during operation. The French licensee, Electricité de France (EDF), manages periodic tests according t o

procedures, methods of examination and a frequency, which were defined when the systems wer e

designed . These requirements are defined by national authorities of EDF in a reference document

composed of rules of testing and tables containing the reference values to be respected . This reference

document is analyzed and transformed by each "Centre Nucléaire de Production d'Electricité" (CNPE) int o

station-specific operating ranges of periodic tests .

In 2003, the IRSN noted that significant events for safety (ESS) involving periodic tests represented mor e

than 20% of ESS between 2000 and 2002 . Thus, 340 ESS were related to non-compliance with th e

conditions of the test and errors in the implementation of the procedures . A first analysis showed tha t

almost 26% of all ESSs from 2000 to 2002 were related to periodic tests . For many of them, the nationa l

reference document and the operating ranges of tests were involved . In this context, the "Directio n

Générale de la Sûreté Nucléaire" (DGSNR), requested the "Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté

Nucléaire" (IRSN) to examine the process of definition and implementation of the periodic tests .

The IRSN analyzed about thirty French Licensee event reports occurring during the considered period

(2000-2002) . The IRSN also interviewed the main persons responsible for the processes and observed th e

performance of 3 periodic tests . The results of this analysis were presented to a group of expert s

("Groupe Permanent") charged with delivering advice to the DGSNR about the origin of the problem s

identified and the improvements to be implemented .

The main conclusions of the IRSN addressed the quality of the prescriptive documents . In this context, EDF

decided to carry out a thorough analysis of the whole process . The first conclusions of this analysis are

presented in this paper .

2 DESIGN AND REALIZATION PROCESS OF PERIODIC TEST S
The operating ranges, supporting the performance of periodic tests, are designed by the CNPE i n

coherence with the national reference document . The updates of this reference document are carried ou t

every five years . They integrate the operating experience as well as technical and regulatory changes . For

example, these updates consist of modifying the frequency or the content of existing periodic tes t

procedures, creating new periodic tests, or assessing the impact of an existing test on the availability o f

the systems .

The "Unité Nationale d'Ingénierie du Parc en Exploitation" (UNIPE) is responsible for the updates of th e

national reference document . The -production is ensured by the "Division d'Ingénierie Nucléaire" (DIN) .
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The reference document, once updated, is delivered to a "pilot CNPE" and the DGSNR . The CNPE has t o

control its applicability (validation process) and the DGSNR and the IRSN, have to give approval . Then, the

national reference document is finalized and delivered to all the CNPEs to be developed into station -

specific operating ranges and to be applied .

At each CNPE, a correspondent is charged to inform the UNIPE by drafting "anomaly sheets", about th e

difficulties related to the application of the national reference document . These sheets are examine d

every 3 months during a meeting gathering the UNIPE and the correspondents of each CNPE . This meeting

aims at characterizing the difficulties, at evaluating if they are generic and at identifying a mode o f

resolution . It may lead, if necessary, to the drafting of "amendment sheets" to be added to the nationa l

reference document . The objective of this procedure is to allow a reactive evolution of the referenc e

document . These sheets follow the same formal procedure and have the same guiding value as the rule o f

the test they amend .

Figure 1 : Definition and realization of periodic test s

The following analysis successively addresses the design of the updates of the national referenc e

document ; the derivation performed at the CNPE of these updates ; the operational implementation of th e

periodic tests .
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3 UPDATING THE NATIONAL REFERENCE DOCUMEN T

3 .1 Design and validation of the national reference documen t

The IRSN analysis showed that some updates delivered to the CNPE have the following deficiencies :

inconsistencies between the reference values contained in the summary table and those of the rul e

describing the periodic test, absence of procedures, or fuzzy rules of test and unjustified evolutions . The

reference document may also contain errors regarding its application : inconsistencies between th e

defined procedures and the technical state of the plant unit (examples : an inexistent alarm because of a

delayed modification, a sensor scale which does not cover the specified flow, etc .) ; inconsistencies

between the updates and the technical specifications for operation ("Spécifications Technique s

d'Exploitation", STE, in French) .

These defects leave the CNPEs with technical or documentary contradictions and require them to perfor m

additional analysis . A broad part of defects are detected and corrected before leading to errors in th e

operating ranges . But some of them remained undetected and were at the origin of incidents during thei r

performance .

In a more general way, it appears that this situation significantly increases the workload of the

departments responsible for the documentary evolutions . Consequently, the credibility of the nationa l

reference document is affected and resistance to the suggested evolutions increases, leading the CNPEs t o

propose unjustified "anomaly sheets" .

These defects reveal that design features of the CNPE and the operational conditions for performing th e

tests are not sufficiently considered during the development and the control of the reference document .

It also appears that the validation process could be improved . In this context, EDF currently examines th e

adequacy of the operating ranges and their implementation in a "blank mode" at the pilot CNPE, durin g

the validation process .

In fact, the statements made by the IRSN showed that the CNPE, as the future "user" of the nationa l

reference document, should intervene as soon as possible in the development process of the periodic test s

routines. They also reveal that, by improving their coherence, their accuracy and their justification, ED F

could improve the understanding and the appropriateness of the updates by the CNPEs .

EDF indicated that arrangements were carried out to provide to the CNPEs better explanations about th e

justifications of evolutions .

3 .2 Approval and delivery of the national reference documen t

The IRSN raised several anomalies concerning the delivery and approval of two distinct batches o f

modifications, named below "batch 1" and "batch 2" :

At a CNPE, batch 1 was delivered the same year as batch 2 while it was expected that the first batc h

would be delivered a long time before the second batch . This deficiency resulted in an extra work-for the

CNPE in order to integrate the documentary evolutions . The IRSN considers that this deficiency come s

from a lack of communication between the CNPE and the UNIPE . It led EDF to make changes aimed at

improving the workload estimation for each participant in the process .
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Batch 1 was delivered incomplete (25% of rules missed) and remains incomplete three years after it s

delivery at a CNPE . Consequently, the delay of delivery disturbed the full vision of the referenc e

document to be applied . Indeed, the whole set of rules on which operating ranges are based has to b e

taken into account in order to avoid inconsistencies . Thus, over the period 2000-2002, the operatin g

ranges went through multiple changes . These conditions are not favorable to support the adequacy of th e

national reference document and the quality of its implementation by a CNPE .

Batch 1 was delivered to a CNPE without being entirely approved by the Regulatory Authority contrary t o

the regulatory arrangements. However, the decision was made to include all the rules in the operating

ranges. This decision led the CNPE to formalize provisional prescriptions likely to be modified after th e

approval process. This situation led to an increase in documentary modifications, induced a

misunderstanding among the operators regarding the significance of approval, and finally, was also at the

origin of incidents over the period 2000-2002 . In this context, EDF set up a working group related to th e

approval process .

3 .3 Anomalies management

The IRSN noted the existence of more than 400 "anomaly sheets" . By examining some of these sheets i n

November 2003, EDF counted 150 defects related to generic matter regarding the national reference

document of the 1300 Megawatts plants . Consequently, "amendment sheets" were formulated by th e

UNIPE. The volume of these sheets gradually led to a "composite" reference document in which th e

national regulations were dispersed between the initial reference document and the associated

"amendment sheets" .

Moreover, it appeared that the processing of "anomaly sheets" did not make it possible to solve th e

difficulties within a satisfactory time . The delays induced by this process obliged the CNPE to ignore th e

national requirements for a period or if necessary to set up transitional solutions, likely to be changed at

the end of the process . This situation reinforced the instability of the reference document, disturbed th e

overall vision of it on the CNPE and constrained the integration of the updates in local documentation .

The analysis by the IRSN showed that this situation came from a lack of organization of the anomalie s

management process and in particular from a lack of coordination between the participants . EDF did no t

make changes related to this topic .

3 .4 Considering the incidental REX for the improvement of the proces s

The UNIPE carried out an analysis of the incidents related to the application of the national referenc e

document . The IRSN considers this analysis insufficient and sometimes contradictory with the conclusions

of the CNPE regarding their responsibilities in the incidents . The IRSN underlined the existence of relation s

between national and local organizations which are incompatible with the improvement of the process .

Indeed, the difficulties of updating the reference document partly have common origins which were no t

analyzed such as the following : many deviations from the reference document, incompleteness, delays i n

processing "anomaly sheets", etc . EDF also considers that the use of operating experience from the CNPE s

by the national authorities as insufficient . EDF plans to make arrangements in order to improve th e

exchanges between the CNPEs in order to facilitate the emergence of good practices .
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4 IMPLEMENTATION BY THE CNPE OF THE NATIONAL REFERENCE DOCUMENT UPDATE S

4.1 Analysis and management of the update s

At the end of the development process of the national reference document, the UNIPE sends updates t o

be taken into account by the CNPEs along with a "demand for application" . Each update requested by th e

UNIPE is initially evaluated for its applicability and its impact on local documentation . This evaluation

leads to the examination of the coherence of the update with the other applicable rules of operation o n

the CNPE, to the evaluation of the completeness of the suggested operating modes, to the examination o f

its coherence with the design features of the installation, and to the identification of arrangements to be

taken for its implementation . If no difficulty appears, a request for updating the operating ranges is the n

addressed to the department in charge of the performance of the periodic test . According to cases, a new

operating range is created or an existing range is modified .

EDF indicated that the most frequent errors when designing the operating ranges correspond to omission s

concerning updates included in the national reference document . EDF considers that these errors com e

from a lack of knowledge about the national reference document, a lack of quality controls, an d

deficiencies in the organization of the department . In this context, EDF plans to make changes to

reinforce the support provided by the UNIPE .

In addition, the IRSN noted that many participants are involved in the local process for developin g

operating ranges . Within this framework, the communication constitutes a key factor for the reliability o f

the process . For example, the IRSN identified an incident caused by the absence of an "amendmen t

sheet" linked to the request for an update . Generally, this confirms .that the diversity of the document s

which constitute the national reference document (tables, "amendment sheet", etc .) and delivery

deficiencies (delays, incompleteness, etc .) make it difficult to implement the reference document an d

evaluate the station-specific impact of the changes at-CNPEs .

4 .2 Update of the operational range s

The responsibility for drafting the operating ranges rests with the .people in charge of performing the

periodic tests or, according to the CNPE, with specialized people who support the periodic test

department . Whatever the organization, it appears that the departments encounter difficulties i n

processing all of the required updates within the time schedule . These difficulties seem to result partly

from the defects related to the updates of the national reference document and the conditions of thei r

delivery .

The IRSN also noted that structural defects in the documents contributed to the occurrence of significan t

incidents. For example, the following incident shows that the structure of the operating ranges and th e

level of guidance it provides to the operators constitute an important factor in reliability. The periodi c

test consists of checking the conformity of the flows of the safety injection system . The calculation of the

flow of the 3 loops of the primary system (Q1, Q2 and Q3) is carried out in chapter 3 of the operatin g

'01 A CNPE stated to have about 1500 operating ranges for periodic tests .
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range and must be recorded in chapter 5 . The required minimal and maximal flows (Qmin and Qmax) ar e

also calculated in chapter 3 but are not recorded in chapter 5 . Although not recorded in chapter 5, a

check that the flow of the 3 loops stays between Qmin and Qmax is requested in chapter 5 .

Figure 2 : Extracts of an operating range of a periodic test - reporting and evaluation of the result s

When analyzing the test, the operator incorrectly validated the results obtained (Q2 < Qmin instead of

Qmjn < Q2 < Qmax) . His manager in charge of independently verifying the task did not identify the error .

In his analysis, the operator indicated that the "walkthrough" between various chapters of the documen t

was at the origin of his error . During the verification of the periodic test, the manager did not consult

chapter 3, since the calculations and the associated records are usually indicated and carried out i n

chapter 5 . However, in the particular case of this test, calculations are carried out in chapter 3 . Thus, th e

consultation of chapter 5 did not allow identification of the deviation, because of the absence o f

reference values . As a conclusion,- the absence of the request for reporting the reference values and th e

use of an unusual structure for the document are at the origin of the incident .

It appeared that the departments of the CNPE responsible for drafting the operating ranges adopted a

number of principles aimed at simplifying their use : systematic request for reporting actions ; an

organization that allows each person involved in the process to identify the tasks of others involved ,

independent sheets for reporting the calculated values, guide for interpreting the test results, dedicate d

typography for specific tasks (example : an icon representing a telephone indicates a phone call) . The IRS N

considers that such practices must be formalized in order to be generalized over all the CNPEs .

The IRSN noted that some departments carry out a validation of the operating ranges by using a "cross -

examination" procedure involving the future users . They also perform a retrospective analysis ofthe

ranges which have been correctly used . These practices of drafting and validating periodic test procedure s

are an important way of ensuring the quality of the operating ranges .

However, the practices seem to vary from one CNPE to another, from one department to another withi n

the same CNPE, and even between operators in the same department . The IRSN finds that it is importan t

that these practices are formalized and supplemented by the analysis of test performance in the plan t

(nature of the tasks, supporting tools, required competences, etc .) in order to consolidate the need s

analysis .

Chapter 3 : calculation of the flows

Q1 =Kx'[ i=	 4 .f. . .S .(. . .. m3/h
- --'~ Q2 = K x	 AA.-- m3/h

Q3 = K x

	

=	 li.f t •~}~	 m3/h
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Q par banche = -t 396
3

(Qt=Q1+Q2+ Q3)

Qmax - Otessais x 1,03

	

..
3

-> Qmin = Qt essais
x 0,97 =	 `1. .3?-73

	

m3/h

Chapter 5 : interpretation of the results

Q2 (=43 .01) is validated whereas it shoul d
be between Qmin (=43.32) and Qmax (=46)

Q2 = . .~j . . .a . m3/h
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More generally, the examination of the organization- of CNPEs related to the update of the operatin g

ranges allows the IRSN to identify organizational features supporting the quality of the evolutions of th e

national reference document :

• A local organization taking into account various stages of the updating process, including th e

management of the defects of the national reference document ;

• A local organization planning the necessary amount of time for the updating activities ;

• A local organization utilizing operators having a thorough knowledge of the national and loca l

reference documents, updating process, plant systems and conditions for realizing the periodi c

tests ;

• A local organization with perennial missions and means .

5 PERFORMING THE PERIODIC TEST S

About 3700 periodic tests are carried out during plant operation, per plant and per cycle (3000 tests fo r

Operation and 700 tests for Maintenance) . 480 periodic tests are carried out during plant shutdown (25 0

tests for Operation and 230 tests for Maintenance) .

Performing the periodic tests consists of the following activities : programming and planning the periodi c

tests, preparation and performance of the periodic tests, and analysis of the results of the periodic tests .

The main elements of experience feedback resulting from the IRSN analysis are presented below .

5 .1 Programming and planning of the periodic test s

Given the variety of data to be considered (prerequisites to the test, impact on the availability o f

systems, required competences, etc .), programming and planning activities are complex . This ccimplexity

is also due to the diversity and the lack of compatibility between the data-processing tools used fo r

supporting such activities . EDF indicated that half of the ESS results from a defect during planning . The

errors made are primarily related to the use of software . The IRSN stressed the need for improving th e

ergonomics of these tools .

Lastly, it appears that the "unexpected" maintenance interventions and the delays of activitie s

occasionally lead to incidents because their impact on the planning of other activities is not sufficientl y

considered .

5 .2 Preparation and performance of the periodic test s

EDF has determined that deviations which occur during the performance of periodic tests are mainl y

related to : an absence of knowledge about the plant state and the availability of the systems ; defects i n

monitoring the shutdown planning ; weaknesses of risk analysis when planning evolves . EDF also observed

that sub-contractors involved in the performance of periodic tests have a lack of knowledge abou t

reference documents and operating ranges .

EDF indicates that the "Process Control department" and the "Operation department" are often involve d

in the incidents related to the performance of the periodic tests . EDF explains this statement by the fact
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that the persons from these departments are closest to the "process" and are in charge of the mos t

"risky" periodic tests .

The IRSN supplemented this diagnosis by stating that there are many new process control engineers, an d

mastering this type of activity requires a long period of training and experience . Indeed, control engineer s

intervene on a wide variety of systems .

As another reliability factor, the ergonomics of the tools provided by national authorities seems to be a t

the origin of some ESS . EDF recognizes that this factor is not frequently raised in the .analyses made by the

CNPE .

Nevertheless, the IRSN identified the following good practices in the Control Process departments :

independent and simultaneous calculation for decreasing the risk of mistakes ; existence of an emergenc y

team responsible for correcting unforeseen defects .

Lastly, the IRSN .noted that a CNPE set up an arrangement with the objective of reinforcing the rigor of

the operators during the performance of the periodic tests . It also aims at improving the quality of the

local reference documents.

5 .3 Analyze results of the periodic test s

The operations team is responsible for a number of periodic tests although the tests are conducted b y

other departments of the CNPE possessing appropriate competencies . In this case, the operations tea m

maintains the responsibility for analyzing the results, but the operators' expertise could be insufficient ,

for specific cases related to availability of systems, and lead to errors .

The IRSN noted that guides were introduced in addition to the operating ranges in order to help th e

operators to analyze the results compared to their conditions of acceptability defined by the nationa l

reference document .

Reading of a values : the operator hides with his hand the
decimals (in permanent evolution) in order to improve th e

legibility of the measure unit s

Independent calculation by tw o
operators then comparison

Filling the range of periodi c
tests
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Figure 3 : Extract of an operating range of periodic test - guide for analyzing the result s

To conclude, managing the results of periodic tests represents an important challenge . Indeed ,

considering the most penalizing cases, these results can lead to make the decision to declare an event an d

to shut the unit down in less than 1 hour .

6 CONCLUSIO N

The analysis carried out by the IRSN showed that the complexity of the design and implementation proces s

of periodic tests is due to the diversity of .the organizations and participants, the number and the

heterogenéity of the documents, and the technical and regulatory complexity of operation . In thi s

context, defects related to the quality of the national reference document updates and to the condition s

of their delivery were at the origin of difficulties in CNPEs . These difficulties address the integration of

the updates by the participants, the overall vision of the rules to be respected, and the management o f

the workload to deal with these tasks . The analysis showed that CNPEs made efforts to produce reliable ,

station-specific updates, but improvements could still be made concerning the organization, th e

communication and the ergonomics of the operating ranges .

More generally, from a human and organizational factors point of view, such an analysis surpasses th e

search for responsibility for the dysfunctions and allows for a more objective explanation of th e

encountered difficulties (inapplicable rules, delays of delivery, etc .) . It also leads to a consolidated need s

analysis in order to improve the global process .

On the basis of a preliminary analysis, EDF has identified a plan for improvement . EDF has decided to dea l

with the improvement of the process within the framework of a thorough study .
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Periodic Tests :
a human factors analysis of

documentary aspects

By Romuald Périnet & Jean-Marie Roussea u
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire
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1 . Context of the study

2. Design and realization process of periodic test s

3 . Reference document updating process
-~ Design and validation, approval and delivery, anomalies managemen t

4 . Operating ranges design proces s
4 Change analysis û management, updating the operating ranges

5 . Conclusio n
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1 . Context and scope
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3 . Design of the reference document
Update £t validation

». Some design deficiencies
n Inconsistencies between reference values
n Absence of procedures or fuzzy rules
n Evolutions not always justifie d
n Errors about the application domain (respect of STEs )

> Impacts for the CNPE
n Additional workload (for analysis )
n Some events caused by undetected errors in document s
n Consequences about the credibility of the reference documen t

> EDF will use a "participative approach" by involving a pilo t
CNPE in a "blank mode" implementation

3 . Design of the reference documen t
Delivery, approval and anomalies management

> Delays for delivery and incomplete delivery
4 Multiple updates of operating ranges, confusion about the role o f

approval procedure

>. Important volume of anomaly sheet s
4 Amendment sheets led to a "composite" reference documen t

)> A "heavy" process for anomalies management
4 Long duration for dealing with anomalies
4 Poor coordination between participant s
4 The CNPE's experience feedback is not sufficiently taken into account

>. EDF set up a working group to review and improve the proces s
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IRS 4 . Operating ranges design
Change analysis £t management

> Process for designing operating range s
n Examination of the coherence between the updates and the current rules

existing in the station
n Evaluation of the completeness of the suggested operating mode s
n Adaptation with the current plant state (technical features )
n Identification of required arrangements for implementing the PT

> Errors in designing the operating ranges
n Omission of some update s
4 lack of knowledge about the national reference document, deficiencies i n

the organization, lack of communication between participants, lack o f
quality control s

â EDF plans to make changes to reinforce the support provided b y
the UNIPE

4. Operating ranges desig n
Updating process £t resulting defects

> Defects in the structure of documents contributed to significant
incidents: an example . . .

Chapter 3 : calculation of the flows

	

Chapter 5 : Analysis of the results
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Q2 (=43 .01) is validated whereas it should be
between Qmin (=43 .32) and Qmax (=46) . These

values are calculated in chapter 3 but not reporte d
in chapter 5 where they would be useful . . .
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5 . Conclusio n

> A complex process due to :
n The diversity of the organizations and participants, the number and the

heterogeneity of the documents, the technical and regulatory complexity o f
operation

> Some defects implying difficulties in spite of the efforts made by the CNPEs :
n Deficiencies of the update process and the quality of documents, difficulties for

integrating the updates by the CNPEs, lack of overall vision of the rules to b e
respected, difficulties for managing the workload to deal with this proces s

â Main axes of improvemen t
n Organization and communication between participants, the content of document s

and generalization of some local good practices

â Such a HOF analysi s
n supports a more objective explanation of the encountered difficulties
n leads to a consolidated needs analysis in order to improve the global process
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>JNES Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organizatio n

Dominant causal factors
for human error during maintenanc e

observed in incident report s

CSNI workshop on "Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance :
Improving Human Organizational Performance "

In Ottawa from October 3 to 5, 200 5

Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (JNES )
Maomi Makino

CSNI workshop In Ottawa from October 3 to 5, 200 5

'.? JNES Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organization

Collection, analysis and evaluation of
operational safety related events and

feedback to regulation are quite importan t
for prevention of recurrence of the same events an d

also prevention of similar events

Collection of
Incident s
8 failure s

reported t o
1\IL1I

Identificatio n
of human

error events

Analysis of
human factors
& evaluatio n
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JNES Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organizatio n

Definition of human erro r

♦ Human error is generally defined as "Deviation
from requested performance"

♦ By applying this definition to human error i n
nuclear power plants, it can be defined a s

"deviation from requested standard of design ,
manufacturing, installation, operation, maintenance ,
or other related standards, as well as from generall y
requested levels "

CSNI workshop In Ottawa from October 3 to 5, 2005

Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organization

Event Analysis Flow Chart (Example)
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Transition of reported incidents/failures & HEs
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•Task difficultie s
•Work load inadequacie s
*Working time inadequacie s
•Parallel/Unexpected tasks
Others

*Psychological stressors
•Physiological stressors
*Subjective factors
•Work performance

incapability
Others

*Team structure/
organizatio n

. *Inadequacies in instruction
& supervisio n

*Workshop moral e
Others

•HSI inadequacie s
•Work place inadequacies
•Work condition inadequacie s
•Special equipmen t
Others

*Education & training
• Regulatio n
•Work plannin g
Other s

NE.S

	

Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organizatio n
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Contents of wor k
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[Operation]

	

a :Stautup, b :Power operation, c :Periodical inspection ,

d :Abnormality check, e :Shutdown, f:Operation during shutdown ,

g:Commissioning / Special test operation, h :Others,

[Maintenance] i :Preparafion, j :Overhaul, k :Repare and parts replacement ,

I :Assembling, m :Abnormality check, n :Calibration, o :Test /

Inspection ,

p :Cleaning / clear away, q :Othwers ,

[Construction] r:Design, s : Fabrication, t:Construction, u :Others ,

[Technical]

	

v:Technical control, w :Radiation control, x :Chemical control ,

y:Burning control, z :Nuclear fuel inspection I Refueling control ,

a :Others ,

[Administration] $ :Rules / Standards, y :Manuals / Drawings, a :Plans / Work

schedule, E :Record control, t :Instructions I Communication

in organization, n :Education / Traning, B :Others

CSNI workshop In Ottawa from October 3 to 5, 2005
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JNES Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organizatio n

usal human factors
Characteristic Factor Ratio(% )

Individual Habitual action,etc (Subjective factors) 18.3

Administrative Inadequate instruction manuals / working drawings 16.6

Individual Insufficient experience & knowledge 14.0
Site environmental MMI Inadequacies (Inadequate indicators, etc) 9 . 0

Organization Inadequacies in Instruction and supervision 6 . 8

Site environmental Work place inadequacies (Cramped work space,etc) 6.0

Task Task difficulties 5.2

Individual Psychological stressors (Time pressure,etc) 5. 1

Organization Inadequate communications 3. 7

Task Work load inadequacies (Similar tasks repetitive) 3 . 6

Task Parallel / Unexpected tasks 2 . 2

Task Working time inadequacies 2 . 0

Administrative Inadequate technical spec/management rules 1 . 9

Individual Disturbed circadian rhythm owing to night shift,etc 1 . 6

Administrative Education and Training 1 . 5

Administrative Inappropriate change of work plans 1 . 1

Site environmental Work condition inadequacies 1 . 0

Organization Lack of workshop morale 0 .4

CSNI workshop In Ottawa from October 3 to 5, 200 5

_I NES Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organization

Dominant causal human factors

• Habitual action
• Inadequate instruction manuals / working drawing s
• MMI Inadequacies (Inadequate indicators, etc )
• Inadequacies in Instruction and supervisio n
• Cramped work space
• Inadequate communication s

• Similar tasks repetitive

	 L
More than 60% of causes of human errors are factor s
related to communication inconsistency betwee n
a human and others, and/or a human and machin e

CSNI workshop In Ottawa from October 3 to 5, 2005
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▪ >JNES Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organizatio n

Incidents of Reactor Facilities, Etc .
Recent Examples of Domestic Plants
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Frequent occurrence of incidents due to human errors in activities
associated with reactivity monitoring, control rod operation, and fue l

/ control rod handling at Japanese and foreign nuclear power plants .
Examples of issues due to human factors :

• In order to set up conditions specific to the periodic inspection, operators couldn' t
help bypass and/or change the design conditions provided for normal, abnormal and
accident conditions.

• There is no or insufficient backup of the human system for monitoring, operatio n
and works, regardless of whether mechanical protection systems exist or not .

• Inadequate reliability of the human system according to the importance (insufficient
defense in depth of the human system) .

• Blind spot of system operation management caused by the complicated situation
during periodical inspection, start-up, operation and maintenance work.

AL th tiro of reactivity moniC ring, control red operation ; and feel /
conirni rod handling during 'shutilossn (I r- ruu lie inspection) ;ind start-up,
there arë hunt anfactors patcnti il. to cause humain errors that directly lea d

	 r r 	
. it} insertion :incident anria hath :Mucin accident .

CSNI workshop In Ottawa from October 3 to 5, 2005

Recent Examples of
Foreign Plants
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Japan Nuclear Energy safety Organizatio n

Summary
•

	

Dominant causal human factors (top three) are
Habitual action,etc (Subjective factors )
Inadequate instruction manuals / working drawing s
Insufficient experience & knowledge

• Human errors during maintenance work are most frequent among th e
contents of work in NPP .

maintenance work ; 40%, construction work ; 23%
plant operation ;

	

17%,

	

administrative work ; 15%
technical work ;

	

4%

• More than 60% of causes of human errors are factors related t o
communication inconsistency between a human and others, and/or a
human and machines .

• Insufficient defense in depth of the human system is potential to caus e
human errors that directly lead to a reactivity insertion accident and a
radiation accident at the time of fuel / control rod handling durin g
shutdown (periodic inspection) .

CSNI workshop In Ottawa from October 3 to 5, 200 5
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Systematic analysis and prevention of human errors an d
common cause failures in relation to maintenance

Kari Laakso
VTT Industrial Systems

FIN- 02044 VTT

Abstract

The human maintenance failures and design deficiencies, remained latent in the system ,
have an impact on the severity of a disturbance, e .g. by disabling safety-related equipmen t
on demand . Especially common cause failures (CCFs) of safety related systems can affect
the core damage risk to a significant extent . The topic was addressed in Finnish studies ,
where experiences of latent human errors have been searched and analysed in detail from
the maintenance history of the Loviisa and Olkiluoto NPPs .

The analysis of this experience from the power plant information systems showed tha t
most errors stem from the refuelling and maintenance outage periods . More than half of th e
multiple errors from the outages remained latent to the power operating periods . The
human CCFs involved human, organisational and technical factors . The CCFs were
analysed and classified systematically and documented as event reports .

The review of the analysed single and multiple errors showed that instrumentation &
control and electrical equipment are more prone to human error caused failure events than
the other maintenance objects . The review of the analysed multiple errors showed that
difficulties with small and normal plant modifications and planning of maintenance and
operability were significant sources of CCFs . The most dependent human errors
originating from small and normal modifications could be reduced by a more tailored
planning and coverage of their start-up testing programs . Improvements could also b e
achieved by identification in the work planning of those complex or intrusive repair an d
preventive maintenance works which are prone to errors . Such cases in important
equipment require a tailored work planning of installation inspections and functiona l
testing, including a need evaluation of both the component and the system level testing. An
earlier and better examination of CCF risks as a part of thé failure reporting, and repair and
modification processes would also help to identify, investigate and prevent CCFs .

The results emphasize the responsibility and requirements of both equipment specialist an d
functional overview knowledge in performance and planning of maintenance an d
operability verification which brings these tasks to a knowledge work . Operability
verification of the work objects in plant equipment should be planned and implemented a s
an integral part of the maintenance process requiring knowledge of both the maintenanc e
and operation branches .

Methods for analysis of maintenance history information, examples of presentation o f
analysis results and conclusions and recommendations for identification and prevention o f
latent human common cause failures and single errors, are also described in this paper .
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1 . Introduction

The focus in human reliability analysis of nuclear power plants has traditionally been o n
control room operator performance in disturbance conditions . On the other hand, incidents
have shown that errors related to maintenance and testing, which have taken place earlier
in plant history, may have an impact on the severity of a disturbance, e .g. by disabling
safety related equipment .

The human failures have been complex events, involving human, organisational an d
technical factors . Especially common cause and other dependent failures of safety system s
may significantly contribute to the reactor core damage risk [Laakso, Pyy & Reiman,
1998] . The topic was addressed in the Finnish studies of human common cause failures ,
where experiences on latent multiple and single human errors have been searched an d
analysed in detail from the maintenance history .

In the Finnish projects, one aim was also to promote the studies of human factors related t o
maintenance [Reiman, Oedewald & Rollenhagen 2005] . The main aim of the projects wa s
identification, description and prevention of human originated CCFs and errors in relatio n
to maintenance by analysis, remedial actions and learning .

2. The scope of the studies

Case studies for identification and analysis of human common cause failures from th e
maintenance history have been conducted for the nuclear power plants Loviisa and
Olkiluoto. The maintenance history part of the power plant information systems in th e
NPPs was utilised in search, classification and analysis of single and multiple errors .

Apart from the safety systems, the studies covered all steam and power generating system s
of the plant units also. All plant systems were covered due to the fact that human erro r
mechanisms may be similar at the different parts of the plant . Thus, a more extensive
database of multiple error mechanisms was obtained for learning to prevent the significan t
human common cause failures .

The analysis of the Olkiluoto units 1 and 2 three- year experience during 1992 -199 4
covered 4400 fault repair work orders . Totally 334 human error cases were identified an d
among them the number of single errors was 206 . The number of dependent huma n
common cause failure event cases derived and analysed was 14 [Laakso, Pyy & Reiman ,
1998] . In the corresponding study of the Loviisa nuclear power plant units 1 and 2
maintenance history during 1995-1997, the number of fault repair work orders . was
14091 .The number of single errors identified was 149 and of human common cause failur e
cases identified and analysed was 34 [Laakso & Saarelainen, 2003] .

The numbers from the different plant sites are not directly comparable . In the Olkiluoto
case all the 4400 fault repair work orders were studied . But the scope of the examined
work orders was limited in the Loviisa plant case by creating a data screening procedure .
The screening procedure had a hit rate of 2/3 in error identification in the detailed analysi s
of the studied fault work orders .

The studies also covered analysis of the weaknesses in the barriers aimed to reveal o r
prevent human originated common cause failures in relation to maintenance activitie s
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[Laakso, 2004]. After that, studies of the recent maintenance history have continued at th e
Loviisa plant where the error analyses have been performed by the plant maintenanc e
development personnel and reported in interaction with VTT [Leino & Laakso, 2005] .

3. Basic terms and definitions

To enable a better understanding of the analysis results and the report, important failur e
and -error related terms used in this study are defined in Table 1 .

Table 1 . Definition of central terms .

Failure is the termination of the ability ofan item to perform the required function . Failure is an event,

as distinguished from `fault" which means a failed state [see e.g. EN 13306 1999]

	

The faulty item
deviates from the wished standard ofperformance in its failed state or from the required function in its
end state.

	

If you do not wish to divide the used failure term into fault,

	

failure or failure situation ,
`failure" can be used as a general term .

Human error. A human unintended or intended action that produces an unintended result . An omitted o r

erroneous action may trigger directly; or initiate a failure process leading to, a failed state or a faile d

end state of the equipment. E.g., omission ofon-line return ofequipment after maintenance work causes a

failure ofequipment to perform its function . Or, instrument pipelines may be crosswise connected durin g

a modification or an intrusive maintenance work, due to deficient documentation or lacking knowledge ,

causing a failure of pressure difference trip to operate . In some sources, human errors are divided into

slips, lapses, mistakes, violations, omissions and commissions [see e .g. Swain & Guttman 1983, Reaso n
1990]. In this study, human failures are studied more from technical point of view, what are the direct

effects oferrors on equipment and their function, and which are the root causes of the multiple errors .

Common cause failure. Common cause failures (CCF) are similar failure causes or mechanisms, tha t

may apparently result or have resulted simultaneously in multiple functionally critical failures i n
redundant subsystems in real demand situations . Also as CCFs are defined multiple failures acting o n

parallel trains or circuits, if they are unable to fulfil correctly their required function . Multiple erroneous

or omitted actions are triggers to human originated common cause failures .

Common cause non-critical failure. Common cause non-critical failures (CCNs) are similar failur e

mechanisms which result simultaneously Into deviations from wished standard of performance of
redundant or parallel equipment. They include defects on items which are not critical for the equipmen t
function . The characteristics of failures originating from outages are defined non-critical, if failure s

were detected and repaired before transfer to the plant operating states where the operability of
equipment is required. Generally, if the deviations are getting worse, these precursors can develop int o
common cause failures . The CCNs can be regarded as an early warning of causes or mechanism s
otherwise leading to CCFs .
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4. Analysis methods of single and multiple errors

Classification and analysis of human errors. Detailed classification models for human
errors in relation to maintenance were developed and used for classification, description
and statistical analysis of the errors within the case studies .

Table 2. Classification of direct errors on equipment .

Errors of Omission (missing human action)

1. Restoration errors of operability after work, such as omission of the realignment
of process or instrument valves, disconnectors, breakers, fuses or limit settings .
Omission of refilling of fluid or gas into lines, tanks or drainings .

2. Disconnected cables or electronic or mechanical components not reconnected
during work. Omission to install packing or adjusting device . Settings,
adjustments, preventive maintenance or inspections omitted .

3. Foreign objects or impurities left behind inside the object of the work .
Examples are dirt, garbage, metal shives, tools, scaffolds or covering material .

Errors of Commission (wrong human action)

Wrong order or direction ,
4. -Wrong order, such as cables or instrument pipelines crosswise connected .
5. Wrong direction, such as reversed or twisted installation of valve or anothe r

sub-component . Wrong positioning of valve .

Wrong selection ,
6. Wrong place or object, such as cabling fixed on wrong connection, setting o f

wrong tripping conditions or draining of wrong pipeline . Item installed o n
wrong equipment place . .

7. Wrong or mixed spare parts, parts, materials, tools, fluids or chemicals selecte d
for work .

Wrong settings/adjustments/calibrations ,
8. Wrong settings of trip limits, limit switches, reference, indication or time dela y

values, or of adjusting devices . Deficient alignment of shaft, stem/spindle or
pipe. Wrong setting of pipe support or packing .

Other quality problems ,
9. Too little force, e .g. loose connections of bolts, nuts, bonnets, cables or sensors ,
10.Too much force, e .g. excessive tightening or greasing, .
11.Damaging other equipment e .g . cabling, cable trays or small diameter piping b y

falling material or slugging/contacting . Can be due to carelessness and narrow
spaces for work or transport .

12. Other carelessness (if 1-11 are not applicable) . E.g. worn tools, falling material ,
deficient weld, solder joint or insulation . Unclear trips initiated during testing ,
installation or maintenance . Wrong subtitling or recording . Wrong timing .
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The used error classification in Table 2 structures and shows how the direct effects o f
human errors in relation to maintenance appear on equipment level .

In the detailed analysis of all human errors related to maintenance, including the singl e
errors, were classified according to following explaining factors :

equipment type influenced by error,
how the failure was detected ,
plant operating state at failure detection,
direct error effects (see Table 2) ,
erroneous task triggering the failure failure process or event ,
time instant and plant state when error occurred ,
whether the error was single or multiple .

In Table 3, an example of an analysis of a human error in relation to maintenance i s
presented .

Table 3. An example ofa basic analysis ofa human error in relation to maintenance .

Equipment

place

Failure

work

orde r

number

Date Explanation Cause,

reported

Equipment

type

Detectio n

method

Plant

state at

time o f

detection

Error ,

type,

direct

Ft roneou s

task,

error

occurred

Multiple

error ?

1ORC5 1

T001 &

T002

220691A 28 .09 .95 Temperature

measurement s

1ORC51TOO I

and T002 after th e

ejectors

1ORC51NO0 1

and 10RC51N003

indicated too much

becaus e

measurements

had been crosswise

connected in repair.

AD IC 9 OPER 4 REPAIR ,

16 .04 .1993 ,

OPER

Yes .

1HCC N

RC51 .

The identification of the erroneous work task as the "failure trigger" and its time instan t
was a demanding task for the analysis . The erroneous task was searched by scrollin g
through the preceding work history of the failed equipment place or its train from the plan t
information system . The identification and understanding of the erroneous task require d
maintenance experience and equipment knowledge and in some obscure cases exper t
judgements were needed to extract the probable task .

Analysis and classification of root causes of multiple failures . Apart from th e
observable effects of all errors on equipment, the underlying contributing factors ar e
analysed and classified for the dependent human errors . The root causes and caus e
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descriptions of the multiple errors (HCCF/HCCNs) could be assigned to one of the
following groups .

Table 4. Classification and definition of root causes of multiple errors in relation t o
maintenance.

1. Maintenance and operability planning deficiency :

Incorrect, incomplete or unclear planning of maintenance or operability
verification actions such as maintenance, repair, installation inspection o r
functional testing phases of work. Deficiencies in coverage of start-up tests or
installation inspections of modifications . Deficiencies in coverage of
maintenance or inspection program. Deficiencies in definition or decision o f
work scope, work order, operation order or procedure .

2. Design deficiency :

Error or deficiency in design or documentation of modification, equipment ,
system, installation or computer program. Documentation not updated to
correspond changes . Lacking identification labelling of equipment place .

3. Violation of procedure or order :

Violation due to insufficient knowledge or poor information . Deviations fro m
procedure or order due to gradual organisational learning of "bad habits" .
Or conscious violation .

4. Poor co-ordination, supervision or information transfer :

Poor project co-ordination or supervision of subcontractors, poor information
transfer due to organisational changes or boundaries . Or weaknesses in
experience feedback such as recurrence of events with known phenomena .
Or poor quality control .

5. Insufficient knowledge :

Lacking training, specialist or cross-functional knowledge for work or plannin g
tasks .

Event reports on human common cause failures . In addition to the basic analysis and
classification of the single human errors, the human CCFs were additionally analysed an d
classified with respect to root causes and missed detection in operative or organisationa l
defensive barriers .

This extension of the basic error analyses to event analyses was done in interaction wit h
plant maintenance and operability experts based on identification of the multiple error
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candidates in the basic error analyses . The structured analysis facilitated to capture th e
"tacit knowledge" of the equipment place history before the fault detection and failur e
detection. The systematic event analysis helped to pinpoint the weak barrier function s
(such as identified in installation inspections or component testing by maintenanc e
personnel or functional testing made by operation personnel) and thus resulted in latent
faults .

The identified dependent human errors were analysed and summarised in condensed
maintenance event reports which included a qualitative description of the :

• multiple error and its failure effects,

• originating erroneous or defective work task, and

• missed opportunity for detection, e .g. deficiency in operability verification, allowin g
the errors remain latent in the system .

One of the maintenance event reports prepared during the multiple failure studies is give n
as an example in Table 4 .

Table S. An example of a maintenance event report .

Identifier Work Title and description of event Operating
marking order time event

and identifier
numbers

1HCCF 1996-10- Deficient adjustment and testing of the actuators a s
YP 12 08 implementing new motor operated blowdown No

valves in the pressurizing syste m

238769D, The gate valves 12YP12S038, 12YP12S039, and 11YP12S036 ,
238769A 11YP12S037 were not tight in hot state during power operation 1996-
238769B 10-08 .
238769C

New motor operated gate valves (MOVs) had been installed during th e
preceding maintenance outage in September 1996 .

- The MOVs had to be closed as a corrective action by manua l
operations from the switch-gear during the power operation state at
1996-10-09 .

- The common cause setting errors had passed from the maintenanc e
outage through to the power operation period, because the setting an d
testing of the limit and torque switches of the MOVs in the cold stat e
were insufficient without hot start-up testing of the modification work .

As can be seen from the above example maintenance event report, a combination o f
several fault repair work orders may be needed for identification of common cause failures .

9 3
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In the studies, in average about two fault repair work orders were combined to build up a
CCF event. The similar multiple faults had to be searched within the time frame of th e
surveillance test interval or shorter . But some CCFs could be identified from single faul t
repair work orders, too .

5. Review of the bulk of error and event analyses

The bulk of the multiple human errors (HCCFs and HCCNs), as well as single huma n
errors, were statistically treated based on the classifications of the error and event analyses .
Recurrence of the errors within different groups of the classification classes, such a s
combinations of equipment and error types, equipment and root cause types, and erroneou s
task and missed barrier types, were also searched in order to identify possible dominating
problem areas . The underlying event or error analyses of the "possible problem areas "
were thereupon reviewed qualitatively in order to identify recurrent problems and potential
opportunities for remedial actions or practises .

Examples of the review of the bulk of error and event analyses are presented in the
following sections . -

Equipment affected by single errors . According to the review of the bulk of the analyse s
of single errors at the both plants, the instrumentation & control (IC) and electrical
equipment were noticed to be more involved in human error caused failures than the other
maintenance objects .

Olkiluoto 1 & 2 . Equipment types involved Loviisa I & 2 . Equipment types involved i n

in single human errors (1992-94) -

	

single human errors (1995-97)

90 _	 1 90 80
80 - 80

70 70

60 60

â 50 40 â 50 42
40 - 36 34

40z z
30 - 30
20 12 20 1 1
10

0
10 t., 67

	

3

IC

	

EL

	

MEC

	

VAL

	

IVAL IC

	

EL

	

VAL

	

RM

	

MEC IVAL
Equipment type Equipment typ e

IC = Instrumentation & control equipment or software, EL = Electncal equipment, MEC = Mechanical equipment, VAL = Process valves ,

ventilation dampers or channel hatches, IVAL = Block or pnmary valves in instrument lines, RM = Radiation monitonng equipment

Figure 1 . Equipment types involved in single human errors in relation to maintenance .

It should however be noticed that the more rare errors on mechanical equipment in safet y
related systems can however be serious and have caused forced plant outages in Finnis h
nuclear power units .

Multiple human error cases . In the following Tables 6 and 7, the identified and analyse d
functionally critical multiple error events (HCCFs) are listed together with a shor t
description, the affected equipment type and individual plant units . Only the short
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descriptions of the HCCFs are given as an example of the multiple human error problem s
in the following.

Table 6. Functionally critical human common cause failures at Olkiluoto NPP .

Maintenance event Equipment Plant unit

Human originated commo n
The trip limits lowered on wrong

cause

neutro n
failures (HCCF )

flux trip conditions .
type

IC OL 1

Neutron flux trip limits left too low after valve self-closure test . IC OL 1
Power cables cut to the supply pumps of the diesel fuel tanks . EL OL 1
Difference pressure measurements crosswise connected in mussel filters . IC OL 1 & 2
Couplings broken between actuators and control valves . IC OL 1
The actuation times too long due to mineral oil impurities in the anchors of
the solenoid valves . EL OL 1 & 2
Simultaneous work in two subsystems of the auxiliary feedwater syste m
during the refuelling outage of unit 2. No experience feedback to the
refuelling outage of unit 1 . IC OL 2 (& 1 )
Turning pieces of flow measurement devices mixed in assembly afte r
cleaning . IC OL 2 (& 1 )

Table 7. Functionally critical human common cause failures at Loviisa NPP .

Nr . HCCF Maintenance even t

Human originated common tau se failures (HCCF)

Equipmen t

type

Plant unit

1 1HCCFRL30 The sensor cabling of the newly installed ultrasonic feed water flo w
measurements melted during plant startup due to wrong insulation IC Loviisa 1

2 12HCCFVF62 The settings of the limit switches of the baffle valves in service water syste m
were omitted after reinstallation of the disconnected valves durin g
modification work in piping . The omission lead to leakege during operation . EL Loviisa 2 & 1

3 2HCCFRD50 Two of the closing valves in the HP steam extraction lines closed 3 minute s
slower during the shutdown procedure because the hysteris of the signals i n
the circuit boards was tacking after the maintenance outage . IC Loviis a

4 1 HCCFRN13 The settings of the replaced actuators of the closing valves in the auxiliar y
condensate system were performed at the cold state only leading t o
stiffness and torque switch trips in the warm operating state . EL Loviisa 1

5 1 HCCFRQ11 The settings of the repaired actuators of the closing valves in the auxiliar y
steam system were performed at the cold state only leading to

	

torqu e
switch trips before limit switch tripping as the valves were closed durin g
power operation . EL Loviisa 1

6 1HCCFSD72 The settings of the replaced actuators of the closing valves of the ejectors i n
the auxiliary condensate system were performed deficiently at the cold stat e
only leading to torque switch trips as closed in the warm operating state . EL Loviisa 1

7 1 HCCFYP12 The setting and testing of the new blowdown valves in the presssurize r
system were deficient as performed only in cold state at the end of th e
modification work . This resulted in leakage of the valves during powe r
operation . EL Loviisa 1

8 2HCCFTB33 The flow measurements of the boron feed pumps did not function durin g
pumping during power operation due to omission to open the closing valve s
of the instrument lines after the outage modification works . !VAL Loviisa 2

9 2HCCFRD11 The primary closing valves were forgotten in closed position in the insrumen t
lines of the level measurements of the HP feed water heaters

	

after th e
maintenance outage 1997 IVAL Loviisa 2

10 12HCCFTH50 Uncertainties in work planning and management caused simulataneou s
unavailabilities in temperature measurement chains of the strainer pit s
during their periodic equipment- testing . IC Loviisa 1 & 2

11 1HCCFUW23 The reconnection of printers in the air- conditioning

	

control room wa s
forgotten until power operation after the maintenance outage preventiv e
maintenance . IC Loviisa 1

No descriptive examples of functionally non-critical HCCNs (which are precursors t o
HCCFs) are given in the above Tables 6 and 7 . The HCCNs have however been include d
in the following statistical treatment together with the functionally critical HCCFs . This
has been done in order to facilitate a larger database of multiple human error mechanism
which may be found recurring, and thus pinpoint potential opportunities for remedies .
From the Tables 6 and 7 you may directly identify that at least three HCCF mechanism s
have been recurrent because they have occurred at the both units of a plant .

N r. CCF

1 1 HCCF531

2 1 HCCF531 e
3 1 HCCF656

4 12HCC71 2
5 1HCCF747
6 12HCCF534

7 2HCCF327

8 2HCCF713
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Origins of the human common cause failures . The sources of the common cause failure s
could be searched in expert sessions at the plants from the plant information systems . The
probable origin of the common cause failures was identified and evaluated by examinin g
the earlier tasks from the work order history of the concerned equipment operation place s
or trains. In a number of the analysed multiple error events, the plant modifications
appeared to be the origin, but also the predetermined preventive maintenance was found to
be a significant source, especially in the Loviisa plant, see Figure 2 .

Figure 2. The types of erroneous tasks leading to human CCFs and CCNs .

Underlying causes of human common cause failures . Apart from the origins and direct
causes, also the underlying "root" causes were studied for the human CCFs and human
CCNs. The distributions of the root causes to the HCCFs and HCCNs at the both sites ar e
to be found in the following Figure 3 .

Figure 3. Underlying causes to human CCFs and CCNs .

Weaknesses in planning of maintenance and operability verification seem to contribute a s
underlying causes into the occurrence of human common cause failures in the half of th e

OL 1 & 2 . Erroneous task types of
multiple human errors

Repair

	

Preventive
13%

	

mainte-
2 cases

	

nanc e
13%

2 cases

Modificatio n
47%

7 cases

Loviisa 1 & 2 . Erroneous task types of
multiple human errors

Modification
41 %

-14 cases

OL 1 & 2 . Underlying causes of multiple huma n
errors (HCCF and HCCN events) .

14 - Desig n
deficiency

7%
1 case

13 - Plannin g

deficienc y
50 %

6 cases

Loviisa 1 & 2 . Underlying causes of multiple
human errors (HCCF and HCCN events) .

16 - Poor
coordination ,
supervision o r

information
transfer

3%
11 cas e

14 - Design
deficienc y

29%
10 cases

17 -
Insufficient
knowledg e

15%
5 cases

13 - Planning
deficienc y

53%
18 cases
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cases at the both sites . The most of these problems occurred in relation to modifications ,
but also in preventive maintenance during outages .

The review of the results of the root causes of the analysed human common cause failure s
indicates that planning of maintenance work phases and operability verification actions is a
very demanding task due to the complex planning environment of different objectives ,
safety requirements and instructions . The planning problems indicate also that operabilit y
verification after work , actions in plant equipment and systems should be planned and
implemented better as an integral part of the maintenance planning process and that i t
requires a combined knowledge of both the maintenance and operation trades .

The significant number of contributing causes "insufficient knowledge" exhibits the need
of specialist understanding and experience of specific components at the personnel of th e
utility and contractors supervising and performing specific maintenance activities .

Multiple human errors stemming from the refuelling and maintenance outages . The
review of the analysed set of both single and multiple human errors at the both sites
showed that most errors in relation to maintenance stem from the refuelling an d
maintenance outage periods . This is a natural result because the dominating part of th e
modifications is performed during the annual outages :

Distribution of the plant operational states at failure detection, when the common caus e
failures originated from the refuelling and maintenance outages, is shown in Figure 4 .

OLI & 2 . Operational states at detection of Loviisa 1 & 2 . Operational states at detection of
HCCFs and HCCNs born during outage HCCFs and HCCNs born during outag e
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Operating states at detection : power operation (POW), refuelling outage prior to start-up (OUT), hot shutdown (HOT), cold shutdown (COLD) ,
plant start-up (STUP), plant shutdown (SHDN)

Figure 4 . Distribution of fault detection states of human common cause failures bor n
during maintenance outages.

The more on left in the Figure 4 the operational states of the detection of the multipl e
failure events are, the better is the outcome of maintenance planning and operabilit y
verification . The analysis shows that more than half of the multiple human errors remaine d
latent after the start-ups from outages to the power operating periods at the both sites .

At the Olkiluoto site about a third of the common cause failures were identified promptl y
during the same outage before the start-up of the plant . At the Loviisa site, he first 1 5
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percent of all the common cause failures which were detected during an outage did no t
become functionally critical before their detection . They however disturbed the plant start-
up preparations at the end of the outage . At the Loviisa site, about 30 percent of th e
common cause failures could however be detected during the rather lengthy plant start-u p
following the outage before the power operation state .

The contents of the Figure 4 could represent a direct performance indicator of the qualit y
and outcome of the maintenance and operability verification planning at the nuclear powe r
plant. Although this database of the human common cause failures is rather small, it ca n
however be concluded from the set of the thorough event analyses that a too larg e
proportion of the common cause failures born during the outages remain latent in th e
technical systems up to the power operating periods . Thus there are development needs in
maintenance and operability verification planning against CCFs at the both NPP sites .

Detection activities of the human common cause failures . In the following Figure 5, the
distributions are shown of the detection activities of the failures which were identified a s
human originated common cause failures .

OL 1 & 2 . Distribution of the detectio n
methods of the multiple human errors

Loviisa 1 & 2 . Distribution of the detectio n
methods of the multiple human errors

By chanc e
24 %

8 case s

Figure 5 . Distribution of the detection activity types of human common cause failures .

The Figure 5 reveals that a small proportion of the common cause failures was detected in
predermined periodic testing ormaintenance tasks . At the Loviisa plant only 12 percent, i .e .
four common cause failure (CCF) cases were identified in such predetermined activities a s
periodic testing, periodic preventive maintenance or periodic condition monitoring . At the
Olkiluoto plant, one third of the CCF cases were detected in periodic testing (4 cases) or
in preventive maintenance (one case) .

The detection of such a small proportion of the common cause failures in periodic testin g
activities shows that reliance cannot be put on the otherwise predetermined periodic test s
effective barriers against hidden human common cause failures . Instead the operability
verifications (i .e . installation checks, functional testing or start-up testing) at the end of th e
complex maintenance work actions and the modifications in important systems should be
improved . The planning of the coverage and contents of the operability verificatio n
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requires in such cases tailoring instead of performing the standard periodic tests of th e
equipment at the end of work .

Weaknesses in the operative defensive barriers . An analysis of the broken operative
barriers against human common cause failures was performed as a part of the thoroug h
"maintenance event" analyses . For statistical compilation of the broken operative barriers ,
the broken font-line barrier of every HCCF and HCCN case was selected . The analysed
set of human common cause failures showed that the most missed opportunities fo r
detection were in the installation checks and inspections of the maintenance work,
repairs and modifications, and in the start-up testing of modifications, see Figure 6 .

Thus there are the most development needs in planning of the installation-checks including
component tests performed by the maintenance branches, and in the start-up tests o f
modifications performed by the operation branches. In addition, at the Loviisa plant, th e
functional tests at the end of preventive maintenance or repairs performed by the operatio n
branch were identified as significant contributors to the weaknesses in the operativ e
defensive barriers against the common cause failures .

6 . Conclusions and recommendations

Some conclusions, proposals for remedies and recommendations on improvement need s
are presented in the following sections based on the findings from the studies and relate d
maintenance R&D concerning the both nuclear power plants .

Planning of operability verification in relation to small or ordinary modifications o r
intrusive maintenance.The review of the analysed multiple errors showed that difficulties
in planning of the necessary testing and installation inspections of small and ordinary (no t
big) plant modifications were significant sources of common cause failures . The most
multiple human errors originating from small or ordinary modifications, such as e .g .
renewals of actuators, motor operated valves and solenoid valves, changes in transformers ,
or introduction of difference pressure measurements, position indications or switches a s
modifications or as a part of them, could be reduced by a more tailored definition an d
coverage of their start-up testing programs .

Figure 6. Weaknesses identified in operative defensive barriers against human CCFs .
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In planning the test arrangements of important equipment, the real .operating conditions,
the needs of staggered testing, and multiple train risks should be evaluated and considered .

After modifications or intrusive maintenance in important equipment condition monitorin g
would also recommended for reducing the uncertainty about equipment operability o r
reliability .

Planning of maintenance -and operability of preventive maintenance or repairs .
Improvements could also be achieved by identifying better in the work planning thos e
complex or intrusive repair and preventive maintenance actions which are prone to error s
and thus prone to introduce changes in the function of equipment or systems . Such
uncertain cases require in important equipment a tailored planning of the coverage of th e
installation inspections of their instrumentation, automation and electrical equipment an d
the functional testing of the equipment effected. This planning shall include a nee d
evaluation of the functional testing at the component and overlapping testing at syste m
level .

Grading of planning requirements and review of work orders . Grading the planning
requirements of the maintenance objects based on their safety and availability importanc e
or work complexity would also help to prioritise the resource allocation for planning . Thi s
prioritisation could also help to select the work orders and plans which should be reviewe d
by the maintenance-operation coordinators, maintenance foremen and/or other
operation/maintenance professionals before the work permit .

Spare part changes or minor changes in parts to be identified as minor modifications .
Spare part changes or minor changes in parts should be better identified as minor change s
in maintenance planning and work. Changes in material, size, form or lubrication of the
parts can be such minor modifications which have a deviating or failure effect on th e
equipment or system function . Examples can be e .g. wrong screws, fuses, relays, switches ,
cables or guards. Such cases should be identified and corrected during planning or work . In
the case of minor changes in important equipment they should be subjected to the plan t
modification process, instead of the repair or maintenance process only, to allow a prope r
technical and safety review and functional test planning before implementation int o
operation.

Use of condition monitoring for operative maintenance steering . A survey of the use
of condition monitoring information for maintenance planning at three Nordic nuclear
plants indicates that condition monitoring is increasingly implemented, but very selectively
and in a rather slow pace for condition based preventive maintenance .

A combined strategy of condition based and predetermined preventive maintenance i s
applied for important equipment such as main circulation pumps, generators, stea m
turbines and turbine condensers and to some extent for motor or pneumatically operate d
closing valves [Laakso, Rosqvist & Paulsen 2003] . This strategy is applied to eliminate o r
reduce functionally critical failures and damages of very important equipment .
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Condition based maintenance strives to prevent the functional failure of equipment b y
utilising condition monitoring information, information systems and personnel expertis e
for maintenance steering of necessary preventive maintenance actions instead of
performing the preventive maintenance tasks at predetermined time points .
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Figure 7. A diagram showing the information sources and decision context related t o
operative maintenance steering based on condition monitoring .

The analysis of condition monitoring information would increase the certainty about
.equipment condition . Using this information for maintenance steering could also reduc e
the need of-error prone predetermined intrusive and disassembling maintenance actions .
In early life failures caused by errors in installations or disassembling maintenance, the use
of planned condition monitoring can also help to discover pre-existing defects prior to
their development into functional failures due to environmental or operational loads suc h
as vibration, heat, temperature transients, activations etc .

A more situation specific steering of preventive maintenance actions to restore th e
degraded equipment condition to standard condition before development of functional
failures would also contribute to a better utilisation of the personnel expertise an d
equipment responsibility. The use of process monitoring information for condition
monitoring of equipment would also contribute as a help . An effective use of proces s
information for analysis of the condition of equipment requires a good access of the
maintenance personnel to this information . Thus the condition based preventive
maintenance strategy puts new demands on flexibility and knowledge based .approach of
working instead of the rule based approach of the predetermined periodic maintenance .

It is recommended to integrate the condition monitoring into the functional testing phas e
of the modifications or intrusive maintenance for important equipment . Increased use of
effective condition monitoring for operative identification of deviations and steering o f
maintenance actions instead of predetermined and intrusive maintenance tasks i s
recommended .
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Identification, event analysis and operative prevention of common cause failures . A
new solution has been implemented in the new power plant information systems at the bot h
Finnish NPP sites for identification and reporting of common cause failures . This
enhancement will complement the earlier failure and repair work order feedback data .
The information is given on the screen of the power plant information system by a questio n
and relevant text description of a suspected common cause failure .

This routine will help to operatively identify CCFs better in the future from the plan t
information system and to start continuous human and technical CCF event investigation s
for their prevention. However "maintenance event related" CCF cases have remaine d
more undetected and thus not been sufficiently reported for learning .

A fault repair process model, including inspections of the prospect of a CCF, for one of the
Finnish sites has been prepared to support the above operative investigation and preventio n
task. The following process model shows, how you proceed from the failure detectio n
through the activities of work planning, safety actions of the work, repair work, restoratio n
of the safety actions, testing and start-up of the work object up to the acceptance of th e
work and closing the activities in the history part of the plant information system .
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Figure 8. A fault repair process with a view to operative identification and prevention o f
CCFs. (check points *)- marked)

A part of the activities will include checkpoints for the own ' or independent inspections to
be performed by the actors from maintenance or operation . The checkpoints are given in
Fig. 8 with *) marks . For instance, in connection to the safety actions of the work, the shift
supervisor performs an inspection of the possible train crossing effects in order to identif y
and prevent possible common cause failures in safety related systems controlled b y
Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) . As the reporting activity of final feedback
information is finishing the maintenance work in the information system, a suspected CC F
can be confirmed by the maintenance history inspector as a common cause failure for
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further investigation to be performed in co-operation between the maintenance, operatio n
and safety branch .

Training. The event analyses of maintenance and operability related multiple errors wil l
also provide a good plant-specific material for training of the maintenance, operability an d
technical personnel for learning, and error identification and prevention purposes . The
training should also include the definitions of common cause failures and types of direc t
errors on equipment supported by examples from error descriptions .

Maintenance and operability planning activity. Generally the results of this analysi s
show that planning of maintenance and operability should be performed better as an
integrated planning activity requiring knowledge of both equipment and function . Thus the
planning of maintenance and operability should not be regarded as separate functions but
as an integrated activity requiring knowledge from both the maintenance and operatio n
branches .
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Systematic analysis and prevention of human errors an d
common cause failures in relation to maintenance
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Systematic analysis and prevention of human errors and commo n
cause failures in relation to maintenance .
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• Analysis and classification methods of single an d
multiple errors

• Review of the bulk of error and event analyse s
• Proposals and recommendations on remedial action s

and practises .
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Introduction

• Focus in human reliability analysis of NPPs has traditionally bee n
on control room operator performance in disturbance conditions ,

• But incidents have shown that errors related to maintenance an d
testing, which take place earlier in plant history, may have an
impact on the severity of a disturbance, e .g . by disabling safety
related equipment ,

• Especially common cause failures (CCFs) of safety related
systems can affect the core damage risk to a significant extent ,

• The topic was addressed in Finnish studies of human originate d
common cause failures, where experiences on latent multiple an d
single human errors have been searched and analysed in detai l
from the maintenance history .

The scope of the studies .

• Search and analysis of human single and common cause failures utilisin g
the power plant information systems were performed for the both Finnis h
nuclear power plant sites .

• The history of three calendar years of the Loviisa PWR and Olkiluoto BW R
units were studied :

• The number of fault repair work orders of the Olkiluoto units 1 and 2
covering the three- year experience of 1992 -1994 was 4400 ,

• The number fault repair work orders of Loviisa units 1 and 2 covering th e
years 1995-1997 was 14091 ,

• At present, a follow up study of the Loviisa units 1 and 2 covering 2963 faul t
repair work orders of the calendar year 2003 is going on with the utility .
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Human erro r

• A human unintended or intended action that produces an unintende d
result .

• An omitted or an erroneous action may trigger directly, or initiate a
failure process leading to, a failure event or failed state of th e
equipment, e .g .

• omission of on-line return of equipment after maintenance wor k
causes a failure of equipment to perform its function ,

• crosswise connection of instrument pipelines during a
modification work, due to deficient documentation or lacking
knowledge, causes a failure of pressure difference trip to operate .

An example of an analysis of a human error in relation t o
maintenance from the fault repair feedback data .

Equipmen t
place

Failure
work .
order

number

Date Explanation Cause,
reported

Equipment
type

Detection
method

Plant
state at
time of

detection

Error
type,

direct

Errooeon s
task,
error

occurred

Multiple
error ?

10RC51 220691A 28 .09.95 Temperature AD IC 9 OPER 4- REPAIR, Yes .
T001 & measurements 16 .04 . 1HCCN

T002 10RC51TOOl 1993, RC51 .
and T002 after the OPER
ejectors
IORC5INOO I
and IORC5INO0 3

indicated too much
because
measurements
had been crosswise
connected in repair.
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Common cause failure (CCF)

• Common cause failures are similar failure causes or mechanisms ,
that may apparently result, or have resulted, simultaneously i n
multiple functionally critical failures in redundant subsystems in rea l
demand situations ,

• Also as CCFs are defined multiple failures acting on parallel train s
or circuits, if they are unable to fulfil correctly their require d
function ,

• Multiple erroneous or omitted actions are triggers to huma n
originated common cause failures .

IIVTI

Common cause non-critical failure (CCN)

• Common cause non-critical failures are similar failure mechanism s
which result simultaneously into deviations from wished standard
of performance of redundant or parallel equipment ,

• They include defects on items which are not critical for th e
equipment function ,

• The characteristics of failures originating from outages are define d
non-critical, if failures were detected and repaired before transfe r
to the plant operating states where the operability of equipment i s
required ,

• Generally, if the deviations are getting worse, these precursors ca n
develop into common cause failures,

	

-
• The CCNs can be regarded as an early warning of causes o r

mechanisms otherwise leading to CCFs .

VTT
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A classification of human errors in relation to maintenanc e
was developed and used .

Effects of direct errors on equipment level .

• Errors of Omission (missing human action) ,

• Errors of Commission (wrong human action )

The classification model includes examples of related errors to help
the classifiction and description of errors .

An example of a latent multiple error in relation to maintenance, HCC N

Dependen t
error id .
marking

Wor k
order tim e
(number)

Title and descrition of even t

1HCCNRC51 1995092 8
(220691A)

Temoerature measurements 10RC51T001 and T00 2
crosswise connected in repai r

The temperature measurements 10RC51T001 . an d
10RC51T002 after the parallel ejectors 10RC51 N00 1
and 10RC51N003 of the steam dumping lin e
10RC51Z of the condenser indicated too much .
The reason of wrong indications was crosswis e
connection of the temperature measurements in th e
previous repair during operation .

- The cause of the wrong crosswise connection wa s
wrong cable marking at the down lead box .
- The wrong order of the cables had passed throug h
the installation inspections of the automation repair an d
remained latent about two years .

VTT
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Errors of Omission. Effects on equipment level .

• 1 . Restoration errors after work, such as omission of th e
realignment of process or instrument valves, discônnectors ,
breakers, fuses, limit settings or blockings . Omission of refilling of
fluid or gas into lines, tanks or drainings at the end of work ,

• 2. Cables or electronic components not connected, settings o r
adjustments omitted . Omission to install packing, adjusting devic e
or protection pipe. Omission of preventive maintenance o r
inspection task .

• 3 . Foreign objects or impurities left behind inside the object of th e
work. Examples are dirt, garbage, metal shives, tools, scaffolds o r
covering _material .

V7T

Errors of Commission. Effects on equipment level .

• Wrong order or direction ,
• 4. Wrong order, such as cables or instrument pipelines crosswis e

connected ,
• 5. Wrong direction, such as reversed or twisted installation of valve o r

another sub-component. Wrong positioning of valve .
• Wrong selection ,

• 6. Wrong place or object, such as cabling fixed on wrong connection ,
setting of wrong tripping conditions, or draining of wrong pipeline .
Item installed on wrong equipment place .

• 7. Wrong or mixed spare parts, parts, materials, tools, fluids ,
or chemicals selected for work . Spare part, equipment or material o r
function deviates from design .

• Wrong settings/adiustrnents/calibrations ,
• 8. Wrong settings of trip limits, limit switches, reference, indication o r

time delay values, or of adjusting devices . Deficient alignment o f
shaft, stem/spindle or pipe .Wrong setting of pipe support or packing .

v?T
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Maintenance Event Reports
of Human Common Cause Failures (HCCF/HCCN )

• The identified HCCFs and HCCNs were analysed and summarise d
in condensed maintenance event reports which include a
qualitative description of :

• multiple error and its failure effects ,

• originating erroneous or defective work task and time, an d

• missed opportunity for detection, e .g . deficiency in operabilit y
verification, allowing the errors remain latent in the system .

Errors of Commission. Effects on equipment level (cont . )

• Other quality problems,

• 9 . Too little force, e .g. loose connections of bolts, nuts, cables ,
terminals or sensors ,

• 10. Too much force, e .g . excessive tightening or greasing ,

• 11 . Damaging other equipment e .g . cabling, cable trays or smal l
diameter piping by falling material or slugging/contacting . Can be
due to carelessness and narrow spaces for work or transport .

• 12. Other carelessness (if 1-11 are not applicable) .
E .g . worn tools, falling, deficient weld, solder joint or insulation .
Unclear trips initiated during testing, installation or maintenance .
Wrong subtitling or recording. Wrong timing .
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An example of a Maintenance Event Report

Identifie Work Title and dgtetiption of event Operatin g
marking order time event

and identifie r
numbers

1 HCCF 1996-10- Deficient adjustment and testing of the actuators a s
YPI2 08 implementing new motor operated blowdow n

valves in the pressurizing system
N o

238769D, The gate valves 12YP12S038, 12YP12S039,and I1YP12S036 ,
238769A I1YP12S037 were not tight m hot state during power operation 1996 -
2387698 10-08 .
238769C

New motor operated gate valves (MOVs) had been Installed during th e
preceding maintenance outage In September 1996 .

- The MOVs had to be closed as a corrective action by manual
operations from the switch-gear during the power operation state a t
1996-10-09 .

- The common cause setting errors had passed from the maintenanc e
outage through to the power operation period, because the setting an d
testing of the limit and torque switches of the MOVs in the cold stat e
were Insufficient without hot start-up testing of the modification work .

w T

Definition and classification of root causes of multiple huma n
errors in relation to maintenance activities .

1 . Maintenance and operability planning deficiency :

Incorrect, incomplete or unclear planning of maintenance or operability
verification actions such as mamtenance, repair, installation inspection or
functional testing phases of work. Deficiencies m coverage of start-up tests or
installation inspections of modifications . Deficiencies in coverage of preventiv e
maintenance or Inspection program . Deficiencies in defmiiion or decision of
work scope, work phases, work order, operation order or procedure.

Design deficiency :

Error or deficiency in design or documentation of modification, equipment ,
system, installation or computer program . Documentation not updated to
correspond changes . Lacking identification labelling of equipment place .

3. Violation of procedure or order :

Violation due to insufficient knowledge or poor information . Deviations from
procedure or order due to gradual organisational learning of "bad habits"
Or conscious violation.

4. Poor co-ordination, supervision or information transfer:

Poor project co-ordination or supervision of subcontractors, poor information
transfer due to organisational changes or boundaries . Or weaknesses in experience
feedback such as recurrence of events with known phenomena.
Or poor quality control .

5. Insufficient knowledge:

Lacking training, specialist or cross-functional knowledge for work or plannin g
tasks .
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Reviewing the single errors in relation to maintenance

Olkiluoto 1 & 2.
in single human

Equipment types involved
errors (1992-94)

4-T 'I

Loviisa 1 &
single

2. Equipment types involve d
human errors (1995-97)

i n
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60
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40
40 . .

z

20
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IC = Irstnmentation & contid Equipment a software, EL = Electrical equprrad, NBC = Mechanical equipment, VAL = Process caltas,
sentilation dangers or channel hatches, !VAL = Block a pitrwy takes in instrument lines, RM = Halation rnonitonng equipment

Reviewing the human common cause failure s
(HCCF and HCCN) in relation to maintenanc e

Distribution of the HCCN and HCCF cases among the equipment type s
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Originating tasks into human common cause failures
(HCCFs and HCCNs) .

OL 1 & 2. Erroneous task types of - -

	

Loviisa 1 & 2 . Erroneous task types of
multiple human errors multiple human errors

Functional Installatio ntesting 6%

	

Functional13%
2 cases Modification

2 cases

	

testing
3%

47% 1 case
Pendit 7 cases Repai r
testing 18%

13 %
2 cases

6 cases

' .---Modificatio n

Repair

	

Preeenti~e 14 cases
Pre~entile13%

	

mainte- mainte-2 cases

	

nance nanc e
13 %

2 cases
32%

11 cases

Underlying causes of human common cause failure s
(HCCFs and HCCNs) .

OL 1 & 2. Underlying causes of multiple human Loviisa 1 & 2 . Underlying causes of multiple
errors (HCCF and HCCN events)- human errors (HCCF and HCCN events).

14 - Design 1 7
deficiency Insufficient16 - Poor16-Poor knowledg eknowledg e7%coordination,

	

1 casesuperosion or
coordination ,
surtension or

	

15 %
Stasesinformationinformation

transfer
14%

13-- Planning
deficiency

transfe r
3% 13- Planning

2 cases I/

	

50%
6 cases

1 case
. ;

	

r
deficiency

53%

17 - 18 cases
InsufficientJ/
knowledge

14-Design
deficiency y J/

29%' 29%
5 cases 10 cases

111/77-
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Detection methods of the human common cause failure s

OL 1 & 2 . Distribution of the detectio n
methods of the multiple human errors .

Loviisa 1 & 2. Distribution of the detectio n
methods of the multiple human error s
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The fault detection states of the human common cause failures
stemming from the maintenance outages .
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Type of detection : penodic testing or preventive maintenance (PREV), otherwise (OTH )
Operating states at detection : power operation (POW), refuelling outage pnor to start-up (OUT), hot shutdown (HOT), cold shutdown (COLD),
plant start-up (STOP), plant shutdown (SHDN)
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Missed opportunities of detection of the human commo n
cause failures in first line operative defensive barries

OL 1 &2 Ineffective operative defensve barriers
against HCCFs and HCCNS

Loviisa I& 2 Ineffective operative defensive l'amers
against HCCFs and HCCNs
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Proposals and recommendations on remedial actions and practises .
Planning of maintenance and operability of small and ordinary modifications .

• The most multiple human errors originating from small or ordinar y
modifications, such as renewals of actuators, motor operated
valves and solenoid valves, changes in transformers, o r
introduction of difference pressure measurements, positio n
indications or switches as modifications or as a part of them, coul d
be reduced by a more tailored definition and coverage of thei r
start-up testing programs .

• In planning test arrangements of important equipment, the rea l
operating conditions, the needs of staggered testing, and th e
multiple train risks should be evaluated and considered ,

• Spare part changes or minor changes in parts should be better b e
identified as minor modifications . Such cases in importan t
equipment should be subjected to the plant modification process ,
instead of the repair or maintenance process only, to allow a
proper technical and safety review and functional test plannin g
before implementation into operation .
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Proposals and recommendations on remedial actions and practises .
Planning of maintenance and operability of preventive maintenance and repair s

• Improvements could also be achieved by identifying better in work
planning those complex or intrusive repair and preventive maintenance
actions which"are prone to errors and to introduce changes in th e
function of equipment or systems .

• Such uncertain cases in important equipment require a tailored
(situation-specific) planning of the coverage of the installatio n
inspections of their instrumentation, automation and electrical
equipment and the functional testing of equipment .

• This planning shall include a need evaluation of the functional testing a t
the component and overlapping testing at system level .

• Thus grading of planning requirements and internal review of wor k
orders of important equipment and complex work are recommended .

Recommendation : Increased use of effective condition monitoring fo r
operative identification of deviations and steering of maintenance action s

instead of predetermined and intrusive maintenance tasks .

Design data

Maintenanc e
progra m

Condition, failure &

	

J

process history data

Regulations

	

post-planne d

Periodic follow-up

	

& rules

	

Maintenance
actio n
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(e .g . TechSpecs )

	 1	 1	 	 a ~

	

Data analysis

	

steerin g
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Group o r
manage r

pane l

Data analysis results
(e .g . prediction o f

time to failure )

Condition & proces s
on-line data
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Maintenance and operability planning activity

• Generally the results of this analysis show that thi s
planning at the plants should be performed better as a n
integrated planning activity requiring knowledge of bot h
equipment and function ,

• Thus the planning of maintenance and operabilit y
should not be regarded as separate functions but as a n
integrated process requiring knowledge from both th e
maintenance and operation branches .

Recommendation : Identification and operative prevention of
common cause failures as a part of the maintenance work process .
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Use of the Human Performance Field Simulator

"Practising Event Prevention - Driving Culture Change "

Background :
The following pages provide an overview of the way that employees at Ontario Power Generatio n
Pickering Nuclear Generating station planned and established an area and process to practis e
human performance tools .

It was recognized in 2002/2003 that OPG needed to improve human performance to reduc e
human error to eliminate consequential events . The strategic focus coincided with advance s
being made in other areas of the business such as improved personnel safety, reduced
radiological doses, and increasing productivity . The use of event free tools (pre job briefing an d
post job debriefing, conservative decision making, questioning attitude, procedure use and
adherence, 3 way communications and self check) had been widely taught by this time in OPG .
While staff were very familiar with the tools, OPGN was also seeking ways of ensuring that staf f
not only knew the event free tools, but also could practise them and be supported when they did .

Communication of the tools was strong and they were widely accepted . The next step was to
provide a means of having staff demonstrate them in an environment that could tolerate a
mistake . Pickering staff reviewed some internal and external examples of human performanc e
simulators and error labs. These were used as examples to influence the Pickering project .

While the examples were of great help, each site has a very unique culture of its own . What might
work at one site (games for example) may not work at others. A static error lab was discounted a s
a stand alone because the group noted that it did not drive interaction and could be used just a s
an observation tool . In addition the team at Pickering wanted to add an extrà dimension . The
process established was that the simulator would be used as much as possible by supervise d
work teams conducting tasks that they might be called upon to perform at any time . This ensure d
that the learning was focussed through the organization e .g . a supervisor can receive coachin g
on their supervisory or feedback habits in real time, as well as their crew receiving feedback o n
the way they performed the task . Both groups can receive feedback on the way they interact with
each other.

The facility at the Pickering site is a decommissioned electric boiler steam heating system . The
entire . process system is in place but is. now physically isolated from energy sources (blanks i n
pipework and electrically de-energized) . Since it is in the Pickering A powerhouse it provides a
realistic backdrop to the assigned tasks (i .e . subject to powerhouse temperature conditions ; PA
announcements ; traffic etc) .

Establishing scenarios and then finding trainers willing to take on a substantially different role
than regular on the job training, could have been difficult . The site responded with staff who wer e
very committed and their enthusiasm overcame any reluctance by other staff to participate in th e
scenarios . The trainers role is evolving and they are truly key to the success of the initiative . The
progression through the scenario can take many branches or diversions if the trainer sees a n
opportunity for a learning space .

The critical aspect of this is that the spotlight is entirely on how the individuals perform - not ho w
they tell you they would perform, nor even how we expect them to perform . Observing actua l
behaviour and coaching it to meet expectations without threat of failure or consequence is drivin g
improved performance and achieving the desired culture change.

ONTARIOrrun
GENERATIO N
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Use of the Human Performance Field Simulator

"Practising Event Prevention - Driving Culture Change "

OBJECTIVE :

• Improve human performance by providing an error tolerant environment where alread y
qualified Trade staff can practice the application of the Event Prevention Framework .

• Identify and practise desired behaviours during real life situations .

• Practise as a supervised work team - improve Pre-Job Briefing/Post-Job Debriefin g
(PJB/PJD), supervisory skills and teamwork .

• Drive observation skills, and reinforce higher material condition expectations .

• Additional scenarios are added as negative human performance trends emerg e

FACILITY & PROCESS :

Human Performance Field Simulator located in a realistic working environment (non-classroom) .
It comprises a decommissioned heating steam system, and spans three elevations in the
Pickering A plant on Unit 1 . Pickering A/Pickering B staff sharing one training process .
Focus is always on the displayed versus the required behaviours (removes role playing) .

Advantages:

• Low risk to plant and personnel (decommissioned system )
• Isolated from other plant systems
• Distinctive identification in place (area outlined by floor painting )
• Real work package s
• On-the-Job-Training, not On-the-Job-Evaluation i .e . no pass or fai l
• Real work assignments displaying actual behaviours (seeing what the person does i .e .

actions, rather than what they should do provides significant improvement opportunities )
• Focus on supervised work teams (requiring PJB/PJD ; coaching to best practice, etc )
• Enhance working relationships with peers, and helps to develop supervisors
• Work group specific scenarios
• Keep staff current with changing procedures and standard s
• Identify gaps in knowledge that could negatively impact on human reliabilit y
• Field First Line Manager/First Line Manager's assistant are Trainers (qualified/mentored )
• Self administered

ONTARIOruv nH
GENERATIO N

Ontario Power Generation : Use of the Pickering Human Performance Field Simulato r
1675 Montgomery Park Road, PO Box 160, Pickering Ontario, L1V 2R 5
Phone : (905) 839-1151 Extension 2373, Fax : (905) 837-7200, E-mail : ian .lakena,opq.com ;
kyle .mulligan anopq .com;
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PROGRAM :

The plan had specific phases recognizing that changing human behaviours is a continuou s
process .

Establish the Program
• Training Qualifications established (supervisory and non-supervisory qualifications )
• At least one scenario per work group
• Straightforward scenarios - no "tricks"
• At least one trainer prepared per trad e
• Supervised work teams (driving improvements in Pre Job Briefing and debriefings )

Establish the Process; Drive Discussion including use of self check simulator
• Concentrate on aspects of behaviour : Attitude/Awareness/Fitnes s
• Conduct pre-job briefings
• Understand/comply with procedure s
• Monitor important operating parameters
• Perform independent verificatio n
• Communicate vital information, reports/Station Condition Record s
• Use of logs/records/change s
• Train others on the job (peer to peer )
• Perform turnover s

Improve the Process
• More challenging scenarios
• Static Error La b
• More Trainers prepared
• More Line Ownership
• More integration of workgroups - driving improved turnovers and handoffs .
• More use of precursor information (low level events and trending) to drive scenarios and

prevent events

SUMMARY:

This is not skills training, but reviewing actual on the job performance of supervised work teams .
Performance correction, coaching and recognition takes place on the spot . Each major trad e
group is looking at trends/behaviours to devélop scenarios to practise and eliminate errors .

ONTARIOrü'wt H
GENERATIO N

Ontario Power Generation : Use of the Pickering Human Performance Field Simulato r
1675 Montgomery Park Road, PO Box 160, Pickering Ontario, L1 V 2R5
Phone: (905) 839-1151 Extension 2373, Fax : (905) 837-7200, E-mail : ian .lake(a,opq .com ;
kyle .mulligan	 opq .com ;
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Pickering A
Human Performance Field Simulator

Practicing Event Prevention
- Driving Culture Chang eA	

PIOHERIfl O
RELIABLE • EBCRCEB • RLICRED • LERRBIRC

ONTARIO"rûwtR
GENERATIO N

Human Performance
.

	

Field Simulator
MMIME. F.I.C MI .IEFIIIFI

Objective :
n Train already qualified staff in the application of the Even t

Prevention Framework (observe and coach )
n Identify and practise real life situations in an error toleran t

environmen t
n Practice as a supervised work team - improve PJB/PJD ,

supervisory skills and teamwork

ONTARIOPOWER
GENERATIO N

PICRERIMG
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Human Performance

PEEN

	

Field Simulator Training
IFIIEHFFIMtF1~111iMR~tFAllll t

n Practises/Behaviours being-reinforced :
u Conduct high quality pre-job briefing s

(SAFER dialogue and use of OPEX)
u Understand and comply with Procedure s
u Ability to monitor important operating parameter s

• Conducting independent verificatio n

o Communication of vital information, reports and SCR' s

u Embed the use of logs, records and changes

• Training others on the job
o Performing high quality turnovers

ONTARIOPOWE B
GENERATION

PiCHERIf G
IflllllE~EltltFl~ IIItIfO ~ItRllllt

Human Performance
Field Simulator Training

n Good technical training is only part of the training for effective trade s
performance

n Acquiring operating or maintenance knowledge, attaining an d
practising vital skills are fundamental to individual and team succes s
a Discuss additional aspects of Human Behaviour :

Y Attitude
Awarenes s
Fitness for Duty

ONTARIOrruvvt R
GENERATIO N
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1 .a

PICHERIOG

Human Performance
Field Simulator Training

Ifllllll~FHltFl~llIANI~IFAlllll

Facility :

Establish Low risk, realistic working environmen t
n Heating Steam System Unit 1 TAB, elevations 278', 294', 317 '
n Physical Preparation s
q Isolated from other plant system s
o Distinctive identification in plac e

(area outlined by floor painting )
Documentation - governance in plac e

qFlowsheet update d
u Updated equipment list
qTraining guide approved

ONTARIOPG'wEi
GENERATIO N

PIOHERIOG

Human Performance
Field Simulator Trainin g

Method :
n Continuing training/upgrade trainin g

q Training, not evaluation -
important that we see actual behaviour s

q Minimal role playing - real work assignmen t

• Display actual behaviours - no acting, no 'in the real world '
_ statements accepte d

▪ Focus on supervised work teams
u One supervisor, two non-supervisory staff

• Helping to develop supervisors ONTARIOrruwtR
GENERATIO N

IEUnIe ~ xntee~ urc¢e ~leamet
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PiCIIERIR G
1FII111F .FItltF1 .1111Ff1. IF11111t

Human Performance
Field Simulator Training

The focus is on displayed versus required behaviour s
(what they do versus what they know they should do)

Identify gaps in knowledg e

How 'far' the scenario progresses i s
irrelevant - what is important is that
all the learning opportunities are
noted and explored .

The trainer's role is critical to spot th e
opportunities and develop them .

ONTARIOPuvwtI
GENERATION

Human Performance Fiel d
Simulator Trainin g

Implementation Strategy :

Phase I :
Prove the Proces s
q At least one scenario per work grou p
q Straightforward scenarios - no 'tricks'
q At least one trainer prepared per trad e

Phase II :
Improve the Proces s
q More scenarios
q More challenging scenario s
o Static Error La b
o More Trainers prepared

ONTARIOrrUWL B
GENERATIO N

PiORERI0 0
lal .f .FIt11F1 11I1 O.01111t
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nu H • a•ua G

n

	

Example of Training Material s
Mechanical Maintenance Trainer's Guide in plac e
n Example Scenarios: inspect steam trap using PPT

isolation ; inspect steam trap with isolation using AIP-01 5
Non Licensed Operator Trainer's Guide in place
n Example Scenarios : partial Flowsheet Walkdown ;

prepare and apply permi t
Control Maintenance Training Guide in plac e
2 scenarios identified - pot checking, breaker mtc e
Civil Maintenance Training Guide in place

Example scenarios: insulation removal ; light changes ;
erecting scaffolds

ONTARIOPûwER
GENERATIO N

Human Performance Field
A). -

	

Simulator Trainin g
PiCRERI~G

	

Implementation :

PiCRERIDG

Human Performance Fiel d
Simulator Trainin g

Maintaining flexibility using One overal l
training guid e
o Scenarios are in training database a s

course material for the trainer .

D These can be updated, approved by a
Dept Manager and entered

• Each Trade has two proven scenario s

• Phase I/II complete

ONTARIOPOWER
GENERATIO N
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Physical Equipment/Condito n

PEEN
n During the scenarios a number of deficiencies hav e

been found (e .g . labelling/loose holding bolts )
o Unless they represent a safety hazard - they are left

in place for others to observe (or not .)
o Lighting tubes have been left out/failed in som e

case s
o Expectation is that the Trainees enter the workspace ,

Stop and review their environment, check phones ,
fire equipment et c
Use employee feedback and suggestion s

IflI1ttF~F1tItF1~111tIF0~IFAllllt

ONTARIOFOWEa
GENERATIO N

Human Performance Field
1~

	

Simulator Trainin g
.111lf•FItlIF1. 11111F9. IFAt111 t

n Trainees are expected to note what is less than adequat e
o Drive observation skills, and reinforce higher materia l

condition expectation s

o "We would not accept this in our unit/equipment "
is the expected response .

	

, ,
o . Next step for the OJT traine r

"OK, so how do you resolve it?"

ONTARIOPOINE
GENERATIO N

PiCIIERIOG
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n More Scenarios with greate r
challenge

q Identified Single Point of Contact fo r
each Dept

q Develop error lab in the station (U 1
278 mezzanine )

q Each department identified number to
be trained and workdown curve
prepared

ONTARIOFuvv d
GENERATIO N

v .a.
Implementation Status/Progressc/

,

PiOHERIO G
IIIIIIIFIlllln•IFnl(I•FFelllll

cJIP Human Performance Field Simulato r
1

PICHERIO G
IFUmF•Frtnlrumll ~IFeum

Currently into Phase III :

n Continuously evolving proces s
q 2 additional scenarios per trade/yea r
q More elaborate scenarios
q Inclusion of Support Groups, i .e . Safety installing Fall Arrest

Display; Chemistry
q Drive the workgroups together - shared workspaces and improve

turnovers / handoffs

n Line Owned
q Single Point of Contact for each trade group

ONTARIOrrûwd R
GENERATIO N
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SIPA Human Performance Field Simulator

PICHERIAG
n Continuing Success :

• March 18/05 - Engineering participated with
their first scenario : one training session pe r
week until the end of the year (- 38 engineers
through the training by year end )

o Maintenance - Additional surplus equipment i s
being added to the field simulator

▪ Workgroups are recognizing their ow n
emerging trends/error likely situations an d
practising them out on the simulato r

• Involvement, engagement and ownership are
in evidence

• Staff are enjoying the sessions !

ONTARIOPOWE
GENERATIO N

IfIIIttF~Hlllll•IIMIFB•IFAlllll
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1 . OVERVIEW

23% of the power generated in Spain (2004) comes from the nine nuclear power plant s

distributed in seven locations. According to a diversification policy, these plants hav e

different designs, with the following characteristics :
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UNIT I ` \
977 MWe

2.729 MWt
312.613 GWh
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D Unit I
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o
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2. GUIDELINES FOR IMPROVING MAINTENANC E
PROGRAMS IN ALMARAZ NPP

To detect problems in Maintenance Almaraz NPP we use the followin g

methods :

• Analysis of maintenance result s

• Internal Operative experience : Minor, Reportable, Significant events

• Maintenance Rule

• Rework analysi s

• Self-evaluations : Plant inspections, indicators . . .

• External / Internal independent evaluation : Quality assurance, others . . .

• Personnel suggestions program

CENTRA, 'RN AtEAR
OE . ..RAT

Installation of a fourth Diesel Generator in 1988 and a fifth Diesel Generator (under construction).

Substitution program of secondary pipe lines to avoid erosion corrosio n

• Substitution of steam generators for Siemens SG's (Incoloy 800) 1996/97 .

• Substitution of thermal barners of reactor cooling pumps (2000-2004)

• Installation of a fourth start up transformer in 2003 .

• Change of reactor vessel head (Inconel 690) (1996/97)

> Updating all the equipment for refueling maneuvers : Tools, cranes, head ventilation .. .

> Updating electnc equipment : Main transformers, motors, main generato r

> Updating I&C equipment : Reactor control and protection system, turbine control ,
process computer, FP contro l

MORE RELEVAN T

SAFETY

IMPROVEMENTS ti

RENEWAL

PLAN
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With these programs we detect most of the problems related to Plan t
equipments .

These programs represent different points of view being analyzed wit h
different angles giving a wide coverage . People from Maintenance ,
Operations, Engineering, PRA, OE participates in detecting problems .

All the actions coming from these analysis are included in the
"corrective action program "

With the corrective action program we can handle all the actions an d
control them appropriately.

The actions normally are divided into three main groups :

Modifications to the Maintenance program : Planning and Scheduling, Procedures, Spares . . .

Design modifications and other engineering works: Documentation update

Human errors correctio n

The actions inside Maintenance are corrected and implanted in a shor t
period of time, as they are normally more "easy" to solve .

Represent 45% of total actions .

The engineering actions take more time and resources to solve, bu t
they are approved and implemented within a predetermined Planning .
Represent 35% of total actions .

The actions to be taken due to human errors are more difficult to handl e
because they are related to the human behavior and these normall y
takes more time and resources to solve . Represent 20% of tota l
actions .
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OE . ..RAZ

The human errors are divided into six groups, according to WANO guide s

(July 2005 )

Verbal communications

Supervisory methods

Personnel work practices

Work organization

Written procedures and documents

Decision process

The distribution in Almaraz NPP for these classification is :

Verbal communication s

Personnel work practices

Written procedures and documents

Supervisory method s

Work organizatio n

Decision process

10 %

	

Pre-lob briefing inadequate . inadequate communication )

50 %

	

(Inadequate self checking, Inadequate independent checking, syste m
alignment error, inadequate procedure use)

25 %

	

(Incomplete document, no document available )

10 %

	

(Progress not monitored . control of contracts )

5 %

	

(Requirements riot identified . lack of planning !

0 %

	

Use of operating expenence I

OE ALH.AI

For avoiding these errors in Almaraz NPP we are applying erro r

prevention tools as follows :

4 SELF-CHECKING

	

4 PROCEDURE ADHERENC E

4 PEER-CHECKING

	

* HUMAN FACTOR BASED PROCEDURE S

4 INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION

	

4 PRE-JOB BRIEFIN G

~I THREE WAY COMMUNICATIONS

	

4 POST-JOB DEBRIEFS

These error prevention tools have been successful used in man y

Plants, and so are doing in Almaraz NPP .

Anyhow to use widely these tools means normally an increase i n

personnel dedication, this means the use of these tools has to b e

optimized .
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OEM., A .,,1R

Solutions to increase the use of the error prevention tools i n

Almaraz NPP are :

Emphasize the use of error preventing tools, on the job training by the supervisors, for th e

significance works.

Maintenance staff is centered in his own work, avoiding other activities that are not directl y

related with his work and that can interfere, like auxiliary activities, engineenng activities ,

budget controls, bureaucracy . . .

Personnel is aware of the importance and significance of the work they are doing .

Personnel has to get answers to his daily problems from the management .

The company has implemented a motivation policy for own personnel .

• As for the contactors a "bonus" policy is established so that quality is about 15% of thei r

benefits .

• This policies added to the clear support of management will help achieve success .

3. SUMMARY

DETECTING PROBLEM S

• Analysis of maintenance results

▪ Operative expenenc e

• Maintenance Rul e

• Rework analysi s

▪ Self-evaluation s

▪ External/internal independent evaluatio n

• Personnel suggestions program

• Corrective Action Progra m

SOLUTION S

• Modifications in maintenance program : Planning and scheduling, procedures, spares . . .

• Engineering activitie s

• Human errors correction

CORRECTIV E
ACTIO N

CONTROL (CAP)

ROOT
CAUSE

ANALYSI S
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Verbal communication s

10 %

(Inadequate Pre fob bnefing,

	

(Inadequate self checking ,

inadequate communications)

	

inadequate independent checking,

	

(Incomplete document ,

system alignment error, inadequate procedure use) no document available )

Personnel work practice s

50 %

Written procedures

and documents

25 %

HUMAN ERRORS (Almaraz NPP)

Supervisory method s

10%

Work organizatio n

5%

Decision process

0 %

(Progress not monitored - control of contracts)

	

(Requirements not identified,

lack of planning)

(Use of operating expenence )

r
c

n EMPHASIZE THE USE OF ERROR PREVENTING TOOL S

SELF-CHECKING

	

PEER-CHECKING

	

INDEPENDENT VERIFICATIO N

.THREE WAY COMMUNICATIONS

	

PROCEDURE ADHERENCE

	

HUMAN FACTOR BASED PROCEDURES

- PRE-JOB BRIEFING

	

POST-JOB DEBRIEFS.
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IMPROVING MAINTENANCE

n MAINTENANCE PEOPLE CENTERED IN HIS WOR K

n PERSONNEL AWARE OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HIS WOR K

n MOTIVATION POLICY FOR OWN PEOPL E

n "BONUS" POLICY WITH CONTRACTORS

n SUPPORT FROM THE MANAGEMENT

DEW ., NUCLEAR
DEAL.RAI
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Enhancing maintenance personnel's job motivation an d
organizational effectivenes s

Pia Oedewald & Teemu Reiman
VTT Technical research centre of Finlan d

pia.oedewald@vtt.fi

Abstract: Competent and motivated personnel are a basic prerequisite for the development of maintenance
activities, for managing the daily maintenance tasks and for the training of newcomers . A concern about the
motivation of the NPP maintenance personnel has increased in the last couple ofyears due to many reasons. These
include for example the ageing of the workforce in the power plants, the organizational changes (e .g. outsourcing) in
the maintenance departments and the new competence requirements set by e .g. the new information technology.
Based on our three in-depth case studies in NPP maintenance organizations, we have analysed how variou s
organizational practices contribute to motivation and effectiveness ofmaintenance. In this paper we will present a
job motivation model that is based on the results of the case studies . With the job motivation model we will explore
how various organizational practices can contribute to the motivation and to the effectiveness ofmaintenance work.

Introduction

The NPP maintenance organizations are rather large and complex organizations to be analysed as a n

entity. The maintenance organizations have to anticipate the condition of the equipment, maintain th e

ability to react to equipment failures and constantly monitor the condition of the plant and reflect on th e

effects of the maintenance activities . Typically the maintenance organizations include multiple subgroup s

that are specialised according to the technical areas and the workers have different educationa l

backgrounds . The work consists of different types of tasks, such as periodical testing, condition monitorin g

and fault repairs . The maintenance workers also conduct many tasks that do not directly intervene with the

plant machinery, such as scaffolding . Bearing in mind the variety of the maintenance activitiés, we can

assume that there are numerous different conditions that can affect the effectiveness and reliability of th e

maintenance work . Still, in this paper we discuss whether there are common organizational mechanisms

that can affect the effectiveness and reliability of the maintenance work .

Many human resource management theories argue that organizational performance is a function of th e

capabilities and the motivation of the employees (e .g . Dyer & Reeves 1995) . The same idea has .also been

suggested by the managers of the nuclear installations (Kettunen et al . in press) and by the maintenanc e

experts and managers in our studies . Competent and motivated personnel are a basic prerequisite for th e

development of maintenance activities, for managing the daily maintenance tasks and for the training o f

newcomers . A concern about the motivation of the NPP maintenance personnel has increased in the last

couple of years due to many reasons. These include for example the ageing of the workforce in the powe r

plants, the organizational changes (e .g . outsourcing) in the maintenance departments and the new

competence requirements set by e .g . the new information technology (OECD/NEA 2000, 2001 ; Kettunen

et al . in press) .
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In this paper we will present a job motivation model that is based on case studies conducted in three NP P

maintenance organizations . With the job motivation model we will explore how various organizationa l

practices can contribute to the motivation and to the effectiveness of maintenance work .

Methods and materials

In 2001-2004 we conducted organizational culture assessments in the maintenance units of two Finnish

and one Swedish NPP (Oedewald & Reiman 2003, Reiman & Oedewald 2002, 2004, Reiman et al . 2005) .

The purpose of the assessments was to characterize the cultural features of each of the maintenance

organizations and to evaluate their main challenges for safe and effective working . The Contextual

Assessment of Organizational Culture (CAOC) methodology (see e .g . Reiman et al . 2005) was used in the

assessments . In one of the maintenance organizations the assessment was conducted twice - before an d

after reorganization. All the material gathered in these assessments is utilized in the analysis of job

motivation factors in maintenance.

The principal research material consists of 72 semi structured interviews and 460 questionnaire responses .

The interviewees were of different hierarchical positions and from different technical areas of th e

maintenance units . The interviews consisted of four themes : one's own work, the core task and goals o f

the maintenance unit, the organizing of the activities and the organizational culture . Thus we got a rich and

comprehensive picture of the motivating and dismotivating aspects of maintenance work in NPPs .

The survey (see Reiman & Oedewald 2004) consisted of four measures :

A. workplace values (How much are these items [e .g . carefulness, cost-effectiveness] valued in your

organization?)

B. experiences concerning one's own work (e.g . feedback, meaningfulness, stress) .

C. maintenance task requirements (co-operation, attitudes towards procedures, attitudes toward s

uncertainty)

D. ideal values in maintenance organization (How much should these items be valued? )

For the purpose of the job motivation analysis we will focus on the interviews .and the B-section of the

survey. The questions in the B-section were based on the classic theory of job motivation and jo b

effectiveness developed by Hackman and Oldham (1980, see also Hackman & Lawler 1971) and previou s

organizational culture studies (Reiman & Norros 2002) . According to Hackman and Oldham (1980), hig h

job motivation and high quality of the work performance can be acquired if the worker can achieve th e

following three psychological states : 1) the work must be experienced as meaningful, 2) the worker must

experience that he is personally responsible for the work outcome, 3) the worker must be able to determine

how his efforts are coming out ; what results are achieved and whether they are satisfactory . A pilot study
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in a Nordic NPP maintenance unit (Reiman & Oedewald 2004) identified a fourth psychological "state" ,

sense of control, which seemed to be of special relevance in safety critical organizations . Questions

measuring this concept were also included in the B-section . Also questions related to perception of th e

working climate, attitudes toward the management and personal development orientation were included i n

the B-section .

On the basis of factor analysis we constructed ajob motivation model which includes five dimensions (see

also Reiman & Oedewald 2004, Reiman et al . 2005). These were:

1. Knowledge of expectations (role and goal clarity, degree to which people feel that goals, tasks an d

responsibilities are well defined)

2. Meaningfulness of work (a psychological state resulting from several dimensions, such as feelin g

that the work is important and the content and variation of the tasks leads to personal

development)

3. Communication climate (quality of communication and sense of sincerity at all levels )

4. Sense of personal responsibility (internal state of motivation and a feeling of being personall y

accountable for the results of one's actions)

5. Experienced control over one's own work (the degree of personal sense of coping with the task s

and the demands that they set)

We will summarise next the interview results about factors affecting job motivation in NPP maintenanc e

work. It should be noted that differences between the organizations existed in the motivational factors

(Reiman et al . 2004). The aspects highlighted in this paper were present in all of the cases, however .

Interview results

Motivating aspects of the maintenance work

The interview results imply that at the shop floor level the most motivating aspects of the maintenanc e

work were related to technical challenges, breakdowns of the machinery and fault repairs . This is a

paradox in the sense that the aim of the maintenance is to avoid technical problems and keep th e

technology running without unanticipated breakdowns . The maintenance work appeared to produce a

feeling of meaningfulness especially when there were technical problems with safety significance and time

pressure to solve (see also Reiman et al . 2004). This feeling is reinforced by the management practices . In

the occurrence of a machine failure, especially when production is threatened, the organization recognize s

the importance of maintenance . That is when the managers show interest and give feedback to th e
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technicians . When the plant is running smoothly, maintenance is not always given the recognition the y

deserve (Perin 2005, Reiman et al . 2005) .

The fault repairs as well as different plant modification projects were considered as learning opportunitie s

and welcome variety in the work. Participating in the modification projects was experienced as importan t

because of the possibility to learn complex relationships in the systems . They also provided opportunitie s

to see the whole chain of tasks from planning to installations and testing . Most of the maintenance workers

were genuinely interested in the plant technology and enjoyed "playing" with the machinery . In the

interviews some described equipment failures as fascinating problem solving tasks . They still carried a

strong craftsman's identity . Working "hands on" with the technology was an essential source of jo b

satisfaction. The ability to see the results of one's own work was one of the motivating sides of the fault

repairs and modification jobs .

What is threatening the meaningfulness of the work and the efficiency of the maintenance ?

It could be concluded that both the routines and continuous changes are experienced as hindering effectiv e

and meaningful maintenance . Certain periodic tests and overhauls were experienced as boring sinc e

"nothing deviating was usually found" . Preventive maintenance actions comprise almost 90 % of the dail y

maintenance activities and many of these jobs are repetitive in nature . It was implied that in the routine

tasks it is hard to maintain the focus and consequently slips and lapses increase . Errors happening during

the preventive maintenance are one of the important sources of machinery failures (Laakso in press) .

Another source of frustration was the increased emphasis placed on the plant information management an d

the increasing computerization of the maintenance work . Maintenance employees are' expected t o

document different information concerning the state and condition of the equipment as well as all th e

conducted overhauls and repairs . One of the plants employed a system of equipment responsibility . The

foremen analyze the actions that had been conducted to the machinery that belong to his responsibility are a

on a yearly basis . Further, they are expected to make a stand on for example the preventive maintenance

times and to suggest other development actions . Generally speaking, the information management task s

were experienced as extra work, bureaucracy . Clearly the meaning and importance of the informatio n

management was not seen. This can result in a self fulfilling prophecy. Since the meaning of the analyses

is not clear the employees do not pay attention to the documentation of the maintenance history

information . Without reliable information it is hard to conduct useful analyses .

A related issue is the changing role of the foremen . Ever-increasing part of their job is "sitting by th e

computer" conducting work planning and above mentioned documentation and analyses . Both the foremen

themselves and the technicians brought out the threat of the foremen alienating from the field work.

Traditionally the foremen have held the best overview of the technology, the maintenance methods and the

competencies of their subordinates. That is why the work planning was included in their responsibilities .

Now it was speculated that the quality of the daily work planning is suffering because the foremen do no t
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have the same touch to the field anymore. Parallel to the shift in the role of the foremen the responsibilit y

of the technicians is increasing . They are expected to carry out tasks more autonomously . However, the

procedures and the working culture in the maintenance organization do not necessarily support this trend .

The foreman is e.g . legally responsible for the staffing and supervision of the maintenance work tasks .

The last category of dismotivating factors was organizational changes . All three organizations had gone

trough reorganizing lately . The dissatisfaction to the way the changes had been introduced was common. It

seems that this is not just a matter of change resistance, however . The employees reported increased hast e

due to workforce reductions, unclear responsibilities, outdated procedures and new competenc e

requirements . Some of the interviewees saw the unclear phase following the change as a risk for personne l

and plant safety (see Reiman & Oedewald this issue) .

Organizational practices that can enhance the job motivation

Based on our research and work psychological theories (e .g . Hackman & Oldham 1980) we state that a n

organization is effective when its culture supports the following aspects :

1. The personnel can see the requirements of the core task of the entire organization.

2. The personnel is willing, motivated to act upon the requirements .

3. The personnel is able to fulfil the task requirements .

The human resource management initiatives should be targeted to support the above aspects . In many

cases the effectiveness of the organization could be enhanced by relatively simple organizational practises .

The interview and survey results gave us many ideas what this could mean in the context of NP P

maintenance work.

Seeing the common requirements of the core task of the organization

Due to the complexity of the maintenance activities the understanding of the big picture is not self evident .

On a general level the maintenance personnel perceived the overall goals of the maintenance quit e

uniformly . The task of the organization is to maintain the operability of the plant . The strategies and

actions needed to accomplish that are much more difficult to agree on . There existed distinct opinions for

instance about how much planning and anticipation is needed and possible to conduct ; is it necessary to tr y

to understand the relationship between technical systems or is it enough that everyone just focuses on th e

area he is responsible for (Oedewald & Reiman 2003) . Some practical definitions of maintenance strategy

also raised questions . Why are certain equipments left outside the preventive maintenance programs?

Doesn't it erode the working culture if the equipments are overhauled only when they break down ?
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Difficulties in piecing together the functions of the power plant may have also safety relevance .

According to the case studies, when asked directly from the NPP maintenance personnel, they all consider

maintenance a safety-critical activity . But when they are asked to specify how maintenance can endanger

nuclear safety, the personnel have difficulties in explicating the mechanisms or (hypothetical) chain o f

events . Many feel that the functions have so many backups and are so secure that it is not possible for a

single worker to cause actual danger. The multiple redundancies create a feeling of confidence . The work

is viewed from one's own perspective : "redundancies exist to ascertain that if my work fails, it does no t

cause a dangerous situation" . The various common cause failures, problems in cooperation within

maintenance and with e .g . operations and other incidents show that this view on maintenance is imperfec t

(see also Perin 2005) .

Thus, we state that discussing and training the goals, strategies and their technological and economic basi s

is the first step in enhancing the organizational effectiveness in the NPP maintenance organizations . In

practice this could mean addressing topics such as :

• What are the concrete goals of the maintenance organization? How is the condition that is needed

to maintain defined? What .are the means of maintaining the condition?

• What are the technological features of this plant? How has the technology or the condition of th e

plant changed lately?

• Are all the organizational routines necessary or adequate? What is their basis ?

The willingness to work according to the requirements of the maintenance task -

The second mechanism affecting the organizational effectiveness is the motivation of the personnel .

According to the above described job motivation model there are five dimensions that we should attend to .

Knowledge of expectations concerning one's own work (goal clarity) and the possibility to know

how the work has succeeded can be created by personal feedback or by organizing the work in a

manner that the results of one's actions are directly perceivable . This could mean for example tha t

the technician who has conducted an installation participates himself in the functional testing . Also

the process data from the control room could interest the maintenance workers after a large an d

demanding task .

The meaningfulness of one's own work can be supported by creating possibilities fo r

understanding the functioning of the entire plant . For example training the basic principles o f

nuclear process to the maintenance personnel, or participation of the maintenance personnel t o

various modernization projects from planning to implementation .
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A' communication climate can be created with both official practices and by supporting unofficial

interaction, such as coffee table discussions, where workers from different disciplines meet and

stories of events are told and experiences shared .

Knowledge of the legal responsibilities in the organization is important in the high-hazard-

industries in creating a realistic sense of personal responsibility . Our impression is that som e

maintenance employees felt that in the maintenance activities everything is checked so many time s

by others that one individual cannot do any harm. On the other hand, some of the interviewees

were avoiding all the tasks that they were unfamiliar with . The organizations were not used to

discussing things such as who is responsible if something goes wrong . Even though activities are

organized in a complex way, responsibility goes usually along the line organization; it . resides not

in rules or not with the contractor or the supplier .

A sense of control means that the worker has a realistic picture of one's competence and a feelin g

that the tasks are not too demanding and the time pressure is not too stressing . Changes in the

organization are typical situations where the sense of control may decline (see Reiman &

Oedewald this issue) . Although on the average the sense of control among the maintenanc e

workers we studied was very high, in some worker groups it was significantly lower. Especially

foremen had so many different roles and new tasks to learn that in some cases they felt they ha d

difficulties in managing their work . The personnel have to have enough time to learn the ne w

things. Another aspect that may produce a low sense of control in NPPs is the uncertainty abou t

the possible consequences of making a mistake . It has been experienced as stressful and

frustrating . One way of enhancing both job motivation and maintenance effectiveness is th e

clarification of the possible safety consequences of specific assignments before starting the work .

Not knowing that the assignment might have safety relevance can contribute to overconfidenc e

and negligence. Safety relevant tasks are also usually .regarded with more respect and attention .

The ability of the personnel to fulfil the task requirements

The understanding of the organisational goals and the motivation to do the work well is not enough.

The third factor affecting effectiveness is the prerequisites that the organization has created for the

work. In maintenance work the following aspects are important .

Tools guide the way people think and work . For example, the measures used in condition

monitoring define what information you get and can utilise in you work . There exists also a variety

of other tools than technical, for example documents and meetings . In order to utilise these tool s

effectively attention should be paid to issues such as who needs to participate in different meeting s

and who have access to e .g . plant information systems . From the accuracy of the information point

of view the technicians are usually the ones with the best knowledge of the plant . Usually,
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however, the reporting and documentation to information systems and in various meetings i s

conducted by other members (supervisor or engineers) in the organization .

• Division of the tasks should support the formation of an overall picture of the different activities in

the maintenance organization as well as of the functioning of the plant . It seems that specializatio n

to quite narrow responsibility areas has been typical in NPPs . But, from the organizational

effectiveness point of view the "one man areas" may be fragile and inflexible . Due to that reason

the organizations have started to emphasize e.g. teamwork and multiple skilled persons . The

experienced workers seem to stress the importance of concentrating deeply in some technologies ,

not knowing a little about everything . They stress the importance of the tacit knowledge i n

planning and developing the maintenance activities as well as in diagnosing the faults . We agree

with them and state that the flexible organizing of maintenance should not erode the feeling o f

ownership and familiarity with some specific area of the plant .

• Training needs of the maintenance workers should be checked systematically from time to time .

Our results imply that even the very experienced workers could benefit from basic plant

technology training. They can for example diagnose an equipment failure correctly, still no t

understanding the mechanisms causing it . Or they can carry out an overhaul but they canno t

explain the basis of it or remember the correct names of the components . When cooperating with

other organizations or teaching newcomers this can be harmful .

• Looking out for incremental changes is important in complex organizations . The bending of rules

or "innovative" utilization of tools may indicate that there .is a genuine need for change in th e

practices . In many cases the small, local adjustments of procedures are not just negligence but the

routines may be outdated . The employees have to bend the rules in order to get the work done (se e

Reiman & Oedewald this issue) .

Conclusions

The maintenance work in nuclear power plants is varied . It requires traditional craftsman skills as well a s

analytical understanding about the different failure mechanisms and e .g. condition monitoring techniques .

In many aspects maintenance work is similar to so called knowledge work . However, the maintenanc e

personnel seem to carry a strong craftsman identity . Playing with the machinery, for example conductin g

fault repairs is a crucial source of job motivation . The motivating aspect of the fault repairs partly stem s

from the fact that they are directly related to the overall goals of the organization ; maintaining the

operability of the plant . Most of the maintenance workers we interviewed were proud of their job . They

saw maintenance work as very important, though a bit underrated by others, for the plant safety .

The fact that a large proportion of the work is routine preventive maintenance is a challenge for the jo b

motivation . Too much roùtine can be avoided by organizational practices e .g . by division of tasks . More
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attention should be paid to offering learning opportunities and challenging jobs to all the workers . For

example modification projects and rare disturbance situations could be exploited better . In addition to thei r

motivation enhancing effect for example the early acquiescence with the new equipment contributes t o

anticipating maintenance needs (preventive and corrective maintenance) .

The maintenance work is changing in nature . Information technology is utilized in a larger extent and ne w

maintenance strategies and methods are continuously introduced. It seems that the innovations are no t

easily accepted among the field workers . Still, our experience of the maintenance-personnel suggests tha t

they are very committed to the work and that the safety and functioning of the plant is important to them .

New methods and tools should be introduced in a manner that allows the personnel to see the functiona l

and safety relevance of the innovations . Further, new tools and working practices set new competenc e

requirements . Acquiring sufficient confidence to take care of the new tasks or to utilize new methods take s

time, as in any other work which relies strongly on personal expertise . Our results suggest that mor e

training resources and time for learning new methods and practices should be offered .
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Enhancing maintenance personnel's jo b
motivation and organizational effectivenes s

Pia Oedewald & Teemu Reiman
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Background

• The human factors group in VTT carries ou t
different types of work, organizational an d
usability studies in safety critical domain s

• Our approach :

• Work and organizational psycholog y
theorie s

• Close collaboration with the plant and
the personne l

• .Close collaboration with the nuclea r
authority also

• Typical methods : personnel interviews ,
surveys, observation of the field wor k
and meetings, personnel seminars

The findings presented today are based o n
organizational culture assessments in three
maintenance units at Nordic NPPs .
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Data collected from Nordic NPP maintenance units

Worker interviews at three plants (various tasks an d
organizational levels )

• total of 72 one hour interviews, all taped and transcribe d

• Maintenance culture (CULTURE)-questionnaire at three plants ,
total of 460 responses (average response rate 70% )

• Development and feedback seminars for the maintenance staff
• Researcher meetings with Swedish colleagues

Interview findings (1): "What is motivating in the maintenance work? "

• "when there are sudden machine failures "
"strange phenomena in the equipment "
"when your work is needed to prevent a shutdown"
"there are always new technical problems "

•

	

"variety and possibility to learn new things"
"outages, modification projects"
"there Is no two similar days "

• `you can see the results of your work "
"this is so concrete, real work "
"if you can see that your work has improved the availabilit y
of the machinery"
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Interview findings (2) : Factors threatening the motivation and th e
organizational effectiveness

• periodic inspections and other repetitive preventive maintenance tasks are boring ,
routines are forme d

=> slips and lapses may increase
• strong emphasis on personal proficiency and equipment-specific know-ho w

=> difficult to see the "big picture" of the functioning of the plant and its system s
• plant information management, inputting of feedback on maintenance activities ar e

considered as extra work
=> analyzing the impacts of maintenance actions is unreliable if the data i s

deficient
• the "engineers" making reliability analyses and maintenance strategies are too fa r

from the fiel d
=> the personnel feel frustrated since they do not see the point of the give n

maintenance strategy and procedure s
• the work role of the foreman is-changing : "they are sitting by the computer"

=> the touch to the field disappears, the ability to plan the works well weaken s
• organizational changes cause genuine confusio n

How to enhance the effectiveness of the maintenance organization ?

An organization is effective when its culture supports th e
following aspects :

1. The personnel can see the requirements of the core task of
the entire organization

2. The personnel is willing and motivated to act upon th e
requirements

3. The personnel is able to, fulfil the task requirements
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1 . Considering the requirements of the core task of th e
maintenance uni t

• The goals and significance of the maintenance is often treated as self evident ,
however :

• Maintenance work is complex, distributed, consists of various tasks an d
technical discipline s

• Understanding of the big picture is rare, workers view the maintenance
activities and the NPP from the perspective of their own tasks

• Safety relevance of maintenance activities is acknowledged, but th e
personnel have difficulties in understanding the safety mechanisms an d
explicating hypothetical chain of events that could endanger plant safet y

=> training the goals, strategies and their technological and economic basis is th e
first step in enhancing the organizational effectiveness

2. Supporting the willingness to work according to the requirement s
(based on the job motivation model )

• the clarification of the meaningfulness of one's own work
• for example training the basic principles of the nuclear process and the safety function s
• participation of the maintenance personnel to various modernization projects from the planning phas e

to implementation and testing

• creation of a communication climate with both official practices and by supporting
unofficial interactio n

• e.g . coffee table discussions, where employees-from different disciplines meet and stories of event s
are told

	

-

• enhancing the knowledge of expectations concerning one's own work and a
possibility to know how the work has succeede d

• goal and role clarity is achieved trough interpersonal communication s
• e .g . participation In the functional testing, utilization of the process data from the control room and th e

maintenance database provides knowledge about results of one's own wor k

• clarification of the legal responsibilities in the organization and supporting a realisti c
sense of responsibility.

• activities are organized in a complex way, responsibility goes usually along the line organizatio n
• responsibilities of the contractor or the supplier' s
• responsibilities of the persons preparing an instruction vs . the person conducting the work ?

• supporting a realistic sense of contro l
• knowledge of what happens / might happen if one fails in some tas k
• enough time to learn the new things
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3. Creating organizational prerequisites to fulfil the task requirement s

• Tools guide the way people think and work. ..Especially the non-technica l
tools such as meetings and other information disseminating practices ar e
usually poorly designed .

• Division of the tasks should support the formation of an overall picture o f
the different activities in the maintenance and of the functioning of th e
plant .

• Identification of the training needs should be conducted systematically .
Also the experienced workers could benefit from basic plant technolog y
training .

• Looking out for incremental changes . Situations where the employees
change the daily practices and bend the rules are learning opportunitie s
for the managers . They reveal targets for development, e .g . outdate d
practices and _tools .

Conclusions

• The craftsmanship and concrete "playing" with the machinery are an essentia l
source of motivation in maintenance wor k

=>plant modification projects and rare fault repairs and overhauls are interestin g
learning opportunities, they could be systematically exploited for that purpos e

• New ways of working e .g . using information technology, understanding reliability
analyses, supervising the subcontractors, means also new competenc e
requirements

=>resources for training and time for learnin g
• The changing nature of the maintenance work threatens the traditional conceptio n

of skilled worker and foreman, thus new methods and practices may creat e
resistanc e

=>new practices, methods and tools should be introduced in a manner tha t
allows the personnel to see the functional and safety relevance of the
innovations

• The reluctance after organizational changes is not only a matter of chang e
resistance . Changes create genuine confusion and stres s
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INTRODUCTIO N

Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) operates Olkiluoto nuclear power plant, which consists o f
twin 840 MWe BWR units . The first nuclear power plant unit, Olkiluoto 1, was connected t o
the national grid in September 1978 and the second almost identical unit, Olkiluoto 2, in
February 1980 . The construction of the third 1600 MWe PWR unit, Olkiluoto 3, was starte d
in the spring 2005 . The commercial operation of the new unit will start in 2009 .

The operation results of TVO's nuclear power plant units have been among the best ones i n
the world. The operational success is primary attributable to the early elimination of technica l
problems and preparation for defects beforehand . Also development of outage planning ,
maintenance methods and a low rate of disturbances have been very significant in achievin g
good operation results . TVO's long-term goals in operation and maintenance are :

• keeping the load factor over 90 % and avoiding operational disturbance s
• keeping the technical condition of the plant units "as new "
• continuous learning and development of operation and maintenance function s
• decreasing the production costs

These goals also set requirements for maintenance personnel's competences . The high-grad e
competence of maintenance personnel has an effect on safe and reliable nuclear power plan t
operation . However, as a concept, safety is not always easy to define . A high level of safety i s
the result of the complex interaction of good design, operational safety and huma n
performance: A set of indicators which are designed to monitor all aspects of operational
safety performance are needed to form a total picture of the safe plant operation . Figure 1
provides a framework for balanced decision making in safe operation of a nuclear power plant
and in general safety management. It also provides a framework for identification o f
performance indicators which have a relationship to the desired safety attributes and therefor e
to safe plant operation .
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Figure 1 : A framework for the improvement of nuclear safety and safety culture.

In the framework six key areas of improvement of nuclear safety are defined . These key areas
of improvement are based on the vision that the plant operates with low risk. Implementation
of the actions presented in the Figure 1 will result in direct and permanent positive impact o n
plant nuclear safety and safety culture. The information gained from performance indicators i s
used in the planning process of future actions .

In this paper is a new kind of web-based self-evaluation tool is presented, which can be use d
as a performance indicator to support maintenance personnel's competence development . The
self-evaluation tool comprises those competences which are important in maintenanc e
personnel's work . Some of these competences are generic, while others are differentiating c .f.
[1] . The self-evaluation tool utilizes linguistics and is based on fuzzy logic . When using the
self-evaluation tool, maintenance personnel evaluate their perceived current reality at work
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and the vision they have for the future . This difference between personal vision and curren t
reality is called creative tension c .f. [2] .

The self-evaluation tool has been used in a case study, where a number of sixteen mechanica l
maintenance personnel working at TVO made the self-evaluation . Some examples of the
results of this case study are also presented in this paper.

2 . MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL'S COMPETENCE S

Competence is a basic characteristic in human beings, and can be considered as a permanen t
part of an individual's personality. Specific competences enable an individual to excel an d
secure efficient performance at work . Competence can be defined achieving the set of goals in
a specific environment using accepted and applicable methods, and at the same tim e
producing positive results . An essential part of competence is intention . Without intention,
there is now competence . Therefore, personal competences forecast certain behaviour .
Competences enable us to understand why some people perform better at work than others . I t
becomes clear that developing competences of employees considerably affects on a
company's success c .f. [3;1 ;4] . Competences can be classified by the occupational roles or by
their importance . Classification enables focusing of development and education on certain
important competences. This work identifies these competences that cover important
characteristics of the maintenance personnel's occupational role : Some of these competences
are generic, while others are differentiating [3 ;1] . Threshold competences are the minimum
requirements for skills, knowledge or abilities that are absolutely necessary for completing a
specific task . Language skills, computer literacy or certain basic technical skills can also b e
the threshold competences . Differentiating competences are, according Boyatzis [3], the
actual competences, which have a direct cause-effect-relationship with superior performanc e
and are able to make the differences between average and excellent performers c .f. [3 ;1] .

The gap between personal vision and current reality, objectively speaking, forms a n
individuals' creative tension . Creative tension can be used to move an individual from the
current reality towards the reality of his/her own vision . In the motivation process, the
creative tension serves as the source of energy and motivates to work . It is based on the state
of imbalance between the real current state and personal vision . If gap does not form between
the reality and the vision, the motivation process will not begin because of the lack of
perceived need (and motivation) to move towards the direction of the vision . Therefore, the
creative tension is essential in the control of one's personal development [2] . When creative
tension is presented in the context of the maintenance personnel's occupational roles, it can b e
effectively used to develop and train maintenance personnel on the job .

The self-evaluation tool, presented in this paper, is based on generic competency model fo r
maintenance personnel who work in different maintenance tasks related to nuclear powe r
plant operation. This competency model identifies thirty most relevant competences related to
basic tasks of the maintenance organization (Table 1) .
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Table 1 : Maintenance personnel's generic competency model c .f. [5] .

Competences Competence groups Main groups
Emotional awareness, Self-
confidence, Self-assessment Self-knowledge

Personal competences

Self-discipline, Maintaining order,
Flexibility, Responsibility, Stress
tolerance, Productivity

Self-control

Conceptual thinking, Analytical
thinking, Problem-solving skill ,
System thinking, Diagnostic
reasoning, Metacognitive skills ,
Professional and technica l
knowledge, Personal ris k
management, Community risks
management, Language proficiency

Cognitive capabilit y

Achievement orientation, Initiative ,
Optimism

Motivating onesel f

Understanding others, Exploitation o f
organisational resources, Servic e
orientation

Empathy

Social competencesConflict management,
Assertiveness, Group capabilities,
Team leadership, Communications

Social skills

3. TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTENANCE PERSONNE L

For a nuclear power plant operator, it is crucial to guarantee the safe and economic operatio n
of the power plant as well as to look after the general acceptability of nuclear power . As to
human resources management, this requires continuous maintenance and enhancement Of th e
performance of the individuals and organisation. The general training of the personnel i s
mainly focused on plant specific know-how . A central thing is the training connected to
nuclear safety and plant know-how .

It has been tried to find out how the present training of maintenance and planning personne l
responds to the forthcoming know-how challenges and how training should be developed . The
basic training needs of the maintenance and planning personnel has been charted, taking int o
consideration the gradual change of generation within the maintenance personnel . The results
show that the current training, which is done according to the traditional training program of
the maintenance personnel, only accounts partially for the real needs .

Systematic initial and continuing training programmes are needed to maintain the technica l
and managerial skills and know-how at a high level . Sufficient technical skills and know-ho w
are natural prerequisites for excellence in human performance. Systematic initial and
continuing training programmes are needed to maintain those at a high level .

The development of the training programmes has earlier been based on interviews, cours e
feedback and questionnaires . The self-evaluation tool, presented in this paper, can be used t o
enhance the training programmes as presented in Figure 2 .
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Figure 2 : The new competence development process .

The new competence development process can be divided to four different steps . The self-
evaluation of maintenance personnel's competences is a starting point (Step 1) for th e
competence development process . In the second step, after the self-assessment o f
competences is completed, the results are analysed . Self-organizing maps (SOM) can be used
to visualize and cluster the data gained from the self-evaluation of competences . In the third
step the training of the maintenance personnel is planned . The self-evaluation of competence s
makes it easier to identify the real development needs of the maintenance personnel . This
knowledge connects to the organization's management and monitoring systems and i s
expressed as training plans . It is now possible to manage the development of maintenance
personnel's competences based on real knowledge instead of presumptive knowledge . In the
fourth step the training of the maintenance personnel is implemented according to the trainin g
plans. In order to maintain excellence in human performance, the process is repeated in
reasonable periods .

4. THE SELF-EVALUATION TOOL FOR MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL' S
COMPETENCE S

The self-evaluation tool for maintenance personnel's competences is called Conchoid . The
construction of the Conchoid is presented in Figure 3 .

Results

Figure 3 : The construction of the Conchoid computer application .
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The database of Conchoid comprises 120 statements which describe different functions a t
maintenance work. Four different statements are used to describe each competence. Conchoid
is based on a generic competency model for maintenance personnel . This model includes 3 0
competences, which are further divided to six competence groups (Table 1) . In the
competency model there is a difference between personal competences and social
competences . Personal competences are related to person itself; ability to identify own
activity, regulation and control. Social competences are related to person's ability to cooperate
with other people .

5.

	

CASE STUD Y

In the case study a number of sixteen mechanical maintenance personnel working at TV O
made the self-evaluation. Each person got an individual report (Figure 4) to be used for his
own self-development .
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Figure 4 : The creative tension of a maintenance person.

The left side of the Figure 4 lists the thirty competences important to the maintenanc e
personnel's work role . The right side of the Figure 4 visualizes maintenance person's
perception of his own occupational competence . Upper blue bars represent current reality, an d
lower red bars represent personal vision according to the competences . The difference
between the bars is the creative tension of a maintenance person .

Self-organizing maps (SOM) were used to visualize and cluster the group results . The SOM i s
a two-layer neural network that maps multidimensional data onto a two dimensiona l
topological grid [6] . The data are grouped according to the similarities and patterns found ,
typically using the Euclidean distance as distance measure . The results are displayed as a
map . The map consists of nodes, which can be divided into clusters . The SOM is
unsupervised neural network with no target outcome defined . The SOM is allowed to freely
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organize itself, based on the patterns found in data . This makes the SOM an ideal tool for dat a
analyzing to illustrate the essential features of a data set, like its clustering structure and the
relations between its data items [7]. Thus, the SOM can be said to perform visual clustering of
data [8] . The methodology used when applying the self-organizing map is as follows [9] .
Firstly, the data is chosen. Often the input data will be pre-processed (encoding, cleaning,
normalization, etc.) in order to simplify the learning task of the network [6] . Secondly, the
network topology, learning rate, and neighbourhood radius are chosen . Thirdly, the input dat a
vector is shown to the network iteratively many times (training length) . Finally, the best map
is selected for further analysis, and the clusters are identified using the U-matrix, an d
interpreted (assigned labels) using the feature planes . From the feature planes we can read pe r
input variable per neuron the value of the variable associated with each neuron [8] . In Figur e
5 is presented an example of SOM describing "Group capabilities" and Figure 6 describe s
"Diagnostic reasoning" - competences of the test group .

x t saax ;m hZrrtr,
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Figure 5 : "Group capabilities" of mechanical maintenance personnel .
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Figure 6 : "Diagnostic reasoning" of mechanical maintenance personnel .
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On the SOMs red areas show perceived high competence levels and blue areas show lo w
perceived competence levels according to a competence . The cluster the highest perceived
competence level is on the upper left corner and the cluster with the lowest perceive d
competence level is on the lower right corner . Each number on the map represents one
maintenance person. Clusters can help in planning target training for maintenance personnel .

In the case study Cronbach's alfa value was used to measure the internal consistency o f
Conchoid . Cronbach's alfa values were 0,832 (current) and 0,855 (target) . If Cronbach's alfa
value is between values 0,60 and 0,80 it can be concluded that the indicator has the qualitie s
of a "good indicator" [10] . However, because the sample size in the case study was onl y
sixteen persons, the analysis of the whole sample gives only a directional sense that shoul d
not be interpreted too literally .

6.

	

CONCLUSIONS

For a nuclear power plant operator, it is crucial to guarantee the safe and economic operatio n
of the power plant as well as to look after the general acceptability of nuclear power . As to
human resources management, this requires continuous maintenance and enhancement of th e
performance of the individuals and organisation.

Systematic initial and continuing training programmes are needed to maintain the technical
and managerial skills and know-how at a high level . Sufficient technical skills and know-ho w
are natural prerequisites for excellence in human performance . Systematic initial and
continuing training programmes are needed to maintain those at a high level .

The development of the training programmes has earlier been based on interviews, cours e
feedback and questionnaires . Individual's training needs don't always meet the needs of an
enterprise and this deviation must be resolved in the organisation . The self-evaluation tool can
be used to enhance the training programmes according to maintenance personnel's individua l
needs and also to facilitate team development .
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NI Workshop on :'Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance : Improving Human and Organisational Performance"
October 3 to 5, 2005

Ottawa, Canada

TVO's Long-Term Goals in Operation and
Maintenance

TVO
NUCLEAR SERVICES

• Keeping the load factor over 90 % and avoidin g
operational disturbances

• Keeping the technical condition of the plant unit s
"as new"

• Continuous learning and development of operatio n
and maintenance function s

• Decreasing the production cost s

Page 1
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TVO
NUCLEAR SERVICES

Competence

3Knowledge

3 Skills

3Attitude s

3Experiences

3Contacts

Performance

3Ability/Capabilit y
to act in certai n
situation

Results

3Optimal resul t
in these
situations
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Competence Development Process
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Conchoid - Self-Evaluation Tool fo r
Maintenance Personnel's Competence s

• Conchoid is based on a generic competency model fo r
maintenance personnel

• The database comprises 120 statements which describ e
different situations at work

• In each statatement the user evaluates the perceive d
current reality at work and the vision for the future

• As a result of the statement it is possible to visualiz e
person's creative tension (the gap between the visio n
and current reality)

Page 5
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Construction of the Conchoid Compute r
Application

Maintenance Personnel's Competency
Model

i,.l,,

.1EI V `~ NUCLEAR SERVICES

Competences Competence groups Main groups
Emotional awareness, Self-
confidence, Self-assessment Self-knowledge

Personal competences

Self-discipline, Maintaining order ,
Flexibility, Responsibility, Stres s
tolerance, Productivity

Self-control

Conceptual thinking, Analytica l
thinking, Problem-salving skill ,
System thinking, Diagnosti c
reasoning, Metacognitlve skills,
Professional and technica l
knowledge, Personal risk
management, Community risk s
management, Language proficiency

Cognitive capability

Achievement orientation, Initiative ,
Optimism

Motivating.oneself

Understanding others, Exploitation o f
organisational resources, Service
orientation

Empathy

Social competencesConflict management,
Assertiveness, Group capabilities ,
Team leadership, Communications

Social skills

Page 7
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15.
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9. Statement
10. Statement
11. Statement
12. Statement
13. Statement
14. Statement
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1l. Statement
1B. Statement
19. Statement
120 Statement
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Case Study

• A number of sixteen mechanical maintenance personne l
working at TVO made the self-evaluatio n

• Cronbach's alfa values were calculated to measure th e
internal consistency of Conchoid :

• Current 0,832

• Target 0,855
• The analysis of the whole sample gives only a directiona l

sence that should not be interpreted too literall y

Page 1 2

TVO
NUCLEAR SERVICE S

Case Study - Group Results

Figure 5 : "Group capabilities" of mechanical maintenance personnel .
Page 1 3
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Case Study - Group Results

TVO
NUCLEAR SERVICES

Figure 5: "Diagnostic reasoning" of mechanical maintenance personnel .
Page 1 4

Conclusions

TVO
NUCLEAR SERVICES

• Systematic initial and continuing training
programmes are needed to maintain the technica l
and managerial skills and at a high leve l

• The development of the training programmes ha s
earlier been based on interviews, course feedback
and questionnaire s

• Cônchoid - self-evaluation tool can be used to
enhance the training programmes according to
maintenance personnel's individual need s

Page 1 5
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Contact Information

TVO
NUCLEAR SERVICES

TVO Nuclear Services Ltd
FIN-27160 Olkiluot o

Tel +358-2-83 811, Fax +358-2-8381 2809 ,
www.tvons.com

e-mail : firstname .lastname(cr~tvo.fi

Contact Information

TVO
NUCLEAR SERVICES

Petri Paajanen, R&D Manager
+358 2 8381 2841, GSM +358 50 365 9629

Lauri Kuivalainen, Sales Manager
+358 2 8381 2830, GSM +358 50 544 305 1

Jorma J . Karjala, Development Directo r
+358 2 8381 2840, GSM +358 50 4620 789

Antti Piirto, Managing Directo r

+358 2 8381 2800, GSM +358 50 0784 79 1
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Developing Huma n
Performance Measures
Bruce P. Hallbert
Jeffrey C . Joe
Donald D . Dudenhoeffer
Idaho National Laboratory

J. Persensky
Molly Keefe
U .S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission

John Wreathal l
John Wreathall, Inc .

Jeffrey.Joe@inl .gov

	

(208) 526-4297

Purpos e

• Demonstrate the feasibility of developing measure s
of human performance that can be used to enhanc e
assessment, inspection, causal and other analyse s
to inform oversight and diagnostic activities .

• Human performance for the purposes of thi s
research is evaluated in terms of the outcomes o f
maintenance processes designed to maintain a
"system's" operation at some acceptable level o f
performance.

2
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Motivation

• A need was identified to be able to assess an d
develop measures of human performance that are
predictive of plant safety .

• The Office of the Inspector General identified th e
NRC's lack of ability to detect directly huma n
performance trends in the ROP as an area o f
concern. The OIG recommended that the NRC :
- "Develop guidance on how to identify huma n

performance trends and how that information
should be integrated into the reactor oversight
process."

3

Defining Human Performance i n
Maintenance

Human performance: the series of behaviors
actualized to accomplish specific maintenanc e
process objectives . Two specific task elements ar e
the planning and the execution of the maintenanc e
activity. Process outcomes are to a large part th e
manifestation of human performance. Less than
adequate human activities or performance wil l
potentially create process outcomes that deviate
from expected norms.

4
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Research Approac h

• Chose to focus initially on maintenance activities .
• Maintenance plays a major role in both assuring th e

operational readiness of the plant and restoring
system components to a state of readiness .

• Maintenance activities have been identified as a
cause in NRC reportable "events" (defined by
10CFR50 .72 and 50 .73) .

• Maintenance activities are heavily dependent upo n
human performance .

5

Maintenance Process

▪ In order to identify the relationship of huma n
performance to maintenance activities, it is
essential to understand the maintenance process .

• The three key elements are :
1. The human interaction points within th e

maintenance process that might impac t
performance,

2. The maintenance measures that are utilized an d
available within the maintenance process, an d

3. The impact of less than adequate (LTA )
maintenance performance and specifically it s
impact on these maintenance measurements .

6
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Research Basis

• Recent studies (NUREG/CR 6753, 2001 ; NUREG/CR-
6775, 2001) and events (the Davis-Besse reacto r
vessel head degradation event) point to a number of
relationships between human performance and
operational safety.

• Analyses of 48 NPP events occurring between 199 2
and 1997 with estimated Core Conditional Damage
Probabilities (CCDPs) greater than 1 .0E-05 found :
- 38 (79%) involved human performance issue s
- Mechanical maintenance personnel contributed

to most of the equipment failures

Additional Lessons Learne d

• Previous NRC sponsored research to develop huma n
performance indicators had limited success because :

- Research was limited by poor data availability

- Analyses were usually conducted between-plant and no t
within-plant

- Research had difficulties in making their technica l
approaches compatible with the NRC regulatory oversigh t
approac h

- Research usually did not develop indicators that wer e
mutually accepted by industry and regulators

- Research often looked at organizational factors that wer e
more difficult to quantify and were not specifically directe d
at individual human performance

s
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Research Challenge

• Within the NRC reportin g
criteria for LERs,
maintenance activities
and human errors are not
investigated unless the y
are identified a s
contributing to an `event' .

• Yet, research, Chain of
experience, and intuition Discovery

says that huma n
performance is a n
antecedent to an `event' .

HninnnPjcI nimicr
a , a

f . faut al lbs

9

Repotted Even t

Maintenanc e
Activity

Research Approach

• The need is fo r
performance measure s
that capture day-to-day
human activity in the
maintenance process .

• The key to a pre-even t
analysis of maintenance
as a measure of human
performance starts b y
attempting to understan d
how human performance
influences the
maintenance process .
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Criteria for Measures/Indicator s

• Objective : it should not be easily manipulable by plants o r
involve judgments that can be arbitrary .

• Quantitative: this allows it to be trended and compared with
other measures .

• Available: if possible, additional measurements by plant s
should be avoided as an issue of efficiency .

• Simple to understand /represent worthy goals / possess face
validity: since plants will tend to `manage the indicator', havin g
the measure represent a worthy goal will tend to improve
performance in itself.

• Related to / compatible with other programs : if possible,
indicators should be integrated into existing programs to
affect efficiency as minimally as possible.

Preventative Maintenanc e
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Relationship Between Maintenance
Performance and Its Outcomes
• Human Performance can be assessed in terms o f

the results of some tasks (i .e., maintenance
activities )

• Task or process outcomes are then a result to som e
degree of the quality of human performance withi n
the task .

- We recognize that outcomes may be the result o f
many contributing factors, not just human
performance .

• Different measures of process outcomes are
tracked and these measures, when taken together ,
may provide insight into human performance
issues .

1 4
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Maintenance Process Measures

• There are multiple maintenance process measures
that can be assessed :

- Scheduling

- Productio n

- Equipment Performan

- Costs

- Inventory

- Etc. . .

Process

ce Outcome

Metric

1 5

Maintenance Process Outcomes

Process Outcome s
Maintenance Scheduling Total work hours scheduled

Maintenance
mance

Total jobs schedule d

Total hours of Preventive Maintenanc e

Total hours of Corrective Maintenance

Equipment Operation Equipment Runtime
Equipment Maintenance time

1 6
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Maintenance Performance Metrics
Metric Formula

Manpower Efficiency = Hours worked as schedule d

Total hours scheduled

Overtime Percentage = Total overtime hours worke d

Total hours worked
Utilization = Total hours worked

Total clock time
PM Coverage = Total hours of PM

Total hours worke d

Availability = Equipment runtime

(Equipment runtime + down time)

1 7

Maintenance Outcome Measures

Let M = Set of maintenance outcome measure s

The research problem is to develop a functio n
F(X): X ç M that correlates human performance wit h
measurable maintenance outcomes ..

Green human performance within the expected rang e
White human performance outside of expected range ,

but is still acceptabl e
Yellow human performance is acceptable, but safet y

margin has been reduce d
Red

	

a significant reduction in the safety margin due t o
human performance

F(X) =

I s
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Summary

• Variability in human performance occurs from day
to day, across activities, workgroups, and across
plants, contributing to the uncertainty in the
outcomes of performance .

• Some of this variability may be random, thoug h
much of the variability may be attributed to th e
effects of indicators that are not currently assessed .

• There is a need to identify and assess aspects of
human performance that are predictive of plant
safety and to develop measures that can be used t o
successfully assure licensee performance .

1 9

Conclusion and Next Steps

• This research addresses concerns voiced by th e
OIG concerning the ability to measure the impact o f
human performance on plant operation .

• A technical basis for the development o f
performance measures exists within the structure of
maintenance activities .

• The next step is to develop and test candidat e
human performance measures and consider issue s
related to their potential use within the ROP.

• Additional steps may be taken to relate th e
performance measures to risk parameters such a s
human error probability, system failure probability ,
system unavailability, etc .

2 0
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A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenance -
The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI )

Per-Olof Sander'

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)
Stockholm Sweden

perolof.sanden a,ski .se

Abstract
In the early 1990's, the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate developed a Regulatory Guideboo k
on Maintenance . The challenges in developing the guidebook for inspections were : (1) definin g
the content of a maintenance management system ; (2) determining how to systematically asses s
maintenance activities ; and (3) establishing a perspective for the maintenance inspections tha t
focuses on the continuous improvement processes of the licensees .

The focus in the regulatory guidebook is on the safety management of maintenance and th e
maintenance management system . The guidebook provides a structured overview of all the
safety-related maintenance activities organized into five resource functions : people resourc e
function, material resource function, tool resource function, information resource function and
coordination resource function . The regulatory guidebook also reminds the inspector to have a
system view of maintenance management i .e ., to consider the linkages between the different
resource functions, and to look for the licensees' continuous improvements, and how this is
managed.

The view of maintenance management systems is that it shall ensure that the maintenance task s
are properly and safe performed by providing the maintenance personnel with necessar y
knowledge and skills, tools (guidance and procedures included), materials, and support t o
perform their assigned tasks . This requires a structured maintenance management system - wit h
all the appropriate elements, tasks and activities such as skills training, planning and scheduling ,
and work control .

The regulatory guidebook has been revised in the beginning of year 2000 and the requirement s
on maintenance stated in "The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate's Regulations Concerning
Safety in Nuclear Facilities", SKIFS 2004 :1, have been integrated in the guidebook .

This presentation provides an overview of the perspectives and content of the guidebook, and th e
regulatory requirements on maintenance . related to the different resource functions .

Background

The regulatory guidebook on maintenance was originally prepared in 1995 . The guidebook was
developed as a joint project between human factor specialists and inspectors, and with th e
support from the consultant Alan Chockie of the Chockie Group International Inc .
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The challenges at that time were to develop a systematic method to inspect the licensees' safety
management of maintenance, and to focus on continuous improvements . Another challenge was
to define the content of maintenance management systems .

Maintenance is a very complex activity and the definition of a maintenance management system
was not clear and was seen in a very narrow sense as the documented program for conducting th e
yearly preventive and corrective maintenance measures . Certainly, it was not obvious at that tim e
that a maintenance management system also could include activities such as the training an d
follow up of competence of the personnel, material handling and storage, coordination an d
planning, and the activity to keep the necessary maintenance procedures available and reliable .
Today, with a more modern terminology, the regulatory guidebook on maintenance can b e
looked upon as a regulatory guide on safety management of maintenance, and the maintenanc e
program as a part in a broader safety management system.

The regulatory guidebook was revised and updated in the beginning of year 2000 and th e
regulatory requirements from "The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate's Regulations
Concerning Safety in Nuclear Facilities", SKIFS 2004 :1, have been integrated in the guidebook.

A Safe and Efficient Maintenance

A safe and efficient maintenance is a critical factor in the defence-in-depth as defined in th e
International Atomic Agency (IAEA) document INSAG-10, and in the SKIFS 2004 :1 . What do
we mean by a safe and efficient maintenance? On a general level it means to have clear and wel l
defined goals, a systematic way of the maintenance work supported by a safety managemen t
system, and a systematic learning from experience and self-evaluations such as audits .

The objectives of a safe and efficient maintenance are to : accurately predicting when, where ,
how and why equipment will fail; know when the equipment will need repairs and replacements ;
and to make repairs and replacements in a manner that does not impact the operational safety o f
the facility . It requires e .g., that the equipment be maintained in a safe condition so that it can b e
operated within specified operating boundaries according to the plant Safety Analysis Repor t
(SAR) and Technical specifications, and that the degradation trends are identified, in the event o f
a malfunction or failure, the equipment is returned to a safe and stable condition in order t o
restore the required safety function.

A structured maintenance program is necessary to effectively achieve these objectives and
actions, and it includes all the preventive and corrective measures to : identify and mitigate the
degradation of a functioning system, structure or component, and to restore the design function s
of a failed system, structure or component to an acceptable level .

As mentioned earlier, the view of the guidebook is to, besides the maintenance program, als o
include in the maintenance management system all necessary activities that support the
completion of the maintenance task such as: the training and follow-up on competence of th e
personnel, material handling, ensuring availability and reliability of maintenance procedures ,
tools, data collection and analyses, testing, calibration, coordination and planning, work contro l
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etc. All these support activities have to be managed in a safe and efficient way with support from
a formal and documented management system .

Also, the ability to learn from experience and self-evaluations in a systematic way is crucial for a
safe and efficient maintenance .

The Maintenance Management System Organized as Resource Functions
To ensure that the maintenance tasks are properly performed, the maintenance personnel must be
provided with the necessary knowledge, skills, tools, information, and support to properl y
perform their assigned tasks . This requires a structured maintenance management system - wit h
all the appropriate elements, tasks, and activities such as skills training, planning and scheduling ,
and work control .

One way to view the maintenance management system and the related tasks and activities is t o
organize them by the resource categories or functions. In the guidebook all the tasks and
activities are organized into five essential resource functions of maintenance management
systems. These are shown in the Figure 1 . Associated with each resource function are three o r
four key maintenance elements .

The key elements are issues or activities to select from in the planning of an inspection,
depending on the focus in the specific inspection .

The effectiveness and quality of the maintenance work is a function of the maintenanc e
management system to support and direct the maintenance personnel. Weaknesses or errors i n

People Function
• Staffing & Competence Needs Analysi s

• Develop Training Program s

• Perform & Evaluate Training

• Follow-up of Competence & Staffing Coordination Functio n
• Organization & Administratio n

• Management & Supervision

• Planning & Logistics

• Work Control

Tool Functio n
• Ensure Availabilit y

• Determine Applicability

• Ensure Reliability

Material Functio n

• Procurement

• Receipt & Inspectio n

• Storage & Issuance

Information Functio n
• Maintenance Specification s

• Monitoring Information

• Operating Experience

Figure 1 : The five resource functions of a maintenance managemen t
system, and the key elements
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such areas as management and supervision, coordination, communication, planning, and trainin g
have been found to be common contributors to maintenance related incidents . The chapters in the
guidebook review these and the other essential elements of effective maintenance management
systems and provide a structured and systematic basis for evaluating the management system and
identifying areas for improvement initiatives .

The relationship between the maintenance resource functions and the corrective and preventive
maintenance activities is shown in the Figure 2 .

I Maintenance Managemen t
System: Resource Functions

Maintenance Activities -
Maintenance progra m

People

• skill s

• knowledg eTool
• tool s

• information
Information • support

Coordination

Figure 2 : Relationship ofresource functions to corrective and preventiv e
maintenance activities

The System View

Effective maintenance programs are more tha n
just a collection of elements - they are a
complex system with interrelated parts . It i s
possible to have each element working
effectively but the program as a whole being
ineffective. For example, training may be wel l
done but may not be properly coordinated wit h
the procurement of new tools or the
development of new procedures .

Both formal and informal linkages need to b e
in place to facilitate coordination, informatio n
transfer, and improvement activities . Figure 3
is designed to be a reminder of the importanc e
to consider the linkages between the variou s

.) Material Provides staff with :

Corrective
• repai r

• overhau l

• replacement

Preventive
(Techniques to focus preventive
activities include RCM and Risk
Based Analysis)

• periodic

• predictive

Figure 3 : The system view of linkages
between resource functions
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maintenance resource functions, their elements, and among various organizations and
individuals .

The Perspective on Continuous Improvement s

The perspective in the guidebook is on continuous improvements . The organization and
personnel should always be striving to improve the quality and effectiveness of the maintenanc e
program. There should be continuous improvement process underway for each and every
activity. These improvements should be based on operating experience feedback, incident
investigation (root cause) reports, external requirements, etc .

A simple way to determine if safety improvements are being made is to examine the past an d
present performance compared to stated goals . This also involves examining how the license e
has analyzed its past performance and how it currently :

• evaluates its strengths and weaknesse s

• develops objectives, plans and solutions to improve safet y

• implements solution s

• follows-up and evaluates the effectiveness of the solutions

The maintenance improvement process can be illustrated by the improvement curve shown i n
Figure 4 . This figure is included on each page of the later chapters of this guidebook. It is a
reminder to examine the information on the :

• past - what has been the performance in the past few years ?

• present - what is the current performance situation - the current strengths an d
weaknesses of the maintenance program?

• future - what are the performance goals and what are the plans to achieve these goals ?

The improvement curve in Figure 4 is a reminder tha t
to ask the necessary questions to determine if the
maintenance program is improving - where are the y
on the path to their goals ?

The improvement process does not end with th e
development of goals and plans for change . There are
several critical steps that need to be performed to
ensure an improvement is as effective as possible an d
that it becomes integrated into the standard operatin g
procedures or the standard "way of doing work" .

Where there are plans to make improvements ther e
also need to be clear steps to implement the plans, t o
evaluate their impact, to monitor the impact over time ,
and to make any necessary changes . The "quality
circle" shown in Figure 5 is a common way to vie w
the improvement process .

1

	

1

	

1

Past

	

Present

	

Future

Figure 4: The improvement curve
(The red dot represents th e
present situation at the
plant. )
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Solution s

Figure S: The quality circle for improvement s

Regulatory Requirements on Maintenance

SKI has following specific regulatory requirements on maintenance concerning maintenance ,
continuous surveillance, inspection and testing (The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate' s
Regulations concerning Safety in Nuclear Facilities, SKIFS 2004 :1, Chapter 5, 3 §) :

• structures, systems and devices of importance for safety shall be inspected an d
maintained on a continuous basis in such a way that they meet the safety requirements ,

• there shall exist programmes for maintenance surveillance testing and control as well a s
for the management of aging degradation and damage

• the programmes shall be documented and shall be reviewed and updated in the light o f
experience gained as well as the development in science and technology

• functional testing shall be conducted to verify the facility's readiness to operate befor e
components and devices in accordance with the first paragraph are taken into operation .

Detailed provisions on in-service inspection of mechanical devices are stipulated in SKI' s
Regulations (SKIFS 2000 :2) concerning Mechanical Components in Certain Nuclear 'Facilities .

There are also general regulatory requirements concerning organization, management an d
control of the nuclear activity such as maintenance (The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate' s
Regulations concerning Safety in Nuclear Facilities, SKIFS 2004 :1) . These are :

• The nuclear activity shall be conducted with an organization that has adequate financia l
and human resources and that is designed to maintain safety (Chapter 2, 7 §) .

1 9û
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• The nuclear activity shall be managed, controlled, evaluated and developed with th e
support of a management system that is designed so that requirements on safety are met .
The management system, including the routines and instructions that are necessary fo r
the control of the nuclear activity, shall be kept up to date and documented (Chapter 2, 8

§)
• The application of the management system, its effectiveness and efficiency shall b e

systematically and periodically investigated by an audit function which shall have an
independent position in relation to the activities which are to be audited . An established
audit programme shall exist at the facility (Chapter 2, 8 §) .

• The licensee shall ensure that (Chapter 2, 9 § )

1. documented safety objectives and directives exists for how safety is to be
maintained and developed in the nuclear activity as well as those who work wit h
the activity are well acquainted with the objectives ,

2. responsibilities, authority and co-operation are defined and documented for the
personnel performing duties which are important to safety in the nuclear activity ,

3. the nuclear activity is planned so that adequate time and adequate resources ar e
allocated for the safety measures and the safety review that need to be performed ,

4. decisions on safety issues are preceded by adequate investigation and consultatio n
so that the issues are comprehensively examined ,

5. the personnel has the competence and suitability that is otherwise needed for task s
which are of importance for safety in the nuclear activity as well as ensure tha t
this is documented,

6. the personnel working in the nuclear activity is provided with the necessar y
conditions to carry out work in a safe manner ,

7. experience of importance for safety from the facility's own and from simila r
activities is continuously utilized and communicated to the personnel concerned ,

8. safety in the nuclear activity is routinely monitored and followed up, deviation s
are identified and handled so that safety is maintained and continuously develop s
according to the objectives and directives that apply .

The regulatory requirements on procedures and guidelines state that :

Procedures established by the licensees shall exist for the measures which shal l
be taken at a facility during normal operation, abnormal operation and desig n
basis accidents (Chapter 5, 2 § )

The Resource Functions and the Associated SM Regulatory Requirements

In-the regulatory guidebook there is, for each of the five resource functions, a proposal o f
regulatory requirements to be used in the inspections when assessing how the licensees ar e
fulfilling the requirements . For example, the regulatory requirement on a documented an d
updated safety management system including necessary routines and instructions (Chap . 2, 8 § )
can be applied to all the five resource functions .
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Another example is the people resource function, where following regulatory requirements can
be applied :

• adequate human resources (Chap. 2, 7§) ;

• ensure that the personnel have the competence and suitability needed for the tasks and
that this is documented (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 5) .

The tool resource function has following proposals on requirements to be used in inspections :

• procedures and guidelines (Chap . 5, 2 §) ;

• a documented and updated safety management system including necessary routines an d
instructions (SKIFS 2004 :1, Chap. 2, 8 §) ; and

• the personnel is provided with the necessary conditions to carry out work in a saf e
manner (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 6) .

For the coordination resource function most of the requirements can be applied :

• systematically and periodically investigate (audit) the application of the management
system(Chap . 2, 8 §) ;

• a documented and updated safety management system including necessary routines and
instructions (Chap . 2, 8 §) ;

• documented safety objectives and directives (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 1) ;

• defined responsibilities, authorities and co-operation (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 2) ;

• the work is planned with adequate time and resources (Chap . 2, 9 § point 3) ;

• decisions on safety issues are preceded by adequate investigations (Chap . 2, 9 § point 4) ;

• the personnel is provided with the necessary conditions to carry out work in a saf e
manner (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 6) ;

• experience of importance for safety is continuously utilized and communicated (Chap 2 ,
9 §, point 7) ; and

• safety is routinely monitored and followed up, deviations handled so that safety i s
maintained and continuously develops (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 8) .
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A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenance -
The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate
(SKI)

Per-Olof Sandé n
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorat e

(SKI)

SKi

A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e

The challenges in developing the guidebook for
inspections

Defining the content of a maintenance managemen t
system

Determining how to systematically assess maintenance
management systems
Establishing a perspective for the maintenanc e
inspections that focuses on the continuou s
improvement processes of the licensees

SKi
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A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e

A structured maintenance program is necessary to
effectively achieve these objectives including all th e

preventive and corrective measures to :

identify and mitigate the degradation of a functioning system, structure o r
componen t

restore the design functions of a failed system, structure or component to a n
acceptable leve l

But also a maintenance management system that
includes all necessary activities such as :

the training and follow-up on competence of the personnel ,

material handling /storag e
ensuring availability and reliability of maintenance procedures and tools,

data collection and analyses, testing, calibration ,
coordination and planning, work contro l

learn from experience and self-evaluations in a systematic etc .

	

SKi

A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e
A Safe and Efficient Maintenance
A safe and efficient maintenance is a critical factor in the defence-in-depth a s
defined in the International Atomic Agency (IAEA) document INSAG-10, and in th e
SKIFS 2004 :1 .

What do we mean by a safe and efficient maintenance ?

On a general level it mean s
- to have clear and well defined goals ,

- a systematic way of the maintenance work supported by a safety
management system ,

- a systematic learning from experience and self-evaluations such as
audits .

The objectives of a safe and efficient maintenance are to :
- accurately predicting when, where, how and why equipment will fail ;

- know when the equipment will need repairs and replacements ; and
- make repairs and replacements in a manner that does not impact th e

operational safety of the facility . SKi
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A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e

A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenance

The Maintenance Management System Organized a s
Resource Functions

People Function
• Stafng & Competence Need s
Analysis
• Develop Training Programs
• Perrone & Evaluate Tranin g
•Fellow-up cf Competence & St

Material Functio n
• Prac enl
• Recapt&Inspection
• Staage &Issuance

Coordination Function
• Organization &
Adminlstredon
• Management &
Supervision
• Planning & Logistics
• wok Contra

Tool Function
• Ensure Availability
• Determine

Applicability
	 • Ensure Reliebility

Information Function
• Maintenance

Specification.
• Monitoring Information
	 •0	 eting Experience

mg

Figure 1 : The five resource functions of a maintenance
management system, and the key elements

SKi

I Maintenance Management
System : Resource Functions

Maintenance Activities -
Maintenance program

• People
Corrective

• repai rEA

	

Matenal Provides staff with: • overhau l
• skills • replacemen t

* Tool •knowledge Preventive
it tools (Techniques to focus
• information preventive activities

• Information •support include RCM and Risk
Based Analysis)

• Coordination • periodic
• predictive
• planned

Figure 2 .- Relationship of resource functions to corrective an d
preventive maintenance activities

SKi
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A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e

The System View
Effective and safe maintenance programs are more than just a
collection of elements - they are a complex system wit h
interrelated parts

SKi

A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e

The Perspective on Continuous Improvement s

There should be a continuous improvement process underway for
each and every activity.
These improvements should be based on operating experienc e
feedback, incident investigation (root cause) reports, externa l
requirements, etc .

SKi
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A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenance
The maintenance improvement process can be illustrated by th e
improvement curve shown in Figure 4 .

This figure is included on each page of the later chapters of thi s
guidebook . It is a reminder to examine the information on the :
- past - what has been the performance in the past few years ?

- present - what is the current performance situation - the current strengths and
weaknesses of the maintenance program ?

- future - what are the performance goals and
what are the plans to achieve these goals?

Past

	

Present

	

Future

Figure 4: The improvemen t
curve (The red dot represents
the present situation at the
plant.)

SKi

A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e

Focus on continuous improvements in inspections

This also involves examining how the licensee has analyzed it s
past performance and how it currently :

evaluates its strengths and weaknesse s

develops objectives, plans and solutions to improv e
safety

implements solution s
follows-up and evaluates the effectiveness of th e
solutions

SKi
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A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e
Example: People Functio n

-Staffing Competence Needs Analysi s

Staffing and Competence Needs Analysi s
The analysis of the required number of maintenance staff and their competence should be based on a

Systemati c

	

systematic process that involves :
analysts

	

Competence

considerations

	

- performing job-task analysis - Identifying the critical elements of the maintenance task s
- identifying and documenting the competence requirements - based on job-task analysi s
- identifying and documenting the competence needs - based on the gap between the competenc e

Competence

	

requirements and

	

the actual competence of the maintenance personnel

considerations

	

-taking measures to fulfil the competence needs - based on a documented plan for training and/or
recruiting of maintenance personnel
- conducting an annual follow-up of competence needs - supported by clear and documented criteria o f
acceptable

	

performance to ensure that the maintenance personnel has the required competenc e
Stagne
- identifying staffing requirements - based on the task-analysi s

Staffing

	

- documenting the actual maintenance staff
- identifying and documenting the staffing needs at the different maintenance units - considenng th e

considerations

	

volume of - work/tasks to be performed
- establishing the staffing needs - based on the gap between the actual maintenance staff and the staffin g
needs of

	

the different maintenance units
-taking measures to fulfil the identified staffing needs - based on a plan

SKIES 2004 :1 Chapter 2. Basic safety provisions

Organization, management and control of the nuclear activit y
7 § The nuclear activity shall be conducted with an organization that has adequate financial and human
resources and that Is designed to maintain safety .
9 §The licensee shall ensure that
the personnel has the competence and suitability that is otherwise needed for tasks which are o f
importance for safety rn the nuclear activity as well as ensure that this is documented .

SKI

A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e

For the coordination resource function most of the
regulatory requirements can be applied :

systematically and periodically investigate (audit) the application of th e
management system (Chap. 2, 8 §) ;
a documented and updated safety management system including necessary
routines and instructions (Chap . 2, 8 §);
documented safety objectives and directives (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 1) ;
defined responsibilities, authorities and co-operation (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 2) ;
the work is planned with adequate time and resources (Chap . 2, 9 § point 3);
decisions on safety issues are preceded by adequate investigations (Chap . 2 ,
9 § point 4) ;
the personnel is provided with the necessary conditions to carry out work i n
a safe manner (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 6) ;
experience of importance for safety is continuously utilized an d
communicated (Chap 2, 9 §, point 7) ; and
safety is routinely monitored and followed up, deviations handled so that
safety is maintained and continuously develops (Chap . 2, 9 §, point 8) .

SKi
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Swedish regulatory routine fo r
inspection of nuclear plant maintenance

A presentation by Bertil Moberge r
Swedish Nuclear Power

Inspektorate (SKI)

SKi

Outline

Maintenance and LE R

The TUD data bas e

Maintenance planning

Maintenance inspectio n

Findings

Summary

SKi
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The TUD data base

A data base of component failure reports from all nuclear
power units in Sweden and Finland since 1976 . This data
base is used for

- Probabilistic safety assessments

- Reliability and availability analysi s

- Life cycle cost analysi s

- Maintenance

- Trend analysis

SKi
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Outage maintenance inspectio n

Attending the morning meeting with operation an d
maintenance management

Inspection of some appropriate ongoing maintenanc e
jobs

Attend coordination meeting in one maintenance grou p

Make a walk-around in the plant

Visit the control roo m

Attend the afternoon outage management meeting

SKi

Scoop

Proper work clearanc e

Use of written instruction s

Education or training for the job

Work is performed with professionalism and competenc e

Awareness of safety culture and quality assuranc e

Proper use of tools and equipmen t

The equipment is correctly maintained and calibrate d

Work area is suitable and in good order

SKI
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Finding s
Planning of maintenance at outage is based on a well -
established routin e

The performance of the maintenance is often made b y
long time experienced staff

Routine jobs are often performed without easy availabl e
written instructions

A great deal of the staff are rather old and will retire in th e
nearest 5-10 years

A lot of contractors are involved in the outag e
maintenance

Many contractors have a narrow competence area

Safety culture and quality awareness differ betwee n
contractors

SKi

Summary
The maintenance is very important and has a grea t
influence on nuclear safet y

The performance of the maintenance activities is crucia l
for good quality . It can be assessed by sampling a fe w
parameters such as job routines, instructions ,
competence, tools etc

The maintenance competence has to be transferred into a
new staff generation by both licensees and contractors
within the nearest years

Personnel involved in nuclear maintenance, especiall y
contractors, have very different competence an d
background

SKi
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Safety-Related Maintenance Contractor Activities a t
Nuclear Power Plants :

New Challenges for Regulatory Oversight

Alan Chockie

Chockie Group International, Inc .
Seattle, WA 98155 US A

Abstract

In recent years the nature and the amount of contracting activities have begun to change in some
significant ways. The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) recently sponsored a study on
the existing weaknesses of contract management processes and the industry-wide changes in th e
nuclear industry that are anticipated to impact their regulatory oversight activities .

Existing formal contract management processes have been relatively effective for th e
procurement of maintenance support and components tailored to the needs of the nuclear powe r
plants. However, incidents and accidents due in part to contractor-related activities hav e
revealed certain weaknesses with the execution of these processes that warrant attention an d
improvement actions . In addition, there are a number of industry-wide changes that could have
significant implications on the ability to effectively monitor and manage the safety-related
performance of contractors at the nuclear plants . The three principal driving factors behind thes e
industry-wide changes are: (1) the aging of the workforce ; (2) the decline of the nuclear power
industry; and (3) the deregulation of nuclear power generation.

This paper provides a summary of the key findings on the new challenges facing regulators ,
licensees, and contractors . Also discussed is the regulatory guide on safety management , of
contractors that SKI is developing to proactively address the challenges to the regulatory
oversight of maintenance and other contractor safety-related activities at Swedish nuclear powe r
plants and associated facilities .

Introduction

The use of contractors has been an integral and important part of the design, construction ,
operation, and maintenance of nuclear power plants . To ensure the safe and efficient completio n
of contracted tasks, each nuclear plant licensee has developed and refined formal contrac t
management processes to meet their specific needs and plant requirements . Although thes e
contract management processes have proven to be effective tools for the procurement of suppor t
and components tailored to the needs of nuclear power plants, contractor-related incidents an d
accidents have revealed some serious weaknesses with the implementation of these processes .

Identifying and addressing implementation problems are becoming more complicated due t o
organizational and personnel changes affecting the nuclear power industry . The ability of
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regulators and licensees to effectively monitor and manage the safety-related performance of
contractors will likely be affected by such factors as the retirement of key personnel from
licensee, regulatory, and contractor organizations ; the loss of nuclear equipment suppliers ; and
the consolidation of licensee organizations and contractor organizations . The factors behind
these and many other related changes are :

• the aging of the workforc e

• the decline of the nuclear industry

• the deregulation of nuclear power

It is critical that management and personnel from the regulatory, licensee, and contracto r
organizations recognize and understand the safety-related implications of these new challenges .
Strategies and procedures will need to be developed in a timely manner to avoid or minimize th e
risk associated with safety-related contractor work and to ensure the continued safe and efficien t
operation of the plants .

This paper provides a summary of the key findings from the Swedish Nuclear Powe r
Inspectorate (SKI) report on the new challenges for regulatory oversight of safety-relate d
contractor activities . Also discussed is the SKI regulatory guide on safety management o f
contractors that is being developed to assist the SKI inspectôrs in their regulatory oversight o f
safety-related maintenance contractor activities at Swedish nuclear power plants and associated
facilities .

The SKI Initiativ e

An indication of the importance placed on this situation can be noted in the extensiv e
participation of senior management from nuclear regulatory, licensee, and contracto r
organizations at a recent Regulatory Industry Forum organized by the Committee on Nuclea r
Regulatory Activities (CNRA) (NEA, 2004) . This two-day forum highlighted both the
forthcoming challenges and the need for timely and coordinated actions .

SKI has taken the initiative to build upon the work of the CNRA and other organizations t o
establish a strategy for the proactive oversight of contractor safety-related activities at th e
Swedish nuclear power plants and facilities . As part of this initiative, Chockie Group
International, Inc . prepared a report for SKI that categorized current and future challenges facing
safety-related contractor activities at nuclear power plants (SKI, 2005) . A second part of the SKI
initiative is the development of a guidebook for the regulatory analysis of licensee's management
of safety-related contractor activities at Swedish nuclear plants .

The Contract Management Process - Past Implementation Problems
Contract management processes are designed to assist individuals and organizations develop and .
maintain a proactive safety awareness approach to the contracted work . The safety and qualit y
management guidelines that constitute the contract management process provide a foundatio n
upon which the personnel are provided the appropriate knowledge, tools, material, information ,
and coordination to be able to perform the work in a safe and efficient manner .
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The essential elements of
effective contract management
processes are shown in Figure 1 .
Over the years the licensee s
have refined these processes t o
meet their specific needs and
plant requirements. The
primary problem of the contract
management process i s
generally not the absence of
procedures or guidelines, but
rather the lack of effective
implementation .

A recent review of accidents
and incidents at nuclear power
plants that involved contractor
actions identified several key
weaknesses with the
implementation of contract
management processes (NEA ,
2004) . The most commo n
contributing factor was the lac k
of supervision of the contracted
work by the licensee .
Associated with the lack o f
supervision were :

• deficiencies in the
quality assurance
programs of both the
licensee and contractor

• incomplete o r
insufficient
documentation

• lack of review of
vendor informatio n

• inadequate monitoring upon completion of work

Design changes were identified as the root or contributing cause in a number of events wit h
apparently minor changes or modifications combining to create potentially serious safet y
situations . Design changes themselves are usually not the problem . Rather the problem is often
the failure of the contractor and licensee personnel to recognize the potential safety significanc e
of the changes, to inform others of the changes, and to follow quality assurance procedures .

Planning &
Preparation

Performance
Management

Follow-up &
Improvement

Approve Work &/o r
Release Items for Us e

Figure 1 : Essential Elements of Effective Contract
Management Processes
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Excessive Trust in the Contractor
(HAEA, 2003 ; IAEA, 2003; NEA, 2004)

In early 2003 the fuel assemblies from the Paks nuclear power plant (Unit 2) in Hungary were being cleaned in a special
device installed in the fuel pool . This cleaning had been necessitated by magnetite deposits on the fuel assemblies .

Three years earlier Paks had contracted with a major international nuclear company to clean 170 fuel assemblies . The
cleaning operation was accomplished successfully using standard technology in a vessel containing seven fuel assemblie s
at one time .

For the job in 2003 the Paks management retained the services of the same international company . But this time the
company developed a vessel and cleaning technology to handle 30 assemblies at one time .

At the completion of the cleaning of one group of 30 assemblies, the assemblies overheated due to a lack of sufficien t
cooling . This resulted in severe fuel damage and the release of fission products . There was detectable elevated radiatio n
readings off-site and slight contamination in the reactor hall . Among the causes identified were :

• excessive trust in the contractor supplying the cleaning devic e

• decrease in the plant safety culture

• underestimation of safety consequences in the design of the cleaning cas k

• lack of regulatory oversight in licensing and inspectio n

• lack of competence and procedures for the cleaning operation itsel f

• emphasis on schedule and production over plant safety -

Figure 2: Example of Excessive Trust in the Contracto r

Insufficient or ineffective training of contractor, subcontractor, and licensee personnel wer e
found to have contributed to a number of events . Causal factors included incorrect assumption s
about a contractor's skills and knowledge, lack of specific knowledge about the equipment o r
plant, lack of awareness of the safety significance of the work assignment, and not bein g
informed about the quality assurance procedures .

The event at the Paks nuclear power plant in 2003 (Figure 2) highlighted these and several othe r
common weaknesses with the implementation of effective contract management processes ,
including excessive trust in the contractor and emphasis on schedule and production over plan t
safety .

In reviewing these contractor related incidents and accidents there appears to be several common
threads . One is the lack of safety awareness . Not all activities have the same safety significanc e
but a key part of the proper planning and preparation phase is determining the level of . safety
	significance and developing an appropriate workplan. Also, during	 theperformance	 of the
assigned tasks people periodically fail to notice the safety implications of their actions o r
potential hazards from unanticipated changes . This is possibly due to such reasons as limite d
experience, poor information, fatigue, excessive task familiarity and complacency, or inadequat e
guidance and supervision. A second common thread is the lack of effective communicatio n
channels and incentives for the contractor to report safety concerns and observations .

Impending Safety-Related Challenge s

The nuclear industry is facing a variety of safety-related challenges in the coming years due to :

• the aging of the workforce
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• the decline of the nuclear industr y

• the deregulation of nuclear power

Aging of the Workforce

Many of those working in the industry are beginning to reach retirement age . Currently th e
average age of workers at many nuclear plants is over 50 years old. The concern is the sudden
loss of a majority of the most experienced, skilled, and knowledgeable staff from all areas of th e
licensee, contractor, and regulatory organizations . At the same time that additional license e
monitoring and supervision of the contractor work may be required, the licensee personnel tha t
are the most familiar and experienced in monitoring the contract process and overseeing th e
contractor's work activities will be retiring as well . The issue is how best to transfer the
knowledge from the older, experienced personnel to younger staff .

As the individual worker ages there are several issues that may impact the nature and safety o f
contractor activities . The concern is that many of the contracted tasks place high demands o n
memory, vision, range-of-motion, strength, decision making, and reaction capabilities . These
capabilities tend to deteriorate with age the age of 45 years . -

The Decline of the Nuclear Industry

Even though the industry has shown a strong commitment for continued operation of existin g
plants and the development of a new generation of nuclear plants, there is a growing shortage o f
people entering the nuclear engineering field and a decrease in the number of nuclear contracto r
organizations .

In Japan and many other countries there have been marked decreases in the number of student s
applying for nuclear engineering jobs, students enrolling in nuclear education programs, an d
recruitment activities by the nuclear industry . Whatever the reasons behind the reluctance o f
people to join the nuclear field, it is anticipated that licensees, contractors, and regulators i n
every country will likely be affected by staffing problems in coming years .

The loss of contractors, vendors, and manufacturers from the nuclear power market has bee n
taking place for many years and continues to create problems for the licensees when they need t o
obtain "nuclear grade" replacement parts for safety systems . Many of the companies that were
major actors in the development of the nuclear plants are no longer in existence . Those
organizations that have continued to support the nuclear industry have experienced majo r
organizational changes leading to concerns due to the loss of :

• contractor safety culture - difficulties in establishing a consistent safety cultur e

• institutional memory - loss of technical information as staff are integrated into new
organizations

• contracting options - reduced number of contractor resources available for the licensee s

• long term partnering options - difficulty to ensure long term cooperative efforts between
licensee and contractor when companies are being sold and reorganize d
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The Deregulation of Nuclear Power

The deregulation of nuclear power has resulted in increased outsourcing and utility mergers an d
acquisitions. The outsourcing of jobs or activities that the organization does not desire to include
within its core capabilities has been a common practice at many nuclear operations (e .g . ,
janitorial, food, and travel services) . There is a growing interest by the licensee organizations t o
consider outsourcing activities such as maintenance, procurement, and health physics that coul d
have a greater impact on the safe operation of the plant . In reviewing such outsourced work in
non-nuclear organizations, it was found that benefits depend on both integrating the outsourcin g
provider into the organization's culture and ensuring that the aims of the contracted work ar e
clearly communicated across both the contracting and contractor organizations .

Mergers and acquisitions among the electric power utilitie s
have created difficulties associated with integrating license e
staff as well as contractor personnel into the new
organization's safety culture . From a regulatory perspectiv e
it has created potential difficulty in understanding and
assessing the effectiveness of the changing safety culture .

Changing Responsibilities for Contractors and
Licensees

Based on the lessons learned from past contractor-related
incidents and accidents and the impending challenges facin g
the industry, contractors and licensees will need to take on
new or expanded roles and responsibilities . For example,
contractors will need to take a much more structured an d
formal approach to assessing the nature of the work from
both an economic and safety standpoint . Previously
assessments of project risk have usually been done in a n
"informal" manner. However there are now initiative s
within the nuclear and non-nuclear industries to establis h
and incorporated into codes and standards more "formal "
risk assessment processes (outlined in Figure 3) .

Not all contractor activities and tasks have the same
potential safety implications . The licensee is responsible for
the initial determination of the general level of plant an d
personnel risk associated with the proposed work tasks . The
contractor has a responsibility to work with the licensee t o
refine the initial risk assessment and make any necessary
changes in the work methodology, materials, or sequenc e
early enough to avoid or reduce the risks of personnel injury
or equipment damage .

In general formal risk assessment is similar to what mos t
organizations have been doing for years in an informal

Formal Project Ris k
Assessment Proces s

1 Identify Safety Hazards

• from the task or adjacent
activities

• in sufficient time to make
changes and inform
personnel

2 Identify Harm or Damage

• to those doing the wor k

• to others that might be
affecte d

• to systems and components

3 Evaluate Risks

• assess the severity an d
likelihood of harm occurring
to workers and to system s
and components

• identify how to avoid or
reduce risks

4 Document Findings

• record findings ; actions to
be taken, & rational e

• provide results to al l
appropriate partie s

• keep it simple

5 Review & Revis e

As work progresses :

• review assumptions &
identify any new hazard s

• make needed changes

• inform all relevant parties

Figure 3: Basic Steps of Formal
Risk Assessmen t
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manner. Key benefits of formal assessments are obtained from the requirements to :

• document findings and the rationale behind them - the documentation will assis t
regulators to determine the appropriate level of oversight based on the level of safety
significance assigned to a project

• inform all relevant parties of the assessment results - as more experienced contractor ,
licensee, and regulatory staff retire in coming years, such documentation and
communication will become even more important to avoid problems and minimize th e
safety risks associated with similar work

• use the assessment in establishing and communicating the scope and timing of th e
licensee's oversight of the contractor's work

Licensees can not delegate plant safety. Although a licensee can delegate authority to a
contractor to perform tasks on its behalf, in no case can the licensee delegate its prim e
responsibility for the safety of the plant . It is the responsibility of the licensee to ensure that the
contractor meets all the relevant quality and safety standards .

In the coming years the licensee will need to be much more of an "intelligent customer" . They
will need to recognize the technical and managerial competence necessary to determine th e
safety implications of any proposed work and to effectively oversee the contracted work
activities . Although it is preferable that the necessary competence reside within the licensee' s
organization, in certain situations this may not be possible and outside assistance and guidanc e
will be required .

When licensees do not recognize their lack of competence or the safety significance of th e
proposed tasks, it is possible to inadvertently delegate the responsibility for the safety of th e
plant to the contractor . Properly addressing this issue will be even more critical as licensee an d
contractor organizations continue to consolidate and experienced personnel retire .

Another issue facing licensees will be to ensure contractor personnel are integrated into the plan t
safety culture (i .e ., the beliefs, shared values, and behaviors reflected in making decisions an d
performing work) . Whenever a contractor performs a task on behalf of the licensee, they shoul d
be considered to be an integral part of the licensee's organization and work to the same safety
and quality standards as would a licensee staff member. As more contractors consolidate and
internationalize their operations, licensees will need to be more conscientious to recognize an d
address potential differences between the safety culture at the plant and the safety culture of the
contractor .

Continuous communication between licensee and contractor will become even more critical i n
coming years. Throughout the work assignment, contractor personnel should be included in al l
relevant plant safety review meetings and communications . Also, .the degree of oversight o r
direct supervision of the contractor's work by the licensee will depend on such factors as the typ e
of work being performed and the specific experience and background of the contractor personne l
and not just the experience of the contractor organization .
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New Challenges for Regulatory Oversigh t

The key challenge for regulatory oversight of safety-related maintenance contractor activities i s
to ensure that licensees are being proactive ; that is, licensees are recognizing and addressing the
safety-related implications of the changing environment for contractor work. The regulato r
needs to be assured that strategies and procedures are being developed in a timely manner to
avoid or minimize the risk associated with safety-related contractor work and to ensure th e
continued safe and efficient operation of the plants .

SKI has taken the initiative to develop a guidance document to support the SKI inspectors in
recognizing and understanding the existing weaknesses with the contract management processe s
and the new challenges facing the licensees and contractors . With assistance from Chockie
Group International, SKI is preparing a regulatory guide on the safety management o f
contractors . Because of the preponderance of maintenance related contractor work at the plants ,
this guide will focus in large part on the safety-related maintenance contractor activities at th e
Swedish nuclear plants.

The format and style of the guide is based on previous SKI regulatory guidebooks o n
maintenance and operations . The information is organized along the lines of the contrac t
management process and highlights the issues facing the licensees . These issues concern the
existing implementation weaknesses and the impending safety-related challenges in the comin g
years due to : (1) the aging of the workforce ; (2) the decline of the nuclear power industry; and
(3) the deregulation of nuclear power generation .

The SKI regulatory guide on the safety management of contractors is designed to be a usefu l
resource for SKI, licensees, and contractors to ensure that all are taking timely and effectiv e
actions to proactively address safety-related contractor activities and improve plant an d
personnel safety.
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afety-Related Maintenance contracto r
Activities at Nuclear Power Plants
New Challenges for Regulatory Oversigh t
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Needed Oversight Change s

. ContractorsNendors

▪ an important & integral part of nuclear plant operation s

. Contractor-related accidents and incidents

. Impending challenges facing the industry

. aging of the workforce, staffing, cost saving effort s

▪ Proactive steps are required .

. to address the existing problems and new challenge s

▪ CNRA, SKi, and many others are beginning to tak e
proactive steps
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Contract Management
Process

▪ Tailored to meet licensees
specific needs & requirements

▪ The issue is not the contract
management process itself

Prepare Procuremen t
Requirement s

1
Evaluate Candidates -

Award Contract

( Review Specifications
& Scope

( Review Contracto r
VVV Documents & Plans

Perform & Monito r
Contracted Tasks

Performance
Managemen t

Planning &
Preparatio n

▪ Problems are due to
weaknesses in th e
implementation of the process

Evaluate & Verify
Performanc e

7 Non-Conformance
Action s

Approve Work &/or
''\ Release Items for Use

Follow-up &
Improvemen t

J
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. Other common weaknesses

. Excessive trust in the contractor

. Underestimating the safety consequences of a project o r
task

. Lack of adequate procedures

▪ Emphasis on schedule and production over safety

. Many reaching retirement ag e
. Loss of most experienced, skilled, & knowledgeable staff

▪ Loss of institutional memory

. Increased oversight needed at a time when mos t
experienced in contract management & oversight ar e
departing

. Aging of the individual worke r

▪ Many contracted tasks put high demand on memory, vision ,
strength, range of motion, & reaction capabilitie s

. Mental & physical capabilities decline with ag e

Impending Challenge :

Aging Work Force
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Impending Challenge :

Demand For Skilled Personne l

. Lack of qualified skilled personnel to
replace retiring staff

▪ Fewer students entering nuclear field o r
related science & engineering programs

▪ Many supporting job positions will likel y
be difficult to fil l

. Loss of nuclear contractors

▪ Leaving the business or consolidatin g

. Increased outsourcin g
. Once major department . operations outsourced few pla n

to take the work back in-hous e

▪ Benefits found whe n
. contractor is integrated into. licensee's safety culture

. objectives clearly defined & communicated

▪ Reductions of licensee personnel
. Remaining staff must have technical & managerial skills t o

properly plan, coordinate, & oversee contractor wor k

. Mergers among utilities
. Creating safety culture difficultie s

Impending Challenge :

Cost Saving Initiative s
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New Responsibilities
for Contractors
. Formal risk assessmen t

. Support a more structure d
assessment of safety significance
of tasks

. Not all tasks same safety significanc e
. Importance may change over time

. Benefits of formal risk assessment
. Documents the risks & assumption s

▪ Informs appropriate staff & managemen t

. Used to set scope and timing of supervision & oversigh t

Formal Project Risk
Assessment Process

1 Identify Safety Hazards

. 2 Identify Harm or Damage

3 Evaluate Risks

4 Document Finding s

5 Review & Revise

New Responsibilitie s
for Licensees
. Be an "intelligent customer"

. Technical & managerial competence to determine safety
implications & effectively oversee work activities

. More effective use of contractor skills/experience to
assess risk and recognize impact of change s

. Integrate contractor into safety culture
. Contractor should be considered part of licensee

organization

▪ Continuous communicatio n
. During all phases of the contract management proces s
. Build contract incentives to encourage communicatio n

/

	

ned,
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Proactive Steps fo r
Regulatory Oversight

▪ Regulators need to ensure licensees are takin g
proactive steps to strengthen :
. Proper Planninq

. Being an intelligent customer

. Integrating contractors into the safety cultur e

. Conducting formal risk assessments

▪ Effective Communicatio n

. Throughout the work process

. Continuous Safety Awareness

. By all licensee and contractor personne l

The Swedish Initiative SKF
aRaten FëmMreftirne.Fekti m

. Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorat e
. . Finalizing a guide on safety management of contractor s

(with assistance from Chockie Group International )

. Support for inspectors, licensees, & contractors

. Information organized along the lines of the contrac t
management process & highlights weaknesses an d
impending challenges
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Conclusion

. Regulators, licensees, & contractors need to :
. Recognize the current and future contract managemen t

situations they face

▪ Understand the safety implications of impending changes

. Begin to take proactive action s

. Continue to refine the actions as the situation warrant s

. Stay abreast of actions/programs that others are
developing that might be appropriate for their situatio n

Example Proactive Steps

. Finnish Institute of Occupational Health
. Finland has most rapidly aging population in Europe -

▪ Need to keep the most skilled available longer to transfe r
their knowledge on to younger staff

. Government program to support industries addres s
physical aging and knowledge transfe r

▪ Boeing

▪ Critical task knowledge transfer progra m

. Adapted by pharmaceutical & many othe r
companies/organizations
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For Additiona l
Information

For information on the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorat e
initiative or any other items mentioned in the presentatio n
contact either :

Alan Chockie

	

Per-Olof Sandé n
Chockie Group International, Inc .

	

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate
18532 43rd Ave NE

	

Stockholm Swede n
Seattle, WA 98155

	

46 8 698-8473
(206) 367-1908

	

perolof.sanden@ski .se
chockie@chockiegroup .com
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Using Checklists to Assess Compliance with Maintenance Procedure s

Jean-Yves Fiset, Eng., Ph. D. and Helen McRobbie, M.Sc .

Organizational and Management Systems Divisio n
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission

280 Slater Street, P .O. Box 1046
'Station B, Ottawa, ON, K1P 5S 9

Abstract
This paper describes how checklists can be used to assess compliance with procedures used in operations an d
maintenance . First, the role of procedural compliance assessment as part of a model-based regulatory
approach is briefly explained . Then, the checklist development process is reviewed . Lessons learned in both
the application of the checklist and the field observations in which it was used are discussed . Key lessons are
that the checklist is a useful tool during work observations, there are sources of documented guidance othe r
than the procedures themselves, and the assessment of compliance with some types of procedures reveal s
that insufficient attention has been paid to the practicality of the procedure . Finally, recommendations for
future work and improvements are formulated .

Introductio n
Procedures are used to direct a number of activities in high reliability environments, includin g
maintenance tasks in nuclear power plants (NPPs) . Due to the importance of procedures and
procedural compliance in reducing the risk of human error, assessing procedural compliance is a
component of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission's (CNSC's) regulatory complianc e
program.

A model-based regulatory approach implies the comparison of the actual performance of a regulate d
activity with a model of how this activity should be performed (e .g., evaluation against a standard,
guideline, regulatory guide, collection of good practices) (Fiset and McRobbie, 2005) . Any
significant discrepancy between the actual performance and the model can thus be identified an d
used for corrective purposes . Figure 1 shows a model for assessing procedural compliance .

Auditing &
assessing
procedura l
complianc e

(Obi . 6 )

Root causes of
procedural non-
compliance are
identified an d

corrected .

Inspection Objectives
Objective 1 : Procedures are clear, concise, and contain adequate information and direction for workers to understand th e

work and perform effectively .
Objective 2: There is a process for making procedural changes .
Objective 3: There is a process for identifying temporary changes and ensuring the most recent procedure version is used .
Objective 4: Personnel comply with procedures .
Objective 5: There are mechanisms in place for verification and enforcement of procedural compliance .
Objective 6 : There are mechanisms in place to audit and assess the effectiveness of policies, procedures and practices

related to procedural compliance .

Figure 1 : Model for Assessing Procedural Compliance.

Verification and enforcement of procedural compliance (obi . 5 )

	1S
Procedural compliance ( o44)

-People know what is expected of the m
-People have confidence In quality of procedure s

-When there are procedural deviations, permanent changes are made in a timely fashion
-There is a clear, reliable process for ensuring the most recent version of the procedure is use d

Efficient and effective process fo r
making procedural changes (obi . 2)

Process for deviations / temporary
changes when problems wit h

procedure are identified while doing
work (Obi . 3)

Adequate (technically correct and usable) procedures (04 1 )
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Briefly, the model in Figure 1 is comprised of inspection objectives that have to be assessed using a
set of criteria. The first three inspection objectives focus on the adequacy of processes which
support staff in procedural compliance . There is evidence that procedure compliance is more likel y
when staff view procedures as being useful and describing "the quickest an most efficient ways o f
doing the job" (Reason and Hobbs, 2003) . Therefore, several of the objectives aim at ensuring tha t
processes are in place to support procedural compliance and that the "user is set up for success" .

A specific objective (objective 4) aims at ensuring that the user utilizes the procedures . Several
tools can be used to evaluate this objective, such as interviews, review of event reports, and direc t
work observations . Each tool has advantages and shortcomings and an assessment of procedura l
compliance requires a variety of methods .

Field observations are particularly relevant when assessing procedural compliance but also present a
number of challenges . For one thing, regulators must ensure that the assessments are fair ,
comprehensive, and consistently performed by various staff members . For another, assessment s
must be systematic in order to ensure that important information is not overlooked . To address
these challenges, we have developed a checklist that has been field tested in two different NPPs .

Development of the Checklist
Developing the checklist initially required defining its purpose . Trivial as it might seem, this is
often the most crucial step of the process of designing any tool . In this case, the purpose was simpl e
and is embodied in the following set of requirements :

• The checklist had to help in determining whether or not there was compliance with variou s
types of procedures .

•. In case of non-compliance, the checklist had to assist in determining why the procedure wa s
not followed. To this end, provisions for capturing the reason for a given non-complianc e
had to be provided in the checklist .

• The checklist had to be practical to use. It had to be simple to understand, easy to use, an d
not get in the way of observing the work . Since work can be observed in a variety of
settings, legibility of the checklist is also important .

Since the authors are human factors (HF) professionals and are aware that designing an interface ,
such as a checklist, is usually not done successfully the first time, an iterative design and tes t
approach was taken (ISO 13 407) . A preliminary mock-up of the checklist was produced tha t
attempted to address the following requirements :

• To identify causes of non-compliances, the checklist provided space to collect comment s
and included a reminder of "the 5 why's method", a technique used in root cause analysis .
The method consists of asking why a certain thing occurred or did not occur ; experience has
shown that the root cause is usually found by asking "why" five or fewer times .

• The scientific and technical literature also indicates that the reasons for non-compliance ar e
numerous and can be linked to the procedure legibility, availability at the work site, etc .
Provisions to capture this lack of user support were also built into the checklist .

• To make the checklist simple and easy to use, text was minimized and rendered as clear a s
the designer could make it, fonts were large (to improve legibility at work sites), an d
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wherever possible, checkboxes were provided to facilitate the collection of a small but
significant set of "yes/no" conditions relevant to procedural compliance .

This first mock-up was then reviewed internally by other HF staff who were familiar with wor k
observations and procedure compliance assessment. Revisions to the mock-up were then mad e
based on comments received . An additional round of reviews was carried out and additional
enhancements were identified . This design was turned into a prototype that was used during an
inspection. The checklist proved valuable, but additional enhancements were identified and
incorporated into the newest version . For example, foreign material exclusion (FME) is a practice
that is to be followed during a wide array of maintenance work and is a good indirect indicator o f
the rigor used to carry out maintenance and, more generally, of procedural compliance . Similarly,
field trials of the checklist showed that useful information about housekeeping (another indirect
indicator of maintenance quality and procedural compliance) could be collected on the way to, and
at, the worksite . Appropriate checkboxes were then added to the checklist. Another mock-up was
then produced and tested in a series of field observations . The following figure shows the resulting
checklist .

Procedure compliance assessmen t

Observers :

	

Time:

Nature of task : # of workers :

Frequency of task : q

	

Maintenance q

	

R P
q

	

Operations q

	

Other
Y

1 .

	

Is procedure at site of work?

	

-► Comments OR 5 why's

2 .

	

If applicable, are all steps followed? H Comments OR 5 why's
3.

	

If required, is deviation process
~---►~ Comments OR 5followed? why' s

4 .

	

Are required supporting documents ~-►) Comments OR 5(e .g ., flowsheets) at work site? why's

5 .

	

Is procedure necessary/useful as it

	

H Comments OR 5 why' s
stands?

Housekeeping Y N FME Y N

Acceptable on th e
way to the work site?

Evidence of effective
FME practices used ?

Work environment : Y N Config . mgmt Y N

•Lighting ok? •Right procedure ?

•Enough space to use
. procs?

•Most recent version ?

-Changes in progress
for proc?•Workspace tidy?

-Repeat mark-up of
same proc?

Usability y N

-Legible?
-If so :

how many?

since when ?

-Step(s) clear?

-Calculation req'd ?

•Other docs req'd o n
hands?

Training/Quais : Y N

Trained?
•Equip. labels matc h
proc? -RP requ. on proc ?

Comments :

Figure 2 : Checklist Used for Assessing Procedural Compliance .
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The checklist has been used to assess procedure compliance during operations and maintenance
(mechanical, electrical, instrumentation and control) tasks . Completing the checklist proved to be
easy and supported the collection of standardized information during work observations . We found
that it was sometimes more convenient to follow and annotate a copy of the procedure while
observing work, and to then complete the checklist .

It should be mentioned that so far, the main users of the checklist are HF staff ; it is however
intended to encourage other non-HF staff to use it and to continuously improve based on feedbac k
received .

Lessons Learned
The following lessons were drawn after using the checklist in actual work settings . It should be
mentioned that these lessons sometimes go beyond the checklist and also relate to findings fro m
work observations :

1. The checklist is useful for human factors specialists and other staff to structure the collection
of information during work observations and ensure that key information is collecte d
consistently.

2. It is important to form a model, beforehand, of all of the types of documents that suppor t
work. The field inspections confirmed that guidance is derived not only from procedures,
but from a number of ancillary documents (e .g., flowsheets, schematics, maintenanc e
manuals) ; this was already known and had been built into the checklist . However, the exten t
of use of other types of documents had been underestimated. For example, detailed work
permits, manufacturer manuals, etc ., were found to be extensively used in some cases an d
provided procedural guidance to the workers . This was not addressed by the checklist .

3. Some types of procedures require verbatim, step by step, compliance . However, people may
identify other ways of working than the one prescribed by the procedure, which are bot h
technically acceptable and more practical to carry out . For example, the procedure migh t
require the user to go up and down stairs a number of times, while another, equall y
technically correct formulation, might have the user complete steps on one floor befor e
moving to another floor. The fact that verbatim compliance is often mandated may set th e
user up to fail unless there is a procedure validation process that involves a walkdown of th e
procedure in the plant and a mechanism for requesting procedural changes related t o
usability. This point is also in line with one identified through other research in the area o f
maintenance procedures : "The reasons often quoted for staff not following maintenanc e
procedures and permits are that they are perceived to be inaccurate, out-of-date, impractical ,
too time consuming, or that they do not describe the "best" way of carrying out the work "
(HSE, 2000, p . 31) .

4. For the case mentioned in the previous point, and since NPPs have processes for staff t o
raise concerns about procedures, the number of concerns raised could possibly be reduced i f
the procedure validation process considered the practicality of carrying out the procedure .

5. Work observation revealed a subtle issue when several users have to cooperate in carryin g
out a task based on a common procedure . When multiple staff members are involved in
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carrying out steps in a procedure, it is important that the roles and responsibilities of each
participant are clearly understood and that there is a clear specification of who is actually
responsible for the in situ execution of the whole procedure . The expectation about which
participants require a copy of the procedure should also be clearly stated .

6 . Procedures often undergo an iterative development process based on operating experienc e
that is known by senior staff . It is important that new staff understand the key operatin g
experience that serves as the rationale for the current state of procedures and th e
consequences of non-compliance .

Future Activities and Improvements

Our work in assessing procedural compliance has triggered some fundamental questions . For
example, NPPs must establish a balance between procedural compliance and maintaining a
questioning attitude from the workers . This balance needs to be well understood, especially i f
verbatim compliance is sought . However, people adopt certain behaviors naturally when usin g
procedures ; detailed research indicate that a user can work as a "procedure follower" or as a
"problem solver" (de Brito, Boy, 1999) . Each type of behavior has advantages and disadvantages ,
and may influence both procedure compliance and efficacy in carrying out the work . This has been
recognized to some extent by the Canadian nuclear industry and instructions to staff includ e
understanding the purpose of procedures before work proceeds and stopping work if there are an y
questions until they are resolved . The regulator must also be sensitive to this balance when carrying
out inspection activities . More research is required to better understand the appropriate mix of
procedure following and problem solving behavior involved for the procedures users so as t o
enhance human performance and ultimately reduce human error .

Another issue worthy of more research is the complexity of procedures . A procedure that is too
detailed and complex may actually impede human performance rather than enhance it, yet, there i s
often a tendency to "enhance" a procedure by adding details to it . This is a difficult topic and even
though research has been and continues to be carried out in this area (for example, see Park, Jung ,
Ha, 2001), more work is required .

Conclusion
Regulatory reviews of procedure usage should include work observations . To ensure that such
observations are carried out in a systematic fashion, a checklist was developed to capture ke y
information during work observations . The checklist encompasses several areas relevant t o
procedure compliance. Based on initial use, the checklist provides a method for capturin g
consistent information during work observations .

Carrying out procedure compliance assessments has also helped to identify issues related to th e
types of behaviors that naturally occur when a user actually uses a procedure and to the level o f
complexity of procedures . These issues should be further investigated as part of future work o r
research .
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Canadian Nuclear Commission canadienne
T

	

Safety Commission de sûreté nucléaire

Using Checklists to Assess Complianc e
with Maintenance Procedures

Jean-Yves Fiset, Eng ., Ph . D .
Helen McRobbie, M.Sc .

Organizational and Management Systems Divisio n

Canada

I*n Canadian Nuclear Commission canadienn e
Safety Commission de sûreté nucléair e

Objectives

• Link between procedure compliance
assessment and model-based regulatio n

• Development of a checklist as a n
assessment too l

• Lessons learne d
• Areas for future activities and

improvements

Canada
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+1 Canadian Nuclear

	

Commission canadienne
Safety Commission de sûreté nucléaire

Procedure Compliance and Model -
Based Regulation Assessment

Verification and enforcement of procedural compliance (Obj. 5)

Procedural compliance ( Obj.4 ) A
-People know what is expected of them

-People have confidence in quality of procedure s
-When there are procedural deviations, permanent changes are made in a timely fashion

-There is a clear, reliable process for ensunng the most recent version of the procedure is used

Process for deviations / temporary
changes when problems with

procedure are Identified while doin g
work (Obi . 3)

Adequate (technically correct and usable) procedures (Obj. t) A
Inspection Objectives

Objective 1 : Procedures are clear, concise, and contain adequate information and direction for workers to understand th e
work and perform effectively .

Objective 2: There Is a process for making procedural changes .
Objective 3: There is a process for identifying temporary changes and ensunng the most recent procedure version is used .
Objective 4: Personnel comply with procedures.
Objective 5: There are mechanisms in place for verification and enforcement of procedural compliance .
Objective 6: There are mechanisms in place to audit and assess the effectiveness of policies, procedures and practice s

related to procedural compliance .

	

Canad'a''

Root causes of
,procedural non-
compliance are
identified an dA corrected .

Auditing &
assessing
procedura l

compliance
(Obj . 6)

Efficient and effective process fo r
making procedural changes (Obj . 2)

	l~

fi'

	

Canadian Nuclear

	

Commission canadienn e
Safety Commission de sûreté nucléaire

Checklist Developmen t

• Requirements
- Help in determining whether or not there wa s

compliance with various types of procedures .
- If non-compliance, assist in determining why .

- Be practical to use.

( nad
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+, Canadian Nuclear Commission canadienne
TT

	

Safely Commission de sûreté nucléaire

Checklist Development - 1

Procedure compliance assessment

Observers : Time :

Nature of task : # of workers :

Frequency of task : q Maintenance El RP
q Operations El Other

Y N
1 .

	

Is procedure at site of work? I

	

r~►I

Comments OR 5 why's

2 .

	

If applicable, are all steps followed? q

	

Comments OR 5 why's

3 .

	

If required, is deviation proces s
followed?

	

q n~ Comments OR 5 why's

4 .

	

Are required supporting documents
q [-I Comments OR 5 why's(e .g ., flowsheets) at work site ?

5 .

	

Is procedure necessary/useful as it q r---orComments OR 5 why's
stands?

'+n Canadian Nuclear

	

Commission canadienn e
n Safety Commission de sûreté nucléaire

Checklist Development - 2

Housekeeping Y N FME Y N
Acceptable on th e
way to the work site?

Evidence of effective
FME practices used?

Work environment: Y N Config. mgmt Y N
•Lighting ok? •Right procedure ?
•Enough space to use
procs?

•Most recent version ?

•Changes in progress
for proc?-Workspace tidy?

Usability Y N •Repeat mark-up of
same pros?

•Legible? -If so:
how many?
since when ?

-Step(s) clear?

-Calculation req'd?

	

-

•Other docs req'd o n
hands? Training/Quals : Y N

•Trained?•Equip. labels match
proc? •RP requ . on pros?

Canada

• Iterative desig n
- Initial analysi s

- lit . review
- users

- Mock-u p
- Review by

prospective
users

- Trial use
- Revisio n

Comments :

Iterative desig n
- Initial analysi s

- lit . review
- users

- Mock-up
- Review by

prospective
users

- Trial use
- Revision

Canada
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Commission canadienn e
Safety Commissio

ar
n de sûreté nucléaire

Lessons Learne d

• After using the checklist in actual work
settings for operations and maintenance :
- Useful for HF specialists and other
- Need to have a comprehensive model of suppor t

information required beyond procedures
- flowsheet, schematics, manuals, detailed

work permits, etc .
- Technical soundness AND practicality o f

procedures
- Teamwork in carrying out procedures
- Need to understand rationale behind a give n

procedure
Canada

1+ n Canadian Nuclear Commission canadienne
Tn Safety Commission de sûreté nucléaire

Future Activities and Improvements

• Some fundamental question s
- Balance between procedural compliance and

questioning attitude
- Procedure-follower vs problem solve r
- Recognized by industry and CNSC, but more

research needed
- Complexity

- Each revision is a bit like software . . .
procedure grows thicker over time . . .

-thicker is not always bette r
-

	

No good measure of procedure complexity
yet .

Canaria
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,+, Canadian Nuclear Commission canadienne
T

	

Safety Commission de stlreté nucléaire

Conclusion

• Procedure compliance assessment benefits fro m
detailed work observatio n

• Current checklist . is effective for observing aspects
of procedural compliance systematicall y

• Direct work observation has confirmed the need t o
carry out further research into :
- types of behaviors that naturally occur during

procedure usage
- growth in complexity of procedures

Canada
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4 . 1 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS,

CONCERNS AND APPROACHE S

SHORT PRESENTATIONS BY

REGULATORY BODIES
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Health and Safety
Executiv e

Human Factors in Licensee Plan t
Maintenance : A Regulatory
Perspective
Craig Reiersen

Nuclear Installations Inspectorate

Safety Case Assessmen t

• Historically, limited treatment of H F

- 1990's : Periodic Safety Reviews (PSRs)
- First systematic treatment of HF for olde r

facilities
- Early assessments focused on control

room operator tasks
- NII placed requirement to consider impact

of maintenance activitie s
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Safety Case Assessmen t

• Expect licensees to : -
- Identify safety-significant plant/equipmen t

• safety case - PSA, task analysis ,
maintenance schedule etc

- Perform maintenance error analysi s
• detection, prevention, mitigation, recover y
• assess & modify PSFs - procedures ,

environment, supervision, spares etc
• demonstrate tasks well-supporte d

Inspectio n

• Site inspection & targeted HF inspections :-
- Organisation of maintenance teams
- Change managemen t
- Resources, competency
- Procedures - design, v&v, control, checkin g
- Work control (PTW, control & supervision etc )
- Backlogs & re-work (evidence of weaknesse s

in resource/ planning/ competency ? )
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Current Regulatory Issue s

• Use of contractors
- intelligent customer issues

• Skill-broadening
- competence issues: are new skills practised ?

• Operational experience feedbac k
- are lessons learned and applied ?

• Outage fatigue management
- licensee process for managing hours worke d
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• 1990, Limited treatment of HF begins (HR in PRA ,
DCRDR, SPDS, emergency procedures, HF in event s
analysis )

• 1999, Maintenance Rule required to all NPP's in Spain .

• 1999, Human and Organizational Program required i n
Periodical Safety Reviews

• 2000, Treatment of Organizational Factors begin s
(organizational changes, Integrated Managemen t
Systems)

• 2005, Inspection MR Procedures : routine and biennia l

• 2005, Inspection HOF Programs Procedures : biennia l
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• Identify safety-significant systems/functions .

- PSA, importance measure s

- Expert panels

•Evaluate performance of systems/Functions i n
terms of :

- Failures and Unavailabilities .

• Make cause determination analysis when :

- Performance is found not adequate .

- Repetitive failures appears .

• Perform event analysis including maintenanc e
errors when :

- Reportable events take place

• General inspections
- Events inspection s
- Risk informed inspection s

• Maintenance inspection s
- Routine maintenance effectiveness inspections
- Biennial Inspection s

• HOF inspection s
- HOF progra m

- Specific issues
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Presented by Yves Van den Berghe (AVN )

At Workshop
Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance - Improving Human an d

Organisational Performance (Ottawa 3-5 October )

rte ~7litrnti fur aie a v. air[' i ua li~hr d~
AVIV

- operating license which refers to FSAR : chapter 1 3
(Organisation) and chapter 17 (QA)

- chapter 13:
• Organisation and responsibilities of management and key

staff positions within maintenance department s
• Minimal required qualification and required initia l

training for management and key staff position s
• Required qualification includes degrees and experience
• Initial training = not maintenance related knowledge an d

skill s
• Technical training requirements for maintenance staff ar e

described in the FSAR in a very general way and are no t
specified in detail . These requirements do not apply to
contractor personnel . -

- chapter 17 : Requirements related to QA based o n
10CFR50 appendix B
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Systematic analysis of required competence an d
resulting training needs for all NPP-personnel :

- Licensee competence management projec t
- Especially for staff not belonging to operation s

departments (e .g . maintenance personnel )

lc~.oi~6r~

	

dela .ç?h'e(r~ +,:'I / ire

¢-mill: inW~aavn.ee

- Sufficiency of staffing for core tasks and adequat e
engineering suppor t

- Appropriate training and retraining of maintenance staf f
- Sufficient qualification of contractors and appropriate

preparation and supervision of contractor work (qualit y
control )

- Adequate procedures
• administrative : detailed description of organisation and

responsibilitie s
• for processes such as management of plan t

modifications, experience feedback, repair &
replacement process

74n
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- Application of QA
- Adequacy of the work control and permit syste m
- Problem identification and resolution process
- Limited backlogs for maintenance work and plan t

modifications
- Compliance with Technical Specification s
- No negative trends in failure rate and unavailability o f

safety equipmen t
- Limited maintenance rework
- Integrated ALARA-approac h

II : Into a1 Is be

q 2-weekly systematic inspections
- safety equipment failures and licensee response :

assessment of analysis of causes and corrective action s
taken by licensee

q Yearly thematic inspections of maintenanc e
divisions
- proactive : organisation and staffing, procedures, trainin g

program, self-assessments / audits / performanc e
monitoring

- reactive : analysis of events and handling of identified
safety issues

q Inspections focusing on plant shutdown activitie s
q Tracking of maintenance deficiencies on the basi s

of event reports
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q Inspections focusing on plant shutdown activities :

- Before outage : work preparation and planning o f
interventions, includes plant modification s

- During outage : witnessing of ongoing maintenance work ,
house keeping, results of ISI/IST and post-maintenance
testing

- After outage : lessons learned from outage activities ; focus
on maintenance rework

AVN
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Prepared by Yves Van den Berghe (AVN )

for Workshop
Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance - Improving Human an d

Organisational Performance (Ottawa 3-5 October)

q Inadequacy of maintenance plans fo r
- valves
- electrical power breaker s
- ventilation fan s
- turbine driven pumps (auxiliary feed water )
- heat exchangers (cooling batteries of containmen t

ventilation system . . . )
- control rod power cabinet s

q Insufficient condition monitoring o f
- electrical components such as cables, electrica l

connections (6 .6 kV equipment), motors, batteries
- corrosion phenomena (service water systems, structura l

systems, radiation monitoring sampling lines, EDG hea d
bolts . . . )

- hoses in hydraulic system s
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q Non-compliance of maintenance plans wit h
Technical Specifications (e .g . fire protection
systems )

q Inadequate management of maintenance plans :
- Deficient implementation of maintenance plans in SA P
- Inadequate review of modifications to maintenance plan s

maII: imu*avl r, -
AVN

oc N . ;.

q Inadequate work preparation
q Recurrence of events due to inadequate operating experienc e

feedback process
q Unauthorised intervention on equipment (e .g . on valves use d

as tagging limit )
q Insufficient qualification/competence of maintenance staf f

(plant staff and contractors) having overall impact on qualit y
of work (concerns work practices including use of procedures
and tools, knowledge of installation . . . )

q Insufficient quality of maintenance procedures for valves
(gaskets), for EDGs (adjustment of power control system) ,
electrical breakers, ventilation fans, turbine driven pumps ,
BOP system s

q Inadequate supervision of contractor work (on valves )
q Failures in post-maintenance qualification (deficiencies i n

description and feedback of maintenance interventions)

AVN
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q Manipulation erro-rs during transport leading to failure o f
safety valves

q Inadequate use of hydraulic spanners (training an d
qualification; work preparation and QC, use of procedures ,
administrative control )

q Inadequate practices related to installation of shieldin g
q Missing labels after interventions (valves, connectors )
q Deficiencies in Foreign Material Exclusion
q Use of inadequate lubricants
q Communication deficiencies between maintenance an d

operation departments (check out of maintenance activities ,
scope of interventions )

delttcLrllr I, P, l +rI i

2 md11; IIIIu Davf,be
tV

q Deficiencies in process for contractor selection an d
qualificatio n

q Deficiencies in quality management o f
- procurement process
- engineering and modification proces s
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AUTORIT E
DE SURET S

NUDE FAIRE

Human Factors an d
Maintenance of French NPP s

Daniel Tasset

Sub-directorate for power reactors

Ottawa - 2005 - I

.

.

.

r AUTORIT E
DE SURET S
NU CLEAI RE

Safety Case Assessmen t

• Outsourcing and contractors (1992-94 )
- Licensee policy and organisatio n
- contractors : competences, evaluating and licensin g
- coordination between contractors and EDF staff
- planning and organisation of outage s

• Maintenance in the feedback experienc e
- application of risk analysis in maintenance activitie s
- events related to electrical panel default s

• Integrating HF into modification process (2004 )
- encouraging licensee to integrate HF early in the proces s
- HF actions and results to be explicitly identified

Ottawa - 2005 - 2

n

n

n

n
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The regulatory pyramidAUTORIS E
DE SURETE

n

n

NU CL

Ottawa - 2005 - 3

CAIRE

Decrees, ministerial orders and	 circulars

istertalo ;nhm:

► • Quality order IQ AugOst 1984 '
• Pressurised equipment

it Safetyrelated activitie s
- Competence s

Contractors
Supervision and contro l
Feed-back experience

AU TO RIT E
DE SURETE Inspection and Monographs
NOCE FAIRE

• Inspection program each year on-site
- outsourcing and contractors (all sites in 2005 )
- resources and competences
- management of safet y

rigor of operation - application of safety on the fiel d
work site inspections during outages

• Monographs
- evaluating sites - global and in-depth vision of license e

- Local level (for each plant) and national level (synthesis )
- 9 technical topics - Include maintenance, subcontractor s

cross-cutting issues including Human Factors

Ottawa - 2(105 - 4

n

n

n
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Current Issues and Perspectives
NUCL EAI RE

• Outsourcing of maintenance work s
- Around 80% outsourced
- 20000 people involved
- industrial policy : « intelligent customer »

AUTORIT E
DE SURETE

• Evolution and maintain of competences
- « rare » skills, new skills, aging and retiring of staff . . .
- Evolution of maintenance staff towards supervision, . . .

- To maintain contractors competences and resources (marke t
evolution, rare skills, . . . )

• Radiation protection and working condition

Ottawa-2005- 5

n

n

n

n

• EPR new reactor desig n
- explicit requirement to take into account HF not only in CR ,

but everywhere man interact with equipment, . . .

• Evolution of maintenance approach
- « conditional maintenance » programs : less systematic an d

intrusive

- new activities based on measuring trends of equipment s

- may have an impact on maintenance activities and qualit y

Ollawa -2005- 6

n

n

n

AU TO R IT E
DE SURETE
NUCL EAIRE

Current Issues and Perspectives
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1+1 Canadian Nuclear Commission canadienne
Safety Commission de sûreté nucléaire

Regulation of Human Factors by th e
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commissio n

Adriana Nici c
Organization & Management Systems Division

October 4, 200 5

Canada

'
4., Canadian Nuclear Commission canadienne
T

	

Safety Commission de sûreté nucléair e

Regulatory Document Framework

Nuclear Safety and Control Act

Regulations

Licence for NPP' s

references CSA N286 series of QA standards

2

www. n u c l e a rs af ety .g c . c a

	

Canada'

Policy Standards Guides

S-210 - Maintenance Programs for Nuclear Power Plant s
- soon to be released for public consultatio n
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+I Canadian Nuclear

	

Commission canadienne
Safely Commission de sûreté nucléaire

CNSC Human Factors Review Area s
(Supported byPolicy on Human Factors P-119)

Work organization and Job desig n

Human Performance Programs

Event investigation and Root
Cause Analysis

HUMAN FACTORS GOA L
Minimize potential for huma n

error by addressing factors tha t
may adversely influence

human performanc e
Human Reliability

	

Procedures & Job aids

3

Canada

1+1 Canadian Nuclear

	

Commission canadienne
Tn Safety Commission de sûreté nucléaire

Compliance Activities

• Regular oversight by on-site Inspector s
• Type 1 and 2 inspection s
• Organization and Management/ Safety Cultur e

Evaluations
• Desktop review s

- Reportable events, quarterly reports, annua l
reliability reports, minimum complement violations ,
hours of work violation s

• Licensing reviews
4

Canada.
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I*1 Canadian
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Safetcl

Key Issues

• Succession planning for operations and
maintenance staff

• Use of trending of events and statio n
performance information to identify HF areas of
weakness

• Development of performance indicators fo r
each HF review area

• Plant life extensions or decommissionin g

• Management of ageing
5

Canada.
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Regulatory requirements, concerns an d
approaches - maintenance

Per-Olof Sandé n
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI )

'OH-senens nemn

	

SKi19XX-XX-
XX

Regulatory expectations regardin g
HOF aspects of maintenance

In the early 90's, SKI developed an MTO-perspectiv e
(Man-Technology-Organization) on the assessment o f
maintenance - a regulatory guide

focus on safety management of maintenance and continuou s
improvements

there were no regulatory requirements concerning MTO -
aspects (HOF aspects), only requirements on in-servic e
inspections and material integrity

'OH-sen ens namn" SKi2
19XX-XX-
XX
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Regulatory expectations regarding HOF
aspects of maintenance
In the late 90's , SKI's general regulations concerning safety i n
nuclear facility (SKIFS 1998 :1) was implemented, and revised an d
implemented 2004 (SKIFS 2004 :1 )

Regulatory requirements/expectations on :
-

	

a documented and updated management system with
necessary routines and procedures (including defined responsibilitie s
authorities and co-operation )

- documented safety objectives and directives
- the work to be planned with adequate time and resource s

learning from experience and self-assessment (audits )
ensuring that the personnel have competence and suitability neede d
and that there are adequate human resources

- the personnel to be provided with the necessary conditions t o
carry out work in a safe manner
a documented maintenance program to be reviewed and update d
regularly in the view of experience and development in science an d
technology
functional testing to be conducted to verify the facility's readiness to operat e
before components and devices are taken to operat e

'OH -sxiens .mn' SKItaxi-xx-
xx

Regulatory inspection/assessment approache s
The approach

focus on the management system and the ability of th e
system to support the personnel
to assess the ability of the licensee to continuous improv e
based on their self assessments/audits and experience -
feedback

to combine the requirements depending on the aim of th e
inspectio n

Site inspections on
outage planning and performance - management o f
contractors
planning, coordination and follow up of maintenanc e
competence and staffing - workload and reduction of
personne l
management of organisational changes involvin g
maintenance
operational readiness verification - coordination an d
communication

	

SKI1BxxXX
XX

	

'OHseriens namn '4
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Regulatory documents

Requlatory documents related to HOF aspect s

- The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate's Regulation s
concerning Safety in Nuclear Facilities, SKIFS 2004 : 1

-OH-unens namn - SKi5
19XX-XX-
XX
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Regulatory Expectations

• Safety Management System (SMS )
requirement for maintenanc e
organizations

• Human Factors training for maintenanc e
employees

• Proposed Fatigue Risk Managemen t
System requirement for maintenance
organizations

October 2005

Canad (
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Regulatory Approaches

• Inspection and audit program t o
determine compliance with regulations

• With the introduction of SMS :
- The schedule for inspections and audits

may change
- A document review will ensure complianc e

with regulation s
- An assessment will evaluate effectiveness

of the SMS

October 2005

1 .1

	

CanadN

Regulations/Standard s

• CAR 573 .06 - Human Factors Trainin g
• CAR 106 .02 - Accountable Executiv e
• CAR 107 .02 - SMS
• CAR 573 .30 - SMS
• CAR 573 .30 - FRMS (proposed )
• CAR 406 - SMS in flight training units wit h

aviation maintenance organization s
• CAR 706 .15 - SMS in certificate holders wit h

maintenance requirements

October 200 5

*1 ,e,a

	

r.e ~a9
CwreEe GanaJp Canada
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Current Key Issues
• Fatigue
• Communication
• Documentatio n
• Safety Behaviours and Safety Culture
• Effective Reporting
• Investigation and Analysis of Hazard s

and Incidents

October 2005

Canada
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USNRC Maintenance Rule

J . J . Persensky
USNRC

Better Nuclear Plant Maintenanc e
3.-5 Oct 200 5

11/24/2006

r _~fyp REp(~

';,,

	

10 CFR 50 .65s

. "Requirements for Monitoring th e
Effectiveness of Maintenance at
Nuclear Power Plants"

. Risk-informed, Performance-base d

. Little detail in the rule itsel f

. Relies on meeting measurabl e
outcomes

. Describes general process an d
expected results

11/24/2006

	

2
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10 CFR 50 .65

Objective
To monitor the effectiveness of

maintenance activities .. .
For safety-significant plan t

equipment. . .
In order to minimize the likelihood . . .

Of failures and events . . .
Caused my lack of effective

maintenance .
3

10 CFR 50.65

Purpose

To broaden the NRC's capability to
take enforcement action wher e
maintenance activities fail t o

provide reasonable assurance tha t
safety significant SSC's are capable

of performing their intende d
function

11/24/2006

	

4
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10 CFR 50 .65

. (a)(1) - Licensee established goal s

. (a)(2) - Preventive maintenanc e
progra m

. (a)(3) - Periodic self-evaluatio n

. (a)(4) - Risk assessment and
management

. (b) (1) - Safety-related SSC s

. (b)(2) - Non-safety-related SSCs

11/24/2006 5

y_,

	

Other Maintenance Related~

	

9

ô
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knowledge in nuclear power plant context, where the majority of knowledge is in dange r
to be lost in the near future when many of the experts retire simultaneously . The
prerequisites for tacit knowledge sharing can be divided in three categories :
organizational factors, situational factors and social factors. Organizational factors
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INTRODUCTION

The organizational knowledge can be divided into explicit and tacit knowledge (Polanyi ,
1966). Explicit or codified knowledge can be transmitted in formal and systematic way .
Tacit knowledge on the other hand is subjective and based on experience . It is context
specific, partly unconscious and it includes intangible factors, such as beliefs and values .
Therefore tacit knowledge is hard to codify or communicate in any logical way . (see e .g .
Boilat, 2002 ; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995 ; Zhou, 2004) However, tacit knowledge is an
important element of work processes, competent individual- and group performances ,
workplace learning and socialization. Tacit knowledge can be characterized as "knowing
how" (Lubit, 2001) and "knowing why" instead of "knowing that", which is typical for
explicit knowledge. Tacit and explicit knowledge should not be considered mutually
exclusive but complementary and interdependent . Explicit knowledge might for example
be useful in acquiring tacit knowledge . (Boilar, 2002 ; Cook & Brown, 1999 )
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Because of its distinguishing features, tacit knowledge is extremely difficult to share.
This is a challenge for organizations . Codifying as much knowledge as possible is one
suggested solution, but it may lead to too excessive documentation failing to distinguis h
relevant knowledge from irrelevant knowledge . The content and meaning of taci t
knowledge may even be severely altered when attempted to be explicated. In addition, the
vast documentation is usually expensive and slow . (Boilar, 2002 ; Cook & Brown, 1999 ;
Hedlund et al., 2003 ; Johnson et al ., 2002; Teece, 1998) Tacit knowledge is usuall y
acquired unconsciously, without written instruction or formal training . Because tacit
knowledge often concerns social practices and is intuitive in nature, its transmissio n
requires face-to-face dialogue and interaction with the parties concerned . (Desouza, 2003 ;
Hedlund et al ., 2003 ; Linde, 2001 ; Lubit, 2001 )

The organizational culture defines a lot of the amount and quality of the knowledge bein g
shared in organizations . Also many of the prerequisites for knowledge and expertis e
sharing are bound to organizational culture . These include the lack of contact, trust and
open relationships, trusting too much on explicit knowledge rather than acknowledgin g
the importance of tacit knowledge and not rewarding people who commit themselves to
open knowledge sharing and instructing others and not assigning the task of keeping u p
the knowledge sharing for anyone in particular . (Levin-Rozalis & Rosenstein, 2003 ;
O'Dell & Grayson, 1998 )

The importance of social interaction in tacit knowledge sharing should be emphasized .
Sharing tacit knowledge is highly dependable on individuals, their social networks an d
the willingness to share their knowledge . People are often reluctant to share knowledg e
because knowledge usually means power and respect . People may also be reluctant to use
the knowledge of others . (Chua, 2002 ; Jones & Jordan, 1998; Leonard-Barton, 1995 ;
Lubit, 2001 ; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995 ; )

Because the knowledge gap between experts and novices might be considerable, the
systematic sharing of tacit knowledge requires time and continuity . When it is not
possible to document the knowledge, it should be discussed, explained and reflecte d
together with the novice. It is important that the novices are able to observe and practise
their tasks in interaction with the experts. The expert should know or find out reflectivel y
how to use his/her own experience based knowledge and in order to instruct the novices .
(Filstad, 2004 ; Haldin-Herrgard, 2000 ; Koskinen et. al.; 2003 ; Levin-Rozalis &
Rosenstein, 2003 ; Swap et al ., 2001) .

The awareness and need for more effective knowledge management and sharing the taci t
knowledge have increased in nuclear power plants (NPPs) worldwide due to agein g
workforce and declining student enrolment figures . Many of the nuclear experts hav e
been working in NPPs ever since they were built . They have developed a comprehensiv e
understanding of the entire system and its operation . This critical nuclear knowledge is i n
danger to be lost in the near future when many of these experts retire simultaneously .
Transferring their tacit knowledge in order to assure the safe and effective performance o f
the NPPs also in the future is a major challenge. Therefore, in this paper the aim is to
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define the prerequisites for sharing tacit knowledge in NPP context and understand thei r
influence on successful knowledge sharing.

METHODS AND DATA

Understanding the nature of knowledge possessed by the employees and the difficultie s
in sharing it requires interaction with the employees themselves . Therefore in this study
the action research and inductive case study approaches were used. In action research th e
focus is on a specific problem in a specific setting . The aim of the researcher is to identify
and understand the nature of the problem, formulate tentative principles concerning them
and eventually improve the practice (Banister et al ., 1994) . The inductive case study is a
highly iterative process where the data and prior theories are analyzed and teste d
continuously. This approach also allows the researcher to ground the results to the dat a
they derive from and produce a theory as a result . (Eisenhardt, 1989a ; 1989b)

The data for this study consists of 21 thematic interviews conducted in Finnish NPP s
maintenance and technical design departments. About half of the interviewees were
newly recruited and the other half consisted of employees who are about to retire withi n
the next few years . Thè interviewees who did not have experience in NPP context wer e
considered to be novices even though they may have had technical expertise in their ow n
field .

The themes of the interview concerned the competences and expertise of the interviewee s
and the possibilities for sharing them . In order to fully understand the context som e
specifying questions related to interviewees work were asked . Typically these concerned
the technical details which affect the way the task is performed and/or the knowledge th e
task requires . The interviews were transcribed and analyzed with the qualitative content
analysis . The emerging classifications were determined inductively, by examining th e
interviews and identifying the themes that were considered meaningful by th e
interviewees .

Towards the end of the interview process a saturation point was reached . The interviews
did not produce any new material or perspectives . In the interpretation of the interview s
the emphasis was on manifest content analysis which means that more emphasis was pu t
to the explicit content of interviews even though what is not-said is sometimes as relevant
as what is said. Because the authors were themselves present in the interviews and als o
transcribed the interviews themselves it is justifiable to suggest that also the latent side o f
the interview content has been observed and taken into consideration where necessary .
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RESULTS

The analysis of the data showed that the prerequisites for sharing tacit knowledge in
nuclear power plants can be divided in three categories : the organizational factors, the
situational factors and the social factors .

The organizational factors include identifying experts and early recruitment. The
management of the organization is responsible for identifying the experts who have both
the critical knowledge and capability to instruct novices . The organization should als o
provide enough resources, particularly time, in order to successfully share tacit ,
experience based knowledge . Since it is possible to estimate when the experts are abou t
to retire should the organizations invest in early recruitments in order to provide enoug h
time for instructing the newcomers in actual work situations and acquiring th e
responsibility little by little . In addition, the early recruitments allow the development o f
comprehensive understanding the internal dependencies of different processes and th e
operation of the plant.

The situational factors include the context and atmosphere in which the knowledge
sharing takes place . Working together in the real work context was considered to be th e
most important way to share tacit knowledge by both the experts and the novices . When
the guidance takes place in the actual context it can be more illustrative . The real
situation also helps to stimulate the discussion about topics related to the task at hand . It
is important that the situation allows the novice to take enough responsibility . The
situation should also be interactive . There should be enough possibilities for question s
and discussion about the task performance and relevant safety precautions . In addition, i n
mechanical maintenance department, it was considered important to go through th e
maintenance and operation history of the device . Peaceful, non-judgemental and
confidential atmosphere allows the development of experiences and hence contributes th e
tacit knowledge sharing. It also prepares for the work in NPP which requires patience an d
discretion.

The social factors are concerned with. the collaboration and interpersonal relations
between the expert and novice . Both the experts and the novices attitudes toward s
learning and guidance should be positive . The knowledge sharing was considered to b e
effective when both are enthusiastic about their work. At its best the experts are willing t o
share their experiences and knowledge and, at the same time, the novices are willing t o
learn and appreciate the experts' experience . The chemistry between the expert and
novice working together should work well . If the pairs can't relate to one another, they
need to be reshaped . The favourable collaboration facilitates communication and bot h
giving and receiving useful feedback . The analysis of the data also showed that there ar e
some individual qualities that working together and instructing the novice acquires. The
experts should have good interpersonal skills and ability to give useful feedback . They
should also understand the situation and learning processes of the novice. At the same
time, the novices should feel confident to take responsibility of the tasks independently
and show interest to the task at hand .
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CONCLUSION S

Successful sharing of tacit knowledge between the expert and the novice is not possible
without practical experience and working together in the actual work context . Observing
how experts address the problems, practicing oneself and receiving immediate feedbac k
are essential in acquiring tacit knowledge .

In order to intensify and develop tacit knowledge sharing it is important to recognize the
experts and assign them to share their knowledge . The experts need to understand their
role as role models and mentors, even though an official mentoring program is not
implemented . Instructing and guiding newly recruited employees may have a tremendou s
impact on their later work performance . Educating the experts in their instructing skill s
could intensify and improve the knowledge sharing especially in the maintenance wor k
where the main competences consist of craftsmanship . It should be beard in mind though ,
that all tacit knowledge or intuitive procedures are not useful and may even harm the task
performance. Attention should be paid also to what not to share .

Both the expert and the novice are responsible that the tacit knowledge is actually bein g
shared. This further emphasizes the importance of good interpersonal skills, willingnes s
to share one's knowledge, seek knowledge and use it . Attention should be paid to
matching the experts and novices in terms of skills and personalities . Expert should be
respected by the novice and, especially in the beginning, have authority in the guidanc e
situation. At the same time he should also be able to give enough autonomy for th e
novice .

In the organizational level the challenge of sharing tacit knowledge relates to culture, H R
policies, knowledge management systems and communication atmosphere . Knowledge
sharing should be recognized as a valuable contribution to the organization and someho w
rewarded. The organizational factors as prerequisites for tacit knowledge sharing preced e
the situational and social factors. If the organization fails to provide enough time an d
support for knowledge sharing the situational and social factors loose their relevance .
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INTRODUCTIO N

The different actors in the nuclear power sector have recognized the importance of th e
preservation of nuclear knowledge in the upcoming years . Nuclear knowledge i s
threatened due to many concurrent development trends . Fewer people are studying
nuclear science and engineering, universities are giving up their training programs ,
R&D activities in the nuclear sector are being cut down, and the amount of new
recruits is declining. Most importantly, a significant proportion of the huma n
workforce in the nuclear power sector is ageing and retiring within a few years time .
With experts retiring, the sector is faced with the challenge of preserving th e
knowledge and expertise related to the operation, maintenance and technical design o f
nuclear power plants (NPPs) .

Employees about to retire are said to possess two kinds of knowledge . Their explicit
knowledge is or can be articulated in a verbal form, documented and codified . It tends
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to be formally and normatively created and constructed for example as instructions ,
reports or databases . (Polanyi, 1966 ; Hannabus, 2000)

The tacit knowledge of the retiring experts has accumulated during their work histor y
as they have encountered various work situations and performed different work tasks .
Sometimes referred also to as practical knowledge, tacit knowledge derives fro m
practical know-how, experience in situations where information is generally no t
openly or explicitly expressed (e .g. when performing a work task in a real-life setting)
(Zhou, 2004). The term tacit knowledge is used to describe knowledge which canno t
(easily) be explicitly presented . It is usually thought to be non-quantifiable and it
often goes unnoticed . Tacit knowledge only manifests itself in action: we can see
expert workers performing their work tasks better and with higher quality, being mor e
productive, as well as having more understanding about the work context and th e
consequences of their actions . In addition to individual experts, tacit knowledge also
resides in social practices. Social tacit knowledge for example compasses knowledg e
about social interactions, social practices and - most generally - routines, which
determine how a group or an institution operates (Linde, 2001) .

The different characteristics of explicit and tacit knowledge have implications on ho w
these types of knowledge can and should be transferred from the retiring experts t o
the novices in the NPPs. Explicit knowledge is easily transferred and shared b y
electronic and written means . It can be captured as it is created and the sharing of it i s
not a problem (Satyadas & Cassaigne, 2001). Tacit knowledge, is, in turn, hard to
articulate and as a result, usually not explicitly verbalized or taught (Zhou, 2004) .
Even if tacit knowledge could be at some level documented, the documents would b e
long and complex and the content knowledge would suffer or even change it s
meaning.

Categorizing all knowledge exhaustively to the two categories of explicit and taci t
knowledge is difficult, even impossible . Tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge are
not mutually exclusive, but are said to refer to the two extremes of a continuum tha t
goes from more to less explicit depending on the weight of the personal, informal ,
implicit and context-specific aspects of the knowledge involved (Boirai, 2002). In
addition, the distinction between these two forms of knowledge is not static - taci t
knowledge is continuously converted into explicit knowledge and explicit knowledg e
is being internalized as tacit knowledge of individuals and groups (Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995 ; Boiral, 2002) .

As in other safety critical organizations with highly regulated operation, also in th e
NPP industry knowledge is traditionally thought as being primarily formal an d
explicit in nature, being focused on above all technical and objective know-ho w
(Boirai, 2002). Looking at the massive amount of regulations and instructions the
NPPs use in their operation, it is clear that there is a predominance of explicit
knowledge over human and implicit aspects. This derives from the nature of NP P
operation, which requires technical and often highly specialized competencies .
However, the role of tacit knowledge is important in the NPP industry (Hyttinen &
Rintala, 2005), maybe even more so as the NPP employees have to be able to navigat e
through huge amounts of explicit information in their jobs . This paper offers an
overview on the nature and content of tacit knowledge in NPP maintenance and the
ways in which it manifests itself in the everyday work of maintenance professionals .
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In addition, a brief literature review of the characteristics of tacit knowledge is
provided .

FEATURES OF TACIT KNOWLEDG E

The literature review shows that tacit knowledge has five distinctive features : it i s
subjective, unconscious, valuable, contextual and usually out of reach of verba l
codification .

Tacit knowledge is subjective . Tacit knowledge in general is human expertise stored
in a person's mind, gained through experience, and interaction with the person' s
environment . It is highly subjective depending on a number of intangible factors such
as culture, personal beliefs, values, perspectives, insights, intuitions and emotions o f
the individual (Sunassee & Sewry, 2002 ; Valle, Prinz & Borges, 2002) . The
development of any form of knowledge is inseparable from subjective experiences
and "personal knowledge", which remain, in large part tacit and non-verbal (Boiral ,
2002) . Knowledge is always a combination of skills, perceptions, history, constructiv e
memory, experiences, reflection, and internalization of new knowledge . It is based on
a situated and personal experience of the world . (Haldin-Herrgard, 2000 ; May &
Taylor, 2003 . )

The development of tacit knowledge follows implicit learning in which routines or
practices are assimilated informally (Boiral, 2002) . Tacit knowledge builds up as
individuals try to make sense of the world around them (Schulz & Jobe, 2001) .
Because tacit knowledge is acquired on one's own with little support from other
people or resources (e .g. formal training, written instructions), the individual mus t
determine for himself what information is relevant and how to make sense of i t
(Hedlund et al ., 2003) . For example, when a maintenance worker in a NPP examines a
malfunction, he tries to make sense of the situation - to link together his pas t
experiences and observations, all the information concerning the device and its
history, and written instructions . The process is complex and individual for eac h
worker. Even though explicit knowledge has also subjective features (Sveiby, 1996) ,
tacit knowlèdge is even more subjective. For example, three maintenance workers
might interpret the same set of instructions fairly similarly but we can expect more
variation in how they interpret social situations . The subjective nature of tacit
knowledge also results in tacit knowledge being difficult to share (see e .g.
Johannessen et al ., 2001) and being accumulated incrementally over time (Kogut &
Zander, 1993). Thus new recruits need enough time to build up their tacit expertise i n
social interaction with experienced colleagues .

Even though tacit knowledge itself is subjective, the outcomes of tasks performe d
with tacit knowledge are often objective i .e. can be tested, checked, investigate d
empirically . For example, maintenance work can be tested for quality, durability an d
costs, even though performing the task relies on tacit knowledge (Johannessen et al . ,
2001) .

Tacit knowledge is unconscious . Knowing consists of four states . These include
knowing that you know (a state of conscious competence), knowing that you do no t
know (a state of conscious incompetence), not knowing that you know (a state o f
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unconscious competence) and not knowing that you do not know (a state o f
unconscious incompetence) (Hannabus, 2000) .

Often tacit knowledge, including attributes such as creativity, sensitivity an d
emotional intelligence, goes unrecognized or is taken for granted in everyda y
planning and problem-solving (Narasimhan, 1997; Evans & Kersh, 2004) . Taci t
knowledge can be described as unconscious competence : automated and so inherently
entwined in performance that the expert is unaware of possessing this knowledg e
(Hannabus, 2000) . As newly recruited employees become socialized in work culture s
and develop routines, they tend to see what they have been "trained" to see . (Sveiby,
1996). They learn about the underlying complex structure of systems without bein g
conscious of doing so and being able to articulate this understanding (Lubit, 2001) .

The experts, for their part, find it difficult to reduce their systematic knowledge set s
into smaller components, which they could then share with the novices . Even if
experienced maintenance workers were extremely enthusiastic about sharing thei r
expertise with new recruits, they might have difficulties in identifying and reflectin g
on their tacit knowledge as it is self-explanatory for them. In a hands-on profession,
such as NPP maintenance, conscious thinking and analyzing the action may even
hinder the performance. The skills are so implicit and a natural part of performanc e
that they are not under conscious consideration . The analogies can be found for
example in the professions of concert pianists or leaders . (Raelin, 1997; Hannabus,
2000). Unconscious tacit knowledge is an area which could be easily referred to as
wisdom management, prejudice management or ignorance management because thes e
characterize the complex and hidden area the unconscious tacit knowledge cover s
(Hannabus, 2000) . Some of the difficulty in sharing tacit knowledge is related to the
lack of capacity of recognizing that we know something (Valle et al ., 2002) .

Tacit knowledge is valuable . Tacit knowledge contains an inherent contradiction
being elusive, rarely noticed or reflected on, but at the same time extremely valuable ,
being a part of almost all knowledge (Stenmark, 2000). It is critical to expert
performance and the key to solving problems . (Zhou, 2004) Simultaneously though,
tacit knowledge is impossible to predictably or systematically manage (May &
Taylor, 2003) . Being experience-based and action-oriented, tacit knowledge is als o
likely to be more instrumental in achieving one's goals than explicit knowledg e
Hedlund et al ., 2003) .

Tacit knowledge is contextual . Tacit knowledge is bound to the context in which i t
is acquired . For example, if a maintenance worker gains experience in repairing a
specific device, he might not be able to automatically transfer his reparation skills int o
a new context, but needs to get the "feel" for the new device first . Thus, tacit skills
development is non-linear and the use of tacit skills is situation-specific and linked t o
context: it may lead to success in one context but not necessarily in another (Evans &
Kersh, 2004 ; Johannessen et al ., 2001). In addition that tacit knowledge is by its
nature constituted by the context in which it is created and shared it can also b e
meaningful only within that specific context (Mylonopoulos & Tsoukas, 2003) .

Tacit knowledge is very difficult to codify . There are different views on whether
tacit knowledge can or cannot be codified and turned into explicit knowledge . It is
suggested that tacit knowledge acquired during implicit learning is not amenable t o
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verbal reporting whereas explicit learning, which proceeds with the subject s
awareness of what is being learned, is verbally reportable (Raelin, 1997) . In addition ,
tacit knowledge cannot be included in instruction manuals or in databases nor can i t
be transmitted by electronically or encapsulated numerically or alphabeticall y
(Johannessen et al ., 2001) . As tacit knowledge is experiential and cannot be separate d
from the knower, the knowledge sharing must engage the individual, that is, occur in
social interaction . (Fernie et al ., 2003). Novices cannot become experts by simply
being exposed to explicit information . They need experience with the activity itself i n
order to develop their expertise (Lubit, 2001) .

It is also suggested that tacit knowledge might be partially codified but th e
codification process may be difficult or uninteresting for the experts . The subjective
and intuitive nature of tacit knowledge makes it difficult to process or transmit in an y
systematic or logical manner (see e.g. Desouza, 2003). Moreover, reviewing a certain
task performance in writing is more time consuming and less satisfying than face-to -
face dialogue, especially if it adds on to normal workload (Mylonopoulos & Tsoukas ,
2003). Satyadas & Cassaigne (2001) and Haldin-Herrgard (2000) make a distinctio n
between implicit/unstructured knowledge (that is tacit knowledge which can be found
in for example reports and discussions that can be coded but not always is) and tacit
knowledge (that cannot be captured but can only be identified as existing in particular
expert's mind) . It has also been noticed that naïve mapping of "key skills" betwee n
environments does not work. Thus, codifying tacit knowledge at a conceptual level i s
not useful either . (Evans & Kersh, 2004)

Finally, some research indicates that tacit knowledge can be comprehensivel y
codified (see e.g. Levin-Rozalis & Rosenstein, 2003) . It is often necessary for th e
expert to transform his own tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge before he can
instruct the novice . The novice needs, then, to turn the explicit knowledge acquire d
from the'expert into his own tacit knowledge . The codification of tacit knowledge, i f
it can be accomplished, is expensive and potentially leads to excessive documentation
which may not necessarily provide a faithful and useful reflection of the taci t
knowledge that an organization is attempting to codify (Boirai, 2002). There again,
the more a given piece of knowledge or experience has been codified, the mor e
economically it can be transferred (Teece, 1998) . As tacit knowledge is inherently
unstructured, its capture is typically supported by technologies that provide free-for m
communication and data input capabilities, such as writing, drawing, talking and
networking. (Mitri, 2003 . )

It is suggested that the proportion of tacit and explicit knowledge should b e
determined for each company separately, as the need to codify knowledge differ s
greatly from one organization to another . Certain knowledge must remain tacit
whereas other knowledge, because of its importance, must be paid particular attention .
Companies should specify what knowledge should remain tacit and what knowledge
should be turned explicit (if possible) and in what way (Boirai, 2002 ; Schulz & Jobe ,
2001) .

CONTENTS AND MANIFESTATIONS OF TACIT KNOWLEDGE
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Even though tacit knowledge is increasingly emphasized as a central part of
knowledge management, there are only a few modellings of the manifestations ,
usefulness and role of tacit knowledge in organizations . Tacit knowledge has most
often been seen as something hidden, abstract and almost inaccessible, even thoug h
we utilize it every day in concrete work situations (Boiral, 2002) . In actual work
situations, we see tacit knowledge manifesting in the capability to process informatio n
quickly and being able to handle more sophisticated data mainly at a technical o r
cognitive level (Raelin, 1997) . Tacit knowledge also manifests itself at social level i n
organizational routines .

Technical tacit knowledge is demonstrated when people master a specific body o f
knowledge or use skills (Smith, 2001) . Sophisticated technical knowledge is largel y
tacit in nature - a mix of design, process and expertise (Powell, 1998) . Technical taci t
knowledge includes personal skills, "know-how" - a sense of how work tasks ar e
performed, (Lubit, 2001) . It is manifested when one does not need specific technica l
formulas for performance, e .g. being able to repair malfunctions in the NPP without
written instructions . "Know-how" is also referred to as procedural knowledge
(Hedlund et al ., 2003) . Procedural knowledge is more likely to be entirely tacit tha n
declarative knowledge or "know-that" . Procedural knowledge relates to activities we
can perform without being able to fully explain how we perform them, e .g. riding a
bicycle (Alic, 1997) . Technical tacit knowledge is likely to be unconscious . This type
of tacit knowledge is acquired in a non-verbal form . Experts who have technical taci t
knowledge are considered to be unconsciously skilled : they know something so well
that they are unaware of what they need to do to be successful (Smith, 2001). Their
knowledge has become automated and will sometimes come into action withou t
awareness or even influence of the experts themselves .

Cognitive tacit knowledge incorporates implicit mental models, schema and
perceptions which help to make sense of the masses of data we are faced with . This
kind of knowledge indicates how the world is constructed, which elements are centra l
and how the parts are related (Lubit, 2001 ; Smith, 2001). Cognitive tacit knowledge
manifests itself in generalizations, stereotypes, intuition and "common sense "
(Haldin-Herrgard, 2000 ; Lubit, 2001 ; Hedlund et al ., 2003). Consider, again, the cas e
of maintenance worker performing a reparation task . He may use his tacit knowledge
in making sense and using codified explicit knowledge, having an intuitiv e
understanding of what information to focus on and how to prioritize competing
demands (Raelin, 1997 ; Lubit, 2001 ; Haldin-Herrgard, 2000) . Cognitive taci t
knowledge also encompasses attributes such as creativity, sensitivity and emotiona l
intelligence, which often go unrecognized.(Schulz & Jobe, 2001 ; Evans & Kersh,
2004) .

Social tacit knowledge appears in organizational routines, organizational culture an d
collective cognitive schemes (Haldin-Herrgard, 2000) . Some mental models are
shared between the organizational members, for example schemes about the role o f
management, the aims of the organization and the socially acceptable procedures .

THE MATERIAL AND METHODS OF THE STUD Y
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The aim of this study is to understand and describe the nature of tacit knowledge i n
two work contexts, NPP maintenance and NPP technical design . In addition the
prerequisites and potential methods for sharing tacit knowledge are examined . This
paper presents results of a qualitative case study in one nuclear power plant focusing
especially on the nature of tacit knowledge in mechanical maintenance work . The
main research questions are the following :

• What is tacit knowledge in NPP maintenance ?
• How does tacit knowledge manifest itself in the everyday work of maintenance

professionals ?

The data consists of nine thematic interviews and one group discussion . The recorded
interviews were transcribed into text and analyzed using qualitative content analysis .
Due to the qualitative nature of the study, it was not important how many interviewees
expressed similar views, but what qualitatively differing views could be identifie d
from the data .

RESULTS

The analysis of the data revealed that the tacit knowledge in NPP maintenanc e
consists of expertise related to three perspectives on work performance : what, why
and how .

(1) The "what" perspective is cognitive tacit knowledge . It refers to genera l
knowledge about the power plant, its systems, processes and devices . The
maintenance worker has to be able to locate devices and have a systematic view o n
how different processes technically interact with each other at the plant . He must als o
be able to analyze defects and be sensitive about the immediate surroundings of th e
work setting .

(2) The "why" perspective is cognitive tacit knowledge . It refers to knowledge
concerning the reasons for acting in a particular manner . This perspective is closel y
intertwined with safety functions . The maintenance worker needs to understand why
and when systems or devices need to be backed up by safety systems while repairin g
them. He also needs to know which tasks he is allowed to do directly and which nee d
approval from supervisor and/or regulator. In addition, they have to understand th e
meaning of safety regulations .

(3) The "how" perspective is procedural tacit knowledge and forms the most visibl e
part of the maintenance worker's professional expertise . He needs mechanica l
engineering skills in order to repair malfunctions in devices but he also needs to com e
up with ideas on how to develop reparation methods that are reliable and enduring .

The content of tacit knowledge in NPP maintenance is illustrated in figure 1 . The
Diamond model of the figure makes a distinction between tacit and explici t
knowledge, between knowledge that is more or less conscious, and betwee n
knowledge that is/ can be/ cannot be codified into explicit knowledge .
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Figure 1 . The Diamond model of tacit knowledge in NPP Maintenance .

The tacit knowledge consists of cognitive tacit knowledge ("know-that" and "know -
why" knowledge) and of procedural ("know-how") knowledge . It is difficult to codify
procedural tacit knowledge as it is most entwined with bodily actions and routine lik e
procedures whereas cognitive tacit knowledge can be, at least partly, codified an d
verbalized. In addition, we can expect that all explicit knowledge is not codified or th e
documents might not be accessible to all workers . Thus, some of the cognitive tacit
knowledge and explicit knowledge could still be further codified into documents an d
databases. Codified knowledge includes instructions, manuals, regulations, scheme s
and designs. This explicit knowledge is consciously recognized, analyzed an d
.processed .

CONCLUSIONS

In addition to knowing how to perform maintenance tasks (having procedural taci t
knowledge), the maintenance workers have to _understand the "what" and "why "
perspectives of the work, e .g. have appropriate cognitive tacit knowledge on the NP P
systems, processes and devices as well as knowledge on the reasons and background s
for different behaviors . We need to take into account the various aspects of the taci t
knowledge when we are determining the methods and aims for sharing taci t
knowledge between the employees and especially between experts and novices .
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Sharing tacit knowledge is not a new invention but observation and imitation (i .e .
apprenticeship) is probably the oldest method for teaching and learning . The curren t
emphasis on workplace learning, however, further emphasizes this and the idea tha t
people should become more aware and reflective, and hence, potentially more i n
control of what and how they learn (Alred & Garvey, 2000) . Therefore, as learner s
and experts are not passive but actively shape their cognitive and procedural taci t
knowledge (mainly unconsciously), we need to actively involve them into designing
employee training programs and competence development efforts .
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THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION 1/3

• The two types of organizational knowledg e

- explicit knowledge = formal knowledge that can
be normatively created and systematically
articulated, documented and share d

- tacit knowledge = practical knowledge, tha t
manifests itself in action and social practice s

• technical TK - procedural knowledg e
• cognitive TK - implicit mental models, perceptions ,

intuition, creativity
• social TK - organizational culture, routines, norm s

TEKNILLINEN KORKEAKOULU
FIFISINKI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
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THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION 2/ 3

The Distinguishing Features of Tacit Knowledg e

1. Subjective

2. Unconscious

3. Valuable

4. Contextua l

5. Difficult to codify

► very difficult to manage and share

► sharing requires social interaction

TEKNILLINEN KORKEAKOULU
HELSINKI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION 3/ 3

Tacit Nuclear
	 Knowledge

Technical Tacit
Knowledge

Contextual Taci t
Knowledge

-specified
technologica l
competence

- basis on education ,
but accùmulates

through experienc e

TEKNILLINEN KORKEAKOULU
HELSINKI UNIVERS I IY OF TECHNOLOGY

-specific to NPP contex t

-safety procedure s

-applying technology

-interpretation of
standards and

regulation s

Rintala & Kuronen (2005 )
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• Tacit knowledge is in danger to be lost in NPPs due t o
- ageing workforce
- simultaneous retirements of the expert s
- reduction in R&D -activitie s
- reduction in the amount of new students entering the fiel d
- limited learning possibilities at work

• Losing critical, experience based tacit knowledg e
might be a safety ris k

• Research questions :
- What is tacit knowledge in NPP maintenance ?
- What are the prerequisites for sharing tacit nuclear

knowledge ?

TEKNILLINEN KORKEAKOULU
HELSINKI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOG Y

MOTIVATION

RESEARCH APPROACH, METHOD AN D
DATA

• Action research
- identifying the problem
- developing solution(s), improving the practice
- assessing the outcome s

• Empirical case studies
- inductive approac h
- interaction of the data and prior researc h

• Thematic interviews in Finnish NPP' s
- altogether 21 thematic interviews in technica l

-design and maintenance department s
- 2 group discussions
- qualitative content analysis

TEKNILLINEN KORKEAKOULl1
lIIiISINKI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
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RESULTS 1/2: The Diamond Model of Taci t
Knowledge in NPP Maintenance

Conscious
Knowledge

Codified
Knowledge

Knowledge about devices,
systems and processes, NP P
operations in general, locatio n

of devices, "symptoms" of
malfunctions

Cognitive tacit Cognitive tacit
nowledge (Know knowledge

what)

	

(Know why

Understanding of
Safety regulations an d

procedures, instructions .
Knowledge about

maintenance history of
devices .

Codifiabl e
Knowledg e

Unconsciou s
Knowledge

Basic engineenng skills, skills fo r
developing reparation methods

Uncodifiable
Knowledg e

TEKNILLINEN KORKEAKOULU
HELSINKI UNIVERSIY OP TECHNOLOGY
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RESULTS 2/2 : The Prerequisites fo r
Sharing Tacit Nuclear Knowledg e

• The Organizational Factors
- identifying experts
- early recruitmen t
- resources, particularly tim e

• The Situational Factors
- the real context, working together in the fiel d
- communicative, non-judgmental and confidentia l

atmosphere
• The Social Factors

- collaboratio n
- interpersonal relations
- attitudes

► The organizational factors precede the situational
and social factors .

TEKNILLINEN KORKEAKOUI .U
HELSINKI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOIOGY
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

• Tacit knowledge in its different forms an important part of th e
maintenance workers competence and task performanc e

• To perform safely and efficiently one has t o
- have the fundamental know-how concerning maintenance task s
- understand the interconnectedness of NPP processes
- be able to interpret the regulations and instructions

• Sharing tacit nuclear knowledge from experts to novice s
requires
- systematic cooperation and shared responsibility to attain this goa l
- shared experience of task performance between expert and novic e
- reflection and feedbac k

TEKNILLININ KORKEAKOULU
HELSINKI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

Thank You !
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Gsm : +358 50 381 978 3
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Exploring the effect of organizational changes on the safety and reliability of maintenanc e
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Abstract: Maintenance activities have recently been under various restructuring initiatives, aiming at e .g. reduced

costs, increased availability of the machines, better knowledge sharing and increased flexibility . These changes have

been experienced as stressful among the personnel . The effect oforganizational changes on the safety and reliability of

maintenance should be considered and anticipated before the changes are Implemented. The main argument of this

paper is that not only the structural and cultural issues affect the performance and safety ofmaintenance, but also th e

subjective experiences of the work have an effect on performance and thus on the safety and reliability ofmaintenance .

Organizational practices, organizational changes, and also the way the change in question is carried out influence th e

psychological dimensions . Practical examples from change initiatives in Nordic NPP maintenance units are given an d

a model of the indirect influence of organizational change on human performance and subsequently the safety and

reliability ofmaintenance is illustrated.

Introduction

This paper is based on human factors research conducted in national Finnish nuclear safety programs

FINNUS (e .g ., Reiman & Oedewald 2002) and SAFIR (e .g ., Reiman & Oedewald 2004b; Reiman et al .

2004). The research has been conducted by the human factors group at the Technical Research Centre o f

Finland (VTT) . Our research within these programs has aimed at developing a methodology (Contextua l

Assessment of Organizational Culture, CAOC) for assessing the organizational and safety culture at NPPs .

CAOC-methodology has been applied in studying and developing maintenance work at Loviisa, Olkiluoto

and Forsmark NPPs . The aim of the case studies has been to assess how the prevailing maintenance cultur e

supported perceiving and fulfilling the requirements of the maintenance task . Worker interviews have been

conducted at the NPPs. Total of 72 interviews have been made during 2001-2005 . All the interviews hav e

been taped and later transcribed for analysis purposes . The interviewees were from various tasks an d

organizational levels . Maintenance culture and core task (CULTURE)-questionnaire (Reiman & Oedewal d

2004a) has been administered to the three NPPs . Response rates have varied from 60 to 72 percent . Also ,

development and feedback seminars for the maintenance staff have been held with 30 to 100 participants .

Group working with the maintenance experts and managers has been conducted . (Oedewald & Reiman

2003; Reiman & Oedewald 2002, 2004a ; Reiman et al . 2005a)

Maintenance activity at the NPPs is complex, distributed, and difficult to coordinate and control both safel y

and efficiently. Yet it has been surprisingly little studied and developed within the human factors paradigm .

The work activities are very much based on the (unofficial) organization, the proficiency of the personnel

and the culture of maintenance at the particular plant . Due to these features, it is often hard for a singl e

worker to see the big picture and how one's own work contributes to the overall safety and reliability of th e
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plant . Further, the safest and the most efficient way of maintaining the plant and organizing the maintenanc e

activities is not self-evident . Thus maintenance has been organized and reorganized in various ways acros s

the nuclear industry (Bourrier 1999 ; Reiman et al . 2005a, 2005b) .

Ageing plants and equipment (OECD/NEA 2000), the ongoing generation turnover (OECD/NEA 2001), an d

the deregulation of the electricity market (Bier et al. 2001) have been the main drivers in the recen t

organizational changes in maintenance (see also IAEA 2001 ; OECD/NEA 2002) . Maintenance has been a

target for e .g . cost reductions, outsourcing, process re-engineering, and reorganizations . Also, matrix

organizations, multidisciplinary teams and job rotation have been tried . (Sterman et al . 1992, Kovan 2000 ,

Bier et al . 2001 ; Kettunen et al . 2004, Reiman et al . forthcoming) The experiences about the results of th e

changes have been ambiguous, as will be illustrated in this paper .

Organizational factors and organizational changes as a safety ris k

Technological changes have profound influences on the social aspects of work (e .g. power relations ,

interaction, sharing of knowledge), as shown by e .g. Barley (1986, 1996) and Zuboff (1988) . Organizational

changes, such as mergers and acquisitions (Stensaker et al . 2002), outsourcing (Clarke 2003) and

privatization (Cunha & Cooper 2002) have been shown to negatively affect the organizational climate and

employee wellbeing . Changes in work and various organizational changes and the associated uncertaintie s

among the personnel have been found to cause work stress in various work domains (Ashford 1988 ,

Fairbrother & Warn 2003 ; Bordia et al . 2004, Kinman & Jones 2005, p . 110) .

Valtee (2002) studied organizational changes of various magnitudes in seven Finnish hospitals . He found

that 90 percent of the employees' feelings toward the change were "change as a threat", and only 10 were

"change as a positive challenge" . The main sources of negative perceptions were (A) suspicion concernin g

the reasons and explanations for the change initiative (B) worry and sadness over the disruption of a wel l

working community (C) worry about maintaining the quality of the work (D) worry about one's own work ,

its continuity, content, working conditions and workload (E) a concern that conflicts, tension and cliques i n

the organization increase .

In NEA report of a workshop on regulatory issues related to management of changes (OECD/NEA 2002 :

13) it is stated that "Human Resources (HR) issues relating to morale, attitudes, motivation etc . were _

considered to be central to the process of organizational change, but it was difficult to establish their precis e

safety impact" . Human resource management and organizational climate and culture were also the issue s

that were deemed as most important challenges in the context of safety management by NPP managers i n

five European countries (Kettunen et al . in press) . Vicente (2004 : 189) writes that "a technological syste m

won't succeed unless sufficient attention is paid to organizational issues, such as how decisions about safet y

are made in the face of outside pressures ." Also accident investigations have uncovered many organizationa l

(cultural) antecedents of the accidents (Bogart 1989 ; Paté-Cornell 1993 ; Wright 1994; Vaughan 1996 ;

Turner & Pidgeon 1997 ; Snook 2000) . The foundation of an accident might have been laid long ago by a

gradual degradation in the safety margin of the activities, by a drift in the working practices, or by variou s

structural changes in the organization (see also Leveson 2004) .
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There are plenty of indications that organizational changes in the nuclear industry are a potentia l

safety risk. Ramanujam (2003 : 614) argues that the "current explanations of the organizational origins of

accidents understate, or even ignore, the role of organizational change." He shows empirically how

discontinuous change in a financial institution increased latent errors (deviations from procedures and

policies), especially in "high-risk" units such as foreign exchange trading (in contrast to e .g . savings

accounts operations), in which the work was more demanding in nature . The latent errors were identified in

internal audits . Vicente (2004 : 250-269) illustrated how downsizing in the Ministry of Environment in

Ontario, Canada contributed to an accident where poisonous substance was let into a water system at th e

town of Walkertonl .

The safety implications of major organizational changes, especially one's requiring reductions in the numbe r

of plant personnel or other cost reductions (e .g. shortening the time spent for refueling outages) have

received increasing attention in the nuclear industry (IAEA 2001, 2003 ; Bier et al . 2001). Less attention ha s

been devoted to the smaller, more incremental changes in the organizational structures, tools and practices .

These can be e .g . local (subgroup) adaptations to cost pressures or local optimization of working practices t o

facilitate smooth daily work and efficiency (see Rasmussen 1997 ; Snook 2000; Hollnagel 2002) . These are

also organizational changes and being usually nonspecific in duration, less immediate in outcomes and les s

analyzed in possible consequences and interrelations, they area potential source of gradual and unnotice d

drift in practices and culture toward an unsafe condition .

The model of an organization and organizational change in NPP s

Reiman et al . (2005b, forthcoming) have constructed a simplified model of an organization consisting o f

three issue domains; organizational structure, organizational culture and individual person . These domains

reflect the typical issues that are considered in assessments of organizational changes . Nevertheless, these

issues relating to the structure (procedures, technology, quality systems and standards), culture (values,

norms) and individual persons (fatigue, competence) have often been treated separately . For example,

structural issues have been considered, e .g . changes in responsibilities, the updating of the quality system.

Also, cultural issues have received attention, e .g . the effect of changes on working climate and the level of

communication in the change situations . Stress and uncertainty have been considered at the individual level .

We propose that in order to understand the effects of organizational changes on safety, we have to

understand the overall dynamics of the organization including the interactions betwee n

organizational structure, culture and individual persons .

The issues domains are depicted in Table 1 together with dimensions that we have found to have specia l

relevance in change situations . The domains not independent but rather they are overlapping with cultur e

combining and facilitating the interaction between structure and individual .

' There were other contributing factors by other agents, but they were not due to organizational changes, and thu s
beyond the scope of this paper, for details see Vicente (2004 : 250-269) .
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Table 1 . The organizational domains and dimensions that are relevant zn change, from Reiman et al . (forthcoming)

Organizational structure Organizational culture Individual person

Goals Conceptions and assumptions Knowledge of expectation s

The core technology and tools Values and attitudes Meaningfulness of work

Financial resources Norms Experienced control over one's own work

Formal

	

organizational

	

structure

	

and
responsibilities

Practices Sense of personal responsibility

Instructions, formal procedures Climate and communication

We state that one of the most neglected domains in organizational change is the subjective experiences o f

the individual (individual person domain in Table 1) . Thus in this paper we concentrate on explicating th e

psychological dimension of change ; what happens in an individual when organizational structure and/or

organizational culture change . Further, not only the objective individual factors such as fatigue o r

competence are important to consider . We state that the subjective factors such as the perceived

meaningfulness of the work affect the performance on a fundamental level .

When we have assessed organizational changes (see Reiman et al . 2005a,- Oedewald & Reiman this issue) ,

we have concentrated on four psychological dimensions : Knowledge of expectations (role and goal clarity,

and degree to which people feel that goals, tasks and responsibilities are well defined), meaningfulness of

the work (the content and variation of the tasks and the feeling that the work is important and leads t o

personal development), experienced control over one's own work (the degree of personal sense of coping

with the tasks and the demands that they set), and sense of personal responsibility (internal state o f

motivation and a feeling of being personally accountable for the results of one's actions) . These

psychological factors are prerequisites for motivating and effective work and are thus of specia l

relevance in terms of the effects of organizational change on human performance . One should bear in

mind that these are subjective conceptions, and thus not necessarily correlating with "objective" reality . This

does not mean that they cannot lead to objective outcomes . Falsely experienced control (without actual

control) can actually be more dangerous than correctly experienced lack of control . Same thing is true with

e.g. goal clarity, if it is based on a false image of the goals of one's own work . The most important point i s

that these conceptions are "real" to the employees, whatever the "actual" content, significance an d

organizing of their work, or whatever their "actual" level of competence or responsibility in carrying ou t

their tasks .

We argue that organizational changes (both incremental changes and major reorganizations) are a

potential safety risk especially since they have an effect of the above mentioned psychological factor s

that is hard to anticipate before the change is implemented . For example, increased work stress an d

decreased sense of control due to haste or new competence requirements are common phenomena in chang e

situations. So are unclear responsibilities, especially immediately after the organizational change. Also ,

complex organizational structure can "hide" responsibility and safety significance of one's own work,

further reducing the perceived meaningfulness of one's own work and sense of personal responsibility ove r
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it . In Figure 1, the model of the indirect influence of organizational change on human performance is shown .

Changes affect the individual person through the existing practices and culture (1-3), and changes in th e

psychological factors can lead to changes in performance (4) . This performance in turn can affect th e

organizational culture for better or for worse (5) .

Change

	

Performance

or

	

5 4

Organizational
structure

Organizationa l
culture

Individua l
person2 3

•goal s

•technology, tool s

•financial resources

•formal structure

•instructions ,
formal procedures

•assumptions and
conceptions

•values, attitudes

•norms

•practices

•climate

•knowledge of
expectation s

•meaningfulness of
the work

•sense of contro l

•sense of persona l
responsibility

Figure 1 . Model of the Indirect influence of organizational change on human performance . Numbers depict the timeline of th e

influence. Change can affect first either the structure or the culture . The former is usually planned change, the latter Incremental

change (migration or drift) in practices and assumptions . (Adapted partly from Reiman et al . forthcoming)

Not all change in nuclear power plants is inherently bad or risky. Organizational changes can bring into

surface issues in the organizational culture that are taken-for-granted, and facilitate their questioning . But,

especially small incremental changes inside the organization can change assumptions and reinforce th e

taken-for-granted aspects of the culture even though they are no longer relevant in the current workin g

environment . The organizational culture and especially its various subcultures can drift in a direction that i s

not optimal on the long run from the perspective of the whole organization . The assumptions and practices

that are formed are not questioned before a crisis of some sort occurs (Turner & Pidgeon 1997 ; Seeger et . al .

2005). Still, even these changes in culture are usually facilitated by changes in the psychological factors .

This paper concentrates on the relation of the changes in the structure and in the culture to th e

individual person, and the subsequent changes in the performance of the individual . Other relations ,

such as the effect of individuals on culture and structure, are tackled only briefly .

Evidence from changes at Nordic maintenance organization s

Changing the organizational structure and organizational practices always requires time and energy and on e

has to prepare for a temporary downswing in the effectiveness of the work . In a complex environment i t

takes time to learn the new structure . Next we will present some case examples from our studies where th e

effectiveness of the maintenance work has clearly been threatened . In this paper we do not consider ho w

these examples have reflected to e .g . the number of events and incidents at the corresponding plants . Instead

we try to illustrate how the changes can affect the performance of the individuals at the organization .
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In a Nordic NPP maintenance unit the number of late failure repairs rose dramatically after reorganization .

This was hypothesized to be due to e .g. unclear responsibilities (no-man's-areas) and lowered goal clarit y

and sense of personal responsibility ("not my fault repair") . After a couple of years the responsibilities ha d

become much clearer, and the personnel actually reported that the working climate and organizational goal s

were clearer than before the change . Sense of control was somewhat lowered though, as measured by th e

CULTURE survey (Reiman & Oedewald 2004a) . This could be due to the increased cost pressure and the

slight decrease in the number of personnel after the organizational change . (Personal correspondence)

In one maintenance organization, a technician noted that due to the increase in bureaucracy and various

control mechanisms, one is not tempted to notify the small equipment defects that one might spot, since it

leads to a massive paper work on the part of the informant . An incremental change in the organizationa l

structure (increase in control mechanisms) had lowered the technician's sense of personal responsibilit y

over one's own work (numbers 1-3 in Figure 1) . Thus, he felt no longer personal responsibility over th e

condition of the plant and acted accordingly (the fourth arrow in Figure 1) . (Personal correspondence)

Reiman et al . (2005a, b) conducted a case study in a Nordic nuclear power plant maintenance unit that had

undergone a major reorganization . The unit had replaced a traditional line organization with a matri x

structure. They (Ibid.) found that change had made it more difficult to structure the communication in th e

unit . Due to confusion in the organizational structure, the technicians emphasized the meaning of face-to -

face communication over formal structure . The current maintenance organization evoked mixed feelings .

Many found the matrix form confusing. On the other hand, there were also signs that the new organizatio n

had led to a broader scope of work tasks and to positive challenges in one's work . On the downside there

were indications that the new maintenance organization had led to negative changes in the perceive d

ownership for the technology - previously the maintenance organization had been separate for each station .

Indications of a general cost pressure that affected the maintenance organization were also found : "it is tal k

about costs all the time" and "costs have got a too high focus" . Clearly, the change in the structure had

affected all the individual psychological dimensions of the work (Table 1) in ways that had not been full y

anticipated . Due to e .g. the above mentioned problems, it was decided to change some aspects of th e

organisation a couple of years after the reorganization. One of the most important changes was to replace th e

matrix organisation with a more traditional line organization .

	

_

In one organizational change in a Nordic NPP, more responsible jobs and vacancies had been arranged fo r

younger employees in order to facilitate the change of generation and decrease the turnover of younger

employees . In terms of transfer of information and tasks the impacts of this arrangement were perceived t o

be negative . While young employees had been appointed to new positions in the organisation, a number o f

older employees felt somehow marginalised . They felt that there was no desire to utilise their experience ,

and as a result their motivation to e .g . share knowledge was weak (Reiman et al . 2005b) . Their sense of

personal responsibility over the plant and their felt meaningfulness of the work had clearly suffered . This in

turn affected their performance toward the younger employees and possibly also their performance i n

general .
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Reiman et al . (2005b) found implications that organizational changes as such do not seem to affect the

safety climate or safety culture as defined by the employees valuing safety . Instead, the changes affect more

the psychological dimensions of work, such as meaningfulness of work and sense of control . Changes that

seem to endanger safety are experienced as highly stressful, especially since safety remains highly valued .

So called resistance to change can thus actually be genuine commitment to safety . Still, incidents can be

caused by e.g. unclear organizational structures, degradation in the communication climate at th e

organization, or low sense of control among the workers . Also, if changes lead to e.g. lowered sense of

personal responsibility as in some of the examples given above, the resulting performance can be such tha t

safety issues are not given so much attention . This is due to the fact that the employee no longer feels

personal responsibility over the safety of the plant or over the results of one's own work .

Overall, we have found plenty of indications that the content of the individual jobs is gradually (an d

incrementally) changing in maintenance work . Especially the role of foremen has shifted from participatin g

in the field work to supervision of work from the computer, planning the work and analyzing dat a

concerning the machinery. This change has evoked mixed feelings (Reiman et al . 2005a) . Some foremen

were afraid of losing the touch to the field work and to their workers and the equipment . However, the

enriched and more analytically oriented job content has been experienced as challenging by some . It wa s

speculated, however, that the quality of the daily work planning could suffer on the long run because th e

foremen do not have the same touch to the field anymore . The current focus on strategic optimization and

new information technology can threaten the traditional conception of proficiency (based on handicraft

skills and practical experience) among the personnel (both technicians and foremen) . The new expectations

created by the new technology are not congruent with the old cultural conceptions of a skilled worker . The

personnel do not want to see the machinery as merely numbers on a computer screen or data base, but a s

concrete objects to work and play with (cf. Zuboff 1988, Orr 1996) . New technologies, the new forms of

organizing work (e .g . outsourcing, matrix organizations) and new maintenance strategies (e .g . condition

monitoring, predictive maintenance) are thus not only changing the structure, but also the nature an d

requirements of the maintenance work . Thus, they affect how the personnel experience and perceive their

work (cf. Figure 1) .

Conclusions

The main argument of this paper was that the subjective experiences of the work have an effect on

performance and thus on the safety and reliability of maintenance . Organizational practices ,

organizational changes and also the way the change in question is carried out influence the psychological

dimensions . These dimensions can thus be at least partly controlled if they are monitored and considered

more carefully by the management . Effective management of changes requires communication of both th e

goals and the methods of change to the personnel . Especially critical is the communication of the reasons fo r

the change, the new responsibilities, and the means for guaranteeing safety in the new organizationa l

structure. The degradation in the psychological factors can in the worst case lead to e .g. bypassing
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procedures, wrong work habits and routines, and careless actions . Both the ability and the will to carry ou t

the maintenance task are thus weakened .

Structural and cultural issues affect the individual, but the influence goes to the other direction also .

Weakened sense of control among a lot of employees can gradually lead to avoidant and self-defensiv e

culture (arrow 5 in Figure 1), and this in turn can eventually influence for example procedures that are take n

into use, or the choice of tools deemed necessary to carry out the task . These kinds of influences have been

depicted by e .g . Vicente (2004), Rasmussen (1997) and Snook (2000) . Vicente (2004: 276) writes further

that "accidents in complex technological systems don't usually occur because of an unusual action or an

entirely new, one-time threat to safety. Instead, they result from a systematically induced migration in work

practices combined with an odd event or coincidence that winds up revealing the degradation in safety that

has been steadily increasing all the while" . Snook (2000) concludes on the basis of his extensive accident

analysis of a shoot down of two friendly helicopters in Iraq airspace that one of the reasons for the acciden t

was what he calls practical drift of the practices . He writes : "practical drift is the slow steady uncoupling o f

practice from written procedure" where "locally practical actions within subgroups gradually drift awa y

from originally established procedures-those conservatively written rules designed to handle the worst-cas e

condition when subunits are tightly coupled" (Ibid : 194). These changes are incremental and not usuall y

perceived as changes at all ; they are part of the everyday work . This makes them especially difficult to

explicitly manage .

In summary, maintenance activities have been under various restructuring initiatives in addition to

continuous incremental change due to new technologies, ageing plants etc . These changes have been

experienced as causing stress and uncertainty among the workers . Also, changes have lead to e .g . lowered

sense of control, goal unclarity and lowered sense of personal responsibility over one's work . Personnel' s

experiences are not merely resistance to change ; they are also genuine worry about the safety implications of

the changes (Reiman et al . 2005a) . The paradox is that if the safety worry of the personnel is not dealt wit h

adequately, it can lead to degradation in the psychological prerequisites of effective work (Table 1 an d

Figure 1), thus endangering safety. The psychological factors of work should be more carefully taken int o

account in the change initiatives in the nuclear industry .
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Exploring the effect of organizational changes on

the safety and reliability of maintenance

Teemu Reiman and Pia Oedewal d

Data collected from Nordic NPP maintenance units

• Worker interviews at three plants, total of 72 one hour interviews, al l
taped and transcribed (various tasks and organizational levels )

• Maintenance culture and core task (CULTURE)-questionnaire a t
three plants, total of 460 responses

• Development and feedback seminars for the maintenance staff
• Project-group meetings with maintenance experts from the NPPs
• Researcher meetings with Swedish colleagues

• The findings of this presentation are based on organizational cultur e
assessments in three Nordic NPP maintenance units and on othe r
data collected from four Nordic NPP maintenance units (Reiman e t
al . forthcoming)
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Introduction, maintenance work

• Maintenance activity at NPPs is complex, distributed, and difficult to
coordinate and control safely and efficiently . Despite this it has bee n
quite little studied and developed within the human factors paradig m

the work activities are very much based on the (unofficial) organization ,
the proficiency of the personnel and the culture of maintenanc e
it is very hard for the single worker to see the big picture
the safest and most efficient way maintaining the plant is not self-eviden t

• Maintenance has been organized (and reorganized) in various ways
• At the same time, maintenance has been the major target for cos t

reductions, outsourcing, process reengineering and reorganization s
• The changes have targeted the above mentioned challenge s

(management of the complex, efficiency, standardization of wor k
practices)

• The experiences about the results of the changes have been ambiguou s

Introduction, organizational change s

• Organizational changes have been shown to cause e .g . wor k
stress, increase in uncertainty among the personnel and eve n
increase in the number of errors they make

• There are plenty .of indications that organizational changes in the
nuclear industry are a potential safety risk .

• Organizational structure, organizational culture, and individua l
person are typical dimensions that are considered in chang e
situations

• These have been treated quite separatel y
• The individual dimension and the interrelations between th e

dimensions have not received enough attentio n
• In order to understand the effects of organizational changes o n

safety, we have to understand the overall dynamics of th e
organization including the interactions between organizationa l
structure, culture and individual person s
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Changes and performance

• The psychological factors are prerequisites for motivating and effectiv e
work and are thus of special relevance in terms of the effects o f
organizational change on human performance . Subjective factors such a s
the perceived meaningfulness of the work affect the performance on a
fundamental leve l

• Organizational changes (both incremental changes and majo r
reorganizations) are a potential safety risk especially since they have a n
effect on the psychological factors that is hard to anticipate

• increased work stress in change situations and decreased sense of contro l
due to haste and new competence requirement s

• unclear responsibilities especially immediately after the organizational chang e

• complex organizational structure can "hide" responsibility and safet y
significance of one's own work

• Changing the organizational structure takes energy and one always has to
prepare for a temporary downswing in the effectiveness- of the work (i n
complex environment it takes time to learn the new structure )

Model of the indirect influence of organizational change on human performance .

Numbers depict the timeline of the influence . Change can affect first either the structure or the
culture. The former is usually planned change, the latter incremental change (migration or drift )
in practices and assumptions. (Adapted partly from Reiman et al. forthcoming)
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Survey question :
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Mean score in four psychological dimensions (scale 1-6 )
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Conclusions

• Subjective experiences of the work have an effect on performance an d
thus on the safety and reliability of maintenance

• Structural and cultural issues affect the individual, but the influence goe s
to the other direction also .

• Vicente (2004, p . 276): "accidents in complex technological systems
don't usually occur because of an unusual action or an entirely new ,
one-time threat to safety . Instead, they result from a systematically
induced migration in work practices combined with an odd event o r
coincidence that winds up revealing the degradation in safety that ha s
been steadily increasing all the while "

• Personnel's experiences are not merely resistance to change ; they are
also genuine worry about the safety implications of the change s

• The paradox is that if the safety worry of the personnel is not dealt wit h
adequately, it can lead to degradation in the psychological prerequisites of
effective work, thus endangering safety

• The psychological factors of work should be more carefully taken int o
account in the change initiatives in the nuclear industr y
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Abstract

Virtual reality (VR) technology can provide realistic, interactive simulations of maintenance
tasks, the equipment used and the surroundings . In this way, VR offers a safe environment fo r
practicing maintenance tasks and for maintenance planning . VR technology has the potential to
reduce human errors and increase efficiency and safety. In order to pinpoint application area s
where VR technology is most useful, and in order to test and verify the technological solutions
applied, research is needed . The research should focus on methods and technology that can be
applied to ensure improved human performance .

At the OECD Halden Reactor Project, studies have been performed to test and verify VR tool s
that can be used in maintenance activities . The studies have focused on using VR for learnin g
maintenance tasks and learning the radiation distribution in the work area; using augmented
reality (AR) for presenting radiation information to workers in real time ; and how VR
technology can be used to improve communication with field operators . This paper will present
the main results from these studies, discuss the results, and provide further examples of ho w
VR technology can be used to improve human performance in maintenance .

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Virtual reality

Virtual reality (VR) has been defined as "a computer system used to create an artificial worl d
in which the user has the impression of being in that world and with the ability to navigate
through the world and manipulate objects in the world " [1] . VR technology can be used to
create realistic, three-dimensional simulations of work areas and equipment, also calle d
virtual environments (VEs) . These simulations are qualitatively different from othe r
representations used for planning or training, e .g . technical drawings or textual procedure
descriptions . VEs provide information that the user can relate to directly, without having t o
interpret drawings or translate text descriptions into mental images . This kind of information
is clear, illustrative, and easy to comprehend. Other advantages of VR are that the virtua l
environment can be explored from the point of view of someone inside that environment, and
the user can interact with both the environment and objects within it . This produces a hands -
on experience with the virtual environment that, in important ways, mimics the experience o f
being in the real setting .

Within the nuclear industry, high levels of radiation prevent personnel from accessing th e
containment while the reactor is running . Dose-rate limitations also limit the amount of time
that can be spent in the containment during reactor shutdown periods . For these reasons, VR
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can be a valuable substitute for spending time in the nuclear installation itself, for training ,
planning and other purposes.

1.2 The need for improvements in human and organisational factors

Failures related to human and organisational factors have been identified as contributing to a
considerable proportion of incidents in nuclear installations . Such failures made up 48% of
events reported in the IAEAINEA Incident Reporting System [2] . Previous NEA reports hav e
presented studies seeking to identify causes of incidents or failures in nuclear power plant s
related to human and organisational factors [3, 4] . One study identified the main root cause s
of human factor related Common Cause Failures [3] . Some of the identified failure causes wer e
communication deficiencies, over reliance on skills and knowledge, and lack of awareness o f
personnel . In another study, incidents related to maintenance work during outage periods
were analysed [4] . The author found that the dominant causal factors were related to
individual characteristics and inadequate work planning . Of the factors related to individual
characteristics, half were categorised as insufficient work performance capability, and withi n
this category, the main causes were insufficient experience and insufficient expertise . Within
the category "inadequate work planning", the main causes were inadequate procedure / wor k
drawing, inappropriate change of planning, and inadequate initial planning .

Corrective measures suggested to prevent some of the failures related to human an d
organisational factors are improvements in training, communication, and planning [3, 4] . It is
the belief of the OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP) that VR can be a tool -to contribute t o
improvements in these three areas, and studies conducted by the HRP give support to thi s
belief. Several VR tools have been developed and tested by the HRP within the areas of
procedure training, radiation visualisation, communication support, outage planning, an d
decommissioning planning .

2. VR RESEARCH AT THE OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJEC T

2.1 Research focus

The Halden Virtual Reality Centre (HVRC) section of the HRP aims to provide expertise and
an advanced facility for the development of VR-based tools to meet various industry needs .

Research is done to evaluate the various VR tools developed by the HVRC section . The unique
combination of VR programmers, VR model builders, and human factors / experimentalis t
expertise in combination with experts in the nuclear field allows the HRP to carry out studie s
to validate the VR tools against the real world . The VR tools are tested experimentally using
realistic tasks and settings . A close cooperation with customers and end users help to ensur e
that the tools produced provide the required functionality . Since these tools are meant to b e
used by workers in the process control industry, they must be designed for the intended users .
Therefore, personnel representative of potential users of the technology are used in th e
research studies . The studies provide information about the usefulness and quality of the VR -
based tools - do the tools meet the needs of the task, are they efficient and easy to use, and d o
they benefit real users in nuclear industry? The studies also help to identify which applicatio n
areas are most suited for the use of VR tools . The studies provide valuable input for improving
the tools, in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and usability . These factors are all important to
meeting the goal of building usable, effective products.
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2.2 Research facilitie s

VR studies at the HRP have been performed in the MTO lab and in the Halden Boiling Wate r
Reactor (HBWR). The MTO lab consists of Halden Man-Machine Laboratory (HAMMLAB) an d
the VR lab, which are located together, separated by a movable wall . It is possible to use the
two labs together in experiments . HAMMLAB is a flexible, adaptable, control centre whose
equipment and functions can be manipulated to produce different experimental conditions .
The VR lab also offers great flexibility to be suited for different studies . It has a permanent
wide large screen and projectors that can show images in stereo . In addition, several display
types and VR technologies may be set up in the lab . The MTO lab also has multiple facilitie s
for collecting data during experiments, including audio and video recordings, computer log s
and eye-tracking data .

Sometimes experiments are performed at the HBWR . This provides a highly realistic setting
and real NPP operators for testing out new VR tools and concepts .

3. MAINTENANCE-RELATED VR STUDIES AT THE OECD HALDEN REACTO R
PROJECT

3.1 Procedure trainin g

For complex or safety-related maintenance operations, training on the operation beforehand
can give personnel a better insight into the operation, improve the execution of tasks, and thu s
help reduce human errors . VR can support a training situation where personnel can ste p
through the operation safely, away from radiation exposure and independent of acces s
restrictions in the real plant .

In a virtual environment, the work area and the equipment used can be simulated . This give s
the opportunity to practice planned tasks by interacting with the computer-generate d
environment . Using VR, each person involved in the operation can rehearse the tasks at his o r
her own pace, and repeat the more difficult parts of the operation . Additionally, the
maintenance team can go through the operation together by displaying the VE on a larg e
screen .

For maintenance work in the nuclear industry, an important goal is reducing radiation
exposure. Workers need to be trained to perform their tasks quickly and efficiently t o
minimize their time in the radioactive area, thus limiting their exposure . This requires that
workers become familiar with the area in which they will work, and the tasks they wil l
perform. Another important issue is maintenance during outages . In this situation, it i s
important that maintenance operations run smoothly and without errors, so that tim e
schedules are met . Training in VR may help accomplish this goal .

A study performed at HVRC evaluated the use of VR for teaching a maintenance procedure i n
a VR model of a nuclear power plant [5] . Two types of training were evaluated - procedura l
and assembly . The procedural training involved learning the steps of a control rod change-ou t
procedure . The purpose of the assembly training was to learn how the control rod equipmen t
was assembled, and how the different parts of the equipment were related to each other . The
study also evaluated different VR display technology types in terms of their ability to support
different types of learning. VR systems are available in a variety of formats, ranging fro m
desktop VR to fully immersive head-mounted displays. The motivation for evaluating different
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technology types was to examine which technology type best supports specific types of

training. The VR systems included two desktop types (monoscopic and stereoscopic view), a

large screen display, and a head-mounted display. Learning was assessed in terms of objectiv e

task performance . Retention and transfer of training were evaluated for procedural learnin g

one day after the training by presenting pictures from the real plant and asking th e

participants to recall the procedure. Findings were that VR-based training was effective fo r

both procedural and assembly training . In both training conditions, participant performance

improved significantly throughout the training sessions . The retention and transfer of training

test indicated that participants would be able to apply their learning in the real setting.

Furthermore, technology type did not matter for procedural or assembly knowledge . Objective

performance, by the end of the training session, was equivalent across display technology

types in all of these learning conditions . On the other hand, retention and transfer of trainin g

appeared to be better supported by stereoscopic displays, particularly the large scree n

stereoscopic display .

3.2 Visualization and learning of radiation information

Three studies have been performed by the Halden Reactor Project to investigate th e

presentation and learning of radiation information . Two of these were VR studies . The third

used augmented reality (AR); radiation information was presented on a see-through head -

mounted display, so for the viewer the information seemed to be super-imposed on the real

environment. All three studies used computer-generated radiation maps presented on a

display. The maps could have different levels of elevation, where high 'peaks ' represented high

levels of radiation and 'valleys ' represented low levels . The maps also used colours to represent

different radiation levels . In the VR studies, the maps were visualised either in a VR model o f
the HBWR reactor hall, or in a separate window next to the VR model . In the AR study, the

maps were presented as overlays over the real view of the reactor hall .

The first study compared learning of radiation information and routes in a virtual
environment with learning the same information and routes using paper maps . This study also
evaluated the effects of active versus passive learning in VEs [6] . In the VE conditions ,
radiation information was presented as a colour-coded three-dimensional topographical map .
In the real world condition, radiation information was shown as a two-dimensional colour-
coded map on paper . The results of the study were that the active-learning VR condition
resulted in better performance than the other two conditions . Specifically, this was shown by
higher radiation awareness in the active-learning VR condition than the paper map condition ,
and better route learning in the active-learning VR condition than in the passive-learning V R
condition. This study showed that VR can be better than other types of representations, an d
points out the importance of actively exploring and interacting with the VE to get a good
training effect .

The second study [7] used AR to present the radiation visualisation on a see-through head -
mounted display (HMD) when the participants were in the actual reactor hall . The
visualisation was updated according to the position and head movements of the participant i n
the reactor hall . Using only visual presentation of radiation information was compared to a
situation where participants had visual information in addition to audio and vibrations t o
represent radiation levels . The audio and vibrations were direction-specific and increased

when the participant moved towards an increasing radiation level . A control group was
presented with paper-based information about levels of radiation . The results indicated that

the operators ' awareness of radiation was the same after using the AR system as for th e
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control group . There was no significant difference between the map group and the grou p
presented with AR, sound, and vibrations . The auditory and haptic information presente d
seemed to have a positive effect on the operators' radiation awareness. Participants agree d
that the visual presentation was a good way of displaying radiation information . A general
negative comment was that areas with high radiation, i .e . the 'peaks', obstruct the view of
lower peaks behind them . It was also difficult to get an impression of depth and to judge th e
relationship between the real environment and the augmented display .

The participants in the first study commented that they would have liked to have the radiatio n
visualization in the same window as the VR model of the reactor hall, so it would be easier t o
see exactly where in the model there was high and low radiation . This was included in the
third study, which compared two different ways of presenting radiation information in VR [8] .
One of the presentation forms was a flat radiation map with different colours for different
levels of radiation . The other was a topographic map, where radiation levels were
distinguished both by colour and by the elevation of the map . The efficiency of the maps for
learning radiation information, and subjective preferences was assessed . The results indicate d
that the maps were each suited for different kinds of use . The flat radiation seemed a better
way to present radiation information if the purpose is to learn the general layout of radiatio n
within a whole area . It was slightly more efficient for learning the radiation layout . On the
other hand, it seemed that the topographic map was better for pointing out locations wit h
peaks in the radiation . This could be useful in e.g. emergency situations .

These studies show that VR can be used successfully to visualize radiation and to learn abou t
the radiation distribution within nuclear installations . This can in turn lead to reduced
radiation exposure.

3.3 Communication support and guidance to personne l

In many situations, collaboration is necessary between workers located in different places, e .g .
between a central control room and plant floor personnel . In these situations, the risk of
misunderstandings and errors is present due to a lack of common context or a commo n
understanding of the relevant task or situation. When one does not see each other, or what th e
other person is referring to, it can be easy to misunderstand or be confused . A tool to help
establish a common ground between people communicating from different locations could be a
useful support in maintenance operations, and may make it easier to give guidance acros s
distance . This may help to identify problems and take action before they lead to failures .

A tool for communication support and guidance for distantly located personnel has been teste d
in a HRP study of teamwork in future nuclear installations [9] . The study looked specifically at
the communication between a control room operator and two field operators . The tool tested i n
the study used VR models to present the same context for all communication partners . The
field operator 's position could be shown in a VR model of the plant for the control room
operator, or to other field operator . This allowed the other personnel to see where the fiel d
operator was and what equipment was nearby . The tool proved helpful to support
communication between personnel in different locations . The results of the study indicated
that the technology made the personnel feel closer to each other, and that it made them mor e
aware of what the other person was doing. Specifically, the operators used the shared context
that the VR model provided to help each other locate objects, help each other perform
diagnosis or problem solving, or just to check where the other operator was or what he/she wa s
doing .
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4. OTHER APPLICATION AREAS FOR VR IN MAINTENAC E

The VR application areas described in this chapter are areas that have not yet been teste d
empirically by the HRP, but where the HRP or IFE (Institute for Energy Technology - th e
research institute that is leading the HRP) have developed VR tools or is planning to do som e
research work .

4.1 Work planning.

Inadequate work planning has been identified as a dominant causal factor for incident s
related to maintenance work during outage periods .

During the last years, an important activity at HVRC has been the development of V R
software for use in decommissioning of nuclear facilities [10] . It is hoped that use of VR
technology in the planning process may prove beneficial both with regards to minimizing th e
workers' radiation exposure as well as in helping to achieve efficient use of manpower and t o
reduce maintenance errors and incidents . VR can also be a valuable tool in the dismantling
phase .

In addition to this, VR provides the decommissioning project team with an effective medium i n
presentations to the public as well as for communicating with relevant engineers and licensin g
authorities . The most extensive IFE VR decommissioning project is at present the VRdos e
project, conducted in cooperation with the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC) .
VRdose will be used in the decommissioning of one of JNC 's reactors, the Fugen Nuclear
Power Station .

IFE is also cooperating with Electricité de France (EDF) to develop a VR system for help i n
outage planning and performance . This tool will help visualise maintenance operations ,
moving of large equipment, placement of equipment in the plant to check available space, an d
plan the coordination of operations needed . The tool can also be used for documentation and
reference during the outage operation, e .g . to check the current state of the reactor building .

4.2 Risk visualisation

While the visualisation methods used for radiation visualisation are closely related to thos e
used in the field of scientific visualisation, the general concept of visualising usefu l
information about objects and areas in a three-dimensional environment is proposed to be
explored further, together with its applicability for both VR and wearable AR applications .

An underlying goal of radiation visualisation is to visualise the risk that a operator takes i n
working in a radioactive environment, and thus enable the operato r 's health risk to be reduced
though better informed decision making. Risk, however, can be presented in a number of ways ,
ranging from the visualisation of measured or modelled physical parameters, such as radiatio n
or heat levels, or the area within which particular care must be taken to move a piece of heav y
machinery, to the display of statistical risk information associated with operation of a plant, or
the reliability of plant components and equipment . It is possible to connect a VR model of th e
plant to risk/safety calculations for real-time plant data input to the VR model . VR can provid e
an intuitive visualisation of risk factors in the plant . This application area of VR should b e
further developed and experimentally tested.
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4.3 Work visualisation

In addition to giving the opportunity to practice the execution of maintenance procedures, V R
also may be very helpful in visualizing procedures to maintenance personnel . Inadequate work
drawings or procedures have been identified as one of the main causes of incidents related t o
maintenance work [4] . VR can be a better way of representing work procedures than textua l
descriptions and work drawings to show exactly how an operation is performed. This way o f
visualizing the procedure may reduce misunderstandings and prevent errors during execution ,
e .g . omission errors .

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented several application areas where VR technology may lead to improve d
nuclear plant maintenance. Studies performed at the OECD Halden Reactor Project hav e
shown that VR is useful for procedure training, for visualising radiation information an d
improving radiation awareness, and for supporting communication between control room and
field operators . Other potential application areas for VR in maintenance have also bee n
described. VR can be a powerful tool to improve human performance in maintenance .
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OECD Halden Reactor Project

n Lead by Institute for Energy
Technology, Norway' s
second largest research
institute

n International research o n
safety
under OECD/NEA
administratio n

n 18 member countries (2005 )

n More than 100 participatin g
organisation s
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Halden Virtual Reality Centre
(1996)

(Control Room)

	

(Decommissioning)

	

(Maintenanc e
Design

	

Planning

	

Operations )
Traihmg

Virtual reality (VR)
n VR can provide realistic, three-dimensional simulations of:

♦ Work area and equipmen t
♦ Work tasks

♦ Hazards
n Virtual environments provide information that is clear,

illustrative and easy to comprehend .
n VR is interactive . The user can explore and interact with the

environment .
n VR is an invaluable advantage when it Is not favourable to

perform training in the real reactor .
♦ No radiation exposure
♦ No restricted access to the environment
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Why use virtual reality (VR) in
maintenance?
n Human and organisational factors is a significan t

contribution to incidents in nuclear installation s
(48%, NEA 2004) .

n Corrective measures suggested to preven t
human errors :
♦ Improved training
♦ Improved communication
♦ Improved plannin g

n VR tools may produce improvements in thes e
areas .
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Maintenance training stud y
n Main questions : is VR training effective ?
n What makes it effective - does the technology type matter ?

♦ VR technology available in a variety of formats and diverse
range of costs

♦ What is good enough ?

n Types of trainin g
♦ Maintenance procedure learning :

step by ste p
♦ Assembly learning :

how equipment is put
togethe r

n Other training factors
♦ Short term learnin g
♦ Longer term retention / transfer of training (tested after 24 hrs )

n Training based on actual maintenance procedure at the HBWR:
Control station change-ou t

Maintenance training study: details

Head mounted displa y
(HMD) -
with and withou t
orientation tracking

n Objective performance measure s
♦ Procedure - errors, help, tim e

♦ Retention / transfer - recall errors
♦ Assembly - drawing tas k
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Maintenance procedure
learning : Results

Learning across active training sessions in the
different technology types, short-term learning

2

	

3

Active training sessions

Objective performanc e

Learned across trials :
errors, help acces s
reduced

For short-term learning :
all technology types
equally effective

Deskt . mono
Deskt . stere o

T Large screenE HMD

Retention and transfer o f
training Results
Errors made during talk-through for each technology

type

Objective performanc e

Best in the stereoscopic
large screen conditio n

Worst in the tracked
head-mounted displa y
condition (HMD)

Overall trend : bette r
performance in th e
stereo conditions
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Assembly learning - Results

Recall of the assembly - drawings

Objective performance

Clear learning effect

No difference across
technology type s

Summary of-results

n All VR technologies provided effective training -
procedure errors dropped, assembly drawing s
improved, training transferre d

n Short term procedural learning : no difference
between technology types

n Assembly learning : no difference betwee n
technology types

n Retention and transfer of training - stereoscopi c
large screen display bes t
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Radiation visualisation studies
n Three studies conducted to

investigate visualisation of
radiation information .

n Can VR be used to learn
about the radiation
distribution in the work area?

n How to best present thi s
information ?

n Can be used to reduc e
radiation doses in
maintenance operations .

Three radiatià n
visualisation studies

n Study I : active / passive
learning

♦ Compared learning radiatio n
using active VR training ,
passive VR training an d
paper map training .

♦ Tested "Radiatio n
awareness "

♦ Results :
Active VR training was best

for learning radiatio n
information
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Three radiatio n
visualisation studies
n Study II : Radiation visualisation using augmented

reality

♦ Radiation information presented on see-throug h
head-mounted display, in addition to sound an d
vibrations

♦ Results : Including

sound and vibration s

helped get a bette r

impression of
the radiatio n

distribution

Three radiatio n
visualisation studie s

Purpose of the
study:
• Investigate the
effectiveness of th e
two maps related to
learning radiation
information .

• Investigate the
usability of the
maps .

Good for quickly pointin g
out locations with hig h
radiation (e .g in
emergencies )

The peaks'in the map
can hide other parts of
the map, or other objects
in the VR model

n Study Ill : Comparison of two ways of presenting radiatio n
information

Good for getting an
overview of radiation in a
larger area
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Lessons learned from radiatio n
visualisation studies
n VR training should be active - the use r

must explore to learn .
n It is good to present information in differen t

modalities at the same time - vision, audio
and vibrations .

n Different visualisations have differen t
advantages and disadvantages . Must be
adapted to the task .

Communication study : Informatio n
support and guidance to personne l

n Study investigatin g
teamwork in a future
advanced reactor with
VR technology fo r
communicatio n
between operators .

n Field operators
represented in a V R
model of the nuclear
plant .
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Result : improved communicatio n
between the operators

Each field operator had access to the other fiel d
operator's view of the VR model .

How did viewing the other operators in MR influence collaboration?

The operators used the VR view to :
n Help each other locate object s
n Check where the other operator was o r

what he/she was doing
n Help each other do diagnosis or problem

solving .
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Work plannin g
n VR based tool developed by IFE fo r

planning and administration o f
decommissioning or maintenance
operations
♦ Work simulation
♦ Dose-rate visualisation
♦ Occupational dose calculatio n

n Used in decommisioning at Fugen
Nuclear Power Station, Japan
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Outage planning

n A high level of availability is essential for nucelar power
plants .

n Improving the effectiveness and quality of outag e
operations has both economical and safety-relate d
advantages :

n Improved planning in outage operations can increas e
quality and effectiveness .

♦ Reduce maintenance errors and time used for th e
operation .

n A tool for outage planning is being developed by IF E
and EDF . A prototype has been developed by EDF .

Outage planning too l
The tool can be used to :

n visualise maintenance operation s
n visualise placement of equipment in the plan t
n coordinate operation s
n document the work (e .g . to chec k

the current state of the reactor building )
n transfer knowledge between plants
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Risk visualisatio n
n Visualise different kinds of risks in th e

plant
♦Radiation / Heat / Ga s
♦

	

Statistical risk information
Reliability of component s
Risks related to work operations (e .g. when
moving heavy equipment )

n VR models can also be useful to identify
risks.
♦Gives a representation of the plant tha t

triggers tacit knowledge .

Conclusion

n VR tools can help improve maintenance i n
nuclear power plant s
♦ Training

♦ Communicatio n
♦ Planning
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Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance : Improving Human and Organisational Performance

	

1 .0

	

Background

Human and organisational factors have been shown to make a significant contribution to nuclear plan t
incidents . Of particular concern is the impact of these factors on the planning, managing and deliverin g
plant maintenance and testing activities (Preischl ; Périnet and Rousseau ; Makino; Laakso) . Errors during
maintenance may not always be revealed by commissioning tests and may remain undetected for extende d
periods until the affected system is called upon to function . Due to potential safety consequences of
undetected maintenance errors, it is prudent to consider how to defend against the incidence of errors or
mitigate their effects.

The OECD/NEA/CSNI Special Experts' Group on Human and Organisational Factors (SEGHOF) i s
tasked to improve the current understanding of human and organisational performance and the way in
which this impacts upon nuclear safety . To further the understanding of human and organisational
performance during maintenance, SEGHOF hosted a workshop entitled "Better nuclear plant maintenance :
improving human and organisational performance" .

	

2 .0

	

Workshop - Aims

This report presents the results of the workshop convened by the Committee for the Safety of Nuclea r
Installations (CSNI) in cooperation with the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission and the United
Kingdom Nuclear Installations Inspectorate . The workshop was held in Ottawa, Canada from October 3 to
5, 2005 .
The workshop's àim was to examine methods and approaches for ensuring that maintenance and testing are
planned, managed and implemented effectively. Workshop participants included those involved i n
maintenance activities from research bodies, nuclear utilities, and regulatory bodies . The worksho p
provided an international forum for sharing experiences with maintenance programs and best practices .
Discussions focused on identifying practical and innovative approaches for securing effective and reliabl e
performance of maintenance activities .
This report summarizes the presentations and discussions that took place. Papers presented at the
workshop are referenced throughout this report and included in the appendix .

	

3 .0

	

Summary of Paper Presentations and Discussion s

The workshop was divided into the following five sessions :
1. International guidance to improve maintenance performance
2. Lessons learned through maintenance operating experienc e
3. Licensee initiatives to support reliable maintenance
4. Regulatory approaches to assuring effective licensee maintenanc e
5. Recent trends and their impact on maintenanc e

Sessions commenced with presented papers followed by break-out and plenary discussions . Session 4 on
regulatory approaches included short presentations from ten regulatory bodies and was followed b y
discussion comparing these approaches . The following section summarizes key points from the
discussions .
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3.1

	

Session 1: Guidelines used to improve maintenance programs

• The reference section lists guidance documents available from the NEA (Pyy) and IAEA (Dahlgren) .
• The IAEA's OSART criteria address maintenance .
• Industry groups (World Association of Nuclear Operators, Institute of Nuclear Power Operations ,

Electrical Power Research Intitute, CANDU Owner's Group) have guidance documents available t o
their members . WANO and INPO promote best practices and continuous improvement through audits .
Auditors are peers from industry.

• The UK Human Factors in Reliability Group has written common guidelines for all maintenanc e
organizations (Improving Maintenance - a guide to reducing human error, HSE, 2000). These
guidelines are not used systematically throughout the nuclear industry.

• INPO carries out Work Execution Assistance Visits (Muschara) . The purpose of these visits is to
reduce the frequency of events by providing feedback to station managers on how well wor k
preparation, work performance, and work feedback activities promote error-free performance durin g
maintenance in their stations .

• INPO is preparing a document entitled Human Performance Tools for Field Workers (error prevention
and detection) .

• The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate developed A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e
(Sandén) and is developing a guide on safety management of contractors (Chockie) .

3.2

	

Session 2: Lessons Learned Through Maintenance Operating Experienc e

3.2.1

	

Human and organizational challenges faced during maintenance and testin g

• Experienced nuclear staff are retiring, making knowledge and skill transfer to younger workers a
priority .

Many maintenance skills are learned on the job .
Nuclear installations are in a state of transition with craftsman (maintainers close to retirement )
passing knowledge and skills on to new staff. It is important that bad habits of older staff are no t
transferred in the process .
It is possible to have over-reliance on procedures if newer workers do not have an in-depth
understanding of systems .

• In comparison with operations, there is less understanding of the consequences of maintenance fo r
plant safety .

- Maintenance has historically had a lower status than operations .
It is important that station management, utility boards, operators, and maintainers understand th e
importance of maintenance for safe operations .
Some stations are using skill-broadening, in which the skill-sets of workers are expanded, so the y
can perform multiple tasks (e .g . electrical and mechanical maintainer) . Cross-training is a method
for ensuring that nsks from different activities are understood by all workers .

• Concerns were expressed that qualification standards are still met and that skills ar e
not degraded when using skill-broadening .

• Procedures and documented operating experience are central to knowledge management .

- Procedures are growing in complexity .

- Critical steps or actions during maintenance that will trigger an event need to be identified i n
procedures, so appropriate defenses can be provided .
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Nuclear installations need to develop a procedural compliance culture, but also maintain an
appropriate balance between procedural compliance and questioning attitude.

• It can be easier to get a new person to follow procedures than an experienced worker . Older
workers may resist work plans or procedures because they have done it all before withou t
following documentation.

• Maintainers often come from outside of the nuclear industry . They are often highly skille d
but are not used to the level of procedural compliance that is expected in the nuclea r
industry .

- Rigorous procedure verification and validation processes are required.

•

	

There is a different organizational culture in maintenance departments (Oedewald and Reiman) .
Different groups (electrical, mechanical, etc .) within maintenance departments behave differently .
Some have found that Mechanical Maintenance is the most difficult culture to change regarding
the use of Error Prevention Tools .
The "it can't happen to me" attitude must be addressed among maintenance workers .
Management must demonstrate the right behaviours and reinforce them throughout th e
organization .
Organizational change processes should require changes to be assessed for their impact on
organizational culture .

• Communication between staff and supervisors, maintenance and operations, contractors and plant staff
could be improved .
- Training programs can improve communication skills .

- Organizational change processes should consider the impact of changes on communication .

• Contractors are frequently used for maintenance activities .
Contractors must follow plant requirements .
Safety culture varies between contractors supplying maintenance services .
Some stations have placed excessive trust in contractors (Chockie) . .NPPs must maintai n
"intelligent customer" capability .

• Ageing and new technology pose challenges to maintenance workers .
- Ageing equipment may lead to additional requirements for maintenance .

Obsolescence may lead to difficulty in obtaining replacement parts .
Addition of digital equipment to an analogue plant may lead to confusion .

3.2 .2

	

Preventive and Corrective Maintenance Programs

• A sound maintenance strategy is needed to guide maintenance work . The maintenance strategy shoul d
provide the big picture for integrating different types of maintenance .

- The maintenance strategy should define and justify what maintenance is needed to ensure safe
operations . A clear and justified maintenance strategy allows for elimination of tasks that are no t
required. Human errors during maintenance can be reduced by eliminating unnecessar y
maintenance tasks .

• In a preventive maintenance program, the consequences of failure of critical components are identified
and procedures are written to address failures .
- Usually preventive maintenance is well planned and hazards are identified .

- Preventive maintenance work is more routine and slips and lapses are more common .

- In preventive maintenance, there is more time for hazard reviews than in corrective maintenance .
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• During corrective maintenance, the frequency and severity of mistakes may increase compared t o
preventive maintenance .

Workers tend to be working in the knowledge-based error mode when troubleshooting durin g
corrective maintenance .
There is less time to prepare if the maintenance is corrective and considered urgent .
Production and schedule pressures are more likely during corrective maintenance .

3.2 .3

	

Maintenance During Outages

• Outages pose additional challenges for maintenance work . Planning is a key element to reduce ris k
during outages . Human factors task analysis is a useful planning tool .

• .During outages, there is more work going on and therefore more work for supervisors to oversee .
There are often human resource issues during outages, and time pressure increases .

There is the tendency to step people up from workers to supervisors during outages, with littl e
training for these new responsibilities . A reluctance of new supervisors to correct the behaviours
of their co-workers has been observed .
There are more contractors during outages who do not know the plant . Enough permanent staff
must be available to oversee the contractors .

• Fatigue due to long hours of work contribute to events during outages . The effects of sleep deprivation
accumulate over the duration of the outage .
- In some countries, limits to hours of work are more stringent for normal operations than outage s

and for operations than maintenance .
• Common cause failures may be introduced during outage maintenance work . Work order preparation

is a source for common cause failures .

• Housekeeping during an outage may fall short . This may affect the occurrence of industrial accident s
and foreign material exclusion (FME) problems .

• After an outage, there should be a review of improvements to be made as well as an identification o f
things that went well . (Plus delta)

3 .2.4 Reporting Systems for Identifying Human and Organisational Factors Root Causes in
Maintenance-Related Events

• A lot can be learned from near misses and minor events. A reporting culture must be developed in
maintenance, so near misses and minor events are reported . The transition from a blame culture to a
learning / reporting culture takes time .

• Root cause analyses are often not identifying human and organizational root causes .

- The investigation must determine why it made sense for the worker to perform the way he/she did .
- Attention to detail and inappropriate motivation are not root causes .
- Limited analysis of causal factors means limited conclusions .

• Involving Human and Organizational Factors Specialists improves capture of human and
organizational causes of events .

- There is too much reliance on analysis tools, such as TapRoot and the Human Performanc e
Enhancement System. Analysts/investigators still need the knowledge of human an d
organizational factors to identify the root causes .

- Formal processes for trending human performance causes of events are required .
• The nuclear industry is good at measuring negative outcomes . It is also important to recognize

successful performance and factors promoting successful . performance.
• The IAEA Incident Reporting System (IRS) allows for sharing of experience between countries .

However, event reports sent to the IAEA IRS have limited information .
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3.2 .5

	

Sources of Undetected Errors Following Post-Maintenance Testin g

• It is possible to change the configuration of a system during post-maintenance testing . The post-
maintenance test may then be inadequate to identify this change to system configuration.

• Sometimes maintenance deviates from the work plan because the situation in the field is different than
expected . When post-maintenance testing is done by operations, they may not be aware of th e
deviation from the work plan, and may not test the actual changes .

• Foreign materials may not be noticed (e.g . part of a fan belt missing when it is changed) .
• Sometimes there is not time for errors to become apparent (e .g . inadequate time to reach certain

pressures and temperatures) .
• Sometimes errors are identified by engineers reviewing paperwork after the equipment is back in

service.

3.3

	

Session 3: Licensee Arrangements for Planning, Implementing and Managing Maintenance

3.3.1 Licensee Strategies to prevent errors, improve the probability of detecting or recovering fro m
errors, and improving system tolerance when errors occur

• A workforce / succession plan is required to ensure an adequate number of qualified maintenance staff .
- Systematically developed initial and continuing training programs are required to develo p

competent maintenance staff (Piirto, Paajanen, Kantola and Vanharanta) .
- Knowledge management and transfer processes are required .

• Formal and informal communication is critical .
Formalized communication points between operations and maintenance is important, especiall y
during critical steps (e .g . state changes, evolutions) .
It is essential that the scope of work is communicated between work groups, including contractor s
(e.g., scope change, post maintenance testing, etc .) .
Daily meetings focused on sharing information and avoiding "parallel/conflicting" jobs and errors
improves communication. Contractors and subcontractors should be included in these meetings .

• Planning work prior to execution is critical to error prevention.
A plant maintenance strategy should guide preventive and corrective maintenance . Differences
between maintenance done during normal operations and outages must be recognized .
To avoid maintenance workers perceiving time pressures, realistic timeframes for completing task s
are required. The scope of work must match resources available . A logical scheduling sequence is
also required.
Some stations use a standard job bank of work orders when planning maintenance .
Planning is best done by maintenance planners who are physically located at the plant . The use of
contract maintenance planners can result in problems such as unfamiliarity with the technology ,
plant specifics, etc .
Many stations have weekly plans for preventive maintenance .
Operations and maintenance need to coordinate planning of maintenance tasks .
Work management systems, such as SAP, are used for work planning and control .
Planning should include ngorous post-maintehance testing to identify undetected errors made
during maintenance .
Rehearsals or walkdowns are valuable. when planning maintenance tasks, especially those that ar e
complex or infrequently performed .
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• Task risk analysis is a useful planning tool .
Critical task analysis can be used to improve procedures, work plans, and pre job briefings .
"Hold-points" can reduce errors at critical stages of maintenance work .
Capturing these task risk analyses in a database makes improvements possible . These task
analyses can be used in a variety of ways, such as event investigations, procedure development ,
and design modifications .

• Use of Event Free Tools reduces the risk of errors .
Examples of Event Free Tools are peer checking, three-way communications, independent
verification, use of phonetic alphabet, pre-job/post-job debriefs, and walk-downs of isolations t o
verify correct device configuration (Lozano and Rodicio) . There are differences in application o f
these tools between countries due to cultural differences .
Some stations use mock-ups of plant equipment as human performance simulators where worker s
can practice use of error prevention tools (Lake and Mulligan) .
The key to being successful with Event Free Tools is management buy-in . It is also essential that
workers understand why Event Free Tools are needed.
Component verification issues still occur . Very salient cues/signage are required to identify th e
unit .
Tagging and training to verify tagging is important .
Pre job briefings and post job debriefings are an essential error prevention tool .
• Some stations keep a generic database of pre job briefings for familiar or ioutine jobs .
• At the end of outages, formal post-outage debriefs provide useful information (what went well ,

what did not) . This is most useful when problems are prioritized and formal corrective actio n
plans are created and implemented .

• Reverse Pre-Job Briefings involve the worker giving the pre job briefing to his/her supervisor .
The supervisor notes anything incorrect or missed in the worker's pre job briefing .

• In several countries, maintenance workers and supervisors receive training about human factors and
human performance.

•

	

Technically accurate and well-written procedures can reduce errors during maintenance .
Procedural compliance is supported by having maintenance procedures and work packages that ar e

technically accurate
usable (human factors)
revised quickly when problems are discovered leading to a low backlog of change s
reviewed on periodic basis (Fiset and McRobbie) .

An easy-to-use process is required for requesting procedural improvements .
In order to have a procedural compliance culture, there must be clear expectations for use (e .g .
continuous, reference, information) . Expectations for use should be based on the risks of the task s
performed .

• Task design can be used to improve human performance.
Task assignment can be used to train new staff. For example, new staff can be teamed with mor e
experienced staff for complicated jobs .
Multi-disciplinary work groups are used in some stations to improve performance durin g
maintenance .

• Stations are working to correct design issues in older plants .

- Stations have made improvements in labeling and control of components and spare parts .
- Some stations have focused on ensuring procedures match the layout of the plant .
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•

	

Any station modifications or new designs are more likely to incorporate maintainability considerations .
To improve maintainability when modifications are made or new plants are built, current station s
must identify issues with maintainability.
• For risk-significant components, design features, such as forcing functions and detectio n

systems, should be considered .

3 .3 .2 Methods for measuring the impact of interventions to improve maintenance performanc e

• Measuring the impact of interventions to improve human performance is challenging .
• Performance indicators monitored by NPPs include the following :

Performance of the plant
Lost-time accidents
As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) radiation protection performanc e
Rework rat e
Schedule compliance
Several stations have event-free clock criteria with reset criteria related to human performance .
Performance of different groups can be compared via clock resets .

• Event reporting systems can be used to monitor performance . However, workers must be encouraged
to report near misses . Any performance indicators used from the event reporting system must b e
selected carefully, so as not to discourage reporting .

- Some stations review the number of safety significant events and the nature, rate and quality o f
event reporting .

• The management system and Shift Supervisor logs can be used to monitor corrective action require d
due to system breakdowns .

• Observation of work is a method for monitoring human performance . If work observations involve
coaching and commending, those observing must know the station's expectations .
- Some stations have a "Coach-the-Coach" program.

• Questionnaires can be used to measure job satisfaction and safety attitudes, values and beliefs of staff .
Questionnaires are a useful tool for monitoring the impact of organizational changes .

3.4

	

Session 4: Regulatory Issues, Requirements and Approache s

There are many similarities and some differences in the approach taken by regulators to address human an d
organizational factors in maintenance. Some regulators have inspectors at the NPP who carry ou t
inspection activities daily. Other regulators do not have staff on-site, but have head office staff responsibl e
for regulatory oversight of specific sites . In both cases, specialist staff from head office also carry out
inspection activities . Human and Organizational Factors Specialists tend to work from head office an d
carry out regulatory activities for multiple NPPs . Additional regulatory oversight is generally scheduled t o
coincide with times when extra maintenance work is performed, such as during outages and refurbishmen t
projects .

Most of the issues raised about human and organizational challenges faced during maintenance and testin g
in Section 3 .2 .1 are also present in the regulatory bodies . Regulatory bodies are facing retirements of
experienced .staff, leading to a need for training and mentoring programs for new inspectors. Regulators
are also challenged by issues facing the industry, such as management of ageing plants, plant lif e
extensions and decommissioning. The focus of regulators is developing regulatory frameworks fo r
overseeing these activities . Common concerns identified by regulatory bodies include outsourcing ,
contractor management, maintenance of competency, communication, and work planning .
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Historically, regulatory focus has been on operations rather than maintenance . In addition, regulatory
bodies have focused more resources on technical issues than on human and organizational performance .
This has resulted in weaknesses in the human and organizational component of the safety case . Regulatory
bodies are placing an increasing emphasis on human and organizational factors . For example, 10% of staff
at the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate are specialists in Human and Organizational Factors . There is
growing recognition of the importance of reliable human and organizational performance during
maintenance for ensuring safe plant operations .

A shared goal of all regulators is to help NPPs to improve human and organizational performance in orde r
to reduce the risk of human errors . A strength of regulators is they are able to promote best practices an d
document regulatory expectations on topics that may be new to the industry. For example, several
regulators have documented expectations for user-centered design processes . Regulators have also been
identifying areas of concern for the industry, such as maintenance of "intelligent customer capability" due
to the observed trend of increasing use of contractors (CSNI, 2004) . Sometimes flagging a problem to
licensees and requesting a response leads to licensees developing creative, effective, and practica l
solutions. Regulators are sensitive to the possibility that they may distract NPPs from safety-related issues .

3.4.1 Regulatory expectations and compliance activities focus on the following aspects of maintenanc e

• A list of regulatory documents is included in the references . Several countries have licence conditions
that address human and organizational factors in maintenance . • Licence conditions include
requirements for following quality management standards .

• Regulators expect NPPs to have a documented maintenance program which is updated using operatin g
experience . The maintenance program will assist NPPs in ensuring the following :

Compliance with technical specifications
Planning and coordination of maintenance activities
Adequacy of human resources (number and competence)
Post-maintenance testing to verify readiness to operat e

• Regulatory inspection activities span NPP operations both horizontally between departments an d
vertically from senior management to workers in the field .

• The NPP's safety management system is the foundation of reliable maintenance . All aspects of the
safety management system may be reviewed by regulators, including the following :

Self-assessment, internal audit and performance monitoring processes
Station's performance information, including trending of events, problem identification an d
resolution process, and event investigations and root cause analysi s
Outsourcing, management of contractors (ensuring adequate qualification, planning, an d
supervision), and maintenance of "intelligent customer capability" within the NP P
Work planning and work control and permit syste m
Human-system interface in design and design modifications, including maintainability aspect s
Procedures to guide maintenance work and procedural compliance (procedure design, verification
and validation, document control processes )
Approach to maintaining radiation doses as low as reasonably achievabl e
Fatigue risk management for maintenance organization s
Management of organizational change s
Succession planning and knowledge management for an ageing workforc e
Training and qualification of maintenance worker s
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- Human factors training for maintenance workers

- Some regulators assess or require self-assessments of safety culture, which includes assessing th e
culture in maintenance departments .

3.4.2

	

Regulatory Performance Indicators

As for licensees (Section 3 .3 .2), measuring the impact of interventions to improve human performance i s
also challenging for regulators . One way that regulators monitor licensee performance is throug h
performance indicators . Actions are underway in various countries to develop performance indicators that
are valid, reliable, and sensitive to changes in human and organizational aspects of maintenanc e
performance (Halibert, Joe, Dedenhoeffer et al .) .
•

	

Some indicators being monitored or being contemplated by regulators include the following :
Backlog of maintenance work
Backlog in plant modifications
Equipment failure rates and unavailability of safety equipment
Maintenance rework
Work hours / work load during outage periods
Supervisory presence in the field
Late planning of tasks for outages ; adding tasks after the freeze date

• A good practice observed by regulators in several countries is use of event free clocks by utilities .

3 .4.3

	

Challenges Faced by Regulators

• Regulators and contractors who work for them require strong introductory and continuing trainin g
program to ensure regulatory staff are competent .

• Many regulators are working to ensure their activities are scheduled using a risk-informed approach .
• Understanding the existing and projected problems of the industry requires integration of findings an d

knowledge of regulatory staff In some cases, different disciplines within the regulatory bodies .work
in "silos" with little sharing of information between staff with differing expertise . Many regulatory
bodies are working towards greater integration of inspection activities and knowledge of staff to direc t
regulatory activities .

• In many countries, there is still a lack of human and organizational factors expertise in the regulatory
bodies . This lack of expertise may lead to inadequate coverage of important issues related to huma n
performance in the regulatory inspection program .

• Regulators could do more to evaluate the impact of new regulations . It can be difficult to measure the
impact of new regulations since the outcome will likely be the absence of a negative outcome. Severa l
countries do a cost-benefit analysis or consequence analysis before a regulation is written . Evaluations
after new regulations are implemented would also be an opportunity for learning .

3.5

	

Session 5: Recent Trends and the Impact on Management of Maintenance

3.5.1

	

Recent Changes in Maintenanc e

• . Many countries have seen organizational changes in maintenance departments, such as downsizing and
skill broadening. Organizational changes have led to increased use of contractors among maintenanc e
staff.

• Due to the wide-spread use of contractors in the industry, any efforts to improve human performanc e
must include contract staff, so that contractors use similar techniques as nuclear facility staff .

• NPPs are increasingly following an organizational change process when planning organizationa l
changes . NPPs and regulators require short-term and long-term monitoring plans since consequence s
of organizational changes may not be immediately apparent .
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• NPPs are staffed by an ageing workforce with many retirements of experienced workers anticipate d
within the next few years. Along with transferring explicit knowledge, transfer of tacit knowledge is
also required . Tacit knowledge includes knowledge about devices, systems and processes ,
understanding of safety regulations, instructions and procedures, and knowing how to carry out
maintenance tasks (Kuronen and Rintala) . Processes for transferring tacit knowledge from expert t o
new staff must be incorporated into training and mentoring programs . Expert staff need to be give n
adequate time and incentives for serving as role models and mentors to younger staff member s
(Kuronen and Rintala)

• There is a greater focus on use of performance indicators for monitoring human and organizational
performance .

• Some perceive that the greatest improvements recently have been changes in behaviour . Promulgation
of Event Free Tools have contributed to behavioural changes . Many have observed that senior
managers must take a leading role in order to achieve behavioural changes .

• It has been observed that some maintenance workers who demonstrate leadership skills do not appl y
for supervisory positions . There are disincentives to taking supervisory positions, such as leaving th e
union, increasing responsibility, and additional administrative work . NPPs and regulators should b e
aware of the barriers to attracting the strongest candidates to leadership positions .

3.5 .2

	

Use of New Technologies

• New practices, methods, and tools should be introduced in a way that allows maintenance staff to
understand the functional and safety relevance of the innovation (Oedewald and Reiman) .

• There is increasing use of simulation and virtual reality in training and planning for maintenance tasks .
Full scope simulators are common for operations tasks but are less likely to be available for
maintenance tasks .
Virtual reality is a useful training tool for new hires and for learning about areas that cannot b e
accessed during normal operations (Nystad) .
Some stations have built mock-up work areas where tasks and error prevention tools can be
practiced. Mock-ups are useful for Just-In-Time training in maintenance .

• Electronic technology has been used in some countries, including procedures on palm pilots for a
project in Canada and wearable computers in France .

The usability of the electronic systems must be optimized for them to be successful .
When trying new technologies, their context of use and the needs of end users and must b e
considered .
Older workers tend to be more resistant to electronic technologies than younger workers .

• Pictures of station equipment are more likely to be included in procedures, work orders and pre job
briefings than in the past . Pictures help to clarify tasks to be performed .

• Design barriers to prevent maintenance errors are receiving more attention than in the past . For
example, forcing systems are designed so a piece of equipment only fitting into one slot .
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power plants : Training solutions .

IAEA-TECDOC-1209 (2001) . Risk management : A tool for improving nuclear power plant performance .
IAEA-TECDOC-1052 (1998) . Nuclear power plant organization and staffing for improved performance:

Lessons learned.
IAEA-TECDOC-928 (1997) . Good practices for cost effective maintenance of nuclear power plants .
IAEA-TECDOC-906 (1996) . Designing nuclear power plants for improved operation and maintenance .
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Regulatory Documents Relevant for Human and Organizational Aspects of Maintenance Program s

Belgium, FSAR Chapters 13 (organization) and Chapter 17 (Quality Assurance )
CAN/CSA-N286.0-92 (1992) . Overall Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power

Plants .

CAN/CSA-N286.5-95 (1995) . Operations Quality Assurance for Nuclear Power Plants .
CNSC P-119 (2000) . Regulatory Policy on Human Factors .

Germany, Shift Staffing Policy, KTA3904
Japanese EAC (2003) . Rules of maintenance management of nuclear power plants, JEAC 4209-2003 .
Japanese EAC (2003) . Rules of Quality Assurance for safety of nuclear power plants, JEAC 4111-2003 .
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenanc e
SKI (2005) . Safety-Related Contractor Activities at Nuclear Power Plants : New Challenges for Regulatory

Oversigh t
SKI (2004), The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate's Regulations concerning Safety in Nuclea r

Facilities, SKIFS 2004 : 1
Transport Canada --CAR 573 .06 - Human factors training ; CAR 106.02 - Accountable executive; CAR

107.02, 573 .30, 406, 706 .15 - Safety management systems
United Kingdom Safety Assessment Principles .
US NRC Maintenance Rule 10 CFR 50 .65

USREG 1648 - Lessons Learned from Maintenance Rule Baseline Inspection s

Other Guidance Document s

Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (2004) . Managing and Regulating Organisational
Change in Nuclear Installations . CSNI Technical Opinion Paper No . 5 .

Health and Safety Executive (2000) . Improving Maintenance - A guide to reducing human error .
Wieringa, D ., Moore, C . and Barnes, V . (1998) . Procedure Writing - Principles and Practices . Second

Edition . Columbus : Battelle Press .

Paper Presentations

Session 1 : International guidance to improve maintenance performanc e
P. Pyy, NEA work to Improve NPP Maintenance Safety, Nuclear Energy Agency
T. Muschara, Work Execution Visits, Institute of Nuclear Power.Operations (INPO )
K. Dahlgren, Safety Culture in Maintenance, International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

Session 2 : Lessons learned through maintenance operating experienc e
Preischl, W ., Maintenance Errors Leading to Safety Relevant Notifiable Events in German NPPs - Causa l

Factor Trends, Possibility of Precaution Improvement, GRS .
R. Périnet and J .-M . Rousseau, Periodic tests: A Human Factors Analysis of the Documentary Aspects ,

IRSN.
M. Makino, Dominant causal factors for human error during maintenance observed in incident reports ,

JNES .
K. Laakso, Systematic analysis and prevention of human errors and common cause failures in relation t o

maintenance, VTT Industnal Systems .
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Session 3 : Licensee initiatives to support reliable maintenanc e
I . Lake and K . Mulligan, Pickering A Human Performance Field Simulator : Practicing Event Prevention -

Driving Culture Change, OPG .
J .Ma. Lozano and C .A. Rodicio, Guidelines for Improving Maintenance Programs in Almaraz NPP .
P. Oedewald and T. Reiman, Enhancing maintenance personnel's job motivation and organizationa l

effectiveness, VTT .
A. Piirto, P . Paajanen, J . Kantola and H. Vanharanta, A Self-Evaluation Tool for Development of

Maintenance Personnel Competences, TVO Nuclear Services Ltd . & Tampere University of
Technology.

Session 4 : Regulatory approaches to assuring effective licensee maintenance
B. Hallbert, J . Joe, D. Dudenhoeffer, J . Persensky, M . Keefe and J . Wreathall, Developing Human

Performance Measures, Idaho National Laboratory, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Joh n
Wreathall, Inc .

P .-O. Sandén, A Regulatory Guidebook on Maintenance -Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI .
B . Moberger, A Swedish regulatory routine for maintenance inspection -Swedish Nuclear Powe r

Inspectorate, SKI .
Chockie, Safety-Related Maintenance Contractor Activities at Nuclear Power Plants- New Challenges fo r

Regulatory Oversight, Chockie Group International, Inc . USA
J.-Y. Fiset & H . McRobbie, Using Checklists to Assess Compliance with Maintenance Procedures, CNS C

Session 5: Recent trends and their impact on maintenance
T. Kuronen and N . Rintala, What is Tacit Knowledge in NPP Maintenance? Helsinki University o f

Technology .
T. Kuronen and N. Rintala, The prerequisites for successful knowledge sharing in nuclear power plants ,

Helsinki University of Technology .
T. Reiman, and P. Oedewald, Exploring the effect of organizational . changes on the reliability of

maintenance, VTT .
E . Nystad, Improved human performance in maintenance by using virtual reality tools : experimental

results and future applications, OECD Halden Reactor Project, Institute for Energy Technology .
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DISCUSSION GROUPS
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HOF Maintenance Challenges

• Communication s
• between staff & supervisors, maintenance & operations ,

contractors & plant
• important for staff to realize communication is importan t

• training programs to improve communication skill s
• organizational changes - their impact on communicatio n

• supervisors not visible in the field - coach and observatio n

• Retirement
• new staff more willing to work in new ways
• easy to kill motivation
• need workforce plan
• need to document operating experience

HOF Maintenance Challenge s

• Procedures
• growing in complexity
• compliance problem s
• over reliance on procedure s
• more knowledge-based vs rule-base d

• Attention to Detai l
• still have component verification issues
• how to address "it can't happen to me" attitude ?

• Contractors
• how well do they follow plant requirements
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HOF Maintenance Challenges

• Root Cause Analysis
• not always identifies the root causes
• corrective action may not follow throug h
• identification & prevention of recurrent cause s

• Safety Culture
• effect of organizational change s
• maintaining safety awareness - at all levels in a n

organization
• how to monitor safety culture
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Where to Focus to Improve
Maintenance?

• Maintainability
- Lack of maintenance knowledqe in design & periodic

testing
- Modifications -- need to improve maintainabilit y

considerations
- Strategies to improve maintainability of existing plant s

(e.g., to deal with spare part concerns )

• Communication between maintenance & others
- know what & when to communicate
- scope of work needs to be communicated (e .g . ,

scope change, post maintenance testing, etc )

Where to Focus to Improv e
Maintenance?

• Risk Monitoring/Improvemen t
- daily meeting to avoid "parallel/conflicting" jobs &

errors
- involve contractors & subcontractors
- learn & apply operational experience

• Status of Maintenance
- General low status in the past
- Recent reorganizations have improved status o f

maintenance and influence - not always the cas e
- Management & utility board needs bette r

understanding of maintenanc e
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Where to Focus to Improve
Maintenance ?

• Planning
- difference between on-line & outage planning
- define maintenance strategy & develo p

maintenance & operability program
- rehearsal/walk downs valuable to planning - -

preplanning
- setting realistic time goals & schedulin g

sequence
- avoid production over safety pressures
- matching scope with resources
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Regulatory Concerns & Action s

• Good Example
- SKI with -10% of staff are HF experts
- proactive initiatives by SKI & Finland for many

years

Regulatory Concerns & Action s

• Balance is needed on regulatory oversigh t
- focus on how utility is using data/info an d

analysis for improvement action s
- be able to see how utility is moving forward &

improving
- clear expectations from regulator (need t o

know the answers before asking the question )
- proactivity & reactivit y
- level of prescription
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Regulatory Concerns & Action s

• Common Regulatory Concern s
- Tuesday's presentations high lighted similarities (e .g . ,

outsourcing, contractor management, competencies ,
communication, & planning )

• Gaps
- need for guidelines on safety management on commo n

regulatory concern s
- how utilities id problems, develop, & evaluate solutions
- staffing resource issues - how to evaluate
- focus on human performance improvement measure s
- indicators to support evaluations
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1 .

	

Safety culture - measuring and changing
the culture (10 responses )

• Safety culture and changing the culture

• Supervisory development

• Behavioural improvement programs

• Methods for measuring and improving employe e
engagemen t

• Proactive program s

	

2 .

	

Knowledge transfer / tacit knowledge ( 9
responses )

Summary of Responses to
"What issues should SEGHO F

address in the future "

Results from Feedback Form a t
Workshop on Improving Human and
Organisational Performance During

Maintenance
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3.

	

Monitoring Impact of HOF on Plant
Performance (8 responses)

• Performance Indicators

• Introducing commonality of data capture and sharin g

• Methods for tracking rework

• Event free day reset program s

4 .

	

Licensee and regulatory practices (4
responses )

5

	

Management of contractors and roving
work teams (3 responses )

6 . Research to practice use of new
technologies ( 3 responses )
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Others

• Risk informed approaches to implementing HO F

• Organizational reviews

• Staffing level s

• Prescriptive role of procedures vs . questioning
attitude

• Planning of maintenance and testing based o n
safety and risk criteri a

• Challenges with respect to maintainability an d
design
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FEEDBACK FROM PARTICIPANT S
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Summary of Results from Feedback .Form

What key messages will you take away from the workshop ?

• Achieving better nuclear plant maintenance relies heavily on improving human and
organizational performance and on applying established human and organizational factors
knowledge .

• Concerns about outsourcing, deregulation, increased use of contractors, successio n
planning, and an ageing workforce are affecting the nuclear industry worldwide .

• Utilities and regulators in different counties are facing similar challenges. Some
participants feel that more work is required to develop tools to address these challenges .
Others feel that there are already useful tools and approaches for addressing maintenance ,
but they must be applied in a strategic way. Tools to improve maintenance need to b e
validated, distributed and shared .

• Further work is required to arrive at solutions for reducing the risk of errors amon g
experienced and novice workers .

• There is a world of experience that the nuclear industry can draw upon .

• Human and organizational factors should be integrated into maintenance activities at the
strategic and operational levels .

• An integrated safety management program must include oversight of human an d
organizational factors .

• Industry and regulatory attention to human and organizational factors is increasing .

• Maintainability needs to be considered in plant design .

• A defined and justified maintenance strategy is a useful tool for reducing the risk of errors .
• Communication between regulators, licensees and research bodies is critical . .

• Further exchanges of information about human and organizational factors in maintenanc e
are required since further improvements are possible and desirable .

• It is not possible to plan for everything .

• Human and organizational factors should be more deeply assessed in event investigations .
• In addition to learning from events, we need to learn from what we do . well .

• Using retired plant equipment as human performance simulators is a good idea.

What was of greatest value to you during the workshop ?

Exchange of information

• The workshop was a valuable opportunity for licensees, regulators, and research bodies t o
exchange information and to develop a greater understanding and appreciation of eac h
other's roles and responsibilities . It was also interesting to hear issues from variou s
countries .

• Communication between licensees and regulators allowed for a greater understanding o f
the constraints that each experiences .

• This workshop was a valuable personal development opportunity, allowing participants t o
develop a wider view of the nuclear industry .
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• International networking opportunities were good .
• Opportunities to meet others and discuss human and organization factors issues . in

maintenance formally and informally were valuable .

• Sharing research results was useful .
• Exchanging experience through group discussions and paper presentations was valuable .

Learning Ideas for Improvemen t
• Information was presented that could be integrated into a systematic improvement program .

• Presentations about research studies and the results of application of human factor s
principles during training were valuable .

• There were some good ideas for improving maintenance programs .
• The update on approaches used in different countries was interesting .

• Concrete examples for improving human performance, such as use of human performanc e
field simulators, virtual reality, and three-way communications, were valuable .

• The presentation about the job motivation model was useful .
• The vision of developing human performance measures related to human an d

organizational factors in maintenance has potential .
• Short presentations by regulatory bodies gave a good overview of regulatory issues .
• Discussions about maintainability and human factors in design were useful .
• It was useful to learn about work in the areas of safety culture .
• It was useful to gain an understanding about how other regulators operate (other than th e

one in my country) .

What would you change to improve the organization of future workshops ?
Discussion Groups

• Send out the topics of group discussions, so answers can be prepared ahead of time .
• Set up discussion groups with different topics, and allow delegates to select topics o f

interest to them.

• Each breakout group should be given a different question or issue to address to avoi d
repetition. Too many questions were given to the breakout groups .

• There should be fewer questions for discussion groups .

• Ask participants to bring examples of human error situations they have encountered an d
successful solutions .

• People in discussion groups should change rather than keeping discussion groups the sam e
throughout the workshop .

Plenary Sessions
• In the introductory plenary session, basic concepts, such as safety culture, should be

defined. Participants have a variety of backgrounds, and there is a need for common
terminology .

• More discussions should be held in plenary sessions rather than in the smaller groups .
• At the end of each day, there should be a discussion about the key messages of the day wit h

time for questions .
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• The summary of issues and discussion of the workshop's conclusions in the final plenar y
session was useful .

• More time should be devoted to identifying and discussing the conclusions . Fewer
conclusions and a more in-depth discussion of each one would have been preferred .

• Plenary sessions should follow discussion group sessions, and not be held on the mornin g
after the discussion group .

General
• Nothing should be changed because it was well-organized .

• Plenary facilitators were excellent . Short presentations broken up by workshop discussion s
was an excellent format. Papers were good.

• More detailed operational information about good practices for improving human and
organizational performance is required .

• Some of the content of the workshop was too theoretical . There should be more emphasi s
on practical experiences .

• More participants who are maintenance managers and supervisors would have been useful .
• There were not clear messages about what managers should do or not do if they want t o

improve human and organizational performance .

• There should have been more presentations on specific human performance erro r
prevention tools and how they are applied . In addition, there should be more discussion
about how success with human performance initiatives is measured .

• There should be more presentations from industries other than nuclear .

• There should be more advertising of these workshops .

• Meeting rooms and sound system could be improved .

Length of Sessions and Workshop
• The workshop should have been held over four days with shorter days .

• More time should be given for each paper presentation . More time should be spent
discussing the papers .

• Reduce the number of presentations or give more time .

• The agenda was too tight.

• The final day should be shorter .

What issues should be addressed by SEGHOF in the future ?
• Measuring and changing the culture (10 responses )

o Safety culture
o Programs for changing the culture

n The industry must develop methodologies for driving culture change s
and share experiences of success and failure .

o Supervisory development
o Behavioral improvement program s
o Methods for improving employee engagement

• Knowledge management and transfer, including transfer of tacit knowledge (9 responses )
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o Ageing workforce and competence transfer
o Approaches to mentoring programs for exchanging tacit knowledg e

• Monitoring the impact of human and organizational factors on plant performance ( 8
responses )

o Performance indicators
o Introducing commonality of data capture and sharin g
o Methods for tracking rework
o Event free day reset program s

• Licensee and regulatory practices for addressing human and organizational factors ( 4
responses )

o Review practices in human and organizational factors in industries other than nuclea r
o Proactive error prevention programs

• Management of contractors and roving work teams (3 responses )

• Transforming research into practice through use of new technologies (3 responses )

• Other topic s

o Human and organizational factors in event analysi s
o Risk informed approaches to implementing human and organizational factor s
o Staffing levels
o Prescriptive role of procedures versus questioning attitud e
o Planning maintenance and testing based on safety and risk criteri a
o - Challenges with respect to maintainability and design
o Development of a research program to address many of the challenges presente d

Results from Workshop Feedback Form

A 5-point scale was used with 1 anchored by "Disagree" or "Poor" and 5 achdred at "Agree" or "Excellent "
No scores less than 3 were obtaine d
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FEEDBACK FORM

Better Nuclear Plant Maintenance :
Improving Human and Organisational Performanc e

October 3 to 5, 200 5

Objectives of Workshop
• Exchange and disseminate information about management of nuclear plant maintenance programs an d

measures to prevent or mitigate the effects of maintenance errors
• Share good practices amongst both regulators and licensees
• Identify areas where further international activities are require d

Rate the Workshop Disagree Agree
The workshop achieved the stated objectives 1 2 3 4 5

The format of the workshop was appropriat e
to achieve the stated objectives

1 2 3 4 5

I was given the opportunity to express my views 1 2 3 4 5

Poor Excellent
Overall impressions of the workshop 1 2 3 4 5

What key messages will you take away from the workshop ?

What two things were of the greatest value to you during this workshop ?

What would you change to improve the organization of future workshops ?

What issues should be addressed by the NEA's Special Experts Group on Human and Organizationa l
Factors in the future?
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
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WORKSHOP ON
BETTER NUCLEAR PLANT MAINTENANCE :

IMPROVING HUMAN AND ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANC E
3-5 October 2005, Ottawa, Canad a

A USTRIA

Dr. Kerstin DAHLGREN PERSSO N
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
Department of Nuclear Safety and Security
Wagramer strasse 5
P.O. Box 100
A-1400 Vienna

BELGIUM

Mr. Wim DE CLERCQ Tel : +32 85/24 35 4 3
Centrale Nucléaire de Tihange Fax: +32 85/24 35 7 9
av. de l'Industrie 1
4500 TIHANGE

Eml: wim.declercq@electrabel .com

Mr. Yves VAN DEN BERGHE Tel: +32 (0) 2 528 023 2
Projects & Experience Management Div. Fax: +32 (0) 2 528 0102
Association Vinçotte Nuclear (AVN)
148, rue Walcourt
1070 Bruxelles

Eml: yvd@avn.be

CANADA

Mr. Jim ADAMS Tel: +1 519-361-2673 x635 2
FLM - Maintenance Fax: +1519-361-6492
Bruce Power Eml: jim.adams@brucepower .com
P.O box 3000 ,
Tiverton,
Ontario

Mr. Steve AL Tel: +1905-839-1151 x 447 6
Section Manager - Maintenance Fax: +1905-837-720 6
Ontario Power Generation - Eml : steve .al@opg.com
Pickering Nuclear
1675 Montgomery Park Road ,
Pickering, Ontario, L1V 2R5

Mr. Alain BOUTROS Tel: +1 (613) 990-486 4
Transport Canada Fax :
Place de Ville, Tower C, 7th Floor, Eml : boutroa@tc .gc .ca
Ottawa, Ontario ,
K1A ON8

Tel: +43 1 2600 2250 4
Fax: +43 1 26007
Eml : k .e .dahlgren@iaea .org
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Dr. John COLEBY
Senior Site Vice President
Pickering A Ontario Power Generation

Tel: +1905-839-1151 x3260
Fax: +1905-837-722 2
Eml: john.coleby@opg .com

1675 Montgomery Park Road ,
PO Box 160 P05 A2 ,
Pickering L1V 2R5, Ontario

Mr Stephen COOK Tel: +1 613 836-7857
Maintenance and Test Specialist Fax :
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission Eml : cooks@cnsc-ccsn.gc .ca
280 Slater Street
Ottawa K1P 5S 9

Dr. Jean-Yves FISET Tel : +1 613 943 1086
Sr Human Performance Specialist Fax: + 1
CNSC Eml: Fisetjy@cnsc-ccsn .gc .ca
280 Slater St . ,
Ottawa, ON

Mr. Andy HASTIE Tel: +1 905-839-6746 x5262
Lead Auditor Fax :
Ontario Power Generation Eml: andy .hastie@opg.com
889 Brock Road,
Pickering, Ontario,
L1W3J2

Mr. Maury HILL Tel : +1 819 953-629 3
Manager, Macro Analysis Fax :
Transportation Safety Board of Canada Eml: Maury.Hill@tsb .gc .ca
200 Promendade du Canada ,
Gatineau, QC

Ms. Suzanne JACKSON Tel : +1613-943-000 3
Human Performance Specialist Fax: +1613-995-508 6
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission Eml: jacksons@cnsc-ccsn .gc .ca
P.O. Box 1046 Station B,
280 Slater Street,
Ottawa Ontario, K1P 5S9

Mr. Ian LAKE Tel : +1905-839-1151 x237 3
Manager Operations Programs & Performance Fax: +1905-837-7296
Pickering A Ontario Power Generation Eml: ian.lake@opg.com
1675 Montgomery Park Road ,
Box 160 P24AB ,
Pickering, Ontario

Ms. Helen MCROBBIE

	

- Tel : +1 613 947 095 6
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission Fax: +1 613 995 508 6
P .O. Box 1046, Station B Eml: mcrobbieh@cnsc-ccsn .gc .ca
280 Slater Stree t
Ottawa K1P 5S9
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Mr. Kyle MULLIGAN

	

Tel: +1 9058391151 x273 9
Shift Control Technician -

	

Fax: +1 9058377206
First Line Manager Assistant

	

Eml: kyle.mulligan@opg.com
Ontario Power Generation - Pickering Nuclear
1675 Montgomery Park Road ,
Pickering, Ontario, L1V 2R5

Ms. Adriana NICIC

	

Tel: +1 613 995 533 4
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission

	

Fax: +1 613 995508 6
P.O. Box 1046, Station B

	

Eml: nicica@cnsc-ccsn.gc .ca
280 Slater Street
Ottawa,
K1P 5S9

Ms. Heather PARKER
Human Factors Specialist
Transport Canada
330 Sparks Street,
Ottawa ON, K1A ON8

Tel: +1 6139984628
Fax :
Eml : parkerh@tc .gc .ca

Ms Johanne PENINGTON

	

Tel : +1 (613) 832 470 3
Section Manager, Human Factors Engineering

	

Fax: +1 (613) 832 104 6
Nuclear Safety Solutions Limited

	

Eml: johanne.penington@nuclearsafetysolutions .com
700 University Avenue,
4th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5G 1X6Email :

Mr. Norman J .D. SAWYER

	

Tel : +1-506-659-629 1
Maintenance Unit Manager

	

Fax :
NB Power Nuclear

	

Eml: nsawyer@nbpower .com
PO Box 600 ,
Lepreau,
NB E5J 2S6

Dr. Shakib SHAKERI

	

Tel: +1416 .592.351 6
Associate Analyst

	

Fax: +1 416 .592.6842
Nuclear Safety Solutions

	

Emla. shakib .shakeri@nuclearsafetysolutions .com
4th floor, 700 University Ave ,
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6

Mr. Blayne SHEWFELT

	

Tel: +1 519-361-2673 x295 4
Programs Officer

	

Fax: +1 519-361-649 2
Bruce Power

	

Eml: blayne.shewfelt@brucepower .com
P.O. Box 3000 ,
Tiverton, Ontario

Mr. Neil TAYLOR

	

Tel: +1 905-839-1151 x5406
Mechanical Maintainer - HP Trainer

	

Fax: +1 905-837-720 6
Ontario Power Generation - Pickering Nuclear

	

Eml: neil .taylor@opg .com
1675 Montgomery Park Road ,
Pickering, Ontario, L1V 2R5
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Mr. Brian TOOLEY Tel: +1 905-623-6670 x195 5
Inspector Fax: +1905-623-596 3
CNSC
Darlington Nuclear Station

Emi: tooleyb@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca

Dr. Chester WANG Tel: +1 416-281-651 4
CNSC Fax: +1 905-831-984 9
137 Meadowvale Road
Toronto, Ontario
Mlc 1S2

Eml: wangc@cnsc-ccsn.gc .ca

EGYPT

Mr. Yasser Elsayed TAWFIK
Assistant Lecturer
AEA-ETRR-2
Inshas-Cairo

Tel : +20 2 4780 71 4
Fax: +20 2 4691 74 0
Emi: tawfik gasser@hotmail .com

FINLAND

Ms Nina KOIVULA Tel: +358 400 42055 6
Inspector, Human Factors Specialist Fax: +358 9 759 88 382
Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority Erni : nina.koivula@stuk .fi
P.O. Box 14
Laippatie 4
00881 Helsinki

Ms Tanja KURONEN Tel : +35850381978 3
Helsinki University of Technology Fax :
P.O.Box 5500, Em1 : tanja .kuronen@hut.fi
FIN-02015 HUT

Dr. Kari LAAKSO Tel : +358-9-456646 5
Senior Research Scientist Fax: +358-9-456704 6
VTT Industrial Systems Eml : kari .laakso@vtt .fi
P.O.Box 1301 ,
FIN-02044 VTT

Dr. Leena NORROS Tel : +358 9 456 655 1
Senior Research Scientist Fax: +358 9 456 6752
VTT Industrial Systems Eml: leena .norro s@vtt .fi
P.O.Box 1301 ,
FIN-02044 VTT

Ms Pia OEDEWALD Tel : +35850340709 0
Researcher Fax :
VTT Technical research center of Finland Eml: pia .oedewald@vtt .fi
PL 130 1
02044 VTT
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Route du Panorama Robert Schuman Eml : daniel .tasset@asn.minefi .gouv.fr
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Mr. Wolfgang PREISCHL Tel : +49 (0)89 3200448 1
Gesellschaft für Anlagen und- Fax: +49 (0)89 32004306
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH Eml: Wolfgang .Preischl@grs .de
Forschungsgel5.nde - P.O. Box 1228
D-85736 Garching
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Mr. Sandro GIULIANELLI Tel: +39 (6) 5007201 4
Director - Dept. for Nuclear, Technological & Fax: +39 (6) 5007285 6
Industrial Risk Eml: giulianelli@apat .it

APAT
Via Vitaliano Brancati, 48
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JAPAN

Mr. Tetsuo KONDO Tel : +81-3-3581-8960
Official for Subsequent Regulation Review Fax: +81-3-3581-9837
Secretariat of the Nuclear . Safety Commission Eml : tetsuo.kondo@cao .go .jp
3-1-1 Kasumigaseki ,
Chiyoda-ku ,
Tokyo 100-897 0

Mr. Maomi MAKINO Tel : +81 (3) 4511 180 1
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NETHERLANDS

Drs. Gerard A . DE VREY Tel : +31 0 70 339251 0
Kernfysische Dienst Fax: +31 0 70 339188 7
Min. van VROM Eml: gerard.devrey@minvrom.nl
Rijnstraat 8
IPC 560
2515 XP Den Haag

NORWAY

Mr. Espen NYSTAD Tel: +47 69 21 22 3 6
Research scientist Fax: +47 69 21 24 6 0
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P.b. 173 ,
NO-1751 Halden
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28040 Madri d
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Mr. César A. RODICIO
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Mr. Bertil MOBERGER
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Tel : +34 91 346 0258
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Tel : +34 91-3460299
Fax: +34 91-346021 6
Eml: alc@csn.e s

Tel : +34
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Eml :
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Fax: +34 91 556 6520
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Tel: +34 92 754 5090
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Tel: +46 8 6988462
Fax:
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OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)

Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI )
Special Experts' Group on Human & Organisational Factors (SEGHOF )

CSNI Workshop

"BETTER NUCLEAR PLANT MAINTENANCE :

IMPROVING HUMAN AND ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE "

Organised by
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commissio n
UK Nuclear Installations Inspectorat e

October 3-5, 2005
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Government Conference Centre
2 Rideau Street

Deadline for abstracts :

	

6 May 2005

Notification of authors :

	

6 June 200 5

Submission of full papers and registration:

	

1 September 2005

CALL FOR PAPERS & PRESENTATIONS
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OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA )
Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI )

Special Experts' Group on Human & Organisational Factors (SEGHOF)

CSNI Workshop

" BETTER NUCLEAR PLANT MAINTENANCE :
IMPROVING HUMAN AND ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE "

CALL FOR PAPERS

The general objective of the workshop is to exchange and disseminate information abou t
management of nuclear plant maintenance programs and measures to prevent or mitigat e
the effects of maintenance errors . International experience with methods to improve huma n
performance during maintenance, opportunities for improvement, organisational support an d
new developments will be discussed during the workshop . The principal aims are to share
good practices amongst both regulators and licensees. Furthermore, the aim is to assist
SEGHOF to understand what type of work is necessary in order to plan further internationa l
activities in this area .

It is expected that the results will aid participants to better understand the impact of huma n
and organisational performance during maintenance and to plan, manage and implemen t
maintenance activities more safely and effectively .

1 Background

Human and organisational factors have been shown to make a significant contribution t o
nuclear plant incidents. Of particular concern is the impact of these factors on the planning ,
management and delivery of plant maintenance activities. Errors during maintenance may
not always be revealed by commissioning tests and may remain undetected for extended
periods until the affected system is called upon to function . For these reasons it is prudent to
consider how best to defend against the incidence of maintenance errors or mitigate thei r
effects .

The NEA CSNI Special Experts' Group on Human and Organisational Factors (SEGHOF), is
tasked to improve the current understanding of human and organisational performance an d
the way in which this impacts upon nuclear safety . A workshop to examine methods an d
approaches to ensure that maintenance is planned, managed and implemented effectively is
intended to contribute towards furthering that understanding . The workshop will be of interes t
to nuclear utilities for the implementation of their maintenance programmes, and to regulatory
bodies concerned about the potential impact of poorly planned or managed maintenance o n
safety. The focus of the workshop will be identifying practical and innovative approaches t o
maintenance activities . Securing effective and safe maintenance performance will be
achieved through providing a forum which enables a wide-ranging exchange of experience s
and approaches on a range of related topics .
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2 Workshop Topics

The following main topics will be discussed during the workshop :

1 . Maintenance-related events :

• methods for analysis of maintenance-related events ;
• identification of causal factors which contribute to human error durin g

maintenance ;
• corrective and preventive measures to address events with human and

organisational causes.

2. Licensee arrangements (including good practices) for planning, implementing and
managing maintenance :

• initiatives to better design, manage and implement maintenance activities;
• maintenance procedures, training and other supporting factors such as th e

introduction of new technology ;
• treatment of human actions during maintenance, situational factors and

organisational support in the plant safety case .

3. Development and implementation of guidance documents to improve maintenance
programmes :

• examples of guidelines for improving maintenance programmes ;
• application of guidelines and feedback on their effectiveness ;
• gaps and novel approaches .

4. Regulatory requirements, concerns and approaches :

• regulatory expectations for consideration of human and organisational aspects
of maintenance programs;

• _regulatory oversight of human and organisational aspects of plant maintenance ;
• regulatory response to maintenance events .

5. Recent trends and their impact on management of maintenance :

• outsourcing/contractorisation of maintenance activities ;
• implications of multi-skilling or skill broadening in maintenance ;
• implications of changing maintenance intervals .

The workshop will comprise a series of sessions commencing with one or more short presente d
papers (- 20 minutes) followed by break-out and plenary discussions on the issues which arise . One
session on regulatory expectations will include short (10-15 minutes) presentations from differen t
countries' regulatory bodies followed by discussion comparing these approaches . A full schedule wil l
be circulated to prospective attendees in June 2005 .
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Participation is invited from those who are able to make an active contribution in one or more of th e
workshop topics . The workshop will primarily be of interest to representatives from nuclear utilities
and regulators who plan, manage, implement or inspect maintenance activities, and from those
involved in preparing guidelines for effective management and implementation of maintenance .

4 Abstracts and Papers

Those wishing to present a paper should send an abstract to Dr . P. Pyy at the OECD NEA Secretaria t
(contact info on the next page) . Short briefing papers (1-2 pages) will also be welcome . Those
submitting a paper are also requested to send the title of their presentation to Dr. P. Pyy by 6th May
2005.

Workshop chairs :
Mrs. Helen McRobbie
Senior Human Factors Specialist
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commissio n
280 Slater Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
KIP 5S9

Tel. 613-947-0956
Fax 613-995-5086
E-mail: mcrobbieh@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca

Dr. Craig Reierse n
Principal Inspecto r
Nuclear Installations Inspectorat e
St Peters Hous e
Balliol Road
Bootle, Merseyside
UK L20 3LZ
Tel. 44-151 951 3650
Fax 44-151 951 3942
	Email: craig.reiersen@hse .gsi.gov.uk

NEA Secretariat :
Mrs. Elisabeth MAUN Y
Nuclear Safety Divisio n
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
Le Seine St Germai n
12 Boulevard des Iles
92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France
Tel: +33 1 45 24 10 53
Fax: +33 1 45 24 11 29
E-mail: elisabeth . mauny@oecd. org

Dr. Pekka PYY
Nuclear Safety Divisio n
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
Le Seine St Germai n
12 Boulevard des Ile s
92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France
Tel: +33 1 45 24 10 54
Fax: +33 1 45 24 11 29
	E-mail: pekka. pyy@oecd.org

Authors of approved presentations should send a master copy of their full paper to the worksho p
chairs and NEA Secretariat by 1 September 2005 (to the above addresses) so that pre-prints of th e
papers can be made available for participants at the beginning of the workshop .

5 Deadlines

Deadline for Abstracts/expressions o f

intent to give presentation :

Notification to Authors :

Submission of Full Papers and Registration :

Date of workshop :

6 May 2005

6 June 200 5

1 September 2005

3-5 October 2005
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6.1 Proceedings

The proceedings of the workshop together with a specific chapter containing the summary and
conclusions will be issued as a CSNI report .

6.2 Working language

The working language of the workshop will be English .

6.3 Workshop location

The workshop will be held at the Government Conference Centre at 2 Rideau Street in Ottawa ,
Ontario, Canada. The Government Conference Centre is located at the right side of the map shown at
http ://www.ottawakiosk .com/map3.html across the street from the Château Laurier hotel .

6 .4 Hotel reservation

There are several hotels within walking distance of the Government Conference Centre . A few hotels
are listed in the table below. All prices are in Canadian funds but do not include sales tax of 15% .
The prices were quoted as the government rate on January 6, 2005 . We advise you to book your
accommodation early since room rates may vary based on demand and October is a popular mont h
for tourism in Ottawa .

Hotel Name Location Type of Room Government Rat e
Fairmont Château
Laurier

Attached to Government
Conference Centre by tunnel

Standard rooms Start at $199

Westin Attached to the Rideau
Shopping Centre

Standard rooms Start at $199

Albert-at-Bay Suite s
Hotel

Corner of Albert and Bay
Streets

Suite with full kitchen $132

Delta- Suites Hotel On Queen Street near Lyon
Street

Standard roo m
Studio guestroom with
kitchenette

$139

$149
Minto Place Suite Hotel On Laurier Avenue near

Kent Street
Studio suite with
kitchenette
One bedroom suite with
full kitchen or kitchenette

$13 5

$147
Best Western - Victoria
Suites

Corner of O'Connor and
Gladstone

Room with fridge and
microwave

$119

The Government Conference Centre is located at the right side of the map shown a t
http ://www.ottawakiosk .com/map3 .html across the street from the Château Laurier hotel . Other
hotels in the vicinity of the workshop are shown at the same website by substituting "map4" or "map5 "
for "map3" . All hotels in the table are shown on "map3" except for the Westin, which is on "map5" an d
the Best Western, which is on "map4" . The Château Laurier and Westin are the closest hotels to th e
Government Conference Centre .

The same website also includes links to other hotels in Ottawa . Another websites that will assist you
with planning your trip to Ottawa is : http ://www.capcan.ca/planning/mapofcapital/index_e.html .

6 .5 Registration fee

There is no registration fee to attend this workshop .

6.6 Meeting information

Practical information on the workshop will be made available on the NEA website :
http ://www.nea.fr/html/nsd/workshops/maintenance .
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p MQpatjr/formation, please contact the NEA secretariat (notice to send abstracts to all fou r
involved parties as indicated before) :

Dr. Pekka T . Pyy
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
Le Seine St Germai n
12 Boulevard des Iles
F- 92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France
Tel : +33 1 45 24 10 5 4
Fax: +33 1 45 24 11 2 9
E-mail : pekka .pyy@oecd .org

7 Previous NEA Work In the Area of Maintenance

Both the NEA Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) and the Committee on Nuclea r
Regulatory Activities (CNRA) and their various working groups have had several activities dealin g
with maintenance in the past . These activities approach the topic from different point of view than thi s
workshop. However, the reports available about these activities form a good background material t o
the topic .

An example of currently ongoing activities in the field is the joint IAEA/NEA IRS Topical Study :
"Maintenance issues, including quality assurance, human factors and procedures aspects" . The UK is
the lead country for this study.

In the following, a list of CSNI and CNRA reports about maintenance is presented .

CSNI activities and reports in the field of support to human and organizational factors o f
maintenance :

• NEA/CSNI-68 (1981)- A Guide to writing maintenance test and calibration procedures by a CSN I
Group of Experts on Human Error Assessment . http ://www.nea .fr/html/nsd/docs/1981/csni8l -
68. pdf

NEA/CSNI/R(1991)6 - International practices for analyzing, regulating and improving huma n
performance of maintenance activities at nuclear power plants, 1991 . Contact the NEA Secretariat fo r
a copy .

NEA/CSNI/R(1994)17 - Management of maintenance outages and shutdowns: summary of reports ,
1994 . Contact the NEA Secretariat for a copy .

NEA/CSNI/R(1995)27 - Joint OECD/NEA-IAEA Symposium on Human Factors and Organisation in
NPP maintenance outages : impact on safety . Stockholm, Sweden, 1995 .
http ://www . nea .fr/html/nsd/docs/1995/csni-r95-27 .pdf

Reliability data collection to support maintenance programmes (PWG5/WGRISK) :

NEA/CSNI/R(1995)13 - Proceedings of the International Workshop on Reliability Data Collection i n
Support of PSA, Maintenance and Life-Assurance Programmes (1995 : Toronto, Canada), 1996. Also
referenced as : OCDE/GD(96)62. http ://www .nea .fr/html/nsd/docs/1995/csni-r1995-13 .pdf

NEA Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) - reports in the field of inspection of
maintenance work (WGIP) :

NEA/CNRA/R(1997)1 - Regulatory Inspection Practices related to Inspection Planning, Plant
Maintenance and the Assessment of Safety- Proceedings of an International Workshop, (1996 :



Chester, UK), 1997 . Also referenced as : OCDE/GD(97)62 .
http ://www . nea .fr/html/nsd/docs/1997/cnra-r97-1 .pdf

NEA/CNRA/R(2001)6 - Inspection of Maintenance on safety Systems During NPP Operatio n
http ://www .nea .fr/html/nsd/docs/2001/cnra-r2001-6.pdf

NEA/CNRA/R(2003)4 - CNRA - Nuclear Regulatory Inspection of Contracted Work Survey Results -
Working Group on Inspection Practices http ://www.nea .fr/html/nsd/docs/2003/cnra-r2003-
4 .pdf
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OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA )
Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI )

Special Experts' Group on Human & Organisational Factors (SEGHOF)

CSNI Workshop

"BETTER NUCLEAR PLANT MAINTENANCE:
IMPROVING HUMAN AND ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE"

Registration / Abstract For m

See also the on-line version at: http ://www.nea.fr/html/nsd/workshops/maintenance/ (the filled on-lin e
form will be sent to the chairs & NEA Secretariat automatically )

ln response to the announcement and call for papers we inform you of the nomination of

Please return the registration form by 1 September 2005 at the latest, to (do not forget to send your
eventual abstract to the workshop chairmen by 6 May 2005) :

Dr. Pekka T . Py y
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
Le Seine St Germain
12 Boulevard des Iles
F- 92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France
Tel : +33 1 45 24 10 5 4
Fax : +33 1 45 24 11 2 9
E-mail : pekka .pyy@oecd .org

Title, Name, Surname:	

Position:

Organisation:

Address :

Tel:	 	 Fax:
E-mail:

I intend to make a presentation: Yes q No q

Foreseen title of my presentation and paper:
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